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Over the last 20 years, marine/maritime spatial planning (MSP)1 has gained a 
strong political presence in Europe and elsewhere. Before 2006, only a hand-
ful of countries had begun to spatially plan sea areas, such as China, where 
marine functional zoning was first proposed by government in 1998. In 
Europe, efforts began in 2002 as part of the EU-funded BaltCoast project 
involving Germany, Sweden, Estonia, Poland, Latvia, Denmark and Finland. 
Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands then became forerunners of MSP in 
Europe, approving integrated management plans for their waters in 2005. By 
2017, the number of countries with MSP initiatives of some type had grown 
to about 60, the majority of which are in Europe but also some in Central 
America, Africa and Asia (Ehler 2017; Santos et al. 2019).2

Given the growing interest in applying MSP around the world, it is time to 
take stock of what has been achieved by MSP and where future challenges 
might lie. Research interest in MSP has grown exponentially in recent years, 
and scholars are analysing various dimensions of MSP including its rationale, 
methods and outcomes in subject areas such as geography, planning, political 
and social sciences and ecology.

Based on the growing body of practical experience with MSP, critical ques-
tions have emerged regarding the MSP process and also the overall objectives 

Foreword

1 We use the terms marine and maritime spatial planning in this book. The term “marine” is arguably 
more strongly associated with the marine environment and “maritime” with marine activities and uses, 
although in planning practice, “marine spatial planning”, “maritime spatial planning” and “marine plan-
ning” are all used to describe similar processes. See also Section 3 of Chap. 1.
2 Ehler, C. (2017) “World-Wide Status and Trends of Maritime/Marine Spatial Planning” presented at 
the 2nd International Conference on Marine/Maritime Spatial Planning, UNESCO, Paris.
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of MSP. For example, what is the relationship between MSP and the ecosys-
tem approach to marine management? Is MSP contributing to the sustainable 
development of the ocean? How inclusive are MSP processes in practice? 
Other challenges are emerging at the intersection of theory and practice, such 
as how to account for the social benefits of MSP or various understandings of 
spatiality. Questions have also been raised regarding MSP as a form of “ocean 
grabbing”.

This book seeks to comprehensively address these and other issues related 
to MSP.  At a critical juncture in the EU, where countries are required to 
develop maritime spatial plans by 2021,3 it is the first comprehensive outlook 
on MSP seen through the lenses of different scientific disciplines. It brings 
together the perspectives of authors at the edge of research and practice: peo-
ple who have been practically involved in MSP in their countries, regions or 
sea basins, either running MSP-related projects or assisting the elaboration of 
maritime spatial plans, and people who have considered MSP from a theoreti-
cal perspective. The authors represent disciplines as diverse as macro- spatial 
planning, oceanography, land-use planning, ecology, political and social sci-
ences, as well as geography and economics. Rather than a definitive treatment 
of MSP, it is an attempt to capture the various roles of MSP in managing 
social-ecological systems, its intended and unintended socio-economic and 
ecological outcomes, the uncertainties that surround its conceptualisation as 
well as some critical questions concerning the concept of MSP as a whole. The 
book project was supported by an international interdisciplinary conference 
on MSP that took place in autumn 2017 in Poland.

The book begins with a presentation of the essence, origin and interdisci-
plinary character of MSP (Chap. 1). This is complemented by a general analy-
sis of the ocean as the subject of planning in Chap. 2. What key ocean 
perspectives have developed over time, how have we come to see the ocean 
and what contradictions are emerging from these views?

Ecological perspectives are presented in the following two chapters. Chapter 
3 focuses on the challenges and opportunities for ecosystem-based manage-
ment and MSP in the Irish Sea, drawing on recent projects and experiences. 
Chapter 4 takes readers outside of Europe, outlining the role of systematic 
conservation planning in MSP and explaining how this has been applied in 
the Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem in South Africa and Namibia.

The ecological perspective is followed by an economic perspective, starting 
with Chap. 5 on classical location theory. In discussing its applicability to 

3 See the EU’s Maritime Spatial Planning Directive (EC 2014), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/
EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014L0089&from=EN.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014L0089&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014L0089&from=EN
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marine space, it shows that while MSP cannot neglect market forces, the mar-
ket itself is unable to allocate space to issues considered important from a 
societal point of view, requiring the public process of MSP as a corrective. 
Chapter 6 continues the economic theme by outlining current thinking on 
“Blue Growth” and its relationship with MSP. It points out that MSP can play 
an important role in supporting Blue Growth but only if intertwined with 
other measures of Integrated Maritime Policy and territorial development.

Chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10 present a socio-cultural perspective. Chapter 7 
begins by interrogating the concept of “socio-cultural”, examining how it is 
being defined and applied across the MSP landscape. Cultural ecosystem ser-
vices, seascape and well-being are examined as central concepts. Chapter 8 
continues this focus by conceptualising social sustainability in MSP, articulat-
ing how social sustainability could be conceived in MSP and describing how 
this framework could be applied to analyse MSP practice. Key features of 
social sustainability elaborated are deepening democratic decision-making, 
inclusion of socio-cultural values and knowledge, and equitable distribution 
and social cohesion. Chapter 9 argues that to recapture its democratising 
potential, MSP requires explicit engagement with politics and power. It high-
lights the use of the boundary object lens and citizen science as two potential 
avenues to facilitate this engagement. Chapter 10 presents an analytical 
framework to characterise participation in MSP, including a participation lad-
der emphasising power sharing, roles, functions and learning in transbound-
ary contexts.

All of the above perspectives are interrelated, which is further emphasised 
by the next section of the book that has a practical perspective. Chapter 11 
reflects on MSP from a land-sea interaction (LSI) perspective. It raises ques-
tions about the role and limitations of MSP in addressing sustainable devel-
opment of the world’s oceans as many of the issues it is concerned with are 
inextricably linked to activity on the land. It ends with an exploration of how 
LSI matters might inform future directions for MSP and may be heralding a 
new era of Territorial Spatial Planning, which spans both land and sea. 
Chapter 12 is dedicated to the Mediterranean and illustrates the policy 
framework supporting MSP implementation in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Following on from Chap. 11, it discusses the importance of linking MSP 
with integrated coastal management (ICM/ICZM) given the high relevance 
of LSIs. Chapter 13 is a critical analysis of stakeholder processes in 
MSP.  Varying participatory models of MSP are currently developing for 
MSP, but delivering multi-sector participatory MSP processes is faced with 
many challenges. Various  disconnects are identified between the conceptual 
underpinnings of MSP and the reality of recent stakeholder processes. 
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Chapter 14 looks at the use of scenarios to inform the development of MSPs, 
presenting an in-depth example of scenario-building for the Celtic Seas. 
Scenarios are revealed as important in understanding the aspirations of dif-
ferent stakeholders towards integration within the MSP process, as well as 
the realities of encouraging co-location between sea uses.

Chapters 15, 16 and 17 present a dedicated governance perspective on 
MSP. Chapter 15 places MSP in the context of risk governance, relating risk 
to the process of developing a maritime spatial plan. Chapter 16 considers the 
role of the law of the sea in MSP, highlighting that the  United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) has also provided the frame-
work for the further development of, inter alia, global ocean governance. 
Chapter 17 goes beyond the confines of territoriality and considers MSP in 
areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ). The chapter highlights the exist-
ing legal framework and describes which organisations could foster MSP in 
ABNJ. Furthermore, it assesses whether existing MSP tools are transferable to 
ABNJ.

The book concludes with an outlook towards the next generation of MSPs 
and MSP as a practice. Chapter 18 considers approaches to evaluating MSP 
and presents a methodology for designing a flexible and context-specific eval-
uation of MSP. Chapter 19 considers what basic skills are needed to achieve a 
successful professional practice of MSP, drawing on the visions and insights of 
consultants, maritime sectors, policymakers, scientists and teachers of MSP.

As the editors of the book and MSP researchers and practitioners, we would 
like to explicitly acknowledge those who have paved the way for MSP devel-
opment in the EU, in particular, in its initial stages. Among others, key pio-
neers of MSP in Europe are Bernhard Heinrichs (propagator of the concept at 
the VASAB forum and creator of the first marine spatial development plan in 
the EU), Charles Ehler (propagator of the concept throughout the world 
through the structures of IOC-UNESCO), Nico Nolte (creator of the first 
maritime spatial plan for the exclusive economic zone in the EU), Haitze 
Siemers (forward-looking director within DG MARE and responsible for the 
EU MSP Directive) as well as Angela Schultz-Zehden (creator of the EU MSP 
platform and coordinator of numerous MSP pilot projects and various MSP 
innovations).

We are also grateful to all the authors in this book for contributing their 
thoughts, know-how and experience and for devoting their time to highlight 
the complexity of MSP, its interrelated risks and challenges as well as its 
opportunities.

Gdańsk, Poland Jacek Zaucha
Geesthacht, Germany Kira Gee
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Maritime/Marine Spatial Planning 

at the Interface of Research and Practice

Charles Ehler, Jacek Zaucha, and Kira Gee

1  Introduction to the Growing Practice of MSP

Marine/maritime spatial planning (MSP) is about managing the distribution 
of human activities in space and time to achieve ecological, economic and 
social objectives and outcomes. It is a political and social process informed by 
both the natural and social sciences. Over the last 20 years, MSP has matured 
from a concept to a practical approach to moving towards sustainable devel-
opment in the oceans. Integrated marine spatial plans have been implemented 
by about 20 countries, and it is expected that by 2030, at least a third of the 
surface area of the world’s exclusive economic zones will have government- 
approved marine spatial plans (Ehler 2017).

Academic interest in MSP has grown exponentially over the past decade. A 
November 2017 search of the “Web of Knowledge” of the Institute for 
Scientific Information (ISI) found over 900 scientific papers on MSP pub-
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lished in international peer-reviewed journals and almost 10,000 articles in 
Google Scholar when searching for “marine spatial planning” alone (Santos 
et al. in press). According to Merrie and Olssen (2014), much of this increase 
in academic interest in MSP seems to have been derived from the first inter-
national workshop on MSP organised by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (IOC) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization’s (UNESCO) in 2006. The 2nd International 
Conference on Marine/Maritime Spatial Planning, organised by IOC-
UNESCO and the European Union (EU) and held in Paris in 2017, 
attracted over 700 applicants, reflecting the growing interest in the topic from 
a practical perspective.1 Many scientific conferences such as the Annual 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea  (ICES) Sciences 
Conference are now regularly offering sessions on MSP, and a dedicated MSP 
Research Network has emerged, founded at the University of Liverpool with 
numerous subgroups focusing on specific topics.

2  The Imperative for a Multidisciplinary 
Approach in MSP

The imperative for employing a multidisciplinary approach stems from the 
nature of marine space as a multi-dimensional concept requiring insight from 
many scientific disciplines and types of knowledge (Ansong et al. 2018). Space 
is the subject of research and investigation by physicists, biologists, geographers, 
economists, political scientists, spatial planners, sociologists, philosophers and 
scholars of culture. As Faludi notes (2013, 8), “Territory is not necessarily a 
fixed entity enveloping all major aspects of social and political life within its 
boundaries. Rather, it is the object of negotiation and compromise, open to 
multiple interpretations.” Space—and with this, marine space—must therefore 
be seen as a dynamic entity composed of a multitude of interrelations.

A key premise is that there is no single maritime space and that each of its 
delimitations is arbitrary. We are dealing with a number of overlapping sea 
spaces, each of which has its very own constituting relationships. For instance, 
many decisions concerning MSP are made in metropolitan centres far away 
from the coast, which is why maritime space in the regulatory dimension can 
have a discontinuous, network-like character. This is also the case with eco-
nomic issues, illustrated by the fact that many of the economic benefits gener-
ated in the sea are realised far inland. At the same time, many traditional 
boundaries in the sea are currently dissolving. These include boundaries 

1 www.msp2017.paris/.
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between state and economic actors, for example, or boundaries of perception, 
and even national and other administrative boundaries and borders. In vari-
ous senses of the word, marine space is losing its traditional role as a frontier, 
instead becoming a contact point and boundary object for a variety of politi-
cal, economic and environmental interests and views.

The definition of what exactly constitutes maritime space, and therefore the 
object of planning efforts, is a key challenge for spatial approaches to manage-
ment. Where does the use of land affect the sea and the use of the sea affect 
the land? As each affects the other to some extent, is their separation in MSP 
not merely an artificial exercise? Similarly, ecological or cultural marine spaces 
may easily extend across land and water, giving rise to complex administrative 
and political questions. Some scholars have taken these notions even further, 
moving away from the consideration of “being” in the context of the sea and 
concentrating instead on the processual “becoming”, understanding oceans as 
a mobile and processional entity in line with their constantly changing nature 
(Anderson and Peters 2014). Given the changeable character of the space, 
ecosystems and societies that constitute the ocean, it is therefore all the more 
important to consider the dynamic and process-oriented nature of MSP rather 
than any static outcomes it may produce. Analysing and shaping MSP in this 
specific context—dealing with multiple concepts of space and associated 
actors and stakeholders, dynamic yet also seeking stability as part of adminis-
trative processes and legislative frameworks—requires a multidisciplinary 
approach, drawing on the knowledge of different disciplines.

Another reason for MSP to take a multidisciplinary approach is its link to 
the sustainability discourse (see also Chap. 8 in this book). Seas and oceans are 
vulnerable ecosystems that consist of interrelated biological, chemical and 
physical processes. They provide humankind with numerous ecosystem goods 
and services, as well as abiotic benefits such as wind for offshore wind farming 
or navigation routes for shipping. Preserving them and securing their proper 
development is therefore of key importance to humankind. The ecosystem-
based approach to marine spatial governance has been proposed as a central 
tool for achieving this overarching goal (see e.g. Carneiro 2013; Jay 2012; 
Douvere 2008; Gilliland and Laffoley 2008), but this poses new questions as 
to how to combine sustainable use of natural resources and the preservation 
of ecologically valuable species and habitats (Hassler et al. 2017). The central 
dilemma of sustainable development—how to simultaneously preserve and 
exploit ecosystems—also applies to the sea, perhaps even more so because in 
many respects, the oceans are still poorly understood.

A new sense of the ocean is also manifesting itself in the context of eco-
nomics. This is exemplified in the popularity of the concept of “blue growth” 
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most  recently introduced by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) and European Commission (see also Chaps. 5 
and 6 in this book). As stated by the European Commission (EC 2016, 2), for 
the EU and many nations around the world, oceans hold a key to the future. 
According to the OECD, in 2010 the blue economy resulted in global prod-
ucts and services worth US $1.5 trillion, or 2.5% of the world gross value 
added, providing 31 million jobs (OECD 2016, 13). New ways of reaping the 
benefits of ocean space are emerging (EC 2014b), and current uses are under-
going profound transformations (Zaucha 2009). Many emerging activities 
have strong transboundary dimensions, with traditional uses also facing 
increasing pressure to transnationalise. As a result, ever more international 
maritime networks are emerging—of sea basin transmission grids, shipping 
routes or transnational oil pipelines, in particular, in enclosed seas such as the 
Baltic or the Mediterranean. But the resulting pressures are rarely restricted to 
particular areas or sea spaces either. Even physically constrained maritime 
activities can have profound impacts on the surrounding maritime space—in 
the case of pollution or underwater noise, sometimes across very long dis-
tances. Transboundary approaches are therefore called for not only in eco-
nomic development but also in resource management and protection (see also 
Chaps. 3 and 4 in this book).

From a research perspective, a key question is thus whether maritime 
development is simply the next stage in our emancipation from the geo-
graphical determinism first proposed by Ratzel (1882). The environment 
has long since ceased to determine human activities on land, but will we 
witness the same development in the sea? And what does this imply for 
marine governance including MSP? What will be the guiding principles 
of these developments, and what priorities will we set for the ocean? There 
are some indications that a new social awareness is emerging of the seas, 
driven by recent issues such as marine pollution and the powerful imagery 
that has now become available on life in the ocean (see also Chap. 7 in 
this book). Societies are reassessing the value they are placing on the ocean 
and are becoming more aware of its role in well-being and quality of life. 
Just like governance itself, the shifting values and beliefs about the ocean 
are also a topic for research, as these will guide our management approaches 
of the future—linking back to the sustainability discourse referred to 
earlier.

 C. Ehler et al.
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3  Origins and Development of MSP

The emergence of MSP is usually ascribed to the increasing intensity of mari-
time use, exceeding the capacity of marine areas to meet all demands simulta-
neously. Access to marine space is usually not restricted, potentially leading to 
overuse and conflicts. As many marine goods and services are not priced in the 
market, conflicts often cannot be resolved through economic analysis alone 
(Ehler 2017). MSP has so far developed as a new governance regime under 
the so-called public choice mechanism. Public choice is important as ocean 
space is not (yet) traded in the market, therefore requiring democratic 
decision- making in order to avoid risks of overexploitation (the tragedy of the 
commons). Usually in public choice, selected representatives are expected to 
make specific decisions; in this case, decisions on how marine space should be 
used. Public choice decision-making also entails consideration of important 
societal values such as biodiversity or social justice. For public choice mecha-
nisms to work well, proper process and the involvement of all stakes are cru-
cial (see also Chaps. 9, 10 and 13 in this book).

The idea that became MSP was initially proposed in 1976 by interna-
tional and national interests in developing marine protected areas as a 
response to the environmental degradation of marine areas caused by human 
activities (Olsson et al. 2008). In the early 1980s, zoning plans were created 
for the Great Barrier Reef in Australia (Day 2002), although in Europe at 
least this did not lead to a more comprehensive debate concerning the 
essence of MSP. The Great Barrier Reef zoning plans also had a primary goal 
of marine conservation—a very different character and scope to the multi-
ple-objective marine/maritime spatial plans currently being created in 
Europe and elsewhere.

The European discussion surrounding the possibility of spatial planning in 
the sea began in earnest around 2000, with the first mention of the term MSP 
in 2001 (VASAB 2001). A veritable explosion of publications occurred in the 
years 2007–2009, mostly composed of policy documents and handbooks 
indicative of a more practical engagement with MSP (EC 2007a, b, 2008b; 
Ehler and Douvere 2007; Acker and Hodgson 2008; Ekebom et  al. 2008; 
Schultz-Zehden et  al. 2008; Zaucha 2008; Ehler and Douvere 2009). The 
first academic papers concerned with the concept and practical implementa-
tion of MSP also appeared at this time (Douvere and Ehler 2008). At this 
point, the first maritime spatial plan in the EU had been elaborated, namely 
by the German federal state of Mecklenburg- Vorpommern for its territorial 
sea, which was approved in 2005 (Heinrichs et al. 2005).
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The real breakthrough, however, came with the EU integrated maritime 
policy, as outlined in the Green Book (EC 2006) and Blue Book (EC 2007a) 
and presented, in detail, in the EU Action Plan (EC 2007b). This was followed 
by the publication of the “Roadmap for Maritime Spatial Planning: Achieving 
Common Principles in the EU” (EC 2008b), which describes MSP as “provid-
ing a framework for arbitrating between competing human activities and man-
aging their impact on the marine environment”. Its objective is described as 
“balancing sectoral interests and achieve sustainable use of marine resources in 
line with the EU Sustainable Development Strategy”. It also stresses that MSP 
is a process involving data collection, stakeholder consultation and participa-
tory development of a plan, including a process of monitoring and review.

The driving force of this debate were studies conducted by UNESCO,2 
VASAB3 and the European Commission, as well as a broad range of 
EU-funded pilot projects on MSP in European sea basins.4 In 2014 the 
MSP Directive (EC 2014a) was officially adopted. It obliges coastal EU 
member states to prepare maritime spatial plans by March 2021 and sets 
out a range of minimum requirements for these plans, such as giving con-
sideration to land-sea interactions, considering environmental, economic, 
social and safety aspects, ensuring coherence between MSP and other pro-
cesses such as integrated coastal management, ensuring the involvement of 
stakeholders and transboundary cooperation between member states and 
with third countries.

The exact nature of MSP, and what it can achieve as part of a legal process, 
continues to be contentious. This is illustrated by contrasting two views. 
According to a widely-used definition by UNESCO (Ehler and Douvere 
2007), “MSP is a public process of analysing and allocating the spatial and 
temporal distribution of human activities in marine areas to achieve ecologi-
cal, economic, and social objectives that are usually specified through a politi-
cal process”. VASAB, on the other hand, argues that MSP should be treated as 
a legally defined hierarchical process that aims to find a compromise between 
competing user needs (on the surface of the sea, in its waters and on the sea 
floor) in accordance with the values and objectives of a given community. 
These values and objectives are set out in international and state priorities and 
agreements. Furthermore, spatial development of marine areas should be 

2 Ehler, C., Douvere, F. (2009). Marine Spatial Planning: a step-by-step approach towards ecosystem-
based management. Paris: Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, UNESCO. IOC Manual & 
Guides No. 53, IOCAM Dossier No. 6.
3 Visions and strategy related to the Baltic Sea, cooperation of the Baltic ministers of spatial planning—cf. 
Zaucha (2013).
4 See EU projects and initiatives on the MSP Platform website, www.msp-platform.eu.
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shaped by using proper instruments, including visions and strategies (Zaucha 
2008, 2). The first difference thus concerns the broader framework of the 
planning process itself: According to UNESCO, it is a public process, while 
for VASAB it is a hierarchical and legally- defined process, although the ele-
ment of axiological choice—that is, the framing of objectives—is placed out-
side the framework of MSP. UNESCO advocates the paradigm of sustainable 
development; VASAB, on the other hand, does not specify this directly. 
UNESCO limits MSP to the allocation of marine space, and VASAB focuses 
on the ensuing consequences of such actions, although the UNESCO docu-
ments also indicate a similar belief in this respect (Ehler 2014).

Currently, the most frequently- used definition of MSP in Europe is the 
definition derived from the EU MSP Directive. This refers to “spatial plan-
ning of sea” areas as a “process through which appropriate organs of member 
states analyse and organise human activity in sea areas in order to achieve 
ecological, economic and social objectives” (EC 2014a, 140). This definition 
is brief and general in terms of the methods that are to be employed, and it 
narrows down the process to one conducted by public administrations—
which seems restrictive, although it makes sense from the perspective of the 
Directive which persuades member states to engage in this kind of planning.

Not least through the many pilot projects and initiatives on MSP that have 
taken place in Europe, but also from applying MSP in national and sub-
national contexts, different approaches have emerged for initiating and carry-
ing out MSP. These are dependent on the respective definition and rationale of 
MSP and generally vary between a more environmental or economic focus and 
a more strategic or conflict resolution focus. Language is an indication of these 
differences, expressed in the name of MSP as either maritime spatial planning 
(EC 2007a, 2014a; Acker and Hodgson 2008, 1; Schultz-Zehden et al. 2008, 
11) or marine spatial planning (Ekebom et  al. 2008, 4; Ehler and Douvere 
2009, 7; Tyldesley 2004, 1; MSPP 2006, 1; IOPTF 2010, 47; SWAM 2014; 
Ehler 2014; Blasbjerg et al. 2009; HM Government 2011). While some use 
the terms interchangeably, they do seem to reflect a slightly different under-
standing of the significance and role of MSP. The tradition of the European 
Commission (which uses the term maritime) translates into minimising con-
flicts between maritime sectors, while the approach of UNESCO (which uses 
the term marine) focuses on the ecological and environmental issues encapsu-
lated within such planning. OECD (2016, 21) proposes the following differ-
entiation of those terms: The term5 maritime should be understood as 
“being connected with the sea, especially in relation to seafaring, commercial 

5 “Maritime” will be understood as “being connected with the sea, especially in relation to seafaring, com-
mercial or military activity”, while “marine” will be understood as “of, found in, or produced by the sea, 
‘marine plants’; ‘marine biology’”.
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or military activity”, while “marine” should be understood as “of, found in, or 
produced by the sea, ‘marine plants’; ‘marine biology’”. Cormier et al. (2015, 
1) apply the term maritime in relation to economic connotations and marine 
in relation to ecological ones. The practice of planning, however, does not 
always confirm this semantic dichotomy as, for example, in England the spa-
tial planning of sea areas is oriented towards economy despite the fact that the 
term marine is used (see also Douvere and Ehler 2009a, b; Jay et al. 2013).

Table 1.1 collects the most important MSP principles set out by interna-
tional decision-making bodies around the same time during the initial, con-
stituting phase of MSP: VASAB (Zaucha 2008, 4), VASAB along with 
Helsinki Commission (HELCOM)6 (cf. Zaucha 2014) as well as the European 
Commission (EC 2008b, 10–13). Despite striking similarities, these also 
highlight the differing underlying values of the proposing organisations. 
VASAB, for example, in conjunction with HELCOM, an advocate of ecol-
ogy-related issues, initiated a catalogue of principles that starts with sustain-
able development and the ecosystem approach. The European Commission, 
in contrast, as well as the original concept put forward by VASAB prioritises 
spatial efficiency, that is, the role of MSP in minimising of spatial conflicts.

4  Common Denominators for MSP

Despite the various differences highlighted above, there are many common 
denominators for MSP in Europe and also beyond. It is beyond doubt that 
spatial planning of sea areas:

• concerns four-dimensional maritime space (the sea surface and the lower 
part of troposphere above it, the water column, the sea bottom and the 
subsoil beneath it);

• encompasses both space and time;
• aggregates individual human preferences in relation to marine space by a 

process of public choice (although at times this choice is deficient in terms 
of uneven balance of power, see also Chap. 9 in this volume);

• concerns human activity and its consequences;

6 HELCOM is the Helsinki Commission created as an executive body of the Convention for the 
Protection of the Marine Environment of the region of the Baltic Sea, drawn up in Helsinki on March 
22, 1974. In 1992, the previous international agreement was replaced with a Convention for the 
Protection of the Marine Environment of the region of the Baltic Sea, drawn up in Helsinki on April 9, 
1992.
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• is integrated (at least by definition);
• refers to the sea as a functional ecosystem;
• influences market processes at sea;
• requires transnational coordination within sea basins;
• requires coordination and connection with spatial planning on land;
• is conducted in a continuous and adaptive manner encompassing monitor-

ing and evaluation; and
• employs—as best as it can—available research and information.

The most important differences of opinions concerning the essence and 
methods of MSP relate to:

• the degree of generality/specificity and the stage during which the aggrega-
tion of individual preferences into collective preferences occurs;

• relations between planning and management (in literature on the subject, 
e.g. Griffin (2006), planning is perceived as a function of management; 
however, some identify planning with management, for example, Tyldesley 
(2004, 4) or Ehler and Douvere (2009), who directly speak of a marine 
spatial management plan—hence the numerous discussions concerning 
relations of MSP and coastal zone management);

• the degree of specificity, integration and legal power of maritime spatial 
plans (e.g. in Norway marine spatial plans do not constitute a binding law 
but fulfil regulatory functions through the existing responsibilities of com-
petent authorities);

• the degree of specificity and scope of data and information required for 
MSP; and

• the scope and methods of mobilising (engaging) stakeholders in the MSP 
process.

This last point relates to the fact that in research at least, the view has come 
to dominate that the process can be more important than the output of MSP 
(Payne et al. 2011). While some still regard MSP as simple regulatory plans 
that form a framework for administrative decision-making, it is increasingly 
evident that modern governance processes require more sophisticated tech-
niques than administrative solutions and top-down directives as evidenced by 
terrestrial experiences (Faludi 2010, 21–23; 2015, 17; Healey 2000, 112–113; 
2010, 226–227; Dühr et al. 2010, 102–111). Emphasising the process-based 
dimension means to emphasise (changing) social preferences regarding spatial 
management—a view that is also prevalent in the community of MSP practi-
tioners. For example, Tomas Andersson, spatial planner and pioneer of MSP 
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in Sweden,7 describes MSP as “a process to prepare society to meet an uncertain 
future and try to guide the development of space (and the use of resources) in a 
desirable direction”. Process-based planning often makes use of vision-based 
tools or employs scenarios, and uses the degree of mobilisation as a measure 
of success. Planning with an emphasis on the process, however, requires time 
and human resources as well as patience (e.g. Morf et al. forthcoming), not 
least because an iterative, adaptive approach might sometimes be interpreted 
as a lack of progress. In addition, it also requires intuition and experience on 
the part of planners—and a fine sense of timing, for example, when to present 
results to political decision-makers or when to begin a new planning cycle (see 
also Chap. 19 in this book).

Table 1.2 is a general typology of different MSP approaches, corresponding 
objectives and the types of planning documents that might be produced as a 
result. It highlights that MSP has numerous other methods of implementing 
collective choices for marine space apart from regulatory plans—including a 
scenario (see also Chap. 14 in this book), a vision or another form of captur-
ing spatial arrangements over time.

5  Ten Common Misunderstandings and Key 
Areas for Future Research

Based on the above, and reflecting many conversations and discussions with 
researchers and practitioners on MSP, we end by listing some common mis-
understandings with regard to MSP. We argue that these are also critical fields 
of research on MSP, although many other research topics could probably be 
added.

First, despite its origins within the field of conservation, MSP is not an 
exclusive domain of environmental protection. The ecosystem approach, one 
of the principles of MSP in the EU, emphasises the importance of achieving 
good ecological status for the sea. But the ecosystem approach also seeks to 
secure “permanent use of sea resources and services by present and future 
generations” (EC 2008a, art. 1). Humans constitute an integral part of the 
ecosystem; therefore, it is necessary to integrate protection and use. This 
comes back to issues related to the guiding principle of MSP—what are the 
core values it is attempting to promote, and how can sustainability be trans-
lated into practice?

7 Speech during the 2016 Baltic Days in St. Petersburg, pers. comm.
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Second, continuing this line of thinking, MSP is not a universal remedy. 
Some challenges require solutions other than spatial planning. For example, 
in relation to eutrophication, spatial planning can only contribute to solu-
tions but not resolve the original issue. Interactions and cooperation with 
other processes and policy areas are therefore essential if MSP is to play its part 
in the greater scheme of ocean governance. This also relates to the transbound-
ary nature of MSP and its reliance on various forms of integration, resulting 
in a coherent approach to management supported by multiple policies (see 
later in this chapter).

Third, MSP does not—and should not—replace sectoral planning and 
programming. Space is an integrative concept, but like its terrestrial counter-
part, MSP requires understanding of the various sectoral interests in this 
space. Understanding sectoral interests also extends into the social sphere and 
the preferences of society at large, such as aesthetic preferences with respect to 
landscapes. Non-material values and preferences need to be revealed and 
understood in order to be placed alongside the more commercial interests—
requiring the engagement of social sciences and researchers to ensure they can 
be fully integrated in the MSP process.

Fourth, MSP should not be confused with licensing, permitting, or similar 
processes of granting permission to use marine space. Even where a maritime 
spatial plan exists, permits and the associated processes of environmental 
impact assessment are a key requirement for using that space responsibly. This 
is related to the fact that even today, the marine environment and human 
impacts of use are poorly understood. Even where human interference with 
marine ecosystems seems acceptable, this should be verified through detailed 
analyses and research.

Fifth, MSP is not a one-time choice. Social preferences regarding maritime 
space are subject to dynamic changes, suggesting the need for continuous rein-
terpretation. Drawing up and approving a plan is merely a precursor for 
another plan that builds on the experiences of the first. Planning processes are 
therefore also learning processes, and MSP institutions must see themselves as 
learning institutions. It is encouraging that this fact is being recognised by 
countries engaged in revisions of their first marine/maritime spatial plans, 
although it must also be noted that the general thrust of MSP is unlikely to 
change in revisions of a plan, suggesting a degree of path dependency. Germany, 
for example, commencing its revision of the 2009 maritime spatial plan for the 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in 2019, is determined to improve on the 
first planning process, which to a large extent was still experimental. In this 
context, the lack of a definitive plan is not a failure when a diligent planning 
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process has taken place that changed stakeholder awareness and revealed tacit 
knowledge about the sea.

Sixth, MSP is more than drawing lines on a map. As stated in the begin-
ning of this chapter, planning encompasses all the various actions that lead to 
rational spatial development. Spatial allocation is an important activity but 
only one among many. A vital element of MSP, for example, is defining the 
rules and principles to be used in location processes, as well as the rules for the 
negotiation processes that constitute MSP. A distinguishing feature of MSP in 
this context is its integrated approach, that is, its ability to analyse correla-
tions, such as the mutual interactions of various (future) sea uses, cumulative 
pressures and their impacts on the functioning of the marine ecosystem. This 
in turn requires good collaboration with science and research to enable MSP 
to be evidence-led, as well as to recognise existing uncertainties and deal with 
them accordingly (e.g. through the precautionary principle or by making 
them transparent).

Seventh, MSP is conducted at multiple scales, encompassing both horizon-
tal and vertical dimensions. A distinguishing feature of the sea is its higher 
geographical continuity of ecosystems, requiring a coherent approach to man-
agement across administrative boundaries. This may be achieved by a set of 
shared principles concerning the organisation of the MSP process, or by 
agreeing on shared objectives for ocean management, or a nested hierarchy of 
plans, for example. Yet achieving coherence is no easy feat, especially when 
maritime spatial plans are also influenced by regional and local plans or other 
strategic documents. Challenges related to integration have recently been 
evaluated by the BaltSpace project, focusing on policy and sector, stakeholder 
and knowledge integration (Saunders et al. 2016). Achieving integration in all 
these dimensions requires collaboration and coordination—and with this, 
understanding of the specific enablers and barriers to both. This is particularly 
important in international contexts as planning cultures may differ across 
borders but also within countries where institutional cultures and the respec-
tive value bases may also diverge.

Eighth, MSP is not an ideal process. It is a social process, and as such its 
benefits may diverge from what is expected. MSP might be a source of con-
siderable drawbacks—for example, if it is appropriated by well-organised 
powerful interest groups or if risks associated with the MSP process are not 
taken into account (see also Chap. 15 in this book). The social dimensions of 
MSP are currently the subject of one of the most intense and heated scientific 
debates in MSP research, and it has been pointed out that rather than a “ratio-
nal” process, MSP is in fact a highly politicised process. Rather than the eco-
logical or economic results of the plan (see Chap. 9 in this book; Boucquey 
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et al. 2016), the focus is therefore increasingly shifting to the sociopolitical 
results of the MSP process. This involves aspects such as power and the distri-
bution of benefits achieved by the plan (Flannery et  al. 2016). There also 
appears a postulate of phronetic  evaluation of MSP (Kidd and Ellis 2012; 
Flyvbjerg 2004; Kidd and Shaw 2014). Therefore, MSP cannot be treated 
uncritically as an unquestioningly positive process. Continuous monitor-
ing and evaluation are required not only of economic and ecological results 
but also of the social effects of this process. In countries only beginning MSP 
efforts, it is essential to develop awareness and build capacity among stake-
holders to prevent MSP from being dominated by the strongest interest 
groups.

Ninth, there is an issue regarding the efficiency of MSP. Generally, effi-
ciency is brought down to the design and implementation of the planning 
process which is supposed to lead to “balanced” outcomes (cf. e.g. Saunders 
et al. 2016). Mistakes in process design and implementation can lead to social 
resistance and a lack of legitimacy of the planning process, thereby reducing 
process efficiency. At the same time, mistakes and extra time spent on a pro-
cess can be instrumental in promoting learning, and failures can ultimately 
act to improve relations between planners and stakeholders—forcing both 
sides to approach each other, forcing compromise and forcing both sides to 
engage with each other’s viewpoints. This takes time and continuity—for 
example, in terms of staffing, in order to build the required level of trust. 
Engaging with efficiency also takes evaluation and a critical assessment of the 
process (see Chap. 18 in this book).

And last not least, there is the issue of working with stakeholders in a mean-
ingful way. Many experiences have shown that tokenistic involvement will 
not lead to the desired results, but that long-term and honest commitment is 
necessary. Research that contributes to understanding stakeholders, their core 
values and motivations, as well as mechanisms for successful process design, is 
therefore of key importance for MSP in the future.

6  Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to sketch the development of MSP from its initial 
conceptualisation as a zoning tool for marine  conservation to a multi- 
dimensional approach to spatial marine governance. MSP is continuing to 
develop as a practice around the world, although the number of initiatives 
that have reached the implementation stage is still comparatively low: Out of 
a total of 60 MSP initiatives in 2017, 37% were at the pre-planning stage, 
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33% at the plan preparation stage and 19% had an approved plan. Eleven per 
cent have gone as far as revising their plans, with some countries like the 
Netherlands now in their third cycle of MSP (Ehler 2017). Many plans cover 
the EEZ, sometimes encompassing large sea areas as a result. Conflicts among 
uses still constitutes the most common driving force for MSP, closely followed 
by the need for a more integrated approach and concerns about marine con-
servation and new and emerging uses, indicating that strategic use of MSP as 
part of targeted development planning for the sea is still less well developed. 
The greater proportion of maritime spatial plans is also advisory rather than 
regulatory, although many rely on other authorities for the implementation of 
management plans (Ehler 2017).

Given the current level of interest in MSP and the political support it has 
in many regions of the world, the number of countries engaging with MSP is 
set to increase. It has been estimated that by 2030, a third of the world’s EEZs 
will be covered by government-approved maritime spatial plans (Ehler 
2017)—with the possibility of extending even further into areas beyond 
national jurisdiction (see also Chap. 17 in this book). Views on whether this 
is desirable or not are likely to vary, not least in line with different interpreta-
tions of MSP as a concept.

What is certain is that MSP will continue to face challenges. At a practical 
implementation level, a key challenge is that MSP requires authority in order 
to be effective, which takes time to establish. Added to this is the fact that 
MSP is rarely free, but requires the allocation of (often scarce) government 
funds. Moreover, MSP usually requires painful decisions related to various 
trade-offs and this might decrease its acceptance. Win-win situations are rare 
in contemporary MSP. Methodological challenges are likely to arise from dif-
ferent practices of MSP, not least from evaluating them in order to assess the 
actual benefits of MSP. Also planning culture and experience varies among 
countries. Is MSP worth the effort, and what kind of MSP yields which ben-
efits to whom, how and when? Is it possible to generalise or is effective MSP 
always context-specific? Another challenge is that MSP does not occur in iso-
lation but requires transnational cooperation—which may not be an easy feat 
in times of increasing international strife and competition. Climate change is 
likely to pose its own challenges, related for example to adaptiveness of 
marine/maritime spatial plans but also linked to geostrategic issues, such as 
exploitation of the Arctic. Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary efforts are 
required for successfully addressing these and other issues, requiring the 
expertise of a wide range of scientists and practitioners today and in the next 
generation.
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2
The Ocean Perspective

Kira Gee

1  Introduction

Who has known the ocean? Neither you nor I, with our earth-bound senses, 
know the foam and surge of the tide that beats over the crab hiding under the 
seaweed of his tide pool home; or the lilt of the long, slow swells of mid-ocean, 
where shoals of wandering fish prey and are preyed upon, and the dolphin 
breaks the waves to breathe the upper atmosphere. (…) To sense this world of 
waters known to the creatures of the sea we must shed our human perceptions 
of length and breadth and time and place, and enter vicariously into a universe 
of all-pervading water. For to the sea’s children nothing is so important as the 
fluidity of their world. (Carson 1937)

In the Western world, as elsewhere, our human history is closely interwoven 
with the sea. Human relationships with the sea have been considered from 
angles as different as philosophy, geography, military studies, navigation and 
seafaring, natural sciences, political sciences, and social sciences and have fea-
tured in the various fields of art, literature, and music for centuries if not mil-
lennia. Planning is a relative newcomer in this long list of disciplines, bringing 
its very own perspectives and epistemologies. These in turn are driven—in part 
at least—by established notions such as the ability to delineate administrative 
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boundaries in the sea, as well as other perspectives that enable the sea to be 
subjected to a planning rationale in the first place.

How we think of the sea, and how we came to think of the sea in spatial 
planning terms, is the main focus of this chapter. It does not seek to present a 
comprehensive overview of man’s relationship with the sea—this would be 
the subject of a book in its own right. Rather, it is selective in highlighting key 
perspectives that have developed over time and that still determine how we 
think of the ocean in our Western world—and I do emphasise that this is a 
Western perspective. Our ways of thinking about the sea influence how we 
choose to manage the ocean and what limits current approaches to manage-
ment, and they are also important for understanding some of the conflicts this 
causes in marine management and governance today.

So what do we see when we look out to the sea? What do we mean when we 
say “ocean”, and how are we in the Western world currently conceptualising the 
ocean? This chapter aims to draw out some fundamental lines of thought and 
show how these have shifted over time in response to certain driving forces. One 
perspective is that of differing attempts at understanding, delineating, and ulti-
mately exploiting the ocean, leading to the duality between an industrial, exploit-
ative perspective (often labelled “blue growth”) on the one hand and the 
environmental perspective on the other. But oceans are also social spaces, com-
munication spaces, and cultural spaces—and they play an important role in how 
we as humans understand ourselves as communities and individuals. The sections 
are in no particular order of importance. Section 2 outlines some of the funda-
mental challenges we have as humans in understanding a watery world so very 
different from our own. Section 3 discusses endeavours to enclose the ocean as 
part of nation’s territory. Section 4 moves on to scientific attempts at making the 
ocean more amenable to exploitation, leading on to a discussion of some current 
policy lines within the European Union (EU) related to the oceans. Section 5 
considers the ocean as an aesthetic and affective space. The chapter closes by offer-
ing some thoughts on what this might imply for maritime spatial planning (MSP).

2  Grasping the Ungraspable

Water is the cradle of philosophy, and according to Thales of Milet (around 
600 BC), water is the cradle of all things. He considered the earth to float on 
water, and also saw water as the arche, the element and the first principle of 
existing things—in other words, the origin of all things to which all things 
must return. It has been suggested that Thales’ philosophy may have been 
influenced by his life on the coast and first-hand observations of the ocean 
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(Scholtz 2016), a fact which may also be true of another early philosopher and 
pupil of Thales, Anaximander, who came to consider water as the origin of 
life. In his philosophy, which was still founded on the idea of a first and all- 
encompassing principle, water and earth produced fish through heat, and 
independent humans initially developed in these fish-like beings—a transi-
tion that took place in the sea. Heraclitus (about 535–475 BC) was first to 
speak more specifically of the transition between the elements, encapsulated 
in the principle of “panta rhei”, or everything flows, describing the idea that 
the cosmos itself is engaged in a permanent circular movement: earth becomes 
water, water becomes earth, and in this permanent transition and change, 
everything is in fact one. Heraclitus’ world is like the sea, a world that never 
stands still yet one that is indestructible, often encapsulated in the phrase “no- 
one steps in the same river twice”. In some way, Heraclitus could be said to 
pre-empt a more modern take on the geography of the oceans, a view of the 
oceans as a “dynamic system that is perpetually being remade” (Steinberg 
2014), or a system that is less an object but a constant state of becoming 
(Ryan 2012). Everyday language has also taken up metaphors of the sea to 
symbolise change, such as stemming the tide of something, a wave of innova-
tion, or a flood of new ideas.

Building on these philosophical considerations, is it possible to approach 
the nature of the ocean more closely, from within so to speak? How can this 
exceptionally ungraspable space (Steinberg 2014, p. xvi) be grasped after all? 
In the same piece, Steinberg (2014) summarises some of the inherent difficul-
ties we humans face when encountering and describing the ocean. One is that 
human ocean experiences are always indirect, requiring mediation by a range 
of tools, not least to enable some form of immersion in the water. As a result 
of these physical barriers, we can never truly be “of the ocean”. The ocean 
must therefore be regarded as the “other”, something that is not terra firma 
and something that is always to some degree unknowable. Seas and oceans 
thus become an object, “a substance, a surface of difference” in a land-ocean 
binary. Much of our human perception and representation, including artistic 
representation, has reproduced that difference—in science, for example, by 
restricting ourselves to analysing particular ocean uses, or the mobilities of 
species, or experiences of those gazing at the ocean, rather than looking at the 
entirety of experiences and the co-construction of the ocean by humans and 
the water itself. Another difficulty, also argued by Steinberg (2014), is that 
locations in the ocean are difficult to grasp. Maps and planning documents 
suggest a false sense of the static, obscuring the continuous movement of the 
water that makes it impossible to truly locate a point in the ocean as a perma-
nent material place. Returning to Heraclitus at this point, the ocean is  constant 
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flux—requiring us to re-think conceptions of ocean space in terms of both 
geophysical and social processes. This may also have implications for MSP: 
What are we actually able to locate and own in the sea? What kind of map do 
we require for doing so? And for what purpose? (Fig. 2.1).

3  The Territorial Perspective

3.1  Mare Liberum and Mare Clausum

The question of what can be localised in the sea is one that also arose around 
1600, in the context of a dispute concerning ownership in the sea. At that 
time, physical and moral perspectives of the sea were still interlinked (Scholtz 
2016), and so the question of whether property was possible in the sea was 
inevitably also a moral one, touching upon the morality of law and freedom 
and early expressions of international law (see also Chap. 16 in this volume).

The discussion began with a dispute over who ruled the sea routes from 
Europe to India. Exploration had become common at the time and mainly 
served the acquisition of property, both in terms of tradable goods such as 

Fig. 2.1 The shifting sea? Photo: Kira Gee
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spices and in terms of territory which was colonised and appropriated by sub-
jugating the indigenous peoples. This gave rise to new forms of conflict and 
competition, and when the Portuguese claimed sole user rights of the trade 
routes to India, the Netherlands protested. Mare Liberum, or “The Free Sea”, 
was written in 1609 by Hugo Grotius, a Dutch jurist and philosopher, in 
defence of the idea that the sea belonged to all. Grotius is known as one of the 
fathers of international law, but his argument is based on natural law, which 
he considered of universal validity (Scholtz 2016).

Natural law is based on the assumption that God, or nature, has given 
Earth to all of humankind as common property. Private property is consid-
ered necessary as some things can be consumed, or only be used by one person 
at a time, and are therefore no longer available to others. Early property rights 
to land and livestock, for example, are based on this idea, as is collective or 
public property, in the sense that something can become the property of a 
particular community at the exclusion of other people. Both are distinct from 
common property which belongs to all of humankind. In order to find recog-
nition as private or public property, certain conditions must be met. Movable 
goods, for example, need to be explicitly appropriated, and non-moveable 
goods such as land must be delineated, built on, or guarded to indicate their 
appropriation.

Grotius argues that private or public ownership of the sea is impossible as 
well as immoral. In a distinction that is carried over in today’s international 
law of the sea, he contends that resources such as fish may be appropriated but 
that the sea itself as an immeasurable good does not allow its possession. Four 
arguments stand out in making this case. Firstly, Grotius contends that pri-
vate property is only possible for things in which one has a personal interest. 
Fishers, for example, are interested in fish and might want to protect their 
catch from rivals, but they do not need to protect the sea itself as there is 
always enough of the sea for others to also fish (Tuck 1999). Secondly, he 
argues, it is a fundamental right of all private individuals to acquire goods and 
protect them, as long as this does not take away the legitimate goods of 
another person—another argument related to the boundless nature of the sea. 
Thirdly, trade is an essential means of sharing wealth and facilitating the just 
distribution of goods in the world. Oceans and winds enable trade over long 
distances, but free trade demands free seas, and anyone enclosing the sea for 
the purpose of owning it, and thereby restricting the freedom of others, would 
commit an injustice (Scholtz 2016). In the dispute over ownership of the 
trade routes’ access to East India, Grotius therefore contended that the Dutch 
had a fundamental right to seek trade in the East Indies and that Portuguese 
attempts at preventing this could only be legitimate if they could claim 
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 ownership of the seas—which clearly they could not (Tuck 1999). The fourth, 
and perhaps most interesting, argument is that the innate nature of the sea 
itself prevents it from being privately or publicly owned. Because it is fluid, it 
cannot be possessed in the sense of being demarcated as an object or property. 
It cannot be bought or sold or divided up through contracts. The sea “wants” 
to serve everyone, and it can do just that because it is apparently inexhaustible 
and not used up by any particular activities or—at the time of Grotius at 
least—not damaged by human use.

All that which has been so constituted by nature that though serving some one 
person it still suffices for the common use of all other persons, is to day and 
ought to remain in the same condition as when it was first created by nature. 
(…) The air belongs to this class of things for two reasons. First, it is not suscep-
tible of occupation; and second its common use is destined for all men. For the 
same reasons the sea is common to all, because it is so limitless that it cannot 
become a possession of any one, and because it is adapted for the use of all, 
whether we consider it from the point of view of navigation or of fisheries. 
(Grotius 1609/1916 translation)

The particular nature of the sea is encapsulated in the following 
paragraph:

(...) the question at issue is the outer sea, the ocean that expanse of water which 
antiquity describes as the immense, the infinite, bounded only by the heavens, 
parent of all things; the ocean which the ancients believed was perpetually sup-
plied with water not only by fountains, rivers, and seas, but by the clouds, and 
by the very stars of heaven themselves; the ocean which, although surrounding 
this earth, the home of the human race, with the ebb and flow of its tides, can 
be neither seized nor inclosed; nay, which rather possesses the earth than is by it 
possessed. (ibid.)

This also points to a distinction between the seashore and inner sea and the 
outer sea. Grotius contends that the shore and inner seas can be occupied and 
used and therefore considered public property, but even there the sea is an 
agent that cannot be contained:

[The shore] becomes therefore the property of the occupier, but his ownership 
lasts no longer than his occupation lasts, inasmuch as the sea seems by nature to 
resist ownership. For just as a wild animal, if it shall have escaped and thus 
recovered its natural liberty, is no longer the property of its captor, so also the 
sea may recover its possession of the shore. (ibid.)
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But freedom of the seas also requires that the freedom of everyone else is 
respected. Thus, Grotius also acknowledges that there must be laws and limits 
to what is permitted at sea. Protection and jurisdiction, however, are set apart 
from ownership, and there is a clear statement that fleets maintained for the 
protection of navigation or the punishment of pirates under a certain jurisdic-
tion do not then lead to ownership of the sea:

We recognize, however, that certain peoples have agreed that pirates captured in 
this or in that part of the sea should come under the jurisdiction of this state or 
of that, and further that certain convenient limits of distinct jurisdiction have 
been apportioned on the sea. Now, this agreement does bind those who are par-
ties to it, but it has no binding force on other nations, nor does it make the 
delimited area of the sea the private property of any one. It merely constitutes a 
personal right between contracting parties. (ibid.)

This last aspect is important as it recognises realities such as piracy, which 
did threaten this rather idyllic picture. The sea, of course, was a stage for 
nations to compete for influence and territory, and England was only able to 
become a global power thanks to its ability to control the sea. In line with the 
desire for hegemony, in 1635, the Englishman John Selden developed the 
opposing doctrine of “mare clausum”, reaffirming what had become standard 
practice based on the accepted notion that states have jurisdiction over their 
neighbouring waters. Although jurisdiction did not allow them to ban fishing 
and sailing in these waters, it did permit them to introduce regulations that 
effectively resulted in the same (Tuck 1999). Mare clausum thus amounted to 
a division of the sea into national spheres of interest, to the exclusion of other 
states (Ratter 2018). To some degree, this argument was based on the rights 
of states to national security and their ability to restrict a certain sea area to 
other states. The point of contention then became what stretch of water could 
reasonably be controlled by a coastal state. Arguably, the range of the most 
advanced cannon at around 1700 was three nautical miles, the birth of the 
3 nm zone (Ratter 2018).

3.2  UNCLOS: A History of Enclosure?

International maritime law evolved in an ongoing compromise between the 
principle of freedom of the seas for navigation and resource management for 
the allocation of exploitation rights (Portman 2016). In the past, distances 
and the limited ability to travel had effectively created spatial monopolies over 
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resources. In the early twentieth century, some nations expressed their desire 
to extend national claims, for example, to include mineral resources, to pro-
tect fish stocks, and to enforce pollution controls. In 1945, in an interpreta-
tion of the principle of a nation’s customary right to protect its natural 
resources, President Truman extended US-American control to all the natural 
resources of the US continental shelf (Ratter 2018; Portman 2016). Similar 
claims quickly became standard practice. By 1967, only 25 nations still used 
the old 3-mile limit; many more had set a 12-nautical-mile territorial limit 
and eight had even set a 200-nautical-mile limit. By that point, national sov-
ereignty was no longer a question of expressing and exercising power as a 
physical presence: Annexing maritime areas became a matter of simply stak-
ing a national claim, either in line with or even disregarding international 
guidelines (Ratter 2018).

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) began 
to be negotiated in the 1950s. The first round of negotiations led to the 
Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, the Convention 
on the Continental Shelf, and the Convention on the High Seas (all 1958). 
Nevertheless, nations continued to make varying claims of territorial waters, 
and so the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea was con-
vened in New York in 1973 to set limits, to agree on navigation, archipelagic 
status, and transit regimes, as well as set out exclusive economic zones (EEZs) 
and continental shelf jurisdiction. Countries now have sovereignty over their 
internal waters and territorial seas up to 12 sm, sovereign rights in the EEZs 
to conduct certain activities, and the rights to exploit certain resources of the 
continental shelf. But apart from defining ocean boundaries and associated 
rights, the convention also establishes general obligations for safeguarding the 
marine environment and protecting freedom of scientific research on the high 
seas (Portman 2016).

In areas beyond national jurisdiction, the principle of a “common heritage 
of mankind” was introduced, ensuring that no state is able to claim or exercise 
sovereignty or sovereign rights over any part of these sea areas (see also Chap. 
16 in this volume). Consciously or unconsciously, this reaffirms Grotius’ legal 
and moral notion of the sea as common property: “All rights in the resources 
of the Area are vested in mankind as a whole” (UNCLOS Art. 137). Buoyed 
perhaps by the spirit of the times and the idea of a more equitable distribution 
of global wealth, Article 140 goes on to specify that “Activities in the Area1 

1 Area beyond national jurisdiction.
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shall, as specifically provided for in this Part, be carried out for the benefit of 
mankind as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location of States”.

The self-interest of countries to have exclusive fishing rights and rights over 
other resources, however, soon trumped any burgeoning international ideals. 
Countries began to demarcate areas according to the newly agreed extensions, 
in some cases resulting in huge territorial gains. Countries are continuing to 
extend their jurisdictional authority seawards, mainly by invoking an 
UNCLOS provision which allows coastal states to establish the outer edge of 
the continental margin up to 350 nm wherever the margin extends beyond 
200 nautical miles. At the same time, special transit rights apply in the case of 
straits and also for land-locked states.

So where will it all end? In the face of ongoing and prospective disputes 
over marine resources such as the Arctic, the question of who can claim prop-
erty in the sea remains a highly pertinent one. Despite the noble intentions 
encapsulated in the idea of a common heritage of mankind, UNCLOS has 
effectively condoned a veritable race between coastal states to carve up the 
ocean—racing to secure resources and therefore also political and economic 
power in a rapidly changing world. It has created wholly new maps of the 
world and led to new theatres of conflict (Ratter 2018). The trend to increas-
ing territorialisation of the sea is inextricably linked to the increasing industri-
alisation of marine resource exploitation (Vitzthum 1981), enabling countries 
to go faster and deeper and becoming ever more efficient in extracting 
resources from the sea. Some authors have compared this to the colonisation 
of continents in earlier periods—with a clear advantage to those countries 
that have a coast or islands and are wealthy already and can afford the expen-
sive technology.

The key question—not least for MSP—is whether some degree of owner-
ship, or at least custodianship of sea areas, is able to prevent a tragedy of the 
commons (see also Chap. 5 in this volume). This will depend on whether 
exercising jurisdiction over natural resources is also taken to mean responsibil-
ity for their conservation, leading to prudent utilisation. The alternative 
development path may be unlimited “ocean grabbing” in an environment 
that still lacks a comprehensive approach to governance (Portman 2016). Are 
the current rules that guide exploitation sufficient, and who polices them? 
And what really is our attitude to the conservation of the ocean: Does this 
offer an alternative trajectory?
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4  Scientific Discovery and Ocean Resources

4.1  Changing Relations with the Ocean in the Wake 
of Discovery

Despite the many dangers associated with it, the obvious “otherness” of the 
ocean has not stopped humans from being curious about it. Until the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century, European understanding of the ocean’s 
depth derived mostly from the imagination, based on stories recorded in 
ancient literature and the Bible. In the late eighteenth and nineteenth century, 
this changed as a result of technological advances and a growing interest in 
natural sciences, as well as a burgeoning interest in the ocean as a place. An 
important shift took place at this time, a re-interpretation of the ocean as a 
desirable place rather than a barrier to overcome (Rozwadowski 2005).

The changing Western relations with the ocean during this period are down 
to a confluence of factors. Of particular importance is the coming together of 
the expansionist tendencies of the great maritime nations of the time, Britain 
and the USA, and the growing interest in and capability of scientific explora-
tion. Ocean resources, and the economic benefits associated with them, were 
highly desirable in a time of international competition, and in particular in 
the USA there was a strong link between commercial maritime interests and 
early scientific institutions such as the Coast Survey (Rozwadowski 2005). 
Discovering and understanding ocean resources required systematic scientific 
investigation of ocean places, and locating them in the vastness of the ocean 
required new kinds of maps. But although perceptions of the sea were still 
driven by ambitions for using its resources, the ocean increasingly became an 
object of investigation in itself.

In terms of getting to know the ocean, two approaches became predomi-
nant in the eighteenth century: hydrography and natural sciences. Both were 
preoccupied with the deep sea, albeit for different reasons. Charting the ocean 
floor and arriving at a bathymetric chart of ocean areas was related to naviga-
tional safety but also to early commercial endeavours such as attempts to lay 
the first submarine cable between the USA and Britain. But there was also 
growing interest in a physical geography of the sea as such, in order to under-
stand the physical phenomena of the sea. The first bathymetric charts and 
vertical elevation profiles of large parts of the Atlantic appeared in the mid- 
nineteenth century based on deep-sea sounding programmes. Hydrographic 
exploration and exploitation stimulated each other, bringing together the 
natural curiosity and spirit of the early oceanographers, the financial might of 
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investors and companies, and the political interest and naval capability of 
seafaring nations. As oceanography developed, early, more holistic approaches 
were gradually replaced by mathematical analysis. Thus the oceans “came to 
be seen not as trackless wastes (the view of ancient and classical authors), nor 
as part of a great interlinked cosmic machine (Humboldt’s view in the early 
nineteenth century) but as physical phenomena subject to mathematical anal-
ysis” (Mills 2009, p. 10)—a view that still predominates today.

The natural sciences were also interested in the deep sea, driven mainly by 
the question of what creatures existed in the ocean and whether life was pos-
sible at all at great depth. As was the case for hydrography, two interests com-
bined. Commercial interests mainly related to fish and whales as key 
resources—whose exploitation had grown exponentially due to better equip-
ment and economic interest—but there was also the innate desire of science 
to learn more about marine life and its interconnections. Technological 
advances such as the advent of microscopes had led to recognition of the 
abundance and variety of life in the sea, and faced with this great and infinite 
life force, the response at the time was one of wonder. In his famous “Cosmos”, 
published in 1845, the great polymath Alexander von Humboldt gives rather 
poetic descriptions of the ocean (Fig. 2.2):

The application of the microscope increases, in the most striking manner, our 
impression of the rich luxuriance of animal life in the ocean, and reveals to the 
astonished senses a consciousness of the universality of life. In the oceanic 
depths, far exceeding the height of our loftiest mountain chains, every stratum 
of water is animated with polygastric sea-worms, Cyclidiæ and Ophrydinæ. The 
waters swarm with countless hosts of small luminiferous animalcules, Mammaria 
(of the order of Acalephæ), Crustacea, Peridinea, and circling Nereides, which 
when attracted to the surface by peculiar meteorological conditions, convert 
every wave into a foaming band of flashing light. (Cosmos 1845, p. 305)

Although a more mechanistic perspective also began to emerge, there was 
no initial contradiction between the desire to understand, collect, and classify 
individual species and a holistic view of nature. This interest in collecting 
specimen was not restricted to scientists but extended to the population at 
large; shell collecting and marine aquaria for example became favourite 
Victorian pastimes in Britain (Rozwadowski 2005). As the available knowl-
edge grew, sea monsters were gradually replaced with scientific evidence of life 
in the ocean, and blank areas on ocean charts were gradually filled, often 
resorting to the local knowledge of sailors and whalers regarding the distribu-
tion and geographical range of species.
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Overall, the scientific approach has thus been one of mapping and structur-
ing the ocean. Gradually, ocean space was placed, delimited, and sounded, 
and its material and spatial properties began to be understood in ever greater 
detail. This led to an expansion of the utilitarian relationship with the sea, not 
only through fishing and whaling but also, for example, seaside holidays. As 
technology improved, greater attention could be placed on ocean resources 
(Laloë 2016), a trend which is still ongoing today, for example, with oil explo-
ration in the Arctic. The means available to exploration today have changed 
dramatically: Two-dimensional perspectives of the ocean have come to be 
replaced with three-, four- and even five-dimensional approaches (including 
the air above the sea and the substrate) made possible through filming and 
diving, opening up entirely new perspectives of the sea. Understanding con-
nections has brought much greater awareness of the significance of the ocean 

Fig. 2.2 The living sea? Photo: Kira Gee
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to humankind as a whole, not least in the recent context of climate change. 
Last but not least, new technologies of exploring the deep have also brought 
about a new sense of wonder at the diversity and beauty of life in the ocean, 
evidenced for example by the popularity of documentaries such as the BBC’s 
“Blue planet” series.

4.2  Non-utilitarian Perspectives

At the same time, there is also greater awareness of the fragility of the ocean—
pushed in recent times by issues such as overfishing, pollution, invasive spe-
cies, and lately microplastics. The seemingly inexhaustible ocean resources 
first began to appear finite in the nineteenth century in the wake of more 
efficient and larger-scale exploitation. A new type of ownership of ocean 
resources had arisen contrary to Grotius’ ideas, and it was clearly damaging to 
the interests of others who would also have a legitimate interest in these same 
resources. Social and moral criticism had also begun of industrialisation in 
general, as it became apparent that it not only produces human poverty but 
also impoverished, damaged nature (Scholtz 2016). The more human inter-
vention changed nature, the greater the need became to account for and guide 
human action. Also, the more the knowledge was gained of the sea, and the 
greater the understanding of its diversity and wonder, the more pronounced 
the application of non-utilitarian thought in conceptions of the sea.

Bioethics—understood here to describe the relationship between the bio-
sphere and a growing human population (Potter 1971)—is concerned with a 
responsible human relationship with nature and arose out of an expectation of 
nature that goes beyond economic benefits and utilitarian value. Two perspec-
tives come together here. The first is the notion of nature’s intrinsic value, in 
other words, the value possessed by things or organisms in and of themselves. 
The ocean is mostly valued instrumentally, that is, for the benefits associated 
with it—recreation, traditional fishing, an aesthetically pleasing view—but it 
could equally be valued as an entity all in itself, a carrier of value independent of 
any human observer. The second perspective recognises the need for rules in 
order to limit human intervention and reverse further damage. This can arise 
from a utilitarian argument and the idea that the sea gives pleasure and contrib-
utes to our welfare, but also from the idea of intrinsic value of nature, protecting 
nature for its own sake. The conviction that nature conservation is morally 
good, and that untouched nature should continue to exist, is quite prevalent in 
Western countries, in particular Germany (Gee 2013), first emerging in the 
1970s when resource shortages and  environmental degradation led to the rise of 
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environmentalism (Jepson and Canney 2003). Certain moral values serve as 
action guides here, i.e.  a shared feeling that we (as individuals in a society) 
“ought” to behave in a certain way (Rokeach 1973).

Environmental protection has become an important focus of international 
coastal and ocean policy, driven by the many transboundary and global threats 
to the marine environment (Portman 2016). UNCLOS is one of the first such 
international agreements, although it could be argued that nations are more 
concerned with pushing through their national interests and are forgetting 
the obligations towards marine resources that also come with it. Despite the 
rise of sustainability as a unifying concept, there is still a divide between the 
desire to protect ocean resources on the one hand and facilitating their exploi-
tation on the other (Portman 2016). Contradictory policy objectives are mak-
ing it difficult to come to a unified guide to human action. This is amply 
illustrated in the EU’s maritime policy (see also Chap. 6 in this volume). 
Although integration has become a central theme in maritime policy, discus-
sions are ongoing in 2018 on how the demands of blue growth can best be 
reconciled with environmental protection and conservation.

4.3  Contradictory Policy Goals: Can They Be Reconciled?

In the early 2000s, the EU’s incipient maritime policy was strongly influenced 
by the global economic crisis, the need for the EU to position itself against 
other powers such as China, and the difficult socio-economic situation in 
many EU member states. One of the first steps was the 2006 Green Paper “A 
Future Maritime Policy for the Union: A European Vision of the Oceans and 
Seas” (EC 2006) which describes the importance of oceans for innovation and 
cites geography as a reason for Europe’s special relationship with the sea. The 
purpose of the paper, however, is clearly economic, asserting that Europe must 
revitalise its economy and emphasising the role already played by European 
oceans. Holistic ocean management is seen as a new approach, designed to 
overcome the largely sectoral and fragmented policy-making of the past. In its 
strategic objectives for 2005–2009 the European Commission thus declares 
“the particular need for an all-embracing maritime policy aimed at developing 
a thriving maritime economy, in an environmentally sustainable manner” (EC 
2005).

One of the key problems is that the new approach to holistic ocean gover-
nance was underpinned by two pillars: the Lisbon strategy for growth and 
better jobs (European Council 2000) and maintaining and improving the 
status of the resource on which all maritime activities depend. In 2007, the 
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Commission followed up on the Green Paper by publishing the so-called Blue 
Book on Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) (EC 2007). Essentially an eco-
nomic policy, this seeks to coordinate relevant sectoral policies by promoting 
cross-cutting issues, including blue growth, marine data and knowledge, and 
MSP. Although it is also anchored in the Gothenburg agenda for sustainabil-
ity, the IMP predominantly rests on the Lisbon agenda for growth and jobs 
and can therefore be understood as a bifurcation point, a point in time when 
the economic “blue growth” rationale becomes a dominant discourse and 
branches off from the concurrent development of the environmental pillar 
and its central paradigm of Good Environmental Status (GES). Still, the IMP 
does point to the need to achieve the full economic potential of the seas in 
harmony with the marine environment, and thus also offers an anchor for 
environmental policy, in the sense that the IMP cannot be fully achieved 
without also achieving environmental objectives.

The Commission’s economic priorities have since been reaffirmed repeat-
edly, such as the communication on Blue Growth Opportunities for Marine 
and Maritime Sustainable Growth (EC 2012) and Innovation in the Blue 
Economy: Realising the Potential of Our Seas and Oceans for Jobs and 
Growth (EC 2014) (see Chap. 6 in this volume). In parallel, the Marine 
Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), adopted in 2008 (EC 2008), pres-
ents a “comprehensive and integrated approach to the protection of all 
European coasts and marine waters”.2 The main aim of the MSFD is to achieve 
GES of the EU’s marine waters. The main reason for this is instrumental, as 
the main purpose for doing so is to protect the resource base upon which 
economic and social activities depend. The ecosystem approach is presented 
as the guiding principle, although there is no clear definition of how this 
should be understood and implemented. Numerous other communications 
followed, mostly concerned with the implementation of the MSFD.

The concept of ecosystem-based management—along with its complemen-
tary principle, the precautionary approach—continues to be ill-defined and 
thus a struggle for marine managers and policymakers. Can MSP act as a 
bridge between the environmental and economic policy objectives? And what 
of the social dimension, the all-important third pillar of sustainability (see 
also Chap. 8 in this volume)? Early indications are that European countries 
are taking rather different approaches to the ecosystem approach and that it is 
a strong guiding principle in MSP in only some countries.

2 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/eu-coast-and-marine-policy/index_en.htm, accessed 8 March 
2018.
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5  Human Dimensions of the Ocean: The Ocean 
as a Place of Attachment

So far, this chapter has sought to draw out some of the prevalent ocean per-
spectives and their historical roots. Different attempts at perceiving, mapping, 
and categorising the ocean have been traced, starting with Hugo Grotius and 
UNCLOS as an approach to territorialise the ocean and following on with 
science and exploration as ways of understanding the physicality of the ocean 
and the ocean as an environment and resource. We have also seen that current 
maritime policy is divided into economic and environmental strands and that 
reconciliation seems difficult. A pervading theme throughout has been the 
presence of apparently opposing views—the enclosed versus the free sea or the 
utilitarian and non-utilitarian perspective of the ocean. It has also become 
clear that views of the ocean always reflect the general mood and world view 
of the time—such as the spirit of exploration in the nineteenth century or the 
era of discovery and trade in the seventeenth century.

This last section gives another ocean perspective, namely that of the ocean 
as a place as experienced and cherished by people. This builds on the idea that 
from a geographical perspective, there are fundamentally different ways of 
seeing the ocean. The first is the practice of regarding the ocean as a collection 
of material, tangible entities, resulting in particular spaces composed of 
physical- material facts—such as ocean currents, water depth, water tempera-
ture, and flora and fauna. The second is the understanding of the ocean as a 
visual phenomenon, referring to the appearance of the ocean as we see it. The 
third—and the focus of this section—is the sea not as a space but as a place—
moreover, a place that can generate deep-seated attachment and with this, 
care. Moving away from the idea of ocean space as an extension of terrestrial 
space and its associated “protocols of measuring and distributing surfaces” 
(Laloë 2016, p. 2), this perspective is perhaps least amenable to governance 
and potentially conflicting with a purely spatial and rational perspective reli-
ant solely on physical data and scientific evidence.

5.1  The Ocean as a Place

The ocean as a place refers to deeper meanings and symbolisms, attachments 
and internal pictures of the sea we may hold. Perceptions of the sea have 
changed over the centuries in response to greater technological control, giving 
rise to an ambiguous image of the sea, appearing cold, inapproachable, and 
dangerous on the one hand yet representing summer, sun, and beach life on 
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the other. Sea bathing and ocean going for pleasure became popular during 
the nineteenth century (Fischer and Hasse 2001), a “brief period of time 
when the sea held enough romance and mystery to fire the imagination but 
less threat than in previous centuries” (Rozwadowski 2005, p. 21). Maritime 
novels gained large followings and helped to create a rich popular imagination 
of the ocean, and there was increasing aesthetic appreciation of the ocean 
inspired by paintings of seascapes. The sea also became a place of reflection 
and transcendence, inspiring new experiences of the sublime—engendering a 
new sense of place of the ocean related to its purported health benefits, leisure, 
and aesthetic interests.

But is the sea in itself also a place or just an object to be gazed at from a 
distance? Relph (1976) noted that “every identifiable place has unique content 
and patterns of relationship that are expressed and endure in the spirit of place” 
(p.  76). Sense of place represents a combination of what could be termed 
“intrinsic personality” of the environment and the “emotional attachment to 
localities developed by individuals and communities in the course of living and 
growing within the setting of home” (Muir 1999, p. 273; Tuan 1975). In order 
to understand the values assigned to a place, it is therefore important to explore 
this emotional relationship of people with places. The greater the emotional 
involvement in a place, and the greater the meaning assigned to it, the greater 
the likelihood of strong attachment to the place and therefore value.

The relationship between sea and place is not an easy one to resolve. Since the 
sea is not dwelled in in the usual sense of the word, it is theoretically conceiv-
able that the capacity of the sea to turn into a place is inherently limited. A 
more likely conclusion is that notions of place arise differently in the context of 
the sea. Global communication has arguably contributed to the demise of 
“space” in the sense that everywhere has long since become somewhere. But 
there is also a different, inherent sense of belonging to a home place, which 
extends to the sea just as much as it does to the land. A strong sense of belonging 
to the sea has been found in Irish and Scottish Gaelic fishing communities, 
described as “not so much a landscape, not a sense of geography alone, nor of 
history alone, but a formal order of experience in which all these are merged” 
(MacKinnon and Brennan 2012, p.  7). Those working with the sea carry a 
deeper way of knowing the sea which is distinct from more formal ways of 
knowing. MacKinnon & Brennan find this reflected in the place names given 
to the sea by fishermen, indicative of a unique way of knowing the marine envi-
ronment. This knowledge, they argue, represents a more complete way of know-
ing the sea than the objective precision of the natural sciences alone can deliver. 
This is because it also encompasses emotional energy as an indicator of “home” 
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and a sense of responsibility for that home which is “place”. Similar descriptions 
can be drawn from sailors describing emotional experiences of being on the 
water or other professional users of the sea or leisure users. The sea is thus just as 
much a place as the land, with subjectivity of place not only arising from direct 
use of the marine environment but also imagery and traditional knowledge. 
Especially in the context of immaterial or experiential conceptions of the ocean, 
there is no universal, tangible, physical reality but multiple ocean realities which 
can be appreciated for many different reasons (Fig. 2.3).

But how is meaning derived from the ocean? Essentially, this is a question 
of perception, understood here as different ways of experiencing and inter-
preting the ocean. Perception in turn is linked to the general values a person 
holds, as well as their general beliefs about the world at large and what is 
important in this world, which comes back to notions such as bioethics raised 
in the previous section.

Fig. 2.3 The beautiful sea? Photo: Kira Gee
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5.2  The Ocean as a Cultural Landscape?

An interesting perspective with relevance for the perception of the ocean is a 
duality that is better known from landscape research, namely the dualism 
between natural and cultural landscapes. The common understanding is that 
natural landscapes are those uninfluenced by man, having grown from natural 
processes and still determined by natural processes, while cultural landscapes 
in the broadest sense are those that are shaped by man. Fischer (2007) describes 
the so-called dialectic of the Enlightenment whose opposing trends led to the 
conception and importantly, valuation of both types of landscape. The first of 
these trends is the re-evaluation of nature and a re-interpretation of wild and 
threatening landscapes as something pleasing and beautiful. The coast—and 
imaginably also the ocean—is a prime example of a place which was no longer 
seen as dangerous and a location of divine retribution but came to be regarded 
as “wilderness” and a sublime place. Wilderness, often defined as extreme 
landscape formations, was re-interpreted as something of great value; much 
later, this was to become the founding idea of National Parks. Today, the 
“natural” is still a by-word for that which is inherently good, desirable, and 
pure; it has become all the more desired the less immediate our connection to 
nature. “The longing of tourists for ‘beautiful’ or even ‘wild’ nature is fed by 
the unconscious assumption that the ‘natural’ is needed as a cure for the over- 
civilization of the world in which we live” (Fischer 2007, p. 3). The idea of 
wilderness is one that influences perceptions of the ocean and does appear to 
be the opposite to the idea of the ocean as an increasingly “industrial” land-
scape. The second trend that began during the Enlightenment is the transfor-
mation and re-interpretation of inhospitable terrain and “badlands” (e.g. 
heathland, floodplains) into something that represented progress, therefore 
also becoming inherently good but for different reasons. Cultural landscapes 
became appreciated for the fact that they were man-made; as an added benefit 
(which may or may not be transferrable to the sea) they were regarded as aes-
thetically pleasing. Natural and cultural landscapes are therefore both valued 
in their own right but for different reasons and based on different value sets—
an analogy that could readily apply to the ocean (Fig. 2.4).

Gazing out to the sea can give the impression that the sea is still very much 
a natural landscape, untouched as it seems by any human influences and 
nothing but an infinite expanse of water stretching to the horizon. Although 
it is no “dwelling place” in the usual sense of the word, the sea does have long- 
standing links to cultural practices such as fishing or trading. In recent years, 
cultural practices have become markedly more intense, expressed for example 
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in the growing numbers of vessels in the sea and the growing numbers of 
structures such as bridges, platforms, and off-shore wind farms. The visual 
alteration of the sea, the appearance of fixed structures in its infinite expanse, 
may suggest the sea is indeed becoming a “cultural seascape”, shaped by man 
just like cultural landscapes on land. At the same time, it is unclear what 
would constitute a “natural seascape”: A seascape that appears unaltered visu-
ally? An unpolluted sea? An ocean untouched by any human influence? An 
open question is also whether there is similar romanticism as far as the 
“untouched” sea is concerned, or whether some form of attachment may have 
developed to the new cultural seascape, regarding bridges or other  structures—a 
symbol of development and progress for example. Could the dialectic of the 
Enlightenment be in the process of being repeated for the sea?

6  Conclusion

This chapter is a somewhat eclectic collection of ocean perspectives that have 
shaped our Western views of the ocean. I have attempted to trace the origins 
of some of our thinking and the conditions during which the pervading views 
first emerged. I have also attempted to highlight how these perspectives are 
reflected in ocean policy—or sometimes lack appropriate reflection.

Fig. 2.4 The romantic sea? Etching: Kira Gee
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Naturally, the chapter cannot hope to capture the entire range of ocean 
perspectives and can rightly be criticised for being selective. For example, I 
have ignored some of the darker current perspectives, such as the role of the 
ocean as a barrier in the context of “fortress Europe”. I have also ignored the 
role of the sea in military expansion, the changing role of the sea in times of 
climate change, or the fact that the sea can seem remote to people living a long 
distance from the coast. Many more perspectives could be listed here. What 
does become apparent, however, is the fact that ocean perspectives are as 
diverse and changeable as the ocean itself—and just as iridescent and fascinat-
ing in all their diversity. Oceans emerge as spatial metaphors and a way of 
structuring the perception of the social (Luutz 2007), much like regions that 
have come to be understood as produced by collective action (Paasi 1986). 
This implies the contingency of spatial entities and their disappearance when 
they are no longer reproduced by society.

The latter aspect in particular has implications for MSP. In the face of the 
many parallel constructs of the ocean and the many diverging roles the ocean 
plays in our society and subconscious, which ocean can and should we attempt 
to manage? Can diverging constructs of the sea as a transport space, fishing 
grounds, recreational space, natural habitat, or aesthetic place, plus the associ-
ated value sets and power relations, ever be brought together in a cohesive 
approach? Or will the ocean continue to remind us that attempts at manage-
ment are temporary at best, that “panta rhei”, everything, including philoso-
phies of management, is in constant flux?
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3
Challenges and Opportunities 

for Ecosystem-Based Management 
and Marine Spatial Planning in the Irish 

Sea

Tim O’Higgins, Linda O’Higgins, Anne Marie O’Hagan, 
and Joseph Onwona Ansong

1  Introduction

The Ecosystem Approach to Management, synonymous with Ecosystem- 
Based Management (EBM), is “an approach which integrates the connections 
between land, air water and all living things including human beings and their 
institutions” (Mee et al. 2015). This approach is enshrined in both Directives 
of the European Union’s (EU) Integrated Maritime Policy, the Marine Strategy 
Framework Directive (MSFD) and the Directive on Maritime Spatial 
Planning, and both mandate a regional approach. EBM fundamentally applies 
a place-based approach (Olesen et al. 2011; McLeod et al. 2005), where an 
ecosystem represents the place and effective ecosystem-based marine manage-
ment and planning must incorporate spatial considerations to manage human 
uses at a scale that encompasses its impacts (Lackey 1998).

The theory of EBM is now at least 50 years old and builds on the early 
insights of Hardin (1968) in recognising the tragedy of the commons and the 
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Fig. 3.1 Main geographic and oceanographic features of the Irish Sea. Data sources: 
Background bathymetry from http://www.emodnet-bathymetry.eu/. EEZ and territorial 
seas and boundaries from http://marineregions.org/. Location of oceanographic features 
re-drawn from information contained in Simpson 1974 and Simpson and Hunter 1976
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necessity to develop appropriate institutions for the management of common 
pool resources. Hardin’s solution was the assignment of property rights to 
common pool resources. The problem of institutional fit has been the subject 
of intense enquiry (Folke et al. 2007), and empirical research has illustrated 
that there are many different types of management systems that can evolve or 
be applied to effectively manage common pool resources. While these systems 
may have some common properties, these tend to be context specific and 
there are no one-size-fits-all solutions (Dietz et  al. 2003; Ostrom 2009). 
Successful management systems often occur where specific social conditions 
are present. These include a shared common understanding of the problems 
generated by poor management as well as shared norms of reciprocity and 
trust which build social capital (Ostrom 2003).

Another important element in the modern conception of the Ecosystem 
Approach is the inclusion of ecosystem services (MEA 2003; 2005; Tallis et al. 
2010) and the recognition of multiple different types of values not all of 
which are readily amenable to economic valuation (O’Higgins 2017). The 
new EU Directive on Maritime Spatial Planning obliges all Member States to 
establish and implement maritime spatial plans with the aim:

to contribute to the sustainable development of energy sectors at sea, of mari-
time transport, and of the fisheries and aquaculture sectors, and to the preserva-
tion, protection and improvement of the environment, including resilience to 
climate change impacts. In addition, Member States may pursue other objec-
tives such as the promotion of sustainable tourism and the sustainable extrac-
tion of raw materials. (Article 5(2))

However, the operationalisation of EBM in Marine/Maritime Spatial 
Planning (MSP) is not simple. Apart from the sea being dynamic and three 
dimensional, the major challenge is that the marine space remains a public 
good, remote from, but valued by, the public (Potts et al. 2016) and requires 
effective public representation in the processes of decision-making and trad-
ing off of multiple competing objectives.
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Box 3.1 The Bull Lagoon, Dublin Bay: An Historical, Social-Ecological 
Perspective

At the turn of the eighteenth century, Dublin was a major and expanding trad-
ing port of the British Empire. Shipping activities in Dublin Port at the time were 
hampered by the presence of shifting shoals and sandbanks known as the North 
and South Bulls. The Ballast Board, established in 1786 to improve the Port of 
Dublin, oversaw the first major modification of Dublin Bay, the finalisation of 
the Great South Wall. At the same time, studies were initiated for construction 
of a wall on the northern bank of the River Liffey. The North or Bull Wall (first 

Fig. 3.2 Map of Dublin Bay showing human modification. The hatched area 
shows the extent of the Bull Island prior to 1913. Effluent data and Pollution 
Load Index from O’Higgins and Wilson (2005) and O’Higgins (2006)
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In the past decade, MSP has been used as a practical tool in applying EBM 
(Domingues-Tejo et  al. 2016; Crowder and Norse 2008). The coupling of 
MSP and EBM has been seen as necessary and offers an approach for ensuring 
sustainable development where MSP defines high-level objectives and policies 
for spatial and temporal ordering of human activities (Ansong et al. 2017; 
Domingues-Tejo et  al. 2016; Douvere 2008) by assessing the cumulative 
impacts of multiple human activities on the ecosystem at the appropriate scale 
(Stelzenmüller et  al. 2018). Despite the mandate to adopt the Ecosystem 
Approach to management, this approach does not reflect the historic sectoral 
management practices around Europe, for example, in the application of the 
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). Management options are constrained by 
legacy effects (O’Higgins et al. 2014), that is, historic and current drivers and 
pressures set the context in which future activities occur. At the European 
scale, there has been limited success in measurement or mapping of marine 
ecosystem services for marine environments, which is hampered by both the 
lack of data on economic values (Pendleton et al. 2007) and the lack of reliable 

conceived by Captain William Bligh of “Mutiny on the Bounty” infamy) com-
menced construction and was completed by the early 1820s. The wall was suc-
cessful in improving the port, and the actions of the clockwise prevailing currents 
within Dublin Bay resulted in the gradual formation of a sandy spit, the North 
Bull Island. Over time the island grew and became a popular recreational loca-
tion. On the landward side, the sedimentation of fine particulate matter from 
the cities’ effluent (human and other) developed rich muddy sediments (the Bull 
Lagoons) supporting a diverse intertidal fauna, and avian fauna, annually 
attracting migrating flocks of Brent Geese. The Bull Island was designated a 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) bio-
sphere reserve in 1981.

Today the North Bull Island is joined to the mainland by two causeways. 
Dollymount Strand, on the eastern side of the island, is a popular recreational 
area for walking, a designated bathing area and is popular for kite surfing. The 
island and lagoons also hold multiple environmental designations and is a 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC). As the city has grown, the same prevailing 
currents which resulted in the formation of the Bull Island have also carried (pri-
mary treated) sewage effluent from the Liffey mouth onto Dollymount Strand. 
A major capital investment in sewage treatment in 2003 brought secondary and 
tertiary treatment, but insufficient capacity has resulted in intermittent bathing 
water quality on Dollymount Strand, and efforts to maintain the Blue Flag status 
of the beach have faltered. In 2015, the whole of Dublin Bay was declared a 
UNESCO biosphere reserve.

The legacy of human modifications has resulted in an ecosystem in north 
Dublin Bay which is largely anthropogenic, suffers serious and persistent envi-
ronmental problems, is highly valued for recreational use and is globally recog-
nised in terms of natural heritage.
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information on the ecosystem processes associated with specific marine habi-
tats (Maes et al. 2014). Developing the mechanisms and institutions to effec-
tively manage shared marine areas at the regional scale is also a particular 
challenge (Van Tatenhove et al. 2014).

Some novel approaches are beginning to emerge with the potential for 
improving understanding of the dynamics of localised ecosystem service sup-
ply (Alexander et al. 2012; Potts et al. 2013) and novel approaches to under-
standing the trade-offs involved in MSP are gaining increasing popularity 
(Mayer et al. 2013). Here we examine the Irish Sea, taking a social-ecological 
systems approach to examine MSP. First the geographic and historical context 
of the Irish Sea is introduced, and the complexity of governance in the region 
is discussed. Next, the history of cooperation under the EU’s environmental 
Directives is examined in the context of EBM. Major physical (oceanographic) 
features and the sectors that exploit them are discussed in the context of gov-
ernance boundaries and institutional fit. Some examples of developing best 
practice in the Irish Sea which have emerged as part of the Supporting 
Implementation of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Celtic Seas (SIMCelt) 
project and other EU projects are identified and some promising avenues for 
developing a more holistic, ecosystem-based approach are identified. Finally, 
some potential future challenges for management of the Irish Sea are identi-
fied based on the emerging challenge of UK exit from the EU in March 2019.

2  Irish Sea History, Geography and Politics

There are several possible geographical definitions of the Irish Sea. Figure 3.1 
illustrates the limits of the Irish Sea according to the International Hydrographic 
Organization (IHO), as well as those used for operational management pur-
poses under the Oslo–Paris (OSPAR) Convention.

In terms of oceanography, this southern boundary also reflects a physical 
discontinuity, the Celtic Sea front (shown in red) (Simpson and Hunter 1974) 
where deeper stratified waters of the Celtic Sea meet the shallow tidally mixed 
waters of St. George’s Channel (Simpson 1976). A second tidal front occurs 
to the north, between the Isle of Man and the island of Ireland, which defines 
the southern boundary of a gyre circulation system, which is characterised by 
stratification and associated with a fishery for Nephrops norvegicus (the Dublin 
Bay Prawn or Langoustine). Northwards, the next major physical discontinu-
ity in water column characteristics occurs at the Islay front outside the formal 
bounds of the Irish Sea.
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Political boundaries within the Irish Sea are complex, to the west of the 
Irish Sea is the island of Ireland. Ireland is divided into two jurisdictions, the 
Republic of Ireland, comprised of 26 counties, and Northern Ireland, one of 
the devolved administrations of the UK, made up of six counties. To the east 
of the Irish Sea lies Britain, comprised of England (home of the central UK 
administration), Wales and Scotland (also UK devolved administrations). The 
Isle of Man, a UK protectorate, sits between Britain and Ireland. Under inter-
national law, the UK and Ireland as well as the Isle of Man claim territorial 
seas to 12  nm from the baseline and individual devolved administrations 
within the UK have responsibility for specified activities within their territo-
rial sea. In addition, both the UK and Ireland have claimed Exclusive 
Economic Zones beyond their territorial sea, small portions of which occur 
within the Irish Sea (Fig. 3.1 dashed line) though formal maritime boundaries 
in the border bays of Carlingford Lough and Lough Foyle have never been 
agreed on.

Historically all the administrations bordering the Irish Sea were under 
British jurisdiction, and the areas’ main cities share this common history of 
development. Several major cities are located on the shores of the Irish Sea 
including Glasgow (pop. 0.6m) and Belfast (pop 1.2m) to the north, both 
major historical ship building centres as well as Dublin (pop. 1.3m), which 
was once considered the second city of the British Empire, and Liverpool 
(pop. 1.38m), its major trading port. The free movement of people between 
Ireland and the UK remains a legacy of this shared history. The example of 
Dublin Bay (Box 3.1) illustrates how the legacy of a large-scale geopolitical 
process, the expansion of the British Empire, has affected the supply and 
demand for the production of ecosystem services (recreational and cultural 
benefits) over long timescales resulting in a distinct and highly valued, nested 
social-ecological system embedded within the physical and social context of 
the larger Irish Sea.

3  The EU as a Driving Force for Environmental 
Efforts

Apart from international law such as the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the Convention on Biological Diversity, the 
Aarhus Convention, and the Espoo Convention, a common basis for coop-
eration between Ireland and the UK (including its devolved administrations) 
in addressing environmental conflicts and the management of activities 
occurring in, or impacting upon, the Irish Sea has occurred as the result of 
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membership of the EU (and its precursors). Both the UK and Ireland joined 
in 1973 and are subject to EU law, much of which mandates regional coop-
eration. As EU Member States, both sovereign countries have been subject to 
the provisions of the CFP for the last 40 years, under its common legal basis.

The Birds Directive (EEC, 1979 as amended 2009) established the basis for 
international cooperation on the management of wild birds and was subse-
quently complemented by the Habitats Directive (EEC 1992), which together 
provide for the protection of rare and threatened species and natural habitat 
types through the Natura 2000 network. The European Court of Justice con-
firmed in 2004 that the provisions of the Habitats Directive extend to the 
limit of the Exclusive Economic Zone (200 nautical miles) and Member 
States must designate SACs and Special Protection Areas to protect listed 
habitats and species.

The adoption of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) (EC, 2000) 
obliges Member States to meet Good Ecological Status (GES) in transitional 
(estuarine) and coastal waters and provides a mandate for regional coopera-
tion. It was the first piece of EU legislation to introduce management of river 
basins and adjacent coastal waters at the catchment scale, through the estab-
lishment of River Basin Districts (RBDs). The WFD requires transboundary 
cooperation for international RBDs. The introduction of the MSFD (EC, 
2008) considerably expanded the legal basis for regional cooperation with 
respect to the marine environment. The Directive mandates that Member 
States use EBM to achieve Good Environmental Status (GEnS) on a regional 
basis and contains 11 descriptors to assist Member States in interpreting what 
GEnS should look like in practice. The descriptors include commercial fisher-
ies, biodiversity and eutrophication which are already regulated by the EU’s 
CFP, Habitats Directive and the WFD, respectively and a suite of relatively 
new descriptors including marine litter and the introduction of energy 
(including underwater noise). The Maritime Spatial Planning Directive 
(2014/85/EU) (EC 2014a) complements the transboundary approach of the 
MSFD by ensuring that there is a sustainable balance between Member State 
economic ambitions and the achievement of GEnS.

While these Directives have provided a common framework for environ-
mental protection in the marine environment, engagement with, and imple-
mentation of, the Directives have varied between the devolved authorities in 
the UK and also between the UK and Ireland. Generally speaking, the UK has 
traditionally engaged more proactively with environmental legislation and 
implemented more stringent measures than strictly necessary, sometimes 
referred to as “gold plating”, while in the Republic of Ireland transposition 
and implementation have sometimes been more reactive, in response to 
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infraction proceedings or the potential for these. By contrast, the Scottish 
Government has pursued a very proactive approach towards MSP and in the 
development of the Spatial Data Infrastructure, and Scotland is seen to be 
leading the way in the MSP process. The Scottish Marine Plan Interactive, 
their national digital atlas, contains a shapefile of a Scottish Exclusive 
Economic Zone, perhaps belying the ambition for independence of the gov-
erning Scottish National Party, which may to some extent explain their proac-
tive approach towards EU policy and its implementation.

Under the first implementation cycle of the MSFD, the European 
Commission recognised a number of serious challenges to implementation at 
regional scales (EC 2014b). Most recently, the revised Commission Decision 
on Descriptors (EC 2017) sets out more rigorous definitions of GEnS criteria, 
meaning that the second cycle of implementation is likely to be more demand-
ing in terms of implementation. The regional cooperation and mandate for 
more participatory “bottom-up” approaches under the MSFD and MSP 
Directives have resulted in several efforts to develop regional and sub-regional 
fora for marine environmental management. There have been a number of 
European research projects including the Partnerships Involving Stakeholders 
in the Celtic Sea Ecosystem (PISCES), Celtic Seas Partnership and 
Transboundary Planning in the European Atlantic (TPEA) projects (with the 
aim of harmonising regional cooperation and developing Ecosystem 
Approaches) to management in the region (see Chap. 6 in this volume). 
However, as with the WFD, the timescales for national implementation of the 
MSFD have resulted in limited harmonisation of approaches at the regional 
level. Supported by EU research funding, project-based efforts have each 
brought together various stakeholders to encourage multisectoral perspectives 
for incorporation into regional management. However, while these projects 
have provided a platform for consideration of different perspectives in devel-
oping management plans, they have no legal standing, are time-limited, and 
while it may be politically expedient for national governments to engage with 
such groups, there is no legal requirement to follow up on any specific recom-
mendations. The same can be said for non-statutory national initiatives, 
mainly those advanced by the UK government to support regional EBM and 
MSP at the Irish Sea scale such as the Irish Sea Pilot project (2002–2004) and 
the Marine Spatial Planning Pilot (2004–2006). While these projects engaged 
government officials from the Republic of Ireland, the Isle of Man, the 
devolved administrations of the UK and many Irish Sea stakeholders and sup-
ported the statutory institutionalisation of MSP in the UK, they did not result 
in a more formal or statutory approach to partnership between the UK and 
Ireland. Transboundary working and partnership at the Irish Sea scale has 
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mainly been at the strategic level of sharing information (Kidd and McGowan 
2013) while operational cooperation has been very limited, though coopera-
tion is a legal requirement under Article 11 of the MSP Directive.

Outside of the EU framework the only institution with an established legal 
basis for cooperation on matters relating to the marine environment of the 
North-East Atlantic, including the Irish Sea, is the OSPAR Commission cre-
ated under the OSPAR Convention for the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the North-East Atlantic. The Convention objectives are 
taken forward through the adoption of decisions which are legally binding on 
the Contracting Parties, and as such it represents a forum for regional coop-
eration, and beyond which it may become increasingly important as the UK 
plans to exit the EU. OSPAR objectives and approaches are very much in line 
with those of the EU and OSPAR structures have been used as a forum to 
generate a common basis for cooperation for the WFD, the Habitats Directive 
and, more recently, and with relative success compared to other regional seas 
(EC 2014b), for the MSFD. Many of the transitional waters on both sides of 
the Irish Sea are considered to be OSPAR problem areas or OSPAR potential 
problem areas in terms of eutrophication (OSPAR 2008). OSPAR offers the 
potential for continued regional cooperation in tackling eutrophication 
beyond the proposed UK exit in March 2019.

3.1  Managing Multiple Sectors

Much of the maritime activity in the Irish Sea has developed independently 
from the relatively new concepts of EBM and MSP and has been influenced 
only marginally by environmental legislation or formal MSP process. Maritime 
transport is the principal and traditional economic activity making use of 
marine spaces. In the Republic of Ireland, maritime transport accounts for 
85% of the total volume of goods and 56% of the total value of goods traded 
nationally (Vega and Hynes 2017). In 2015, 27 million tonnes, 55% of the 
total volume of goods received or forwarded by ship in Ireland passed through 
the Irish Sea, including 84% of goods traded by sea with the UK. For the UK, 
this volume makes up a much smaller, but nevertheless significant, proportion 
of total maritime trade (approximately 10%).1 Figure 3.3 shows the relative 
density of shipping and Automatic Identification System (AIS) ship track data 
for the passenger/roll-on roll-off vessels in the Irish Sea.

1 Total UK maritime Freight for 2015 was 182,535,000 tonnes (Dept. of Transport Statistics, 2016).
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Fig. 3.3 Map of sectors explicitly addressed in the MSP Directive. Fishing pressure is 
expressed as swept area ratio. Renewable energy is shown in pale green. Main roll-on 
roll-off shipping routes are shown in yellow. Fishing pressure is shown in blue to pur-
ple. Designated bathing waters are shown in red. Aquaculture sites are shown as black 
circles. Data sources: Background bathymetry from http://www.emodnet-bathymetry.
eu/. Aquaculture sites—https://atlas.marine.ie/#?c=53.9043:-15.8972:6. Shipping den-
sity and roll-on roll-off are based on data from https://data.gov.uk/. Fishing Intensity: 
OSPAR, https://odims.ospar.org/. Offshore wind farms: http://www.emodnet-humanac-
tivities.eu/search-results.php?dataname=Wind+Farms+%28Polygons%29
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The second major long-standing sector currently operating within the Irish 
Sea is that of fishing. The most lucrative fishery in the Irish Sea is that for 
Nephrops norvegicus (the Dublin Bay Prawn or Langoustine), though rela-
tively minor fisheries for herring, plaice, haddock, whiting and sole also exist. 
The most productive and lucrative area for the fishery lies within the gyre of 
the western Irish Sea (ICES region VIIa, Unit 15) and straddles the limits of 
the territorial seas of Ireland, Northern Ireland and the Isle of Man as well as 
the UK and Irish EEZs and the Isle of Man (Fig. 3.4). The catch from the area 
is worth approximately €54 million annually (ICES 2016), but fishing is 
more intense in the territorial waters of the Republic of Ireland (Fig. 3.4), 
while the majority of the quota (75%) is landed in Northern Ireland (ICES 
2016). Quotas for this and other fisheries in the Irish Sea are currently man-
aged under the CFP. If no new fishing arrangements are made prior to the UK 
exit from the EU, Northern Irish fishers may no longer have access to the 
more valuable Nephrops grounds in the territorial waters of the Republic and 
could stand to lose out economically in this location. There is also a clear 
requirement for continued regional cooperation if this and other shared stocks 
are to be harvested sustainably.

Aquaculture is also specifically referred to in the MSP Directive, though it 
has a patchy distribution in the Irish Sea. Scotland is a leading global aquacul-
ture producer focusing on farmed salmon (with total annual finfish produc-
tion in 2014 of €855.6 million) with a smaller national shellfisheries sector 
(€13.1 million). Within the study area, there are several Scottish companies 
cultivating salmon as well as oysters within the fjordic loch systems. Marine 
aquaculture in the Irish Sea for Wales, Northern Ireland and the Republic of 
Ireland is confined to shellfish, principally mussels, but also oysters with 
annual production of shellfish values at €18.7 million, €5.9  million2 and 
€8.5  million (Hambrey and Evans 2016; BIM 2014). A similar situation 
occurs in Ireland and Northern Ireland where production also focuses on 
mussels as well as oysters. The locations of aquaculture sites in the Irish Sea are 
shown in Fig. 3.4. Throughout the Irish Sea, aquaculture sites are currently 
confined to inshore sites, generally within sheltered bays and inlets, but off-
shore expansion of the industry has the potential to cause increased spatial 
conflict with other activities.

Both the UK and Ireland have ambitious targets for the development of 
offshore energy in the Irish Sea. Wind farms in the Irish Sea alone have an 
installed capacity of over 2 GW (ABPmer 2016) and account for about 2.6% 

2 NI production values also include Lough Foyle outside the Irish Sea.
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Fig. 3.4 Examples of crowd-sourced and open data. (a) Photography User Days based 
on the InVEST model (Adamowicz et al. 2011). (b) Data from Dublin’s traffic monitor-
ing system showing temporal patterns in beach use for Dollymount Strand. Data 
source: https://data.gov.ie/dataset/volume-data-for-dublin-city-from-dublin-city-coun-
cil-traffic-departments-scats-system
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of consented offshore wind in Europe.3 Development of offshore wind in the 
Republic of Ireland commenced in 2003 with the construction of the Arklow 
Bank array (Risø National Laboratory 2004), but subsequent development 
has stalled. The majority of the wind farms in the Irish Sea (ten wind farms 
sites) have been developed in the English and Scottish territorial waters of the 
eastern Irish Sea (Fig. 3.3). Though the major development of offshore energy 
envisaged under national and EU policies has not yet come to fruition, other 
offshore renewable energy projects are at different stages of development. 
There are, for example, two major tidal developments in Northern Ireland 
waters at an advanced planning stage (Fair Head Tidal and Tidal Ventures, 
both 100 MW projects).

3.2  Management Challenges

The spatial characteristics of specific sectoral activities operating within the 
Irish Sea have implications for their management. Both offshore energy and 
aquaculture are relatively static, occurring at fixed sites and within specific 
jurisdictions and consequently both operational monitoring and overarching 
regulation of these activities occurs at national level through the responsible 
or devolved authority, where applicable. As a result, data on the location of 
particular activities, for example, are held by different institutions with differ-
ent data policies, procedures and requirements, and there is no centralised 
repository of spatial data for all aquaculture sites or renewable energy sites in 
the Irish Sea. Most data available are based on the static boundaries of national 
jurisdictions. For non-mobile activities, this situation may be sufficient to 
enable local management. It may, however, be considered an obstacle from 
the perspective of more holistic regional EBM. For example, development of 
offshore energy farms has the potential to reduce visual amenity across inter-
national boundaries and potentially resulting in conflicts.

For mobile sectors operating within the area, for example, maritime trans-
port and fisheries, the lack of a centralised resource for the collection and 
analysis of spatial information is perhaps more of a problem. The AIS system 
used to monitor vessels over the length of 15 m generate high volumes of 
almost continuous spatial information as do the Vessel Monitoring Systems 
(VMS) used for the monitoring of fishing effort. The patterns contained 
within this data are of vital importance not just for maritime safety but also in 

3 https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/statistics/WindEurope-Annual- 
Offshore-Statistics-2016.pdf.
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the assessment of the levels of activity within the Irish Sea ecosystem and the 
impacts on the environment. While there have been centralised efforts (under 
the auspices of the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas) to 
make VMS data available for analysis, national approaches to integration and 
compilation of data have differed, resulting in duplication of efforts and 
inability to cross-compare nationally analysed data. For AIS, the sheer volume 
and the distributed nature of the data have meant that there has been little 
coordinated effort in data synthesis at the scale of the Irish Sea.

While information overload is the problem for some sectors, for other 
activities, a lack of information hampers local and regional ability to make 
informed choices. The latter is particularly true for recreational activities. For 
example, there are 160 designated bathing waters in the Irish Sea, which 
undergo regular water quality monitoring, but for those waters, there is more 
accurate information on the number of faecal coliforms in the water column 
than on the number of users of the bathing waters, and still less is known 
about how recreational use changes with variations in water quality. The MSP 
Directive also makes provision for incorporating the objectives of sustainable 
tourism development in spatial plans. As with bathing water quality, the rela-
tionships between tourism and environmental quality are poorly understood. 
While regional tourism statistics do exist, these are difficult to relate directly 
to specific environmental features, and recreational activities which utilise 
ecosystem services are often not part of the market economy, therefore esti-
mating their value and consequently weighting them against other activities 
with well-constrained spatial scales and known market values remains a major 
challenge. While the paucity of appropriate ecosystem services data to support 
decision-making is not confined to the Irish Sea, the complexity of the gover-
nance structures including two nations, three devolved authorities and one 
Crown protectorate, each with their own unique economic and social condi-
tions and national priorities, can result in additional complexity in terms of 
sourcing, harmonising and centralising data.

4  Good Practices: The Solway Firth 
Partnership

Despite the complexity of governance and the data challenges identified 
above, there are a number of emerging initiatives and technologies that offer 
the potential to assist MSP at the regional scale.
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Integrated management and planning of marine resources across borders 
offers an approach to ensure that shared resources and ecosystem units are 
effectively managed. However, differences in timelines for the implementa-
tion of MSFD and MSP pose challenges to the management and planning of 
shared local and communal resources. One of the initiatives in Britain foster-
ing formal cross-border working and local input into decision-making is the 
use of coastal and marine partnerships. One such partnership is the Solway 
Firth (SWF) Partnership.

The SWF is a unique ecosystem which lies between England and Scotland 
(Fig. 3.1) and is home to various national and international conservation sites 
(Ramsar site, Special Protection Area and SAC), historical and archaeological 
sites. It also hosts the largest offshore wind farm in Scottish waters (Robin 
Rigg). Although this ecosystem is managed and regulated primarily under 
two pieces of legislation (the UK Marine and Coastal Access Act (MCAA) 
2009 for the English side and the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 for the 
Scottish), there is policy convergence under the UK Marine Policy Statement 
(HM Government 2011). This policy statement derives from Section 44 of 
the MCAA, whereby a joint policy statement outlines the general policies of 
the four respective administrations that contribute to the achievement of sus-
tainable development of the UK’s marine area. Approaches being applied in 
the SWF to ensure joint initiatives include:

• coordination of data sharing facilitated by Scotland’s National Marine Plan 
interactive (webGIS) & the UK Marine Science Co-ordination Committee 
research platform;

• harmonisation of public budget and funding available on each side of the 
border from local Councils and state agencies. The SWF Partnership has 
developed a common business plan for the SWF;

• coordination of SWF Regional Plan with Scotland National MSP;
• coordination of SWF Regional Plan with Scottish sectoral marine plans for 

offshore wind, wave and tidal energy; and
• joined up stakeholder involvement in the MSP process.

Through the SIMCelt project, practical approaches for planning across 
borders in the SWF were explored by increasing awareness of transboundary 
issues, highlighting conflicts in cross-border planning and management, 
enhancing integration and cooperation between the devolved authorities. 
Such lessons, joint initiatives, policies and funding will be relevant across the 
whole Irish Sea, especially on the island of Ireland to foster cooperation and 
integration to ensure effective EBM.
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While hard, geographic data are often available for specific sectors, for 
example, the maps of fishing (a provisioning ecosystem services) shown in 
Fig. 3.2, finding appropriate data for the incorporation of cultural ecosystem 
services and recreational values into marine planning at appropriate scales 
remains a challenge. The potential for new sources of data to inform spatial 
planning is beginning to emerge. Figure 3.4a shows the levels of recreational 
photography within the Irish Sea area, based on the number of Photography 
User Days, and was calculated using InVEST data modelling suite (see 
Adamowicz et al. 2011 for detail). While patterns of photography are clearly 
linked to patterns of travel (photographs are clustered around the main ferry 
routes), some clusters of photographs found offshore do not match up with 
expected travel patterns and may indicate the existence of features of particu-
lar importance in terms of recreational and cultural values. Figure 3.4b shows 
temporal patterns in recreational beach use in Bull Island Dublin (see Box 
3.1) inferred from traffic data on the “Dublin Bay Dashboard” developed as 
part of Celtic Seas Partnership Project illustrating how existing public data 
can be used to gather information on recreational use patterns.

With  the increasing amount of spatial and temporal information being 
generated from the bottom-up by members of the public and local govern-
ment initiatives (Dublin’s traffic monitoring system), developing appropriate 
techniques for gathering and analysing such “big data” provides a promising 
avenue for incorporating semi-quantitative ecosystem services data into spa-
tial planning, which may help to better represent data on public values into 
management of the public good that are the seas.

5  Future Management

The EU has provided the legislative framework and common basis for coop-
eration on maritime affairs and marine environmental management and pro-
tection over the last 40 years. Though concerted regional efforts have been 
sporadic and project-based, nevertheless these efforts have helped to develop 
an international community of best practice and expertise in marine planning 
and environmental management in the UK and Ireland. With the UK deci-
sion to exit from the EU, the future basis for cooperation is less certain.

One high-profile issue in the referendum campaign was the CFP, and it is 
highly likely that the UK will now enforce a more restrictive regime on inter-
national vessels fishing within its national waters. Such a change has clear 
implications for the management of the Nephrops fishery in the Irish Sea. 
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There is no clear basis for common future exploitation of this shared resource 
in this area where boundaries are still contested.

At present, the split of Nephrops fisheries quotas is made centrally at the 
EU level; in the absence of this, an alternative process will be needed to allo-
cate and enforce quotas. In the absence of a local cross-border management 
arrangement, it is entirely possible that the fishery might return to an open- 
access regime with its inherent tendencies towards the tragedy of the com-
mons. Alternatively, restricting access to the fishery for non-national vessels 
could potentially revive historic tensions between north and south.

The examples of successful local regional cooperation in the Solway Firth, 
explored as part of the SIMCelt project, may provide a model for local man-
agement of the resource on a transboundary (Irish all island) cooperation 
basis, in keeping with the concepts of an Ecosystem Approach. However, such 
cooperation would necessitate the development of appropriate local cross- 
border institutions. The Loughs Agency, as one of the North-South 
Implementation bodies under the Good Friday Agreement, provides such a 
role, but has a remit only to manage fisheries and aquaculture. More effective 
management would require an institution with a wider remit.

While fisheries represent a high-profile and contentious example of poten-
tial future conflicts, maritime transport in the Irish Sea is particularly vital to 
Ireland and not insignificant to the UK.  Under any planning framework 
(whether inside or outside of the EU), efficient transport is likely to be of the 
highest priorities when considering maritime development. There is a tradi-
tion of free trade and transport across the Irish Sea, driven by markets and 
their inherent efficiencies, which is centuries old and, at least in terms of its 
spatial patterns, is unlikely to be affected by changes in obligations for envi-
ronmental protection or for MSP.  The legacy of historic shipping and its 
infrastructure will continue to shape the patterns of transport in the Irish Sea 
(just as they have shaped the social and ecological development of the Dublin 
Bay social-ecological system). Nevertheless, depending on the nature of future 
EU–UK trade, customs and tariffs arrangements, volumes of ship traffic could 
potentially stand to change, potentially favouring more direct routes between 
Ireland and continental Europe.

In terms of marine renewable energy development, given the short dis-
tances between countries, and across the Irish Sea, in the absence of a har-
monised approach to marine planning, unilateral decisions of individual 
nations (or of devolved authorities on certain matters) within their own ter-
ritorial waters risk imposing externalities, dis-benefits in terms of cultural and 
amenity values (cultural ecosystem services) on the coastlines of other coun-
tries. The two states bordering the Irish Sea have had an uneasy relationship 
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in the past and, if planning conflicts are to be avoided, some means of opera-
tional cross-border cooperation will need to be maintained. OSPAR may con-
tinue to provide a mechanism for such cooperation.

Overall, the activities currently occurring within the Irish Sea are strongly 
influenced by their history of development. As illustrated by the case of 
Dublin Bay, nested sub-systems of human uses, both commercial and recre-
ational, have evolved over time and are influenced by global trade, transport 
and economy as well as local patterns of physical and social phenomena. The 
challenges and the potential for regional MSP in terms of governance, har-
monisation of information and joined approaches are beginning to emerge, 
yet given the unknown nature of the new relationship developing between the 
UK and the EU, the future of the MSP process within the Irish Sea is highly 
uncertain. The impact of the MSP Directive on the activities occurring within 
the Irish Sea and the patterns of resource use and exploitation have yet to be 
experienced. Whatever the future political context following the UK depar-
ture from the EU, effective sustainable management for the Irish Sea will 
require ecosystem-based approaches, which reflect the complexity of the Irish 
Sea and its nested social and ecological sub-systems and involve transbound-
ary cooperation. Whether the political and economic conditions will favour 
such approaches will be critical in determining the outlook for the Irish Sea 
environment and the ecosystem services it provides to the people on its shores.
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1  Introduction

It is no coincidence that human population densities are three times higher 
along coastal margins compared to the global average (Small and Nicholls 
2003). People love the sea. It features prominently in many cultures, tradi-
tions, myths and legends, with our connection ranging from occasional 
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 holidays through to complete dependence for livelihoods. Unsurprisingly, use 
of the abundant and rich resources and services provided by the global oceans 
has escalated rapidly, with increasing and diversifying ocean-based resource 
extraction, shipping and trade, and recreational activities. Even in just a recent 
five-year period, nearly 66% of all oceans and 77% of Exclusive Economic 
Zones (EEZs) showed increases in cumulative impacts from anthropogenic 
activities (Halpern et al. 2015).

With increasing uses and users of the ocean comes increasing conflict. This 
conflict exists as both user-user conflicts, where competing sectors require use 
of the same space, and user-environment conflicts, where an activity nega-
tively impacts the natural environment. Studies that sought to reduce these 
conflicts have shown the benefits of zoning the ocean in space and time. They 
demonstrated that a planned use of the marine environment can minimise 
losses and maximise gains for conflicting sectors whilst still protecting and 
conserving the underlying ecosystems and their associated biodiversity (e.g., 
Klein et al. 2009; White et al. 2012). Thus, if all users are willing to compro-
mise and perhaps forego some of their ideals in cases of unavoidable conflicts, 
the overall outcome is that many more objectives can be achieved and many 
more benefits won.

The challenge, therefore, is to develop science-based methods that can help 
resolve as many of these conflicts in an open, fair and robust way, such that 
social, economic and ecological objectives can be met in a single solution. 
This chapter considers two existing tools—Ecologically or Biologically 
Significant Areas (EBSAs) and Marine Spatial Planning (MSP)—and describes 
how Systematic Conservation Planning (SCP) can advance and link these two 
processes. The efficacy of this SCP approach is discussed in the context of 
developing countries currently seeking sustainable ocean-resource use whilst 
simultaneously aiming to grow their national economies. The broad applica-
bility of the method is also showcased by including countries with contrasting 
data availability. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
definition of a “Protected Area” (PA) is used throughout, with “reserve” refer-
ring to the stricter Category 1a and 1b PAs (see Dudley 2008).

2  Spatial Prioritisation and Planning

2.1  Lessons from Land

The discipline of land-use planning has a much longer history than that of 
sea-use planning, providing opportunity for the latter processes to learn from 
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what has gone before and to build on what is currently considered best prac-
tice. Further, our understanding of the relationship between humans and the 
environment has grown substantially in the last few decades. Prior to the 
1960s, humans were considered separate from the environment; conservation 
was framed as “nature for itself ”, with areas of wilderness locked away in 
reserves (Mace 2014) and the remainder seen largely as available for almost 
any other human use. Placement of these reserves was generally ad hoc, often 
in areas unsuitable for productive agriculture or human habitation, and 
mostly ignored fundamental conservation issues such as biodiversity represen-
tation (Pressey 1994). In hindsight, this was an inefficient strategy. Despite 
the very low opportunity cost and limited conflict with other sectors, reserve 
networks spanned a much larger area than was required to achieve the same 
conservation benefits, with the additional disadvantage of carrying higher 
operational costs (Pressey 1994).

Over the turn of the century, we have progressed through periods of fram-
ing conservation as “nature despite people”, where avoiding extinction and 
loss was our focus; to “nature for people”, as the value of ecosystem services 
was recognised and explored; to “people and nature”, where people are now 
considered part of ecological systems (Mace 2014). No longer is the focus on 
those isolated reserve “islands” in a landscape we were otherwise content to 
modify at will. Rather, we recognise the need to create shared landscapes 
between people and nature, with strong emphasis on maintaining ecological 
processes, adaptability and resilience in this social-ecological space (Dudley 
2008; Mace 2014).

This modern framing of conservation and management is exemplified in 
South Africa, where the term “conservation planning” was replaced with 
“biodiversity planning” among practitioners and in policy. The former term 
was widely misinterpreted as strictly reserve design and PA expansion, whereas 
the intent was rather spatial prioritisation for land-use planning and decision- 
making. In this process, SCP is used to identify priority areas for biodiversity 
(Critical Biodiversity Areas [CBAs] and Ecological Support Areas [ESAs]), a 
desired state or management objective is set for these areas, and then activities 
compatible with achieving or maintaining that state are specified (SANBI 
2017). Although only a subset of CBAs are PAs, biodiversity in all CBAs 
receive some form of protection because of the additional policies and regula-
tions in place to regulate activities within them. ESAs are similar, although 
the focus in such areas is more on maintaining ecological processes that sup-
port ecosystem form and function, particularly for safeguarding biodiversity 
in CBAs and delivering ecosystem services, for example, corridors along 
which species can migrate in response to climate change. Some ecosystem 
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modification is permissible in ESAs, provided the ecological condition of the 
site remains above a specified threshold.

It is only recently that our growing contemporary viewpoint is that people 
are part of nature and not separate from it—neither are we the sole benefac-
tors of what nature provides. Best practice in conservation and land-use plan-
ning is now understood to be managing landscapes as social-ecological systems 
using multidisciplinary processes that aim to achieve social, economic and 
ecological objectives in an open, fair and transparent way (Ban et al. 2013). 
Formal reserves still, and will always, have their place. However, there is much 
more emphasis today on using the land “beyond the fence” more coherently 
and sustainably, such that ecosystems retain their resilience and adaptive 
capacity, especially in the face of accelerating global change.

2.2  Application in the Sea

Aichi Target 11: By 2020, at least 17 per cent of terrestrial and inland water, and 
10 per cent of coastal and marine areas, especially areas of particular importance 
for biodiversity and ecosystem services, are conserved through effectively and 
equitably managed, ecologically representative and well connected systems of 
protected areas and other effective area-based conservation measures, and inte-
grated into the wider landscape and seascapes. (Convention on Biological 
Diversity 2011)

MSP is a modern solution to a modern problem, so it reflects our contem-
porary understanding of conservation and management, described earlier. It 
is considered “a practical way to create and establish a more rational organisa-
tion of the use of marine space and the interactions between its uses, to bal-
ance demands for development with the need to protect marine ecosystems, 
and to achieve social and economic objectives in an open and planned way” 
(DEFRA 2008, cited in Ehler and Douvere 2009). It explicitly aims to analyse 
and allocate parts of the ocean to the various human uses, in both space and 
time, in such a way that it reduces conflict and achieves social, economic and 
environmental objectives (Ehler and Douvere 2009; see also Chap. 1 of this 
book).

MSP initiatives invariably have a strong political or government-driven 
process behind them, with the intent of achieving an overarching goal—usu-
ally sustainable development (Gilliland and Laffoley 2008). To succeed, MSP 
must adopt principles of ecosystem-based management. Critically, therefore, 
a core objective in the plan must be to maintain the underlying environment 
“in a healthy, productive and resilient condition so that it can provide the 
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services humans want and need” (McLeod et al. 2005). Safeguarding biodi-
versity is thus the foundation of sustainable development: the demands placed 
on the ocean space must not exceed its capacity to provide and meet those 
demands (Gilliland and Laffoley 2008). Consequently, it is imperative that 
the MSP includes Marine Protected Area (MPA) networks and other effective 
area-based conservation measures to mitigate user-environment conflict. It 
cannot focus solely on resolving user-user conflict.

Given the lessons learnt in the terrestrial environment, the currently lim-
ited extent of MPAs globally (Sala et al. 2018) is a strong concern, but it could 
also be viewed as an opportunity. We are now poised to take the tools and 
principles we have learnt on land, adapt them for the sea and plan efficiently 
for a sustainable future, with biodiversity appropriately represented in com-
plementary MPAs. In this way, we can avoid two important pitfalls: first, 
inefficient and insufficient MPA networks do not deliver optimal benefits; 
second, they may bring an illusion of accomplishment, with no perceived 
need for well-located MPAs. This provides a clear motivation to fully consider 
the biodiversity represented in sites and the potential benefits from MPAs 
rather than rushing to declare MPAs with limited biodiversity and ecosystem- 
service value simply to meet internationally agreed area-based targets. As on 
land, no-take reserves are one of several conservation and management tools 
and serve a critical role in safeguarding biodiversity. However, beyond reserves, 
it is important that we create shared seascapes with nature, zoning the ocean 
into areas that support activities compatible with the underlying biodiversity 
features such that, despite partial ecosystem modification, ecological form 
and function are maintained.

2.3  The Role of Ecologically or Biologically Significant 
Areas

At the seventh Convention of Parties (COP 7) to the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) in 2004, an Ad Hoc Open-Ended Working Group on 
Protected Areas (hereafter, Working Group) was established, inter alia, to 
explore options for establishing MPAs in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction 
(ABNJ) in a way that was science based and consistent with international law. 
After a series of meetings and discussions, the Working Group proposed the 
concept of Ecologically or Biologically Significant Marine Areas (EBSAs; see 
Dunn et al. 2014 for a full history), which has since been applied in areas 
under national jurisdiction as well.

The intent of a global MPA network is “To maintain, protect and conserve 
global marine biodiversity through conservation and protection of its compo-
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nents in a biogeographically representative network of ecologically coherent 
sites” (UNEP-CBD 2007, 2009), where EBSAs (with enhanced manage-
ment) were intended to be a core part of the initial steps towards identifying 
and creating this network (UNEP-CBD 2007). The Working Group pro-
posed seven criteria by which EBSAs are evaluated. Candidate sites are ranked 
(as high, medium or low) for their uniqueness or rarity; special importance for 
life history stages of species; importance for threatened, endangered or declin-
ing species and/or habitats; vulnerability, fragility, sensitivity or slow recovery; 
biological productivity; biological diversity; and naturalness—they must meet 
at least one of these to qualify as an EBSA (UNEP-CBD 2007, 2009). At 
COP 9, the criteria were adopted by the CBD, and it was also noted that 
MPA networks needed to take into account EBSAs; biodiversity representa-
tion across a suitable bioregionalisation; connectivity among sites; replication 
of features; and adequacy and viability of sites (UNEP-CBD 2007, 2009). 
However, very little guidance was provided on how countries ought to do this, 
other than “iteratively use qualitative and/or quantitative techniques” (UNEP- 
CBD 2007).

Following adoption of the criteria, the CBD Secretariat arranged work-
shops to assist countries and regions in identifying EBSAs, with the first set of 
EBSAs formally recognised at COP 11 in 2012. Today, 279 EBSAs are recog-
nised worldwide (Johnson et al. 2018). Importantly, EBSA status itself does 
not require any conservation, protection or management interventions. 
However, at COP 10, in 2010, governments were encouraged to cooperate to 
identify and adopt appropriate conservation and sustainable-use measures in 
EBSAs within their EEZs and territorial waters, including establishing net-
works of representative MPAs. In this way, countries could potentially use 
EBSAs to identify areas for formal protection towards achieving Aichi Target 
11. Additionally, negotiations are underway towards an instrument under 
which marine biodiversity (e.g., in EBSAs) could be protected in ABNJ (UN 
General Assembly 2017), such that these important areas could also contrib-
ute towards the global MPA network.

How countries identified EBSAs at the workshops was largely an expert- 
based approach. Although the seven criteria do make EBSA identification 
systematic to some degree and the principles for network design are useful, 
the loose guidance for applying these makes it difficult to assess if networks of 
EBSAs or MPAs are indeed sufficiently representative, connected, replicated, 
adequate and viable (see also Bax et al. 2016). These are especially important 
shortcomings if EBSAs are the mechanism that a country might choose to 
underpin their national MPA networks towards achieving Aichi Target 11 
and perhaps ultimately for similar targets to be met in ABNJ.
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To this end, further development of the EBSA process was encouraged at 
COP 13 in 2016. Some research teams have attempted this, for example, by 
advocating for a multi-criteria approach with thresholds per criterion con-
ducted for separate habitat types (Clark et  al. 2014). Exploring different 
methods for applying the criteria is needed to advance this aspect of the EBSA 
process. However, a multi-criteria analysis, particularly on a per-habitat basis, 
still does not give an indication if the replication and representation is suffi-
cient; does not account for complementarity, which will be essential for con-
servation efficiency in the MSP context; does not address issues of connectivity, 
among both ecosystem types or biodiversity features and EBSAs in the net-
work; and is strongly dependent on data to evaluate the criteria against the set 
thresholds.

Another gap in the EBSA process is that there is currently no system in 
place to identify and recognise areas that are not EBSAs in their own right but 
still need special management because they support ecosystem (and EBSA) 
function and contribute to securing long-term persistence of biodiversity fea-
tures and processes. These areas are much like the ESAs in South African ter-
restrial biodiversity planning. Nevertheless, with appropriate conservation 
and management measures, EBSAs could easily be the tool by which coun-
tries can achieve internationally codified conservation targets. They could also 
form the ecological basis of an ecosystem-based MSP.  This provides a key 
imperative to address the shortcomings in the current EBSA process, notably 
around biodiversity representation and persistence.

2.4  Systematic Conservation Planning: The Tool 
for the Job

SCP is a spatial prioritisation tool that supports decision-making about 
actions (usually with limited resources) that optimise benefits for biodiver-
sity at the least cost to society. It is based on two key objectives: representa-
tion and persistence (Margules and Pressey 2000); biodiversity must be 
adequately represented in comprehensive PA networks such that species, 
features and processes can persist in perpetuity. This framing requires the 
conservation problem to be spatially explicit and target driven (recognising 
that non-target-based approaches have also been developed, e.g., Zonation; 
Moilanen et al. 2009).

SCP software, for example, Marxan (Ball et al. 2009), generally relies on 
an optimisation algorithm. Thus, it has strong focus on using the principle 
of complementarity to achieve the user-defined targets in the most efficient 
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spatial configuration. However, because planning is for real-world imple-
mentation, the distribution of other activities within the planning domain 
must be accounted for: the fewer conflicts proposed PAs create with existing 
uses and users, the greater the likelihood of implementation. Thus, where 
options exist to meet biodiversity targets in areas that have no or few compet-
ing uses, those sites should be preferably selected. Consequently, SCP algo-
rithms are designed to select sites with biodiversity value in a configuration 
that meets targets for biodiversity representation in the most spatially efficient 
way, avoiding competing land or sea uses where possible. Plans also need not 
focus solely on delineating conservation areas. For example, SCP tools have 
been very successful in zoning the oceans to optimise both socio-economic 
and conservation objectives simultaneously (e.g., Klein et al. 2008).

Comprehensive cover of biodiversity (at all organisational levels) in a plan-
ning domain is often an unrealistic ideal, forcing planners to use surrogates, 
typically habitats or ecosystem types, with some additional key biodiversity 
features, such as threatened species, unique features and important ecological 
processes. Setting targets for biodiversity features is often a contentious debate, 
with options ranging from codified targets, such as Aichi Target 11, to spe-
cies- or ecosystem-specific targets based on minimum viable population sizes 
or species-area curves. How rigorously targets need to be addressed may 
depend on the nature of the planning problem. However, experience has 
shown that pragmatic decisions can circumvent issues like “how much is 
enough”, and that adopting heuristic or codified targets provides an excellent, 
practical solution in the interim until better information becomes available. 
This is particularly the case when protection levels are well below any target 
(i.e., near zero, as is generally the case in the oceans). Finding optimum targets 
matters more when protection levels might be approaching those values.

SCP deliberately incorporates past conservation efforts and seeks to find 
complementary solutions to existing PA networks, thereby minimising any 
inefficiency in past ad hoc delineations. Further, because the spatial prioritisa-
tion problem is solved using an algorithm that was designed to be a scenario- 
planning, decision-support tool, it can generate multiple alternate solutions 
among which decision-makers can choose and trade-offs analysed and com-
pared (Harris et  al. 2014b). This flexibility in finding solutions across the 
planning domain is also very powerful for negotiations. In cases where some 
PA sites are acceptable to stakeholders and others rejected, the algorithm can 
be rerun with the acceptable portions hardwired into the final solution, and 
alternative areas sought to meet the remainder of the biodiversity targets. 
Another benefit is that the site-selection frequency can be used to guide delin-
eation of both core areas for conservation and supporting areas. The outputs 
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can also be interrogated to determine reasons for site selection. In turn, this 
could be used as a robust guide for management and stakeholder negotiation: 
knowing which biodiversity features are meeting their targets in a particular 
area will give an indication as to which activities are compatible and thus 
locally permissible.

The current shortcomings highlighted in the EBSA identification and 
delineation process thus appear to fit the strengths of SCP. Using this spatially 
explicit, target-driven tool could assist in selecting sites that are more repre-
sentative of biodiversity and address replication, connectivity, adequacy and 
viability. Emphatically, the SCP process does not replace the criteria-based 
EBSA identification process in any way. Rather, it provides a more robust 
method of applying the criteria than expert judgement alone (see Table 4.1). 
The additional benefits of the SCP approach are as follows: first, it explicitly 
addresses the objective of creating a “biogeographically representative net-
work of ecologically coherent sites” (UNEP-CBD 2007, 2009); second, it 
inherently seeks conflict avoidance, making implementing the encouraged 
conservation and sustainable-use measures within EBSAs more likely.

At this point, undertaking data-driven SCP to identify EBSAs may seem 
ideal but entirely impossible in data-poor areas where no maps exist on which 
to base the planning. With this in mind, the Benguela Current Large Marine 
Ecosystem (BCLME) in Southern Africa provides a robust test of using SCP 
to advance EBSA and MSP processes. On the one hand, South Africa is one 
of the global leaders in SCP (Balmford 2003) and thus has comprehensive 
spatial data available for the marine environment (Sink et al. 2011; Majiedt 
et al. 2012; Sink et al. 2012). On the other hand, Namibia and Angola do not 
have the required data available on which planning can be based. Further, 
data issues notwithstanding, there is a very clear and recognised need for MSP 
to enhance sustainable development in this region, with legislative frame-
works currently being developed.

3  Spatial Planning in the Benguela Current 
Large Marine Ecosystem

3.1  One of the Most Productive Marine Areas 
in the World

The BCLME spans the West African Coast, including the EEZs of Angola, 
Namibia and the west coast of South Africa (Fig. 4.1). It is one of the four 
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major eastern boundary upwelling systems and one of the most productive 
marine areas globally (Heileman and O’Toole 2009). This productivity, 
 coupled with strong contrasts in habitat types (Harris et al. 2013) concomi-
tantly supports a rich diversity and great abundance of fauna and flora, and a 
high biomass of commercially important species. It includes unique features 
and species, supports key ecological processes and provides important ecosys-
tem services. In short, the BCLME represents a system of global and regional 
importance that comprises a wealth of natural resources.

The three states thus rely strongly on the BCLME to sustain their national 
economies (Hamukuaya et  al. 2016). In consequence, the region has high 
levels of commercial resource extraction, largely fishing and mining, with 
ocean-based economic development set to increase further through national 

Table 4.1 SCP elements that link to each of the seven EBSA criteria

EBSA criterion SCP element

Uniqueness or rarity Unique sites or features are considered as “irreplaceable” in 
an SCP context, and thus will always be selected because 
they are the only place where targets for that feature can 
be met.

Special importance 
of life history 
stages of species

Usually, these sites of importance are included in the spatial 
prioritisation as an explicit feature (e.g., turtle nesting 
beaches) with a representation target.

Importance for 
threatened, 
endangered or 
declining species 
and/or habitats

All habitat types and species that are included in the spatial 
prioritisation have their own representation target. 
Features (habitats, species) that are threatened or declining 
will have few options where these targets can be met, and 
thus will have high selection frequency. The ecosystem 
threat status analysis that follows the condition assessment 
(see Sect. 3.4) can also contribute to this criterion.

Vulnerability, 
fragility, sensitivity 
or slow recovery

This criterion is accounted for in two possible ways. For 
species, they could be included as a separate feature with a 
representation target (e.g., vulnerable marine ecosystems). 
For habitats, the cumulative pressure assessment explicitly 
scores recovery time as one of the assessment metrics.

Biological 
productivity

Productivity can be included either as a map of chlorophyll-a 
intensity (or similar), from which the areas with higher 
values will be preferentially selected to meet targets, or it 
could be included as a feature map of upwelling cells with a 
representation target.

Biological diversity Sites with high biological diversity can be mapped either as a 
separate feature with a target or if multiple biodiversity 
layers are included in the spatial prioritisation, then diverse 
areas will be preferentially selected because they are 
efficient sites in which biodiversity targets can be met.

Naturalness This is accounted for in the site condition assessment, where 
sites in good condition (less degraded) are preferentially 
selected over sites in fair or poor condition where the 
option exists.
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and regional initiatives. These initiatives include the Benguela Current 
Convention’s (BCC) Strategic Action Programme 2015–2019 (BCC 2014) 
and Operation Phakisa in South Africa (Republic of South Africa 2014) and 
are backed by strong government support and political will.

Although there are very clear socio-economic benefits intended through 
these development strategies, there are also notable ecological concerns of 
intensifying the current pressure levels on the BCLME. Already this signifi-
cant system is under threat from existing resource extraction (Boyer and 
Hampton 2001) and associated pressures, for example, from ports and ship-
ping, coastal development and various forms of pollution (Holness et  al. 
2014). These are compounded by global-change pressures that, inter alia, are 
shifting species distributions with knock-on effects through food webs that 
are stressing further the already threatened top predators (e.g., Pichegru et al. 
2010). However, we have never been in a position that is as strong as it is 
today to take cognisance of the system-level complexity and plan for a sustain-
able future. Given the key role that the BCLME plays in the three respective 

Fig. 4.1 The Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem (shaded grey) includes the 
EEZs of Angola, Namibia and western South Africa in the south-east of the Atlantic 
Ocean. Note that Cabinda is an exclave of Angola. World EEZ (version 6) boundaries 
available from http://marineregions.org/. For BCLME region, see BCC (2014)
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countries, and in global ecological processes, safeguarding this natural capital 
for the generations to come is both imperative and a moral obligation to our 
children’s children.

3.2  Ecosystem-Based Sustainable Development 
for the Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem

Recognising the need for sustainable development and ecosystem-based man-
agement, the three countries ratified the BCC (BCC 2013). Building on a 
strong history of cooperative governance in the BCLME (Hamukuaya et al. 
2016), the BCC has taken a proactive role in developing robust conservation 
and management strategies for the region. One of their first projects was a 
Spatial Biodiversity Assessment that aimed to design a Spatial Management 
Plan for the BCLME as a whole, including identification of priority areas for 
MPAs (Holness et al. 2014). This was followed with a (current) regional co- 
operation project: The Marine Spatial Management and Governance Project 
(MARISMA), 2014–2020. The aims of MARISMA are to build capacity in 
the BCC and its contracting parties and for them to contribute to the sustain-
able management of the Benguela Current’s marine biodiversity and marine 
natural resources. In so doing, MARISMA intends to directly support coun-
tries to achieve their obligations as signatories to the CBD.

The approach taken in the MARISMA Project is to safeguard the natural 
capital of the BCLME by identifying EBSAs for effective management, 
including conservation and protection, in a region-wide MSP that allows for 
socio-economic development in a sustainable manner. Consequently, there 
are three work areas in the MARISMA Project: the EBSAs’ work stream 
informs the MSP work stream, which is supported by the cross-cutting focus 
on capacity development, awareness raising and dissemination of results, 
experiences and products. The case study in this chapter focusses largely on 
the EBSA work stream of the MARISMA Project and the role that SCP can 
play in advancing EBSA delineation and integration into MSP processes.

3.3  Ecologically or Biologically Significant Area 
Identification and Delineation

The first of the CBD’s regional EBSA identification workshops was held for 
the Western South Pacific and the Wider Caribbean and Western Mid- 
Atlantic Regions in 2011, resulting in 47 EBSA being adopted at COP 11 in 
2012. The success of the process led to seven more regional meetings the fol-
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lowing year, including the South East Atlantic (SEA) and the Southern Indian 
Ocean (SIO) Regional Meetings, at which EBSAs in the BCLME and the rest 
of South Africa were identified, respectively. At COP 12 in 2014, 157 more 
EBSAs were adopted, including 12 from the BCLME (and an additional 
seven in the SIO portion of South Africa). Given that EBSA identification 
was an expert-based approach, delineation of the focus areas was largely 
coarsely done, with the boundaries poorly linked to the shape of the underly-
ing biodiversity features (Fig.  4.2). Further, South Africa had many more 
EBSAs in the BCLME region compared to those in Namibia and Angola, 
simply because spatial prioritisation for marine biodiversity in the former 
country was already well underway (Sink et al. 2011; Majiedt et al. 2012).

The BCLME case highlights clearly the inherent pitfalls of the expert-based 
EBSA identification and delineation process. We support the sentiment that 
progress should not be delayed in the search for refined data and perfect pro-
cesses (Johnson et al. 2018). However, we also acknowledge that, although 
excellent for providing a pragmatic first step and guiding larger-scale prioriti-
sation and management, the rough boundaries of the EBSAs are too coarse to 
be useful for integration into any Spatial Management Plans that also need to 

Fig. 4.2 Original set and delineation of EBSAs adopted for the BCLME and SIO portion 
of mainland South Africa within the respective countries’ EEZs. EBSAs in the surround-
ing high seas are excluded, except for the Benguela Upwelling System EBSA (light grey) 
that falls mostly within the BCLME. World EEZ (version 6) boundaries available from 
http://marineregions.org/. For EBSA boundaries, see https://www.cbd.int/ebsa
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include other stakeholders. Further, the current EBSA networks are not neces-
sarily representative of the local or regional biodiversity patterns and processes 
and might, rather, reflect a country’s progress in marine conservation initia-
tives. Ultimately, using the ad hoc, expert-based approach, there is no way to 
assess with confidence that a proposed EBSA network captures all important 
sites for a sufficient sample of the region’s biodiversity.

As discussed in Sect. 2.4, SCP is proposed to be a particularly useful tool to 
address these pitfalls. However, the foundation input layers were not available 
for the three countries. Notably missing was a comprehensive map of  ecosystem 
types across the region that could serve as the primary surrogate of marine bio-
diversity for the BCLME. Despite this, it is possible to build such datasets with 
limited information and resources. Coastal habitat types can be mapped from 
Google Earth imagery (Harris et al. 2013), and offshore habitat types can be 
delineated by combining bathymetric data (e.g., from the General Bathymetric 
Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO), available at: www.gebco.net) with a pelagic 
bioregionalisation based on a cluster analysis of multiple physical variables that 
can be measured using remote sensing (Roberson et al. 2017).

The benefit of these desktop approaches to mapping ecosystem types is that 
the bulk of the underlying data are freely available online. Where in situ data 
from field-based surveys exist, these can easily be incorporated into the 
ecosystem- type map, either as an independent ground-truthing dataset or to 
help delineate biotopes or seascapes (Karenyi et al. 2016). Key features, such 
as seamounts, can also be included from either existing spatial datasets (Yesson 
et al. 2011) and/or mapped specifically for the project. The additional feature 
detail in the final output map depends entirely on what is available, but it 
must be comprehensive in coverage, delineated at an appropriate spatial scale 
and integrated into one single map product.

The second input dataset that is required is a cumulative pressures map 
from which ecosystem-type condition can be assessed. If only a limited por-
tion of the sea is allocated for conservation protection, it is preferable for 
targets to be met in places where the features are in a good ecological condi-
tion, meaning that biodiversity and ecological processes are still well intact at 
the selected sites. The premise is that the more activities there are at a site, and 
the greater intensity of the respective activities, the more degraded a site 
becomes (i.e., lower naturalness). It is fully recognised that the complexities 
of interactions among pressures—positive, neutral and negative—are not 
accounted for in this approach, but it is a sufficiently robust assumption to 
make for this assessment where site condition is a relative measure. As for the 
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ecosystem type map, this input layer needed to be custom built for the 
BCLME.

Raw data on the distribution and intensity of activities and pressures can be 
sourced from the various industries and sectors through stakeholder engage-
ment: workshops, formal data requests and in-person visits to key data hold-
ers. Datasets could include fishing effort and catch, shipping lanes, mining 
locations and volumes of wastewater discharge out of different pipelines, some 
of which data are freely available online. Aggregating the suite of pressure data 
largely follows the cumulative threat assessment methodology developed by 
Halpern and colleagues (Halpern et  al. 2007) that has since been broadly 
applied (Halpern et al. 2008; Sink et al. 2012; Halpern et al. 2015). These 
data were sourced from industries in the BCLME (Holness et al. 2014), but 
if no data exist, a country could use the data from the global assessments 
(Halpern et al. 2008, 2015) or online databases (e.g., ICCAT 2018).

In this method, each pressure is mapped to a predetermined grid, and pixel 
values are assigned as the intensity of each activity scaled from 0 to 1, with the 
upper tail cut at the 80th (or similar) percentile such that all values above that 
threshold are scored as 1. The size of the grid pixels depends on the resolution 
of the input data and size of the planning domain, with a 5’ grid commonly 
used in national or regional marine plans. The functional impact and recovery 
time of a pressure to a particular ecosystem type is scored (by experts, sup-
ported by published studies where available), with that score multiplied by 
the intensity of each pressure in each pixel depending on which pressure- 
ecosystem combinations are present. Finally, the values are summed per pixel 
to give an overall cumulative pressure score per pixel across the whole plan-
ning domain. Based on these cumulative pressure scores, condition can be 
ranked as good, fair or poor, where biodiversity pattern and process are, 
respectively, intact, degraded or lost (Sink et al. 2012).

The third fundamental input layer is a map of existing PAs. As discussed in 
Sect. 2.4, SCP is definitively efficient and seeks to incorporate existing conser-
vation action and meet outstanding targets in complementary areas. Countries 
may have these datasets readily available, but if not, the World Database on 
Protected Areas serves a free global map (available at https://www.protected-
planet.net). Therefore, even if countries start the process with seemingly no 
data, the three primary maps on which SCP-based EBSA identification is 
based can be constructed largely from freely available data. In other words, the 
simplest form of SCP can be used to delineate EBSAs in any country, any-
where in the world.
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Of course, the more data available, the more planners can be confident that 
the EBSA network adequately represents all important sites for a sufficient 
sample of the region’s biodiversity. Although a very good surrogate of biodi-
versity patterns and processes, ecosystem types may not adequately account 
for or highlight areas that are important for particular life-history stages, such 
as breeding and foraging grounds of top predators and migratory species. Any 
additional biodiversity data such as key species’ distributions, internationally 
recognised sites (e.g., World Heritage Sites, RAMSAR Sites, Important Bird 
and Biodiversity Areas), areas of high diversity and areas that support key 
ecological processes can also be included as input datasets. These data were 
collated for the BCLME (Holness et al. 2014).

The final required input layer is a cost map. There are many ways in which 
this “cost” can be defined and quantified, but at its core, it represents the pen-
alty to other stakeholders within the planning domain if a site is selected for 
conservation. This could be measured as opportunity cost, the market value to 
purchase an area or some other metric that gives a relative indication of poten-
tial conflict over a site. In the BCLME context, cost was customised per coun-
try to reflect socio-economic priorities from their respective key industries 
(Holness et al. 2014).

The next step in the process is to compile a list of representation targets for 
each of the input features. Planners are strongly encouraged to avoid the “tar-
get trap” in target-driven SCP (SANBI & UNEP-WCMC 2016). Although it 
is certainly ideal to have empirical targets derived for each input feature based 
on their detailed ecological requirements (Desmet and Cowling 2004; Harris 
et al. 2014a), heuristic or codified values do work especially well, as discussed 
in Sect. 2.4 earlier. For ecosystem types, planners often set the target at 20% 
of the historical extent and slightly higher for biodiversity features and eco-
logical processes (Holness et al. 2014); Aichi Target 11 would also work well 
as a starting point.

With the four key maps and a list of targets, planners can then run SCP 
software, such as Marxan (Ball et al. 2009), to identify networks of areas that 
may qualify as meeting the EBSA criteria. The most useful output from 
Marxan is the selection frequency map, which sums the number of times an 
area is selected to meet targets out of a user-defined number of repeated runs 
of the algorithm. Thresholds of selection can be used to identify potential 
EBSAs (e.g., selection frequency of >80%), with those areas iteratively locked 
into the solution, along with the existing PAs, until all targets are met. Planners 
may also wish to include areas of lower selection frequency that serve as ESAs, 
or “support EBSAs”, such as those with a selection frequency of >65%, to 
ensure persistence of the biodiversity features within the planning domain. 
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This process can also be repeated iteratively in a stakeholder negotiation pro-
cess, and/or stakeholders can be presented with a series of candidate EBSA 
network options and what they might be trading off if one option is selected 
over another (Harris et al. 2014b).

The SCP approach allows candidate EBSAs to be delineated in a way that 
matches the underlying biodiversity features much more closely than the cur-
rent, largely geometric shapes drawn by experts over the broader focus area. 
This carries three benefits for easier adoption into MSP processes: first, they 
are not “spatially greedy” areas that unnecessarily exclude other stakeholders 
from an area; second, they have been designed deliberately to avoid conflict 
with competing sectors as far as possible through inclusion of those industries 
in the condition assessment and cost layer; and third, the design is science 
based and thus easier to defend when challenged by other stakeholders in a 
negotiation. The latter is an especially important point that has similarly 
motivated others to improve application of the criteria to strengthen the 
transparency and robustness of EBSA delineation (Clark et al. 2014).

3.4  Ecologically or Biologically Significant Area Status 
Assessment and Management Options

With the data inputs described earlier, planners can easily undertake two 
ecosystem- level assessments that can serve as headline indicators: threat sta-
tus and protection level (SANBI & UNEP-WCMC 2016). The proportion 
of each ecosystem type evaluated as good, fair or poor is compared against 
specific thresholds from which the threat status is assigned. Ecosystem types 
are said to be Critically Endangered when the proportion in good condition 
is less than or equal to the biodiversity target (in the BCLME case, 20%). 
Endangered systems should trigger a warning and are thus recommended to 
be the biodiversity target +15% (i.e., in the BCLME case, 35%). Vulnerable 
and Least Threatened ecosystem types have more generous thresholds: in 
the BCLME case, Vulnerable ecosystem types have <80% of their historical 
extent in good or fair condition; Least Threatened, >80% (Holness et  al. 
2014). The second headline indicator is protection levels, where the propor-
tion of each ecosystem type that is protected is determined relative to its 
target, and the ecosystem type is assigned a rank of well, moderately, poorly 
or not protected. At this point, the outputs can be interrogated and pro-
posed EBSA descriptions prepared for consideration by the CBD, with a 
strong scientific basis for the criteria ranks from the SCP process (refer to 
Table 4.1).
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3.5  Integrating Ecologically or Biologically Significant 
Areas into Marine Spatial Planning Processes

Summary statistics of the earlier indicators can be calculated per EBSA and 
used to guide conservation and management actions, for example, if an EBSA 
contains ecosystem types that are poorly or moderately protected, the man-
agement action might be to proclaim the EBSA as an MPA and apply relevant 
management measures. Ecosystem types that need notable intervention are 
those that are both threatened and not well represented in MPAs. Each indi-
vidual EBSA could also be assessed to determine the reasons for its selection 
during the SCP process by identifying the features it contains, site cost and 
condition, which in turn will help guide sea use in that area (see also Dunstan 
et al. 2016). For example, if a site is selected because it contains key benthic 
features, the EBSA could be zoned as a special management area where ben-
thic trawling is prohibited but large pelagic longlining is permitted, depend-
ing on the activity-feature compatibility.

Once conservation and management recommendations per EBSA are 
listed, these can be very easily integrated into an MSP. Recall that to legiti-
mately achieve sustainable use of marine resources, it is critical to first secure 
the natural capital from which the production services flow. This might 
mean reserve proclamation for some EBSAs but could also take the form of 
a restricted-use area (e.g., IUCN PA Categories V or VI) where only activi-
ties compatible with the local biodiversity features are allowed. The latter 
might be especially relevant for “support EBSAs” or ESAs, and in such cases, 
the suite of compatible activities listed for that area (as extracted from the 
SCP process) could guide and inform MSP negotiations around user-envi-
ronment conflicts. Stakeholders and decision-makers need to remain cogni-
sant of the need to secure the nature capital during negotiations, such that 
short-term socio-economic gains do not come at the expense of long-term 
losses, for both nature and people (Harris et al. 2018). It has been argued 
previously that EBSAs could be used to implement MSP through an adap-
tive hierarchical framework (Dunstan et al. 2016). The process presented in 
this chapter provides a simpler, spatially explicit variation of the EBSA-
MSP integration to achieve ecosystem-based management. This spatialisa-
tion of the planning problem (gained through the SCP approach) is 
proposed here to be one of the most important steps in achieving sustain-
able development.
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3.6  Progress in the Real World

Although the MARISMA Project is still ongoing, progress towards the final 
outcomes is well underway. EBSA boundaries have been refined and support-
ing ESAs identified (Fig. 4.3a). Further, Operation Phakisa in South Africa is 
supporting MPA proclamation, with 22 MPAs gazetted for public comment 
in 2016 (Republic of South Africa 2016). If proclaimed, they would take the 
country from <0.4% to 5% marine protection, with a further 5% protection 
to follow that would then fulfil South Africa’s obligation to achieve Aichi 
Target 11. These MPA boundaries were derived from the ongoing spatial pri-
oritisation (SCP) in the country (Sink et al. 2011; Majiedt et al. 2012) that 
had also supported the EBSA identification. Consequently, the proposed 
MPAs will contribute to securing the critically important biodiversity features 
within the EBSAs (Fig. 4.3b).

The SCP method and outputs have been invaluable during negotiation 
with industries that have competing interests within these proposed MPAs. 
As described earlier, it is allowing for iterative boundary refinement through-
out the negotiation process. Further, it allows site-specific interrogation of the 
biodiversity features and key threatening activities within the sites such that 
stakeholder negotiation and MPA regulations can be targeted, transparent 
and informed (Fig. 4.3c). Once the ESAs are identified, it is envisaged that 
these will be integrated in the national emerging MSP, with restrictions on 
threatening activities in the remaining portions of the EBSAs and in the ESAs 
such that key marine biodiversity pattern and process is safeguarded for the 
future.

4  The Value Added by Taking a Systematic 
Conservation Planning-Based Approach

Inevitably, the success of any MSP will depend on implementation and com-
pliance. The more governments and stakeholders are engaged in the planning 
process, the greater their sense of plan ownership, and the higher the likeli-
hood that oceans will be developed sustainably. It is important to recognise 
that political involvement in EBSA delineation and integration into MSP 
does not mean that the scientific process is compromised if SCP is the 
decision- support tool. Rather, SCP advances empirical ecosystem-based MSP 
in the real world through the following seven attributes.
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 1. SCP supports the key goal of a sustainable ocean system through identifi-
cation of the most important areas required for securing representation 
and persistence of ocean features. In so doing, it contributes to securing 
the natural capital by prioritising sites for conservation action.

 2. SCP is underpinned by quantitative targets. This allows easy alignment 
with CBD, Aichi or any other codified targets, and it helps address the 
question of sufficiency.

Fig. 4.3 Illustration of the advances in EBSA and MSP processes that can be achieved 
by SCP. (a) Draft revision of existing EBSAs and proposed EBSAs and ESAs in the 
Namibian EEZ designed using SCP; (b) existing and proposed MPAs as gazetted 
(Republic of South Africa 2016) relative to the revised and proposed EBSAs in South 
Africa (note that the two EBSAs in the adjacent high seas are also shown in light grey); 
and (c) example of the site-level interrogation of SCP inputs and outputs that can 
guide both MPA regulations and spatial management of activities in the rest of the 
EBSA and surrounding areas. In this case, the SCP accounted for existing protection 
provided by the Aliwal Shoal MPA by including that area in the new delineation of 
proposed MPAs (and proposed revision of EBSA boundaries). The SCP data supported 
fine-scale planning of the proposed zonation of the proposed MPA, with the different 
zones allowing only those activities that are compatible with the underlying biodiver-
sity features. This application could be extended through all EBSAs in an MSP to mini-
mise user-environment conflicts; beyond MPAs and EBSAs, the MSP could focus on 
resolving only user-user conflicts. Refer to the Government Gazette (Republic of South 
Africa 2016) for full details on the proposed MPAs, draft regulations and allowed activ-
ities per proposed zone. World EEZ (version 6) boundaries available from http://mari-
neregions.org/. Proposed MPAs from Republic of South Africa (2016)
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 3. SCP is definitively spatially explicit and spatially efficient. This is impera-
tive in an MSP context where planners must balance the many require-
ments set by multiple stakeholders. The more spatially efficient each sector 
can be, the lower the chance of unnecessary conflict.

 4. SCP specifically considers the potential effects that a conservation area 
would have on other activities and deliberately avoids spatial overlap as far 
as possible to facilitate reduced MSP negotiations over user-environment 
conflicts. The transparent process allows stakeholders to understand sector 
priorities and trade-offs.

 5. SCP can rapidly develop and evaluate alternate scenarios or spatial man-
agement options, which is essential in a stakeholder negotiation process.

 6. SCP allows identification of the specific pressures acting on specific high- 
value biodiversity features, which helps to move management action from 
generic approaches to being truly place based.

 7. SCP helps to assess the qualitative EBSA criteria, which are currently 
ranked for a site as high, medium or low, with no quantitative guidance for 
what these relative measures mean. This, in turn, makes applying the crite-
ria more consistent among EBSAs in different regions. Ultimately, it makes 
the EBSA identification and delineation process more science based.

From these attributes, SCP clearly has much to add to both EBSA and 
MSP processes. Data availability (or lack thereof ) should not be seen as a 
hindrance to its application. As demonstrated through the BCLME case, it is 
possible to build the required datasets with relatively few resources, largely 
from existing spatial information that is freely available online. Planning can 
be as elegant or as simple as the data allow and still achieve robust outputs.

The complexity of governing modern society within a dynamic ocean space 
that has inherent large-scale connectivity necessitates innovative and creative 
solutions to conservation and management. These solutions need to allow 
socio-economic development in a three-dimensional environment, whilst still 
maintaining ecosystem health and function, all in the face of accelerating 
global change. Importantly, these solutions must follow good governance 
practices and thus must be transparent, fair and founded in robust, defend-
able science to the equitable benefit of all. At all times, we must retain cogni-
sance of the consequences that the industrial revolution had on the 
environment, notably the acceleration in global climate change that it trig-
gered. As we embark on a similar industrial revolution in the oceans, we have 
the opportunity to take what we have learnt and leave a sustainable legacy for 
future generations.
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5
Can Classical Location Theory Apply to Sea 

Space?

Jacek Zaucha

1  Introduction

Economists assume that consumer preferences are usually revealed through 
the market mechanism in which demand and supply are confronted. A com-
petitive market is believed to ensure efficient allocation of resources providing 
the highest level of consumer utility and producer profit. Both are assumed to 
behave in an entirely rational way, and furthermore, it is also assumed that 
their choice is immediately mirrored in the changes of the prices of goods and 
factors of production. However, these beneficial market outcomes might 
become suboptimal due to time-inconsistent preferences, information asym-
metries, unequal market power of some producers or consumers, the occur-
rence of externalities or the non-excludable and non-rivalrous character of 
consumption of some goods or services (i.e. public goods). Such a situation is 
known as market failure. For this reason, in some cases, the market is supple-
mented with the public choice mechanism under which democratically 
elected public bodies aggregate consumer preferences and reveal them (impose 
them) in the form of various administrative decisions and economic incen-
tives (e.g. subsidies, taxes, auctions for location permits). Marine spatial plan-
ning (MSP) is part of public choice.

This chapter compares the two mechanisms outlined earlier (market and 
public choice) for the allocation of marine space to various uses. Both of them 
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are assumed to shape spatial patterns in the sea. The chapter aims at answering 
the question whether MSP can neglect market outcomes and to what extent 
the market can neglect MSP. The market process is analysed within the frame-
work of location theory, a well-established branch of economics. First, differ-
ent location models based on market principles are analysed in order to find 
the most suitable one for maritime space. Second, Thünen’s1 way of thinking 
is applied in order to predict hypothetical spatial development patterns at sea 
that might emerge under market rule. Third, these results are confronted with 
existing patterns of offshore spatial development in Poland. Fourth, the out-
comes of administrative decisions are added to this picture. The final part of 
the chapter is devoted to the discussion of the interplay of market and public 
choice (MSP) as mechanisms shaping spatial development offshore.

2  Location Theory

As noted by Fujita (2010), classical location theory emphasizes market-driven 
mechanisms that shape spatial patterns, that is, spatial development. According 
to Blaug (1985, 614), the theory of spatial economics2 focuses on area and 
distance. Contemporary research in this field adds new characteristics to the 
understanding of area, such as density (intensity of economic activity per 
square km) or institutional tissue (World Bank 2009). Spatial economics, 
using an economic approach, explains how space (e.g. distance, economies of 
agglomeration) affects the decisions of economic agents. It contains two 
groups of models explaining spatial development: those assuming an a priori 
existence of certain nodal points in a space of higher economic density (mar-
kets, production or extraction locations) and those models treating space as 
fully homogeneous and isotropic, where only an interplay between economic 
factors diversifies its economic density. In both models, economic agents act 
in their own self-interest. Firms choose locations to maximize their profits, 
and consumers choose locations maximizing their utility level. Those choices 
manifest themselves in the so-called spatial/ground/location rent (or bid rent), 
that is, the amount of money the users of a given part or land are willing to 
pay for earning the right to its usage. The amount corresponds to the profits 
or utility provided by a given piece of land.

1 Johann Heinrich v. Thünen is a founder of spatial economics. In the nineteenth century, he developed 
the first rigorous approach to explain the formation of spatial patterns (concentric rings of various types 
of agriculture crops) around a pre-set market for agricultural products.
2 Spatial economics covers also location theory.
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In the first class of models, rent refers to the distance and net profits derived 
from the usage of a given piece of land, that is, the revenue from a given piece 
of land minus the costs, including transport costs, the latter of which depends 
on the distance to suppliers and points of sale. In some models, instead of 
revenue, there are only costs. In these models, the a priori assumptions about 
the organization of space allow for the use of the concept of perfect competi-
tion, ignoring the fact that the cost of covering distance might result in 
monopolistic competition or even an oligopoly market. The second class of 
models, in its reasoning, has to add an economic mechanism that leads to the 
distortion of spatial homogeneity. As a rule, it is assumed that there are inter-
actions between two forces shaping the socio-economic space: the centripetal 
force that favours concentration (e.g. economies of agglomeration) and the 
centrifugal force causing dispersion (e.g. costs of covering the distance). 
Therefore, the second type of reasoning is quasi-dynamic or anticipatory— 
choice changes the underlying parameters. The first class of models (in line 
with their assumptions) has a quasi-static or adaptive character because choice 
is based on known parameters, that is, existing patterns of nodal points 
(although in these models spatial reallocation can occur as a result of changes 
in the productivity of some areas, e.g. new discoveries of natural resources or 
changes in the transport techniques). Thünen’s and Weber’s models and 
Launhardt’s sales areas, as well as Palander’s market area theory (Blaug 1985, 
618–626), belong to the first class of models. Christaller’s central place theory 
(1933) and Lösch’s economic region (1940), however, have elements of the 
second approach even though they are situated in the first class of models. 
However, both in Lösch and Christaller, the a priori assumption is that popu-
lation is distributed evenly in space. In the second class, we have Isard’s region-
alism (1956) and new economic geography (Krugman 1991a, b; Fujita et al. 
2000). Most of the aforementioned models are microeconomic and empha-
size business decisions, although regionalism and even Christaller’s theory are 
characterized by a macroeconomic approach. Only the models of the new 
economic geography, submerged in the realities of monopolistic competition 
that results from the very nature of space, belong to the class of formalized 
equilibrium models. These issues are described in detail in the literature con-
sulted (Blaug 1985; Ponsard 1988; Zaucha 2007).

In the models based on monopolistic competition, the aforesaid economies 
of agglomeration (agglomeration externalities) play a decisive role. One of the 
most comprehensive attempts to examine them is to be found in Fujita and 
Thisse (2002). The authors state that the “fundamental trade-off of a Spatial 
Economy” are economies  of scale and transport costs (Fujita and Thisse 
2002, 93). Increasing returns, along with an increase in production scale, are 
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the result of externalities stemming from proximity to other businesses, sup-
ply chain efficiency and customer perceptions, as well as more efficient (better 
specialized) labour resources (Fujita and Thisse 2002, 98). All this contributes 
to the economies of agglomeration that, according to McCann (2013, 54–56), 
include internal returns to scale (which require the concentration in a single 
place of significant capital and labour inputs), economies of localization 
(physical proximity of enterprises in the same sector) and economies of urban-
ization (proximity of enterprises of various sectors). Their appearance was rec-
ognized by Marshall (1920, 225) at the beginning of the previous century. 
According to the new economic geography (Krugman 1991b, 101–113), 
such economies are reinforced by the influx of workers, encouraged by the 
relatively higher wage levels in places where such externalities emerge. This in 
turn allows for an increase in the number of services and goods produced in a 
given location, which is important in the situation of consumer preferences 
for variety. As a result, there are processes of catastrophic3 agglomeration fol-
lowed by a spatial bifurcation of the economy. However, they are countered 
by the costs of overcoming the resistance of space (e.g. transport costs). When 
they are high, the local market does not allow for the emergence of large busi-
ness entities as they would not have the sufficient market to be served by 
them. The economies of scale would reduce costs and prices, but this effect 
would be offset by the high costs of supplying consumers. Production has to 
take place close to the consumer, and consumers do not look for employment 
outside of the their place of residence, because of the low concentration of 
production in space. Only the falling costs of trade allow the economies of 
agglomeration to become visible and concentration to become irreversible. 
However, in a situation of zero or very low costs of this type (Internet, relatively 
low transportation costs, telework), the economies of agglomeration spill out. 
They are no longer limited to certain places of high density of economic activ-
ity since, with no distance, they work everywhere (skilled workers can work 
through Internet regardless their location, ideas and know-how easily spread 
out in the space). Hence, dispersion tendencies may emerge. Here the favour-
able factor is the lower wages outside the existing production centres and the 
non-mobile local assets, that is, territorial capital (Zaucha 2007, 64–66). As 
Przygodzki points out (2016, 84), “Functional and relational elements are the 
most recent and most interesting development factors” of space. Hence, he 
points to the important role of “social absorption, diffusion and processing of 
knowledge and experience, common learning, establishing and maintaining 

3 Catastrophic means that firm or consumer location changes in a discontinuous way.
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territorial co-operation.” In a similar vein, Johansson and Quigley (2003) 
emphasize that networks of assets dispersed in space can be a good substitute 
for agglomeration processes. Paradoxically, Christaller’s elaboration of the 
theory of central places, more than 80  years ago, arose from very similar 
assumptions to those described earlier. In his reasoning, there are also centrip-
etal forces in the form of minimum sales thresholds (minimum number of 
consumers ensuring profitability of production) and centrifugal in terms of 
reach (the maximum distance a consumer is willing to travel to buy a given 
good or service).

Unfortunately, contemporary economics’ inspiring approach to the eco-
nomic mechanisms of spatial development (economies of agglomeration and 
distance) cannot, to date, be applied to maritime space (at least to sea areas). 
From the entire array of elements pertaining to the new economic geography 
mainly local assets (territorial capital) and the cost of transport also appear at 
sea. The economies of agglomeration, even if they do occur in marine space, 
have very high transaction costs4 or barriers of nonconformity and temporal 
friction. This is due to the specificity of this space, characterized, for example, 
by the lack of inhabitants, positive externalities (related mainly to costs of 
shared use of resources) and the differences in market power among the users 
of marine space.

3  The Location Theory Applied to Sea Space

Referring to marine space, one may think that it would be appropriate to 
consider the return to models which accept the already existing (a priori) set-
 up of human activities. This is plausible because development of the terrestrial 
structures (e.g. port cities, transhipping terminals) related to sea exploitation 
predates maritime spatial development. The “nodal” elements appeared ashore 
while the seas constituted economic space functionally linked to them. The 
most promising model in this situation appears to be a relatively old agricul-
tural one developed by Thünen which assumes the existence of a pre-existing 
marketplace. This model is still used in the analysis of the spatial development 
of cities (McCann 2013, 107–153).

The legitimacy of such a choice is based on the fact that there are already 
established “sea gateways” on land aiding the economic activity of people at 
sea. They are characterized by a specific hierarchy similar to Christaller’s 

4 The possibility of lowering them is discussed in the concluding part of the chapter.
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pattern since certain gates serve many functions (e.g. ports are bases for sail-
ing, fishery, wind power stations, marine-mining or marine tourism), while 
 others, for example, beach resorts or piers, serve a limited range of functions. 
The difference in relation to Christaller’s concept of central places is that mul-
tifunction centres (gates) need not support the sea activity that is typical for 
their monofunctional equivalents (e.g. port cities do not always have beaches). 
All of the above calls for a more thorough consideration of models proposed 
by Thünen and Weber5 since other models seem to have lesser explanatory 
potential.6

The essence of Thünen’s concept is an exogenously given sales market and 
two parameters shaping spatial patterns around it: net benefits per unit area of 
the cultivation of different agricultural products and costs of their transporta-
tion. Near the market area, there are cultivated goods that yield high profits 
and have high transportation costs. Further away, there appears to be a place 
for less profitable and expensive farming, while at an even greater distance, 
those goods appear that are least effective at using the soil but also cheapest in 
transport per unit. The result is the appearance of Thünen’s famous location 
circles (Blaug 1985, 619). A number of assumptions were made in the model, 
the most important of which deal with constant economies of scale, homoge-
neous soil fertility, lack of restrictions on the side of productive resources that 
are available everywhere in the same proportions and so on.

It seems that location rent in maritime space is shaped in a similar manner. 
The Thünen model foundations are generally fulfilled. A certain problem in 
this respect is the heterogeneous productivity of the space resulting from nat-
ural conditions, such as the existence of deposits, fishing grounds or areas 
particularly predestined for offshore wind energy. However, a similar dilemma 
appears on land, which was analysed with reference to urban space and its 
ecological values by McCann (2013, 127). This may bring about a concavity 
in certain fragments of the rent function, which means that functions of the 
rents can intersect at several points (different economic activities are not 
located any longer in the same distance from the city centre). Consequently, 
similar manners of reaping benefits from the sea may appear in several zones 
at various distances from the land gateways. However, if maritime space lacks 

5 At the beginning of the twentieth century, Alfred Weber formulated the “least-cost model” of location 
of industrial plant, allowing him to explain industrial location decisions at a macro-scale.
6 Lösch is concerned with the economic region and, above all, the effects of spatial competition of produc-
ers while assuming a uniform distribution of population. This condition is not fulfilled at sea. There are 
no Launhardt markets or Palander’s market areas at sea. These theories would be able to explain the loca-
tion of certain land-based marine management entities.
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suitable characteristics, it may not be used for economic purposes at all. This 
is similar to the situation on land, where under certain circumstances, poor 
soil quality may result in land lying idle within a certain distance from the 
centre (negative location rent). This results from the fact that the rent curve in 
this situation becomes a discontinuous, non-monotonic7 function (Ponsard 
1988, 39).

Taking all this into account, it is plausible that market forces at sea could 
lead to the formation of Thünen’s semicircles (assuming that the coastline is 
straight) around the sea gateways (ports, bathing beaches, etc.). The first circle 
includes functions typical for their proximity to the port (anchorages, dump-
ing sites), while others will be farther away, for example, wind energy at sea, 
and even farther—fishing. However, the denser spreading of bathing areas 
will result in a narrower strip for bathing along the coast determined by the 
overlapping half-circles of traditional coastal tourism (Fig. 5.1). If necessary, 
however, they will have to allow for other ways of using the sea, ones that have 
a higher degree of location rent (such as port complexes).

7 The function is non-monotonic when it is growing at certain intervals and decreasing at other 
intervals.

Fig. 5.1 Location semicircles (in sea areas) around the sea gateways of different 
importance (Zaucha 2018)
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Taking into account differences of marine areas’ suitability for various pur-
poses (i.e. its non-homogeneity), location circles will not be regular in shape 
due to dissimilarities in the productivity of different marine areas. In certain 
circumstances, economic activity might be spatially limited, for example, 
where a possibility exists of obtaining specific ecosystem services or abiotic 
benefits (gravel extraction is only possible in areas with gravel deposits). 
Location rent will nonetheless play a significant role. For example, coastal 
defence, if applied to densely inhabited or economically developed pieces of 
coast, usually offers larger benefits in comparison to gravel extraction so that 
coastal defence can even stop commercial gravel extraction due to rent differ-
ences. If the rent associated with renewable energy sources or mining is higher 
than what can be derived from fishery, the latter activity must operate at a 
further distance (Fig. 5.2).

Some of the patterns of maritime spatial development are dependent on 
several land gates at the same time. For example, facilities of the offshore wind 
power industry have to be located at a proper distance to service ports and, 
especially, to shore power connections (connecting wind farms to the power 
grid) which may not be at the service ports. This placement can be linked to 
Weber’s theory which is based on his analysis of the best potential location for 
a production facility aiming to minimize transportation costs (access to 

Fig. 5.2 Location zones in sea areas taking into account the phenomenon of the non- 
homogeneity of marine space and locations of ecosystem services and services exploit-
ing sea abiotic assets (Zaucha 2018)
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markets and suppliers). However, it should be kept in mind that the final 
location of this particular facility at sea depends not only on low transporta-
tion costs but also on the differences in marine areas’ levels of productivity, 
which is important when it comes to energy production (for this purpose, 
some areas are more suitable and some less so).

What is more, additional linear structures (connecting two or more gates 
on both sides of the sea) have to be added in order to make the model more 
realistic. Such structures include cables, pipelines or sea lanes. They do not 
follow the logic of Thünen’s model. Minimizing costs between two points is a 
crucial factor in these situations. Of key importance is the shortest distance, 
and very rarely do specific features (e.g. depth, bottom habitats) of particular 
parts of maritime space influence their location. However, practical computa-
tion of location rent for shipping might pose a challenge since in some cases, 
such as navigation, it would be very difficult to attribute costs and revenues to 
the part of marine space that is used for that purpose (it would require detailed 
information of each voyage, i.e. its length and net profits).

Nevertheless, it should be assumed that zones based on Thünen’s model 
might exist collectively with linear areas (Fig. 5.3). Due to the multidimen-
sional character of maritime space, in some situations, the summing of vari-
ous location rents might occur since many users can use the same sea space 
simultaneously (under certain conditions, navigation does not impact 

Fig. 5.3 Location zones in sea areas along with linear structures (Zaucha 2018)
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pipelines negatively, and cables are outright necessary for the development of 
the wind power industry, representing synergy). In other situations, changes 
in the market might allow for the highest rent through the selection of appro-
priate forms of economic activity. For example, building wind farms may 
force some changes in sea transport lanes.

The picture presented seems pretty static. However, along with the inten-
sification of the blue economy and blue growth, new functional regions will 
appear at sea holding the possibility of redefining such regions in the future. 
Finally, it may happen that the sea-land influence occurs in the opposite 
direction (from sea to land), thus becoming an economic incentive to create 
new maritime gateways on land. That could lower the costs of transporta-
tion.8 For example, it is very likely that an increase in the popularity of 
yachting may result in establishing new marinas. Demand related to ferries 
can cause more ferry terminals in new locations. The critical mass of particu-
lar forms of using marine assets should be the next important factor in the 
context of presenting models of market processes inducing changes in mari-
time spatial development. Potentially, new gateways servicing sea space 
might appear offshore and perhaps some of them could offer economies of 
agglomeration.

The deductive approach presented earlier finds support in the empirical 
material gathered in the course of the preparation of a maritime spatial plan 
for Poland. Prior to the emergence of MSP activities in Poland, marine space 
was developed according to the demand of investors and sea users. The out-
come is visualized in the form of the map of existing and planned sea uses of 
Polish maritime areas in the report entitled Study of Conditions of Spatial 
Development of Polish Sea Area (Zaucha et al. 2016).9 The map confirms a 
picture that the above theory would also predict. Port-related activities, tradi-
tional tourism and recreation and offshore wind farms are sorted according to 
their distance from the shore. For example, for offshore wind farms, depth 
seems to play an important role. For other activities like fishing or oil extrac-
tion, natural conditions and oceanographic characteristics seem to be deci-
sive. Surprisingly, environmental protection tends to cluster near the shore as 
well, possibly due to the photic conditions there and a larger amount of easily 
available information on birds and habitats. Thus in economic terms, the 

8 New investments of this type are limited by their costs which should be lower than the discounted (on 
the day of the opening of such gateways) amount of benefit presented in the form of lower transportation 
expenses or an increase of existing revenues or even the creation of new ones obtained from new forms of 
exploiting sea areas.
9 http://www.umgdy.gov.pl/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/INZ-UM_Map1_Present_and_future_use.
png.
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photic zone produces more benefits (ecological values) in comparison to other 
types of marine space. The ultimate monetary value of those benefits, how-
ever, depends on the value system of a given society.

In general, all this roughly confirms the importance of location rent as a 
guiding location force and its dependence on the distance to the land gate-
ways servicing the sea areas at least for some sea uses.

4  Maritime Spatial Planning as a Public Choice 
Mechanism for Marine Governance

Maritime space as a precious development asset (natural capital) is considered 
to be a perfect example of market failure. The main reason is the lack of pri-
vate ownership restricting the proper functioning of prices in their function 
of balancing demand with supply. Maritime space is considered to be a 
common- pool resource (Ostrom et  al. 1994, 7), which is characterized by 
competitiveness of consumption and the inability to exclude anyone from it, 
that is, non-excludability (Daly and Farley 2011, 169). There is a lack of 
clearly defined property rights or those rights are acting in a limited way. 
According to game theory, it is profitable to maximize individual payouts here 
and now at the expense of the resource itself. In addition to the above, market- 
driven allocation of marine space suffers from information asymmetries, 
importance of externalities provided by the marine ecosystems and the 
unequal market power of some sea users. Moreover, status differences of par-
ticular users of maritime space may be perceived as a problem. The offshore 
wind industry, for example, has to bear the cost of functioning at sea, which 
has a substantial impact on its services’ prices. Other users, such as sailors, are 
allowed to access the sea for free. This disrupts the effective development of 
maritime space by using market mechanisms. One should also keep in mind 
that maritime space should be maintained for future generations that are not 
able to reveal their preference at the market. Due to all these reasons, marine 
space requires collective governance mechanisms. In economics, these are 
called public choice mechanisms and are associated with administrative deci-
sions. MSP forms its core.

Public choice (Stiglitz 1999, 157–188) is a form of aggregating individual 
preferences into collective preferences in cases of market failure. It entails joint 
decision-making in a democratic manner; that is, it involves voting. As a con-
sequence, selected people are entitled to make specific decisions concerning 
public goods (including key components of social life, such as social justice, 
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biodiversity). They are also entitled to choose the methods used in supporting 
or neutralizing externalities in some special situations of market failure. The 
act of voting provides the necessary social legitimization. Democratic decision- 
making is not the only means of ensuring public choice, but it is the domi-
nant model in Europe. Without such legitimization, decisions made by the 
public administration would take a voluntaristic form. The decision-making 
body, in a democratic process, is able to assign some elements of aggregation 
preferences to the executive body. One should keep in mind that this is a 
slightly simplified picture of public choice, as in reality, public choice gover-
nance is composed of myriad interactions between various decision-making 
and executive bodies, including stakeholders, with and without jurisdiction 
both in vertical and horizontal dimensions (e.g. Hassler et al. 2018). The out-
come is agreement on the key societal goals and their execution within a 
framework of various policies.

The first stage of public choice is, most frequently, related to axiological 
matters, that is, determining goals that should be achieved in compliance with 
the social welfare function (Stiglitz 1999, 98), provided there are no market 
mechanisms responsible for achieving those specific goals (such as inherited 
altruism). The social welfare function contains every significant value, not 
only public justice but also, for example, the beauty of specific landscapes. 
Agreeing on the catalogue of key societal values allows for the establishment 
of methods of how the administration engages in the economic process, which 
means the implementation of strategies, policies and specific programmes. 
This impacts resource management, for example, by deciding which resources 
should be spent on activities outside and inside the market. There are multiple 
options:

• Modification of the market processes by tax systems (fees associated with 
the usage of maritime space or subsidies (renewable energy sources) or 
other activities (e.g. restoration of information symmetry by the publica-
tion of research results))

• Allocation of public funds on goals that are not included in market mecha-
nisms (e.g. navigational signs that guarantee safety of navigation, social 
capital, social justice by supporting fisheries organizations)

• Changes in producer and consumer behaviour by legal regulations and 
various forms of rationing or administrative regulations and by supporting 
the formation of proper institutions (e.g. binding maritime spatial plans, 
licensing, arrangement, rules and conditions of using common resources)

• Changes in producer and consumer behaviour by educational activities, 
capacity building and awareness raising
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In the literature, it is generally assumed that the purpose of MSP is sustain-
able development, although the importance given to individual dimensions of 
sustainable maritime development varies (see: Saunders et  al. 2016). The 
European Commission is also explicitly in favour of this type of development, 
as expressed in various documents including the Maritime Spatial Planning 
Directive (EC 2014a, Article 5). Many documents issued by the European 
Commission refer to sustainability in their titles, for example, the Sustainable 
Blue Growth Agenda for the Baltic Sea Region (EC 2014b). It is generally 
accepted that sustainable development encompasses ecological, social and 
natural spheres in their specific spatial dimensions (Dühr 2011). The environ-
mental dimension can be related to the Marine Strategy Framework Directive 
(MSFD; EC 2008), the economic dimension to Blue Growth strategies (EC 
2014b; Varjopuro et al. 2015, Schultz-Zehhden et al. in this book) and the 
social dimension to stakeholder participation and knowledge building 
(Zaucha et al. 2017). Despite some strong critique, sustainability still seems 
to be politically attractive, as evidenced by the adoption in 2015 (23 years 
after the first Earth Summit) of the document “Transforming Our World: the 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” (UN 2015). Goal 14 has a clear 
reference to sustainability at sea.

The ecological dimension of sustainable development can also be expressed 
as resilience, understood as an ability of ecosystems to absorb shocks, various 
pressures and disturbances by renewing, reorganizing and developing while 
maintaining their essence and preceding functions (Walker et  al. 2004). 
Davoudi et al. (2016) propose an expanded understanding of the notion: evo-
lutionary resilience, focusing on the management aspect. In this theory, in 
addition to persistence, which is concerned only with ecosystems, flexibility 
plays a key part (understood as an ability of an ecosystem to choose alternative 
paths of development), as do resourcefulness, transformability and, above all, 
readiness (preparedness) to meet challenges. Weig (2016), dwelling on evolu-
tionary economic geography and complexity theory, also explains how path 
dependency can avoid lock-ins through learning processes, building up resil-
ience as an emergent pattern. Thus understood, resilience is both a paradigm 
and a development pattern of broader socioecological systems, and thus a 
complement to sustainable development, since the transformational element 
of the resilience concept brings with it dynamism and adaptivity.

Another alternative to sustainable development or evolutionary resilience 
as a public choice key objective may be the goal of minimizing spatial con-
flicts at sea. This makes sense in the case of so-called win-win solutions. A 
spatial order emerges, but this can encourage more intensive use of mari-
time space, which in turn makes this kind of approach no longer robust. 
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Marine governance as a function of conflict minimization has been preva-
lent in most coastal countries until recently. This era, however, has ended 
with the emergence of new forms of sea use and more intensive use of 
marine space that would require trade-offs.

Other goals frequently applied in relation to terrestrial spatial development 
such as quality of life, territorial cohesion or spatial integration (Costanza 
et al. 2008; Zaucha and Szlachta 2017, 19–22; Doucet 2013) appear to be of 
lesser importance at sea due to the limited presence of human beings there or 
the lack of clarity regarding the goals’ substance and content, particularly 
quality of life (cf. Bok 2010). These goals should be treated as part of broader 
development paradigms, that is, sustainable development or resilience. Such 
an approach to quality of life is, for example, seen in OECD (Organisation of 
Economic Co-operation and Development) research (2013, 29).

All the axiological issues mentioned earlier are only the tip of the iceberg in 
terms of problems arising from public choice in the context of maritime spa-
tial development. Even assuming that risk aversion, typical for public authori-
ties, has been overcome and that authorities have managed to successfully 
aggregate private preferences into the public ones regarding maritime space, 
the public choice process immediately encounters several other challenges.

The first dilemma concerns temporal aspects of the aggregation of indi-
vidual preferences. For instance, the desirable proportions of elements 
constituting sustainable development might evolve in time. These propor-
tions depend on social prosperity and social awareness. During processes 
related to public choice, organized groups of stakeholders, who may con-
vince authorities that they are speaking for the entire society and all those 
concerned, can emerge as a threat. The ease of this operation is propor-
tional to the magnitude of transaction cost associated with the participa-
tion in the public choice processes and the magnitude of the individual 
loss perceived by non-organized individuals as a result of non-resisting the 
vested interests.

The second issue is associated with the multilevel character of public choice. 
Preferences aggregated locally may differ from those at regional, national or 
EU level. Externalities of energy production can serve as an example. Offshore 
energy can be treated as desirable at national level but can be opposed at the 
local level due to landscape pollution. This applies not only to EU shared poli-
cies but also to the exclusive ones. The Common Fisheries Policy puts empha-
sis on the sustainable use of resources of marine biota, while on the local level 
there are frequent demands for additional maritime space for fishers in order 
to protect their cultural role as part of a specific landscape and touristic values 
(externalities). Sometimes, legislators might even consider local and regional 
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preferences more important than national ones; however, as described earlier, 
this might easily serve the needs of vested interests.

The third potentially faulty element is associated with the agency dilemma 
(principal-agent problem) (Mitnick 2006). Legislature aggregates public pref-
erences with regard to marine space, but its ability to control the executive 
bodies is limited. This is because the latter group often has more information 
in certain fields of knowledge, and therefore, decision-makers have various 
problems evaluating the agents’ level of involvement and reasons for failure in 
this context. In such cases, the phenomenon of subjective risk-taking—also 
known as moral hazard—can occur. Another problem is adverse selection, 
that is, an agent’s choice to act in a negative way (from the principal’s perspec-
tive) on the basis of information that is being held back by them. The result is 
insufficient effort of the executive authority focusing on activities based on 
self-interest.

The fourth problem relates to frequent changes in terms of goals, prefer-
ences and directions taken during spatial development. Public choice is char-
acterized by its dynamic nature. There is no denying that voters’ preferences 
change in response to stimuli, such as the available information or the state of 
the economy, and that this causes changes in policies and programmes. 
Nonetheless, private investors require a predictable economic horizon for 
their decisions, especially when the long-time rate of return is concerned. 
Distrust towards the policy stability of a given country or region may discour-
age investments. As a result, the most desirable patterns of maritime spatial 
development might not be realized even though they may have been previ-
ously declared (in the course of the public choice) and investment from the 
public sector may be necessary to fill in the gap. Economic praxis shows that 
investors start to act if, at the time of bearing the cost, the discounted future 
profits are higher than the discounted costs themselves. Risk provokes a more 
conservative assessment of profits, while uncertainty disrupts this process.

The fifth problem is related to deficiencies in putting forward aggregated 
public choice preferences towards maritime space. The above-mentioned 
instruments might appear insufficient and the various governance processes 
might not sufficiently reinforce each other. For instance, MSP can reserve 
areas for offshore renewable energy, but the absence of adequate feed-in tariffs 
or limits in transmission capacities of a public grid might make this effort 
futile.

All these situations are related to governance failure. This does not mean 
that public choice has no real influence on the way maritime space is devel-
oped. On the contrary. It is only thanks to better or worse public choice deci-
sions that some functions can be assigned to sea space, such as:
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• Preservation of environment (externalities, public good)
• Landscape protection (public good)
• National defence (public good)
• Underwater cultural heritage (externalities)
• Living organisms’ well-being (common resources)
• Basic scientific research (public good)
• And those left unused for the use by future generations (inter-generational 

justice)

This situation is presented in Fig. 5.4.
By doing this, MSP adds a social-spatial rent to the private rent perceived 

by the business sector. Such rent is related to important social values (e.g. 
sustainable development), positive and negative externalities and can be 
described as an expression of their importance revealed through MSP in com-
parison to a pure market approach. From a purely economic perspective, MSP 
is a public choice process. Its essence is in the aggregation of preferences of 
individuals towards maritime spatial development and the shaping of 

Fig. 5.4 Influence of public choice on the market processes that together shape 
maritime spatial development (Zaucha 2018)
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public decisions on the allocation of sea space to these preferences in a situa-
tion of market failure. However, as described earlier, it can fulfil its role pro-
vided that other marine governance regimes are properly integrated with or 
within MSP (see also Chap. 6 in this book).

5  Interplay Between Maritime Spatial 
Planning and Market Forces

In reality, maritime spatial development is shaped by both public choice (MSP 
in particular) and market mechanisms. This fact has been widely recognized 
by maritime stakeholders, for example, in Poland. Out of 70 Polish MSP 
stakeholders examined by Ciołek et al. (2018), the vast majority view mari-
time spatial development as an outcome of such a combination. Only a few 
(eight) declared that MSP should be solely driven by the concerns and ideas 
of maritime administration and even fewer (five) declared that the market 
should have a final say in shaping solutions of MSP. These preferences were 
independent of the level of knowledge on MSP. Here one can see a kind of 
broad societal consensus, at least in Poland.

According to the existing regulations (EU 2014) in the EU, MSP, along 
with some other administrative processes (e.g. Natura 2000 management 
plans, some international conventions like United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea—UNCLOS), was assigned, at least in formal terms, with 
a leading role in shaping maritime space. However, this does not preclude the 
market forces’ real influence on the planning outcomes.

By observing MSP in several EU countries, one can easily notice the sig-
nificance of such forces and the importance of location rent. In the UK, 
Germany and Belgium, offshore energy has received a prominent role in 
spatial plans. In all existing plans, particular attention is paid to shipping. 
Both users offer one of the highest location rents according to estimates of 
their Gross Added Value (Ecorys 2012) in relation to the space occupied. 
The exception to this rule is environmental protection as a genuine public 
choice decision under EU governance, the latter being a regime that also 
plays an essential role despite low private location rent. However, its social 
rent (private rent plus value of externalities) seems very high as well. Thus, as 
on land, on the one hand, MSP acknowledges some market processes (due to 
important benefits of key MSP stakeholders), while on the other, it corrects 
some key market failures (e.g. by internalizing externalities within the alloca-
tion process, as is the case with environmental protection). Another example 
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of the importance of social rent is the decision in the Polish MSP to pay 
special attention to the spatial needs of artisanal fishers. Despite its limited 
profits, this sector has been considered as important and deserving of access 
to marine space due to symbolic and cultural reasons (i.e. due to its high 
social rent).

The key problem is, however, that MSP, in many cases, acts under uncer-
tainty. The monetary value of externalities is unknown, and the democratic 
decision-making in many cases fails to reveal clear preferences to some uses (as 
it has been done with regard to environmental protection via MSFD). Thus, 
learning by doing and provoking public debate are the only feasible methods 
for planners who, as a rule, have no authority to decide on values and societal 
goals under public choice (see also Chap. 9 in this book).

The question posed at the beginning regarding the relevance of classical 
location theory in understanding maritime spatial development should 
therefore garner a positive answer. Nowadays in the EU, both market and 
MSP shape maritime spatial development. Classical location theory, 
despite all its shortcomings, might offer an interesting starting point for 
considering how it plays out in practice. Its strength is in encompassing 
economic considerations with regard to the usage of maritime space com-
bined with a pre-set structure of existing sea gateways on land. Thünen’s 
model can help in predicting good candidate areas for certain economic 
development zones in a plan. Such an approach should allow the designa-
tion of e.g. investment zones in order, perhaps, also to promote economies 
of agglomeration.

However, in contrast to Thünen’s specific time period, nowadays the situa-
tion seems much more complex and dynamic. Game theory and strategic 
behaviour of developers should also be considered. Also, a key difference is 
that MSP might become a proactive agent in influencing all cardinal features 
of Thünen’s interplay between costs and revenues. For example, it can influ-
ence market mechanisms by the wise management of distance and the devel-
opment of terrestrial gateways servicing the sea areas. Thus, spatial planning 
can influence behaviour and prompt the decisions of private businesses. For 
instance, in Poland the completion of a new motorway network will create 
economic incentives that might result in the construction of a new large port 
in the central Polish coast (Komornicki 2015).

Moreover, other more sophisticated mechanisms of influencing market 
processes are also available for MSP. As pointed out by Zaucha (2007), spatial 
planning can influence investor decisions:
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• by creating expectations of a given course of development in the future 
(thus, the planning process might cause the location decisions of the pri-
vate sector even without public investments [in transport or in sea  gateways], 
provided that the perceived benefits [i.e. those resulting from planning] are 
sufficiently high).

• by revealing important information about the space and/or diminishing 
risk of conflicts since all of these lower investment costs.

More on this topic can be found in Schultz-Zehden et al. in this book.
The question remains as to what extent MSP can foster economies of 

agglomeration. As pointed out by the MUSES (The Multi-Use in European 
Seas - a Horizon 2020 funded project) project,10 MSP can help in overcom-
ing high transaction costs of multi-uses that are considered to be new and 
more efficient ways of exploiting marine space. Multi-use in the long run 
leads to an increase in the productivity of labour and capital (e.g. higher 
revenues from usage of ships both for servicing offshore wind farms and 
mariculture co-located with them). This, in turn, might result in a clustering 
of economic activities in marine space. Additionally, other features might 
lead to a similar outcome (e.g. bathymetry, availability of light). However, it 
is not clear whether such islands of higher productivity in the sea would 
underpin a cumulative causation, that is, forward and backward linkages. 
On the one hand, a combination of offshore energy and mariculture can 
attract or even foster entirely new uses, such as tourism related to offshore 
industries or the construction of electricity filling stations for autonomous 
ships but, on the other hand, this might increase the cumulative pressure on 
the sea ecosystem that is essential for the provision of numerous marine eco-
system services. Thus, the environment can pose some limits to the concen-
tration of Blue Growth. Moreover, sea industries share the same value chain 
only to a limited extent. Many up- and downstream industries connected to 
the marine sectors are much more productive on land than on sea. The most 
intriguing question is, therefore, the possibility of the appearance of network 
agglomeration economies at sea and land. For instance, multi-uses may fos-
ter, in an indirect way, learning processes and, thus, agglomeration econo-
mies, because people from different sectors need to talk to one another in 
order to understand the needs of others and to cooperate. All these questions 
deserve more systematic answers and further research. They will pave the way 
to a research agenda of marine spatial economists in the years to come. Thus, 
the future of marine spatial economics resides not only in understanding the 

10 For the project, please consult https://muses-project.eu/.
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patterns of private and social location rent and the role of MSP as a vehicle 
of their integration but also in better exploring interdependencies between 
marine sectors and their economic results as well as the ways in which MSP 
can contribute to their hindrance or stimulation.

6  Conclusion

The ultimate conclusion is that allocation of marine space requires both mar-
ket and public choice mechanisms. MSP neglecting market outcomes would 
be hardly enforceable due to resistance of many stakeholders. However, MSP 
seems a key vehicle for delivering important non-market values of society, 
such as good environmental status, integrity of habitats or safety and security. 
Therefore, MSP should both support and restrict market forces simultane-
ously. A key challenge is to achieve a proper mix between market and non- 
market outcomes and approaches. The final mix depends on the values of a 
given society, and is dynamic and changes with time and prosperity level. 
Therefore, MSP should also be seen as a dynamic process deeply rooted in and 
constantly revealing key societal values, searching for an acceptable propor-
tion between efficiency and other societal values that together constitute the 
social welfare function.
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Maritime Spatial Planning and the EU’s 

Blue Growth Policy: Past, Present 
and Future Perspectives

Angela Schultz-Zehden, Barbara Weig, and Ivana Lukic

1  Introduction

Blue Growth, as a cross-cutting policy tool in Europe, has continuously 
evolved with the development of Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) and sev-
eral related maritime policies. The EU’s overarching Integrated Maritime 
Policy (IMP), set in place in 2007 (EC 2012a), seeks to provide a more coher-
ent approach to maritime issues, with increased coordination between differ-
ent policy areas. In particular, it pursues three main targets: (1) sustainable 
development of the European maritime economy, (2) protection of the envi-
ronment and (3) cooperation of all maritime players across sectors and 
borders.

To reach these goals, IMP suggests several tools and cross-cutting policies 
including Blue Growth, marine data and knowledge, integrated maritime sur-
veillance, MSP, maritime security as well as sea-basin strategies. While the 
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) stands for the environmental 
pillar, MSP is presented as the economic pillar (EC 2012b).

Outside Europe, MSP is often seen as a tool to ensure the needs of marine 
nature conservation, while also serving Blue Growth desires. MSP is therefore 
understood in a much broader sense as being almost more connected to the 
overarching IMP policy rather than the narrow understanding provided by 
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the EU Marine Spatial Planning Directive (MSPD; EC 2014c), which, how-
ever, should always be understood in context of the parallel provisions under 
the MSFD. As discussed in other chapters and elsewhere, under IMP, both 
Directives should be integrated in principle. But better coordination between 
all IMP cross-cutting policies has yet to be achieved in Europe (Fritz and 
Hanus 2015). Integration mechanisms across the EU occur at very strategic 
and high government levels. In many EU member states, the designated 
authorities in charge of the implementation of the MSPD and MSFD differ 
and do not want to be held responsible for each other. Thus, integration 
efforts may not have yet trickled down to the more practical implementation 
level (Ansong et al. 2018).

Moreover, some of the discussions about the role of MSP and its relation-
ship to Blue Growth emerge from different understandings of MSP, Blue 
Growth or IMP—not only between European and non-European processes 
but also within Europe.

Therefore, in this chapter, we first shed light on the original rationale 
behind the Blue Growth policy in Europe and discuss its evolution. We then 
show how this is supported by economic figures of maritime sectors across 
European sea-basins and countries, including potential variations. We further 
explore original expectations of how MSP should contribute to promoting 
Blue Growth and how these have evolved as a result of projects, studies and 
planning processes undertaken in the meantime. We conclude with related 
practical implications for the work of maritime spatial planners in Europe.

Since all three policies (IMP, Blue Growth and MSP) are targeted towards 
all European member states, the chapter also always takes a European-wide 
perspective. It shows not only differences in what Blue Growth may mean 
across all European sea-basins but also the possible consequences for MSP 
processes across Europe. This is important due to the MSPD, which requires 
all EU member states to develop MSP plans by 2021. As a result, MSP is no 
longer pursued only by countries which are ‘pushed’ to find suitable space for 
offshore wind but also by those where offshore wind does not play a role.

2  The Evolution of the Blue Growth Policy 
in Europe

2.1  The Origin of the EU Blue Growth Policy as a Way 
to Address the 2010 Economic Crisis

Building upon parallel efforts on Blue Growth from the Agenda 2010 process 
(Barbesgaard 2016) and OECD, FAO (2014) and UNEP (2012) initiatives, 
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among others, further development of the Blue Growth concept and its con-
sequent policy in Europe can be traced back to the year 2010. The concept 
was highly influenced by the economic crises at the time and the need to find 
adequate policy responses. While acknowledging the role of global Blue 
Growth initiatives around the time of the global financial crisis, the focus of 
this chapter is on Blue Growth evolution in Europe.

The Europe 2020 Strategy suggested a way out of the economic crises by 
fostering smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (EC 2010). The strategy 
offered a vision of Europe’s social market economy for the twenty-first cen-
tury, by focusing on knowledge and innovation, based on the concepts of 
smart specialization (Foray 2015), a resource-efficient, greener and more 
competitive economy, and a high-employment economy-enabling economic, 
social and territorial cohesion (EC 2010).

Blue Growth—defined as ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive economic and 
employment growth from the oceans, seas and coasts’ (ECORYS et  al. 2012: 
26)—stands for the maritime pillar of the Europe 2020 strategy. In fact, the 
sea and the coasts have always been drivers of the European economy and 
centres for new ideas and innovation. In contrast to earlier times, additional 
new reasons, such as rapid progress in development of offshore technologies, 
potential for further exploration of marine resources and the relatively low 
emission of greenhouse gases in seaborne transport, led to the conclusion that 
the maritime economy could become one of the main drivers for fostering 
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (EC 2012a). Whereas it was suggested 
that innovative approaches, new technologies and synergies would be impor-
tant factors leading to a growing maritime economy, it was also argued that 
supporting policy measures were necessary for Blue Growth to develop to its 
full potential (ECORYS et al. 2012).

As discussed in the following section, the focus of the resulting EU blue 
growth policy has slightly changed during the last eight years, as evidenced by 
several development stages.

2.2  The Development of Blue Growth and Support 
Approaches in the EU

The first phase (2010–2013) of the EU Blue Growth policy was characterized 
by a general discussion on what is Blue Growth, how to support it and if sup-
port is needed at all. This stage was highly influenced by the initial study on 
Blue Growth scenarios and drivers, which analysed six maritime functions 
and 27 subfunctions (ECORYS et al. 2012). The study concludes that all Blue 
Growth activities highly depend on suitable framework conditions. Adequate 
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infrastructure, high-skilled staff as well as access to low-skilled workers are as 
important as public acceptance, a solid international legal framework and 
good governance at local and regional levels (ECORYS et al. 2012). Moreover, 
the study concludes that blue activities differ across Europe—therefore, sea- 
basin- specific studies and strategies should be elaborated. Due to possible het-
erogeneity within sea basins, it was additionally recommended to focus on 
specific blue clusters and develop tailor-made policy measures (ECORYS 
et al. 2012).

The study also analysed synergies between the 27 blue subfunctions, with 
emphasis on fields with a relatively high probability of cross-innovation. This 
was based on the claim that synergies result from shared suppliers, activities, 
input factors or common use of infrastructure. A focus of Blue Growth should 
thus be on promoting synergies, which enable the whole to be more than the 
sum of its parts. However, tensions between different blue activities were also 
identified, arising from mutually exclusive activities claiming limited space. 
To enable Blue Growth, it was seen as essential to avoid tensions and support 
the use of synergies, which could be accomplished through MSP (ECORYS 
et al. 2012).

Subsequently, the European Commission endorsed its Blue Growth 
Strategy ‘Opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth’ in 
September 2012 (EC 2012a). By that time, the Commission stressed 
that Blue Growth was sufficiently covered and supported by already 
existing initiatives related to MSP and Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management (ICZM), ‘Marine Knowledge 2020’, the MSFD, FP7 
Ocean of Tomorrow calls and many others. The Commission actually 
suggested only five focus areas for policy action: (1) blue energy; (2) 
aquaculture; (3) maritime, coastal and cruise tourism; (4) marine min-
eral resources and (5) blue biotechnology. Maritime transport is left out, 
with reference to specific ongoing EU initiatives already in place. The 
Commission also emphasized that this list is not exhaustive, as new fields 
might emerge (EC 2012a).

On 8 October 2012, the Informal Minister Conference on Integrated 
Maritime Policy in Nicosia (Cyprus) approved the Limassol declaration on ‘A 
Marine and Maritime Agenda for Growth and Jobs’. In contrast to the 
Commission, the ministers broadened the scope of Blue Growth actions to six 
priorities by also including shipping and shipbuilding, while leaving out blue 
biotechnology. The suggested policy actions are, however, in line with the 
Commission’s suggestions with the main focus being laid on reducing admin-
istrative and regulatory burdens and removing bottlenecks for innovation and 
investment (Limassol Declaration 2012).
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The first phase of the blue growth policy ends with a resolution of the 
European Parliament (2013) on ‘Blue Growth: Enhancing sustainable growth 
in the EU’s marine, maritime transport and tourism sectors’, which highlights 
in particular the role of maritime transport and tourism. The resolution 
addresses other aspects such as the significance of Blue Growth as part of the 
Europe 2020 Strategy, the importance of regional sea-basin strategies and the 
central role of MSP as enabler of Blue Growth. In addition, the Parliament 
points to the need for harmonizing planning processes at the interface between 
maritime and land-based planning as well as closing knowledge gaps on mari-
time activities (European Parliament 2013).

2.3  Fostering Blue Growth via Stimulating Innovation 
in the Blue Sectors

During the second phase (2014–2016), the discussion on Blue Growth was 
directed towards the topic of innovation. According to the European 
Commission, innovation is a prerequisite for growth and job creation, also in 
blue sectors. Moreover, innovation is considered to be important for improv-
ing environmental conditions. However, several studies had unveiled severe 
bottlenecks for innovation in Europe in general, with three barriers specific to 
Blue Growth: (1) gaps in marine/maritime knowledge and data; (2) diffuse 
research efforts hindering interdisciplinary learning; and (3) lack of scientists, 
engineers and skilled workers (EC 2014a).

For closing those gaps and to push aside barriers of innovation, the 
Commission worked out a detailed roadmap (EC 2014b). In this roadmap, 
the European Marine Observation and Data network (EMODnet) plays a 
major role for harmonizing data, standardizing access and reducing bureau-
cracy. EMODnet is intended to include data from diverse sources, including 
EU research projects, environmental studies conducted in the context of off-
shore wind farms (OWFs), monitoring instruments such as satellites or float-
ing robots, as well as existing data from fisheries. The aim is to optimize 
observation networks by collecting data once and use them for many purposes 
instead of collecting data for specific purposes only. This new paradigm aims 
at avoiding gaps and duplications by saving costs and improving marine 
knowledge at the same time (EC 2014b).

The roadmap presented by the European Commission has been criticized 
in several aspects: a definition of blue economy is missing; lack of attention to 
the decline of traditional sectors such as small-scale fisheries, shipping and 
tourism; and consequences of the reduction of EU funds are not taken into 
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account (EESC 2015). Others criticize (CoR 2015) that some of the most 
important blue sectors such as shipyards, shipping and blue energy are not 
covered in an appropriate way. A more effective matching between different 
EU strategies and programmes is requested as well as a specific knowledge and 
innovation society for blue economy to develop competences and enable bet-
ter knowledge transfer from science to business. The development of entrepre-
neurship in blue economy should get more attention. Moreover, it should be 
considered that Blue Growth does not only take place on sea, but that support 
is also needed for blue sectors based on land, such as fish processing compa-
nies (CoR 2015).

Taking those different opinions and recommendations into account, the 
European Parliament endorsed its resolution on ‘Untapping the potential of 
research and innovation in the blue economy to create jobs and growth’ 
(European Parliament 2014). In this resolution, the Parliament emphasizes its 
dissatisfaction with the strict reduction of Blue Growth to five priorities and 
calls for a more integrative approach, including traditional and young sectors 
(European Parliament 2014).

2.4  Achievements in Blue Growth Policy

An evaluation of the Blue Growth policy in 2017 (EC 2017) comes to the 
conclusion that progress can so far primarily be observed in the collection of 
marine data and investments in research. Initiatives on skills development 
such as Leadership 2020 or the Commission’s Blue Careers Initiative were 
introduced to close the gap on the labour market. Stakeholder events such as 
the European Maritime Day, the Blue Business and Science Forum or the 
Ocean Energy Forum have been established with the aim to bring together 
industry, finance, academia and public authorities to identify solutions and 
make investment more attractive. Finally, the adoption of the MSPD and the 
resulting need of EU member states to develop MSP as an integrative tool to 
improve maritime governance is noted positively, stressing the relation 
between MSP and Blue Growth. Weaknesses are still seen in a lack of private 
risk funding for innovative maritime technologies, which is still hampering 
maritime innovation to get to the market. Other challenges are rather sector 
specific (EC 2017).

In April 2017, the responsible ministers of EU member states expressed 
their continuous support to the Blue Growth policy (Valletta Declaration 
2017). However, as already highlighted in the previous Limassol Declaration, 
the ministers stress again that the future direction of the Blue Growth Strategy 
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should acknowledge the potential and importance of all relevant sectors of the 
blue economy, crucial for growth in value and jobs, and not only the five pri-
ority fields presented by the European Commission in the initial Blue Growth 
Strategy.

2.5  Future Steps: The Sea Not Only as an Economic 
Space but Also a Political One

In May 2017, the Committee of the Regions (CoR) offered policy recom-
mendations, which initiated a new, third phase in the European policy on 
Blue Growth (CoR 2017). They request the Blue Growth Strategy to address 
the sea as a political topic and not only as a subject for projects. According 
to the CoR, the new integrated European maritime policy should provide 
solutions for a substantial broader set of not only economic but also socio-
political and environmental challenges: (1) security of Europe’s borders; (2) 
management of migration; (3) development of a maritime policy for EU’s 
neighbourhood, regulation of maritime trade and governance of the oceans; 
(4) protection of biodiversity, combating climate change and successful 
energy transition, including transition to renewable fuels for ships; (5) devel-
opment of the blue economy in traditional sectors such as fisheries, aquacul-
ture, tourism, the maritime industries as well as emerging sectors like marine 
energy and marine biotechnology; (6) the reconciliation of activities and 
uses; (7) a coastal and maritime policy based on regions and local authori-
ties; and (8) addressing the specific challenges of Europe’s islands and over-
seas territories.

A coherent maritime territory is seen as the foundation of the blue econ-
omy and better interlinkage of land- and sea-based actions are fundamental to 
achieve this. The Committee emphasizes the importance of regional and sea- 
basin approaches and calls for cooperation between different levels, regions 
and sectors. To foster investment in blue economy, regional innovation strate-
gies (RIS3) are suggested as appropriate means. MSP as an integrative tool is 
expected to play a central role in implementing those ambitious ideas of this 
new European Blue Growth policy (CoR 2017).

On 27 June 2018, the European Commission published its first annual 
economic report on the EU’s blue economy. This report includes a detailed 
definition of blue economy but avoids the use of the term ‘Blue Growth’. 
Instead, a distinction is drawn between established and emerging sectors (EC 
2018) with aquaculture included under ‘established’ sectors and offshore 
wind still included under emerging sectors.
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3  Blue Growth: Differences Among European 
Sea-Basins and Countries

3.1  Results from the Series of Sea-Basin Blue Growth 
Studies

Following the results of the initial European Blue Growth study (ECORYS 
et al. 2012) and variations in Blue Growth activities, as well as framework 
conditions between European sea-basins, a series of studies were commis-
sioned to look into the specifics of Blue Growth sectors of EU member states 
around the Baltic Sea region (s.Pro 2013), the Mediterranean, Adriatic and 
Ionian, and Black Sea (EUNETMAR 2014), the North Sea region and 
English Channel (ECORYS, s.Pro, MRAG 2013), as well as Europe’s Atlantic 
Arc (ECORYS, s.Pro, MRAG 2014).

All four studies followed the same methodological approach, identifying 
the largest maritime economic activities (MEAs) in terms of gross value added 
(GVA) and employment, as well as the fastest growing and most promising 
MEAs in each of the countries. While this harmonized analysis allows for 
comparison, it also meant that most of the data used in those studies were 
mainly from European-wide statistics—at that time only available for the 
years 2008–2010 and thus reflected an outdated picture set in midst of eco-
nomic crisis. However, qualitative assessments provided in the studies—espe-
cially for identifying the most promising MEA—took into account more 
current expert knowledge. Nevertheless, results should mainly be understood 
to provide a broad picture of what may constitute Blue Growth in the various 
countries across Europe.

The synthesis of the sea-basin studies reveals that, not surprisingly, tradi-
tional sectors such as fishery, shipping and coastal tourism are the most impor-
tant MEAs in terms of size (see Fig. 6.1) throughout all European countries. 
In the North Sea region also oil and gas extraction is relevant. In contract, the 
list of fastest-growing MEAs identified in the different countries is much lon-
ger and more heterogeneous (see Fig. 6.2). This indicates that maritime activi-
ties tend to become more diverse. At the same time, the most frequently 
named fastest-growing MEAs are also among the MEAs which are already the 
largest in terms of size. Short sea shipping, passenger ferry services and fisher-
ies are traditional sectors, which are large and still growing. Cruise tourism is 
by far the most important growing sector all over Europe. In addition, at the 
time of the studies, a significant number of still small but rapidly growing 
activities emerged, such as offshore wind energy, marine mineral mining, 
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 fishing for animal feed, fresh water supply, protection of habitats, protection 
against flooding and erosion, traceability and security of goods supply chains 
and environmental monitoring.

The list of most promising MEAs identified for each country (see Fig. 6.3) 
shows even more different activities. Tourism and shipping are indicated in 
several countries in the Adriatic, Baltic and North Sea areas. In Portugal, 
Spain and France focus was placed on energy, monitoring, blue biotechnology 
and shipbuilding, while all forms of shipping as well as fishing were not seen 
as promising. In general, coastal tourism is identified in almost all countries 
(21 out of 28), followed by short sea shipping (17 countries), aquaculture (14 
countries), shipbuilding (13) and offshore wind and cruise tourism (11 coun-
tries each). Whereas at the time of the studies offshore wind was only seen as 
fast growing in Germany and Finland, ocean energy was, however, seen as an 
important emerging topic in all sea basins with the exception of the 
Mediterranean. In contrast, there is a remarkable concentration of different 
growing tourism activities in the Mediterranean, especially the Adriatic Sea 
area.

The synthesis of the four studies demonstrates a large variety of what con-
stitutes Blue Growth between European countries. Moreover, in most 

Fig. 6.1 Largest MEAs in terms of GVP and employment
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Fig. 6.3 The most promising MEAs

Fig. 6.2 The fastest-growing MEAs
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 countries the specific Blue Growth fields belong to different maritime func-
tions. While the number of important sectors in terms of size was still modest 
at that time, the great variety of MEAs in terms of fastest-growing and most 
promising activities already indicated that the variety of maritime activities 
will probably rise. This would result in an increased need for MSP to organize 
a fair, secure and sustainable use of the seas.

An update of those studies has just been published by the European 
Commission (EC 2018), which confirms most of the assumptions made in 
the earlier studies. For reasons of data availability, the report focuses on 
monitoring the development of the established blue sectors (including fish-
eries, shipping, tourism as well as aquaculture). It comes to the conclusion 
that these traditional sectors developed positively from 2009 to 2016. 
Employment rose by 2%, while average wages increased by as much as 
14.2% (EC 2018). In 2016, the GVA of those established blue sectors was 
9.7% higher than in 2009, while net investment in tangible goods increased 
by 71.7%. However, the sectors developed differently during and after the 
years of economic crises. While sectors in the field of living resources (fish-
eries and aquaculture and processing and retail) and coastal tourism 
increased in terms of GVA and employment, other sectors such as ship-
building and repair as well as oil and gas extraction suffered losses (EC 
2018). Much of this was foreseen in the earlier studies. Most emerging sec-
tors still lack sufficient data for detailed monitoring. The offshore wind sec-
tor is an exception: this sector has grown most rapidly with the number of 
jobs rising from 20,000 in 2009 to 160,000 jobs in 2016. A total of 91% of 
the global capacity in terms of gigawatt is located within the EU, with 
potential for further growth (EC 2018).

In addition, the MUSES (Multi-Use in European Seas) project 
(Przedrzymirska et al. 2018) has provided a comparison of possible maritime 
multi-uses across the different European sea-basins. Even though this study is 
not based on economic data per sector in each country, it sheds an interesting 
light on the substantial differences between sea basins. This difference is espe-
cially prominent between Northern and Southern European countries, where 
different blue sectors appear to constitute a main driver for the respective 
national economies. Offshore wind and other renewable ocean energy sources 
are still the main driver for Blue Growth policy throughout Northern Europe. 
In contrast, most initiatives in Southern European sea-basins (Atlantic, 
Mediterranean and Black Sea) focus on smart combinations of new and old 
maritime economic sectors with tourism, which constitutes the primary 
expanding income source for those countries. The absence of a strong push 
for offshore wind development in the Southern European countries has 
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substantial implications on what type of Blue Growth Policy should be 
 emphasized and what may be key objectives and strategic goals for MSPs in 
those countries.

3.2  Blue Growth Policy: Supporting All Sectors or Only 
a Few?

As shown from the analysis earlier, a clear definition of what is exactly covered 
and understood under the European Blue Growth concept is currently still 
missing. So far, two different understandings compete in official documents. 
The comprehensive understanding of Blue Growth includes all maritime 
activities, as well as cross-sector activities and their respective land-based 
activities. However, the narrow approach so far supported by the European 
Commission understands Blue Growth as a support tool for young but high 
growth potential sectors, thus reducing Blue Growth to five sectors. Even 
though the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social 
Committee, the Committee of the Regions and others repeatedly propose 
using the comprehensive approach, the European Commission has so far 
always come back to the five focus areas, whenever dealing with Blue Growth 
(EC 2012a, 2014a, 2017).

Taking into account the significant variation among European countries 
concerning important blue growth activities, and also acknowledging that in 
most sea basins the five focus areas stressed by the European Commission only 
play a minor role, a suggested best way forward is to embrace a broader 
approach of Blue Growth and an accompanying strategy. These should be 
flexible enough to take into account regional and sectoral characteristics and 
needs—combined with a profound IMP and readiness for future challenges. 
Such an inclusive definition would also help to raise awareness of the impor-
tance of our seas among a broader range of stakeholders, which in turn is 
needed to make full use of its potential.

This is also confirmed by the MUSES ‘Action Plan’ process, which is based 
on the analysis of possible and promising multi-use concepts throughout 
European sea-basins (Lukic et al. 2018). The action plan shows that, apart 
from the need to push for technology breakthroughs for suitable multi-use 
combinations with offshore energy installations in Northern European coun-
tries, embracing cross-sectoral synergies and employing new technologies 
(also in traditional, developed or even declining sectors) provide totally new 
opportunities for sustainable Blue Growth in areas where this was previously 
not expected. The report emphasizes the importance of such multi-use 
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concepts not only for Southern European countries but also for enabling Blue 
Growth in rural areas and remote island communities throughout the whole 
of Europe.

For example, pescatourism, an activity that combines fishing and tourism, 
allows artisanal fishers to diversify their activities and ensure an alternative 
source of income (Castellani et al. 2017; Vergílio et al. 2017). Also, the iden-
tification of multi-use opportunities between underwater cultural heritage 
(UCH) sites and tourism activities allows for new activities such as diving 
trails in UCH sites or virtual UCH tours on land. These may provide impor-
tant sources of funding for UCH or nature protection sites while diversifying 
tourism offers (Przedrzymirska et al. 2018). These Blue Growth opportunities 
require policy actions focusing on capacity building of local stakeholders 
involved. This is quite different from the actions targeted towards the energy 
sector, which depend on an initial high level and advanced capacity (Lukic 
et al. 2018).

4  The Role of MSP in the EU Blue Growth 
Policy

4.1  Blue Growth Policy: More than MSP

As shown earlier, from the very beginning of the emergence of the Blue 
Growth concept, MSP has been mentioned as an important enabling tool 
which provides the precondition for maritime activities to thrive. However, as 
the discussion also demonstrates, MSP is by no means the only and most 
important policy tool to promote Blue Growth in Europe.

Other tools and support actions, which are not directly under the remit of 
MSP, are equally—if not even more—important and necessary to address the 
most urgent current challenges and thus foster the development of the various 
maritime sectors: (1) regulations, which are important for legal security of 
blue activities; (2) promotion programmes which foster knowledge transfer 
from research to business and thus accelerate technology innovations; (3) 
maritime skills development and training programmes to provide for the 
skilled labour forces necessary to apply new technologies; (4) efforts to gain 
better and relevant data and information; (5) initiatives which facilitate and 
streamline investments including risk funding for innovative maritime tech-
nologies; (6) economic support policies, programmes, incentives; and (7) 
facilitation of events and forums, which bring together industry, finance, 
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 academia and public authorities to come to joint solutions. These are just a 
few of the main actions necessary.

Although not completely representative, this more ‘balanced’ view on MSP 
was also confirmed during the interviews undertaken within the framework 
of the 2013 Baltic Sea Blue Growth study (s.Pro 2013). Of all four IMP areas, 
MSP was seen as least important by EUSBSR (EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea 
Region) stakeholders at that time. Additionally, the resulting European 
Commission working paper towards ‘A sustainable Blue Growth Agenda for 
the Baltic Sea Region’ (s.Pro 2017) puts more emphasis on (1) a consistent 
approach to innovation; (2) skills and qualifications; (3) cluster development; 
and (4) access to finance for maritime sectors. The follow-up stakeholder pro-
cess undertaken four years later to promote the implementation of the Baltic 
Blue Growth Agenda (s.Pro 2017) confirms this by stressing the need to 
‘remove regulatory barriers’, ‘foster issue-driven collaboration’ as well as 
increased efforts to ‘raise awareness for blue products’.

4.2  Assumed Benefits of MSP to Blue Growth

Nevertheless, the role of MSP as an important facilitator and enabler for fos-
tering the development of maritime sectors should also not be underesti-
mated. A pre-impact study commissioned by the European Commission in 
the wake of the introduction of the MSPD (EC 2014c) pointed to the follow-
ing three main economic effects of MSP:

 1. MSP was anticipated to result in higher efficiency and therefore cost reduc-
tions for governments due to enhanced coordination, integrated decision- 
making and simplified decision processes. Whereas the initial set-up of an 
integrated and aligned MSP process would involve additional costs, these 
should ultimately lead to overall cost reductions in the long run due to 
lower administrative, employment and overhead costs per procedure or 
activity of governmental bodies working in the maritime field.

 2. Proper MSP was also seen to lead to reduced transaction costs for industry 
across the following four dimensions:

• In view of the common knowledge base created through MSP processes, 
individual businesses would likely have less search costs in relation to 
finding the right location, where their maritime activity can take place.

• MSP was also foreseen to create substantial savings in legal costs, that is, 
those costs which occur due to determining that a business action is 
legitimate and in compliance with agreements.
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• Also with regard to businesses, administrative costs deriving from appli-
cation and approval processes for permits, licenses and certification would 
be reduced, assuming that MSP would lead to more efficient and aligned 
decision procedures of the various government authorities involved.

• MSP should also reduce business costs in order to reduce conflicts with 
existing or emerging maritime activities in the given space or impacted 
by the use. MSP should enable governments to incorporate interests of 
stakeholders and thus prevent such conflicts to happen in the first place.

 3. Lastly, due to the enhanced legal certainty and security provided through 
maritime spatial plans, in particular, spatial allocations for each maritime 
sector, the general investment climate for the blue economy was foreseen 
to improve—meaning that investors would increase and accelerate invest-
ments into established as well as new blue sectors.

This basic set of positive effects of MSP on stimulating Blue Growth was 
confirmed by a later study undertaken by the World Ocean Council (WOC 
2016). Even though described in different terms, the paper presents the same 
potential benefits of an integrated MSP approach to ocean industries and thus 
the overall economy. This is remarkable as the information basis of that paper 
differed substantially from the earlier study undertaken on behalf of the 
European Commission. Instead of predominantly relying on government 
authorities from across Europe, the WOC included also input from the ocean 
industry itself and non-European sources (mainly from US and Australia) in 
addition to European cases (e.g. Norway, Germany and the UK East Inshore 
Plan).

4.3  Assumptions and Concerns on MSP Processes

The WOC paper, however, also pointed to some limits and concerns, which 
were voiced by the private sector regarding MSP. These mainly referred to the 
fact that MSP can only act as a Blue Growth facilitator if the process leading 
to an agreed plan is carried out properly:

• Whereas MSP may ultimately lead to streamlined processes, industry was 
concerned that its introduction would initially lead to uncertainty, delay 
and thus negative economic effects for business and communities.

• Many economic benefits associated were only associated with statutory, 
legally binding MSP processes, as opposed to non-legally binding or pilot 
MSP processes.
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• Some industry sectors claimed that conflict resolution is only required for 
coastal, shallow areas, which is in high demand by many diverse users. They 
therefore questioned the need for MSP processes for offshore areas, where 
little conflicts occur and thus initial costs associated with an MSP process 
may not be outweighed by potential benefits.

• Furthermore, industry voiced concern on whether MSP processes can really 
be designed in such a way to allow them to adequately participate in the 
development and design of the MSP, which is in turn, however, a precondi-
tion to generate the economic benefits of an MSP process. Most stakehold-
ers understood that MSP may not always end in a ‘win-win’ situation with 
all user needs accommodated in every location. It was, however, seen as 
necessary that all uses and resources are considered simultaneously and that 
this needs to remain a dynamic process in view of emerging and future uses.

• Moreover, there was concern whether current MSP processes have suffi-
cient tools available to quantify and evaluate trade-offs among competing 
uses, users and finite resources, and thus accurately determine positive and 
negative consequences of a plan.

• Benefits associated with an increased knowledge base were only seen as pos-
sible if planning processes were to disclose the source and methodology used.

Within Europe, most of these process principles were already defined in 
2008 by the European Commission in the ‘Roadmap on Maritime Spatial 
Planning’; most of which are reflected in the ‘Minimum Requirements’ as 
stipulated by the EU MSPD:

EU Roadmap: key principles (2008) Requirements: EU MSP Directive (2014)

•  Use MSP according to area and 
type of activity

• Define objectives to guide MSP
•  Develop MSP in a transparent 

manner
•  Encourage stakeholder 

participation
•  Coordinate within member 

states—simplify decision processes
•  Ensure legal effect of national MSP
•  Implement cross- border 

cooperation and consultation
•  Incorporate monitoring and 

evaluation in planning process
•  Achieve coherence between 

terrestrial and MSP—relation with 
ICZM

•  Create a strong data and 
knowledge base

Member states shall
  •  take into account land-sea 

interactions;
  •  take into account environmental, 

economic and social aspects, as well as 
safety aspects;

  •  aim to promote coherence between 
MSP and the resulting plan or plans 
and other processes, such as ICZM or 
equivalent formal or informal 
practices;

  •  ensure the involvement of 
stakeholders

  •  organize the use of the best available 
data

  •  ensure trans-boundary cooperation 
between member states

  •  promote cooperation with third 
countries in accordance
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5  How to Implement MSP as to Lead to Blue 
Growth

5.1  MSP Projects and the MSP Platform Supporting EU 
MSP Implementation

As shown earlier (EC 2011), the adoption of the EU MSPD in 2014 marks a 
milestone also for Blue Growth as it obliges all coastal EU member states to 
have MSPs in place by 2021. The question on whether MSP has a positive 
effect on the blue economy is, however, highly dependent on how member 
states actually implement MSP and thus bring the key principles of the MSP 
Roadmap into life.

In order to assist EU member states in the implementation of the EU 
MSPD, the European Commission is continuously providing funding for 
MSP-related projects. Moreover, since early 2016, the so-called European 
MSP Platform facilitates European-wide knowledge exchange and generation 
of MSP implementation practices.

As part of the service, the study ‘MSP for Blue Growth’ (s.Pro, ECORYS 
2018) examined different projects, practices, approaches and lessons learnt 
that may help EU member states render their MSP processes more effective in 
developing sustainable Blue Growth. The study is less focused on providing 
evidence on whether or not MSP can be seen as a key tool for achieving sus-
tainable Blue Growth, but is rather designed to provide practical guidance to 
maritime spatial planners as well as related stakeholders on how to realize this. 
Specifically, it covers the following related aspects: (1) How to develop visions 
that can be effectively used in MSP? (2) What kind of future trends impact 
sector development and how do they influence the MSP process? (3) How can 
MSP authorities monitor whether they are on the right track with the Blue 
Growth objectives of their MSPs?

5.2  Guidance on How to Take Sector Considerations 
on Board

MSP projects especially in the Baltic Sea such as the BaltSeaPlan Vision 
2030, PartiSEApate, BaltSpace,  Baltic SCOPE and Baltic LINes (Varjopuro 
et al. 2015) as well as some EU-wide research projects (esp. with focus on 
aquaculture; i.e. AquaSpace, Co-Exist) (s.Pro, msp-platform, 2018) have 
started to look into sector-specific aspects that maritime spatial planners 
should take into account to enable sustainable Blue Growth. Most notably, 
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the PartiSEApate project was the first ever MSP project, which systemati-
cally reached out to sector stakeholders to initiate a pan-Baltic dialogue on 
how best to integrate them into MSP processes both at national and at 
transnational level (Schultz- Zehden and Gee 2015). Moreover, the project 
provided key recommendations on the future Baltic Sea-wide MSP gover-
nance system suggesting among others to build much closer links with the 
existing transnational sector- specific organizations (Schultz-Zehden and 
Gee 2016).

The ‘MSP for Blue Growth’ study is, however, the first initiative which has 
comprehensively assessed this for all nine key maritime sectors across the 
whole of Europe. The resulting sector fiches not only provide information on 
the current nature of spatial requirements of the various sectors but also con-
sider the implications of future developments and their consequences for sec-
tor requirements in a given maritime space, as well as offering concrete 
recommendations on how both planners and sectors may inform each other 
to create suitable MSP solutions which unlock the respective Blue Growth 
potentials in a sustainable manner.

The following paragraphs provide for a snapshot of the main factors plan-
ners have to consider in relation to the various sectors at stake.

 The Traditional, Big Sectors

Shipping: Maritime Spatial Planning Important Role

While shipping is guided by freedom of navigation and thus allowed every-
where, MSP is highly important for ensuring that important routes are kept 
free as shipping is in conflict with all fixed installations. Nevertheless, most 
MSP initiatives have found it difficult to involve the sector.

Most MSP processes start off with existing IMO shipping routes. Even 
though these can be changed in principle and in some instances have also 
been earmarked as useful to be shifted, for example, due to environmental 
considerations, such changes are a lengthy process. Thus, first-generation 
MSPs normally have to take existing IMO routes as a ‘given’.

The actual size of the free shipping lane depends on traffic volume and size 
of ships: The higher the traffic volume and the bigger the ships, the wider and 
deeper the free shipping lane needs to be. In addition, increased emergence of 
weather extremes requires availability of space to which ships can deviate to 
avoid bad weather.
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Data and information on current ship traffic patterns are continuously 
improving but are not always easily accessible and need a lot of processing 
capacity. Moreover, MSP processes need to anticipate future shipping routes. 
In doing so, planners have to have information on future port developments: 
Which of them will accommodate the larger ships? What are the land connec-
tions and who do they service? Are there new ports upcoming, which may 
influence shipping routes?

Also other new ship traffic routes are expected to emerge in view of ship 
maintenance, short sea shipping and recreational as well as tourism-oriented 
shipping. These routes follow completely different patterns. The spatial impli-
cations of autonomous vessels are not yet clear, but in the near future, there is 
a need to allocate separate, exclusive test beds free of other uses.

Planning approaches currently differ between countries: some take a maxi-
mum approach taking into account also future port developments. Others 
rather take a minimum approach by focusing on the most important routes 
and those areas, which ships need to avoid.

Fishery: Maritime Spatial Planning to Be Integrated into Overall Fisheries 
Policy

Similar to shipping, fishing has a long tradition of claiming space and has not 
been easy to integrate into MSP processes, as those are often understood to 
take space away, while not being able to provide the necessary spatial security. 
In fact, currently most plans only consider fishing, when allocating space to 
other uses, but do not allocate specific areas to fishery.

Planners are in need of much better information and tools, which enable 
them to better consider relevant areas for fishing and fish species according to 
life stages (incl. spawning areas). Similar to shipping, continuous improve-
ments are, however, made, for example, in Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) 
and Automatic Identification System (AIS) data systems and models, which 
will facilitate planning in the future.

But at the same time, MSP is by no means the only instrument for fisheries 
management. Maritime spatial planners have no influence, for example, on 
fish quota, meaning that in case of closure of some areas more fishing is taking 
place in less space. Thus, interaction between MSP and the sector should take 
place at a much earlier stage, in order to provide for better linkage and inte-
gration of MSP into the overall evolvement of fisheries policy, including 
cross-border considerations.
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Coastal and Maritime Tourism: Maritime Spatial Planning Indirect, but 
Important Role

Continuous growth of coastal and cruise tourism and the related infrastruc-
ture developments and subsequent impacts have implications on MSP deci-
sions and vice versa. These land-sea interactions are highly important and a 
good interlinkage between maritime and terrestrial planning including effi-
cient multi-level governance is crucial. Moreover, MSP processes and authori-
ties may play an important role in fostering synergies between maritime uses, 
which are beneficial for tourism.

Appropriate assessment tools are only slowly evolving, but more and more 
research efforts are undertaken to foster a better understanding also on con-
cepts such as cultural landscapes; recreational values and attractive living 
areas, which are closely connected.

 Ocean Energy Sectors

Offshore Wind: Maritime Spatial Planning Important Direct Role (but 
Sector not Relevant for Some Sea-Basins)

As evidenced before, the sector shows continued growth and thus growing 
demand for space in many Northern EU countries and is expected to emerge 
also in numerous countries where currently no offshore wind is in place. 
However, this is less likely in Southern Europe.

The sector is also important in view of long-time impacts of spatial deci-
sions. Once installed, the infrastructure remains in place for a long time with 
considerable implications for other maritime uses.

MSP considerations differ depending on the method for designation of 
OWF zones. Some governments allocate specific sites for OWF development 
and thus also cover for the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and 
related grid connections. This method is a valuable tool for large-scale deploy-
ment in short term. In case of an open door policy, large zones are designated 
as search areas for industry, with more responsibility on their side to conduct 
the EIA and organize the grid connections. Such an approach is more prone 
to foster innovative, market-based blue energy solutions.

Moreover, MSP authorities play an important role in decisions on whether 
OWF areas are open or closed to other uses such as fishery, aquaculture, rec-
reation/tourism purposes as well as conservation needs. They are also in charge 
of the Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEAs), which in turn should 
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facilitate EIAs. Better SEAs and more multi-use options may decrease resis-
tance to new developments.

At the same time, technological advances may have substantial spatial 
implications. The emergence of floating wind farms, possible connections of 
OWF to interconnectors and new energy storage systems open up new poten-
tial sites especially further offshore and substantially influence the related 
environmental impacts.

Cables and Pipelines: Maritime Spatial Planning Important Direct Role 
(Long Time Horizon)

The installation of new submarine cables and pipelines has to be taken into 
account by MSP in view of the potential for more efficient use of space by 
bundling corridors for electricity and telecom cables and pipelines, while also 
considering the related increased risk factor in case of damage.

Grids and interconnectors are important in facilitating more ambitious 
energy system scenarios and improved routing and installation criteria can 
lead to avoidance of conflicts, for example, with fishing. There is potential to 
facilitate better siting due to improvements in submarine 3D bathymetric 
mapping. At the same time, it should be noted that often general data is miss-
ing and that, in some cases, MSP authorities are not always in charge of the 
detailed planning of related routes.

Tidal and Wave: Maritime Spatial Planning May Facilitate Development

The sector is only relevant in the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. It is 
important to consider synergies with offshore wind energy infrastructure 
including vessels, grids, cables as well as onshore transmission. MSP requires 
accurate resource mapping of tidal and wave power potential to be able to 
locate areas of interest.

Oil and Gas: Maritime Spatial Planning Should Only ‘Consider’ 
the Sector

The sector is only relevant in a few EU countries, and new sites are only foreseen 
in very limited cases. Thus for MSP and its role in Blue Growth, it is mainly 
important to integrate the current sites (also those to be decommissioned) and 
the related maritime activities in light of creating synergies with other uses.
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 Other Place-Based Maritime Sectors

Marine Aquaculture: Maritime Spatial Planning Can Foster Sector, but 
Depends on Sector Input and Actions

MSP has a potentially important role in fostering the development of marine 
aquaculture, but this has to be done in strong cooperation with other Blue 
Growth policy areas as the sector itself is not strong enough to provide the 
necessary push.

Whereas visual and physical impacts of marine aquaculture may be similar 
regardless of which type and species cultured, feasible environmental condi-
tion requirements as well as vice versa environmental impacts of the given 
aquaculture vary substantially between the different forms of aquaculture (e.g. 
shellfish, seaweed, fish) as well as between the different species.

Planners and the sector should work together to identify new and better 
areas for aquaculture potential. MSP may support the sector by providing 
better and open access to relevant data, which is are otherwise not available to 
small individual aquaculture companies.

Moreover, MSP can stimulate the creation of clusters of farms by allocating 
aquaculture zones. So far, the small-sized aquaculture companies tend to pri-
oritizes coastal space, even though offshore areas may substantially increase 
social acceptance and reduce conflict fields with other uses.

Marine Aggregates and Mining: Maritime Spatial Planning Important 
Direct Role

There is increasing demand for dredging sites for sand and gravel with spatial 
allocation depending on the resource. Dredging is necessary due to coastal 
defence and protection but may, at the same time, itself have substantial envi-
ronmental impacts. It is important to follow technology developments which 
may improve sustainability.

Actual dredging only requires limited areas, but it is important that the 
seabed at these locations is not negatively impacted by other sectors (known 
as mineral safeguarding). Planning has to consider not only the actual loca-
tions but their surroundings. Moreover, industry investments have a much 
longer time horizon (30 years) than MSP; thus also future revisions of MSPs 
need to safeguard these time horizons.

Contrary to general belief, there is, however, potential for combinations 
with numerous other sectors, especially in light of the temporal aspect of 
when the actual dredging is carried out, but better evidence is required.
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 Summary

Taken together, the sector fiches show the large diversity of the spatial charac-
teristics and time horizons of the various sectors. Whereas it has been com-
monly assumed that MSP is specifically important for supporting suitable 
siting of emerging place-based industries in ocean energy (especially offshore 
wind and increasingly the related cables and pipelines), the fiches also show 
the role of well-informed MSP for ensuring the ongoing development and 
evolution of traditional activities such as shipping, fishery and tourism.

The sector analysis highlights the importance of aligning MSP processes 
with other related Blue Growth policies and the need for much closer coop-
eration with sectors at an early stage of planning. Rather than seeing MSP as 
an isolated task, the study indicates that MSP processes and the work of indi-
vidual sector organizations, such as Regional Fisheries Advisory Councils, 
should be better aligned. For other sectors, the study describes the limited 
impact of MSP, such as on aquaculture development, unless there is a much 
stronger connection created at an early planning stage to allow for better 
input by the sector itself to indicate optimal sites. Moreover, it underlines the 
importance of a much stronger merging, not only of maritime and terrestrial 
spatial planning but the overarching regional development programmes espe-
cially in view of tourism and port development (EC 2018).

These are just a few of the useful study insights, in light of the increasing 
number of MSPs being developed in the coming years in countries with no 
offshore wind or other renewable energy industries acting as main drivers. 
Therefore, Blue Growth is foreseen to be generated by other maritime sectors 
in those countries (EC 2018).

5.3  MSP for Blue Growth Is About Strategic Planning 
for the Future

The study also underlines the importance of interlinking MSP processes with 
the development of maritime visions and strategies (EC 2018). The earlier 
MSP economic impact studies mainly emphasize the ability of MSP to reduce 
or avoid conflicts among sectors, which occur most often in coastal, shallow 
areas (World Ocean Council 2016). This fact however neglects the more stra-
tegic planning function of MSP processes and resulting plans in terms of 
promoting Blue Growth.

In that sense, MSPs should no longer only be developed in reaction to pres-
sure from already existing strong industry demands, nor should MSP be 
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limited to the function of minimizing current conflicts or preventing such 
conflicts to happen in the future. It is actually more of a tool to put the mari-
time space on the ‘economic’ agenda by showing the sustainable development 
potential of the sea to inspire new stakeholders to take advantage of that Blue 
Growth potential and to find the right place to do so. With that understand-
ing, MSP can also be of high Blue Growth relevance for less crowded sea areas, 
as it may show optimal, new areas for certain maritime activities. By focusing 
in parallel on (terrestrial) areas in need of economic development, MSP can 
thus inspire relevant initiatives in other policy fields (i.e. food security, 
 cohesion policy). It was in this spirit that the first Lithuanian MSP was devel-
oped (Schultz-Zehden and Gee 2013).

The EU MSPD does not oblige EU member states to develop a maritime 
vision or strategy as part of the MSP process. Nevertheless, numerous coun-
tries (e.g. Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden) have opted for a broader under-
standing of their MSP process by combining it with a vision or strategy 
development processes.

As shown in the MSP for Blue Growth study (s.Pro and ECORYS 2018), 
vision processes are an important tool to promote collaboration between sec-
tors and stakeholders—who may currently experience tensions—by instigat-
ing a dialogue on a positive, joint future to work towards. Vision processes are 
also useful, in that they draw attention to uses, which are not present so far, as 
well as other emerging issues (such as climate change or other broader demo-
graphic, political or economic developments). Moreover, the future develop-
ment of some sectors, such as ocean energy and marine aggregates, depends 
on a long-term framework providing stable locations. Planning periods of 
these sectors go well beyond the typical six-year horizon of the MSP, and the 
resulting structures can remain fixed for decades. Therefore, the development 
of a long-term maritime vision or a strategy has an important role to provide 
certainty for these sectors, which exceeds political cycles and may even pro-
vide the basis to derive smart objectives for the given MSP process. The task 
of the MSP is consequently to link this desired future to present conditions 
and related spatial planning needs.

Currently, however, hardly any MSP process has a systematic monitoring 
and evaluation framework in place, which not only requires to set objectives 
but also translate them into measurable targets against current baselines (MSP 
for Blue Growth study: Indicator Handbook, s.Pro and ECORYS 2018). 
Moreover, there is the urgent need to develop and introduce tools to be able 
to carry out a more systematic cost-benefit analysis of the provisions of a draft 
maritime spatial plan, for example, assessing costs of a rerouting of shipping 
set against the benefits of avoiding a sensitive area (Jay 2017).
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6  Conclusions

6.1  MSP as Part of the Overarching Framework 
of an Integrated Maritime Policy

MSP is a powerful tool for Blue Growth, but it can only realize its full poten-
tial by being strongly interconnected not only with the whole set of other 
Blue Growth measures but also as part of the overarching framework of an 
IMP. For example, development of maritime visions and strategies as part of 
an MSP process may function not only as a preparatory step for MSP but also 
provide a long-term overarching framework for an IMP. Such vision can also 
serve to address wider national priorities and link MSP to other planning 
frameworks, including integrated coastal zone management, territorial devel-
opment planning, and other relevant policies including food security, research 
and innovation or cohesion policy.

6.2  MSP Is About Planning for the Future

MSP is not only about reducing current conflicts but also about providing a 
vision for the sea as a source of sustainable national development. It has an 
important Blue Growth function not only for coastal areas but also by putting 
the open maritime space onto the economic agenda. MSP, if orchestrated and 
aligned with other policy tools, has the power to initiate Blue Growth also in 
currently still unused sea areas and showing the whole maritime space as a 
development field. On this premise, MSP processes should consider rural 
development areas while at the same time providing indication of potential 
strategic resource areas where traditional and new offshore technologies and 
uses can be developed.

6.3  Blue Growth Potential Is Reaching Beyond Five Key 
Sectors

While development in key Blue Growth sectors can satisfy high-level policy 
goals and bring prosperity over the long run, local coastal communities very 
much depend on traditional uses for their day-to-day livelihoods. Therefore, 
the scope of Blue Growth policies should also take into consideration poten-
tial for growth in traditional sectors through innovation and implementation 
of multi-use concepts and sector combinations. MSP in countries where there 
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is no ‘push’ from Blue Growth sectors such as ocean energy may orient towards 
Blue Growth through diversification of traditional sectors such as fisheries 
and tourism. Moreover, cooperation with sectors such as fishing, aquaculture 
as well as tourism has to start at a much earlier pre-planning stage to integrate 
MSP with sector policies.

In countries with present key Blue Growth sectors, taking this wider 
approach to Blue Growth and considering cross-sectoral synergies can ensure 
a more sustainable integration of new and emerging sectors into existing con-
texts and more local socio-economic benefits.

6.4  Integration Through MSP and of MSP

MSP is not only an important tool to support emerging sectors but also key 
to secure the traditional, more mature sectors such as shipping, fishing and 
tourism. Realizing that Blue Growth potential lies not only in the given five 
key sectors originally associated with Blue Growth, and that MSP can inte-
grate a wider set of maritime policies, allows for addressing a much wider set 
of challenges and unlocking a larger future development potential. For this to 
happen, it should, however, be understood that MSP may not only act as the 
integrative tool, but that MSP should also integrate itself much earlier into 
the overarching as well as sector-specific Blue Growth policies both at EU and 
at national level.
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7
Socio-cultural Dimensions of Marine 

Spatial Planning

Emma McKinley, Tim Acott, and Tim Stojanovic

1  Introduction

Within wider marine governance and management, there is an increasing call 
for greater levels of effective public involvement in marine and coastal issues 
(McKinley and Fletcher 2010, 2012). Related to this is a need to develop 
improved understandings and conceptualisations of societal relationships and 
interactions with the sea. The intricacies, interdependencies and factors influ-
encing these relationships are increasingly being viewed through a socio- 
cultural lens (Bryce et al. 2016). Relations between society and the sea can be 
underpinned by a broad array of religious, aesthetic, economic and place- 
based values. Socio-cultural is a broad term that incorporates these many dif-
ferent facets of human society, including attitudes, values, behaviours as well 
as the structures that frame social organisations and actions. Although hailed 
as a mechanism through which sustainable management of global marine and 
coastal resources can be achieved, to date, MSP has given limited treatment to 
the socio-cultural components of marine use within the planning process, 
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instead being dominated by economic, ecological and administrative 
considerations.

This chapter examines a selection of key concepts currently underpinning 
‘socio-cultural’ thinking and draws on examples of social and cultural assess-
ments in marine and other planning contexts. We provide an overview of the 
breadth of concepts and ideas that fall within this umbrella term of ‘socio- 
cultural’, before focussing on three key aspects: Cultural Ecosystem Services 
(CES), Societal Connection to the Sea, and Well-being. Reviewing the use of 
these concepts in marine planning, the chapter then discusses evidence gaps, 
key challenges and a series of recommendations as to how contemporary 
marine planning can better include socio-cultural dimensions.

This chapter:

• describes the range of theoretical perspectives which underpin research on 
social and cultural dimensions of the oceans, and related debates;

• illustrates examples of how CES, marine citizenship and well-being are 
applied in MSP;

• discusses the challenges involved in developing a socio-cultural evidence 
base, particularly in light of the political ecology of coastal space and devel-
opment; and

• presents evidence as to why a deeper consideration of socio-cultural aspects 
could be of value to marine and coastal planning.

Recent global initiatives, including, for example, the Aichi Targets and the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (UN 2015), place the relation-
ship between society and the natural world at the forefront of international 
policy development. The connections between society and the sea are dynamic 
and complex, influenced across spatial and temporal scales by an evolving 
social, cultural, economic, political and environmental landscape. In order to 
realise the potential of effective MSP, there is a real need for the sociocultural 
components of our relationship with the global seas to be better understood 
and more appropriately embedded within MSP. Evidence from marine plan-
ning documents suggests that global marine and coastal governance is devel-
oping towards more participatory, integrated and increasingly holistic 
approaches; there has been a proliferation of MSP efforts worldwide in the 
2010s. Cultural components have begun to be considered in these planning 
efforts, but the efforts have arguably been basic and at a low baseline. In 
nations with indigenous communities such as Australia and Canada, marine 
plans have begun to acknowledge cultural perspectives of native societies, 
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particularly where this relates to notions of tenure and rights in the sea. In 
another example, the UK Marine Policy Statement (2011) considers topics 
such as ‘Seascape’, ‘Cultural heritage’ and ‘CES’, whilst the draft and pub-
lished marine plans in the devolved nations England (East, 2014) Scotland 
(2015), Wales (2017) and Northern Ireland (2018) consider those concepts 
plus other themes such as sustainable ‘coastal communities’, ‘social values’ and 
‘well- being’ within their remit. However, how this is realised within the MSP 
process and operationalised within on the ground, marine and coastal man-
agement remains to be seen.

As we continue to understand the role of socio-cultural dimensions within 
MSP, it is first necessary to consider what this term is actually referring to. 
Evidence of the terms ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ being used interchangeably within 
environmental governance discourse is commonplace. Within this chapter, 
we first examine what is meant by ‘socio-cultural’, investigating the diverse 
and wide-ranging interpretations of these terms and how they are currently, 
and could potentially be, used within MSP. Through the chapter, we then 
explore a sample of emerging concepts from within the socio-cultural arena 
and consider how these concepts can be more effectively embedded within 
marine planning.

2  What Do We Mean by Socio-cultural?

The social and cultural dimensions of the marine environment are numerous 
and multifaceted. Cultural interactions between people and the environment 
are pivotal in the context of broader attitudes and behaviours (Bryce et al. 
2016). Relationships between people and the ocean can shape sense of place, 
personal identity and a broad array of leisure, recreation and work opportuni-
ties. Relations can be underpinned by a broad array of religious, aesthetic, 
economic and place-based values. Socio-cultural is a broad term that incorpo-
rates these many different facets of human society, including attitudes, values, 
behaviours as well as the structures that frame social organisations and actions. 
Table 7.1 presents an overview of key terms encompassed within the termi-
nology and language of ‘sociocultural’, including CES, ocean literacy, notions 
of ‘value’, place attachment/sense of place and well-being, among others. We 
acknowledge this diversity of terms, and in the following sections explore a 
selection of these different approaches to socio-cultural research from the per-
spective of ecosystem services (ES); ocean literacy, marine citizenship and 
behaviour change; and well-being.
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Table 7.1 Key socio-cultural concepts and their potential application in marine spatial 
planning

Concept
Definition and potential applications in 
MSP

Key references and 
cross referencing to 
chapters and 
chapter sections.

Cultural 
ecosystem 
services (CES)

Defined as “the nonmaterial benefits 
people obtain from ecosystems through 
spiritual enrichment, cognitive 
development, reflection, recreation, and 
aesthetic experiences” (MA, 2003). This 
definition is widely contested. It has 
been explicitly used as a framing for 
MSP in a few examples.

See Sect. 3.1

Ocean literacy Understanding of the impact of the sea 
on human life, and of people on the 
sea—a relatively recent term that has 
the potential to engender greater levels 
of public awareness, knowledge and 
capacity to support MSP 
implementation.

See Sect. 3.2

Marine citizenship Understanding of the individual rights 
and responsibilities towards the marine 
environment, having an awareness and 
concern for the marine environment 
and the impacts of individual and 
collective behaviour, and supporting 
public capacity to have a role in 
ensuring ongoing sustainable 
management of the marine 
environment.

See Sect. 3.2

Attitudes and 
perceptions

Public perceptions of marine issues that 
explore broadscale and regionally 
distinct social perspectives of marine 
environments.

See Sect. 3.2

Well-being Measures of the quality of life. Reflected 
in marine plan policies which are related 
to blue space and its increasingly 
recognised impact on human health and 
well-being, and potential criteria for 
evaluating the outcomes of marine 
planning.

See Sect. 3.3

Cultural heritage Sets of buildings, monuments or sites, and 
also intangible heritage such as cultural 
knowledge or practice, which relate to 
the marine environment and resources. 
Built heritage is often highlighted in 
conservation and tourism aspects of 
marine plans.

Alegret and 
Carbonell (2016)

(continued)
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3  Sociocultural Concepts and Their Place 
Within MSP

3.1  Cultural Ecosystem Services

Adopting an ecosystem-based approach is becoming increasingly important 
within marine management and decision-making. The European Commission’s 
EU Directive on MSP 2014/89 states that “applying an ecosystem-based 
approach” (Art 5, sec 1) is key to marine planning. Consideration of ES is 
deemed to be central to the ecosystem approach. The concept of CES is 

Table 7.1 (continued)

Concept
Definition and potential applications in 
MSP

Key references and 
cross referencing to 
chapters and 
chapter sections.

Seascape “An area of sea, coastline and land, as 
perceived by people, whose character 
results from the actions and interactions 
of land with sea, by natural and/or 
human factors.” Occasionally developed 
as supporting evidence for marine 
planning through Seascape 
characterisation, Seascape assessments 
or Visual impact assessments.

Natural England 
(2012, p. 1); 
Falconer et al. 
(2013)

Human activities Overviews of sectoral activities in space 
and time. Cultural importance of these 
human activities to society. Often 
quantified and mapped in marine 
planning, challenging to assess cultural 
significance.

Stojanovic and 
Farmer (2014); 
Smith et al. (2012)

Social values 
(monetary and 
non-monetary)

Recognition and consideration of a 
diverse range of social values, including 
drawing on environmental economic 
valuation techniques but also broader 
social values.

See Chap. 8 in this 
book on social 
sustainability.

Socio- 
demographics

Includes the traditional metrics 
considered within socio-demographics 
(e.g. gender, age, employment, income, 
education level) but also encompasses 
other more recent concepts including 
coastal typologies and population 
projections. Phenomena including 
mobility, migration, social justice and 
equity.

Links to the work on 
social values and 
how background 
and demographics 
can influence 
individual value 
systems.
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 particularly relevant to MSP, in that its focus is the socio-cultural benefits 
people derive from nature. However, of the four ecosystem service categories, 
CES provides the most difficult challenges for identification and assessment. 
It is not the purpose of this chapter to review contemporary debates in ES; 
however, in thinking about the application of CES to MSP, it is important to 
recognise that many similar challenges apply.

With an intellectual tradition dating back to the late 1970s (Gómez- 
Baggethun et al. 2010), the concept of ES was placed firmly on the policy 
agenda through the publication of the seminal Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (MA 2003). The aim of the MA was ‘to provide an integrated assess-
ment of the consequences of ecosystem change for human well-being and to analyze 
options available to enhance the conservation of ecosystems and their contributions 
to meeting human needs’ (MA 2003, p. 2). A framework was provided that 
distinguished four types of ES—supporting, regulating, provisioning and cul-
tural. CES are defined as ‘the nonmaterial benefits people obtain from ecosystems 
through spiritual enrichment, cognitive development, reflection, recreation, and 
aesthetic experiences’ (MA 2003, p.  58) and may refer to cultural diversity, 
spiritual and religious values, knowledge systems, educational values, inspira-
tion, aesthetic values, social relations, sense of place, cultural heritage values 
and recreation and ecotourism.

Since its publication, the issue of CES has been the most problematic cat-
egory (Satz et  al. 2013), with many attempts to articulate relationships 
between culture and other services (Fish et  al. 2016). Although rooted in 
economics and natural sciences, ES work over recent years has seen closer 
engagement with the social sciences, with particular emphasis on values and 
value deliberation (Kenter et  al. 2015, 2016a; Cooper et  al. 2016). While 
social science has arguably been admitted to the ES ‘club’, there are still con-
cerns that the ecosystem framework provides extensive epistemological chal-
lenges when thinking about culture and the idea of CES (Leyshon 2014). 
There is increasing interest to understand CES not just from the social sci-
ences but also from an arts perspective (Edwards et  al. 2016). In a recent 
overview of ES, Costanza et al. (2017) state that cultural services was the least 
developed category when the MA was published. They point towards the 
large numbers of papers on CES that have since been published, indicating 
that there has been some development in this area in the last decade or so. 
However, there remain major concerns regarding the ability of ES to ade-
quately represent sociocultural perspectives across different world views. For 
instance, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and 
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) is proposing an approach called nature’s contri-
bution to people (NCP) that builds on the ES concept but more strongly 
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recognises the ‘central and pervasive role that culture plays in defining links 
between people and nature’ (Diaz et al. 2018, p. 270) and elevates the role of 
indigenous and local knowledge. This approach is strongly criticised by the 
editor of the journal Ecosystem Services (Braat 2018). At the very least, this 
exchange demonstrates the evolving nature of the concept and deep divisions 
that exist.

Although research into ES has grown considerably over the past decade, 
most studies have had a terrestrial focus, and there is a knowledge gap relating 
to marine and coastal ES (Liquete et  al. 2013). In their systematic review, 
Liquete et al. (2013) identified 145 papers that specifically assessed marine 
and coastal ES. They conclude that social sciences are under-represented in 
the studies, and one of the main gaps are indicators related to cultural services. 
Beaumont et al. (2007) provided an overview of the ES provided by marine 
biodiversity. Börger et al. (2014) highlight various valuation techniques which 
could be applied at different stages of marine planning and regulation, and 
Arkema et al. (2015) apply an ES framework to the coastal and marine plan-
ning process in Belize, highlighting the difference in resultant evaluations of 
future scenarios when these benefits are included in the planning process. 
Despite these studies, there are relatively few examples of published work that 
explicitly connect CES and MSP, although there is a fast-growing body of 
work that deals with the CES of marine and coastal spaces that might be of 
interest to marine spatial planners. Examples of the former include Ruiz-Frau 
et al. (2013), who state that MSP should account for all aspects of value asso-
ciated with marine biodiversity, meaning that a holistic approach is needed 
that includes ecological, social and economic aspects. Using a questionnaire 
approach, their study focussed on providing an economic assessment of non- 
extractive uses of marine biodiversity.

Guerry et al. (2012) make the case for using the broader ES concept in 
MSP, ‘The framework of ecosystem services enables the explicit examination of 
trade-offs in services and it provides a quantitative approach for assessing the value 
of MSP versus sectoral or uncoordinated planning’ (p. 108). To achieve this, they 
developed an approach called the marine Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem 
Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST) which was designed to assess the multiple 
services provided by marine ecosystems. Cultural services are included as part 
of their framework and recognition that understanding and accounting for 
cultural values (such as existence, subsistence and aesthetic values) are funda-
mentally important for coastal communities. InVEST was designed to pro-
vide results grounded in both local ecological knowledge and, also, reflect 
diverse values, conflicts and aspirations.
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Where InVEST takes a whole ES view, Gee et al. (2017) focus specifically 
on understanding the importance of culture and suggest that cultural values 
associated with the sea tend to be a neglected aspect of MSP. They discuss the 
sociocultural evidence gap is a result of the difficulties in defining and eliciting 
cultural values but also in attributing values to particular places that can then 
be used in the context of area-based approaches to management. For the 
authors, a CES approach is just a starting point for thinking about how com-
munities are connected to the sea, and they propose a method for developing 
‘spatialised’ community-based narratives that can be used to identify ‘cultur-
ally significant areas’.

The importance of developing participatory mapping of ES as a way to 
navigate coastal values is explored by Klain and Chan (2012), who suggest 
that monetary and biophysical dimensions tend to dominate spatial planning. 
They use social value mapping methods to explore how tangible and intangi-
ble values are associated with particular locations in the hope of highlighting 
the underappreciated ways in which ecosystems are important to people. 
Their study concludes that ‘many people attach strong and diverse values to 
nature, but that spatially identifying and quantifying the importance of particu-
lar places is only possible for some people and values. This suggests that planning 
and decision-making will be most effective and appropriate when they include a 
deliberative component’ (p. 112). In a general review of the priorities for coastal 
and marine spatial planning (Halpern et al. 2012), the authors suggest that an 
ecosystem-based process should be preserving critical ES; a key hurdle is how 
to measure and compare very different ES such as cultural values versus a 
more easily marketable service or benefit, such as seafood. MSP is seen as an 
important step in the implementation of comprehensive ecosystem-based 
management.

Moving beyond the literature that explicitly frames a socio-cultural approach 
in ES in the context of MSP, there is a growing body of work dealing with the 
ES of marine and coastal spaces which might find application in MSP. CES 
feature to a lesser or greater extent. The intention here is to selectively draw 
from this literature to examine the inclusion of CES in broader policy-relevant 
studies. Turner and Schaafsma (2015) provide a broad overview of coastal ES 
in their edited book in which Saunders et al. (2015) suggest that social infor-
mation is often lacking in the context of coastal ES data. Luisetti et al. (2014) 
suggest that coastal zone ES that can be valued in economic terms with CES 
considered as meaningful places supplying a range of goods and benefits. 
Barbier et al. (2011) give a broad review of the value of estuarine and coastal 
ES, and Hattam et al. (2015) examine ES broadly in the marine environment 
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and then examine a case example of the Dogger Bank in more detail. Both 
studies make reference to CES as one type of service.

Fletcher et  al. (2011), Jobstvogt et  al. (2014) and Potts et  al. (2014) all 
consider CES in the context of marine protected areas (MPAs) and marine 
habitats. They point out the links with human activities such as sport, recre-
ation and nature watching, but all highlight the paucity of data available for 
making assessments. Fletcher et al. (2014) examined marine CES in the Black 
Sea. The importance of understanding people’s ‘experiences’ of the sea (beyond 
recreation) and the deep sense of connectivity that goes beyond the physical 
properties of objects is stressed. The research illustrates the broad range of 
sociocultural considerations that are relevant to MSP beyond leisure and rec-
reational opportunities. Where broader ecosystem service studies are carried 
out, recreation is often the focus of the study (see, e.g. Hynes et al. 2018). 
However, Baulcomb et al. (2015) suggest their work is the first non-market 
valuation study to formally consider culture as a generator of ES in a marine 
environment. They propose an approach to CES valuation that pairs ecologi-
cal and cultural insight within an ES typology. Pushing the methodological 
boundaries, Kenter et al. (2016b) integrate deliberative monetary valuation, 
storytelling, subjective well-being and psychometric approaches to elicit the 
CES values in proposed UK MPAs. Their study explicitly considers the role of 
shared values in decision-making. Bryce et al. (2016) recognise the difficulties 
of assessing CES and suggest a novel framework developed by the UK National 
Ecosystem Assessment (UKNEA) to evaluate the CES benefits of 151 UK 
marine sites to recreational sea anglers and divers. Ranger et al. (2016) describe 
an approach for exploring deeply held cultural values using the Community 
Voice Method (CVM) set within a deliberative-democratic framework for 
decision-making with regard to MPAs.

Murray et  al. (2016) consider the importance of finding better ways to 
incorporate social data into decision-making processes and uses the idea of 
marine socio-ecological systems and integrated ecosystem assessment. Their 
findings highlight the tension between the need to reduce complexity into 
measurable indicators and the danger of valuing only what can be quantified 
(often in an economic sense). Mixed methods using quantitative and qualita-
tive approaches are suggested as a middle ground.

In summary, there is a growing research interest in cultural values and ES 
(including well-being, which is discussed in Sect. 3.3) allied to management 
and decision-making around the marine environment. Within the CES litera-
ture, there are significant debates on how to appropriately measure or assess 
the cultural values of ecosystems with inputs from economics, social science 
and, to a lesser extent, the arts and humanities. There has been some direct 
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attempt to reflect on CES in the context of MSP, but by far the largest num-
ber of reports are those that study marine and coastal environments through 
the lens of CES in the broader context of management, rather than specifi-
cally for MSP.  Incorporating sociocultural values into decision-making 
encounters challenges of using assessment methods that are acceptable within 
a decision-making framework. The area of shared values and value delibera-
tion seem to offer potential ways forward for capturing a range of deeply held 
cultural values alongside other ES assessment procedures for MSP.

3.2  Societal Connection to the Sea: Values, Perceptions 
and Citizenship

Our global seas and coasts provide a rich diversity of goods and services that 
communities of all shapes and sizes derive a range of benefits from. These 
interactions and exchanges have a direct influence on the relationships and 
sense of connection garnered between the marine environment and individual 
people, as well as society as a whole. Increasingly, social science disciplines and 
techniques are being employed as a mechanism to delve more deeply into 
these interactions, resulting in what has been a recent exponential growth in 
research around the emerging themes (within a marine and coastal context) of 
public perceptions-based research (Jefferson et  al. 2014, 2015; Potts et  al. 
2016), social values (Ives and Kendal 2014; Schwartz 1992), marine citizen-
ship (McKinley and Fletcher 2010, 2012; Fletcher et  al. 2012) and ocean 
literacy (Costa and Calderia 2018; Uyarra and Borja 2016; Steel et al. 2005).

Cumulatively, these concepts (as described and defined in Table 7.1) allow 
us to develop a comprehensive understanding of the various ways in which 
society interacts with, and uses, the marine environment. Importantly, with a 
common grounding in the social sciences, these concepts provide a ‘social 
lens’ through which use of the sea can be viewed. Using techniques, theories 
and concepts from sociology, psychology and environmental economics, there 
is a growing recognition that society comprises multiple audiences and that 
this heterogeneous group possesses a highly mixed set of values, attitudes, 
perceptions, beliefs and experiences about the marine environment, all of 
which must in some way be taken account of within MSP.

‘Social values’, as a concept, has been considered within the disciplines of 
psychology, philosophy, economics, human geography, anthropology and, 
now increasingly, within the world of environmental management and con-
servation (Ives and Kendal 2014). The varying interpretations of the word 
‘values’ itself is challenging; however, the concept can be broadly defined as 
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the underlying values held by individuals and society as a collective, and the 
value attributed to items, things and places (Ives and Kendal 2014). For the 
purposes of this discussion, ‘social values’ is also taken to encompass the paral-
lel notions of public perceptions, attitudes and beliefs. Increasingly, the con-
cept of social values and their role is becoming more and more commonplace 
within environmental decision-making (Tallis et al. 2008). Within a marine 
context, this can be seen throughout the conversation surrounding the recent 
European Maritime Spatial Planning Directive, for example. There is evidence 
of this move towards a more inclusive way of thinking in, for example, the 
UK’s recently published 25 Year Environment Plan (UK Government 2018). 
This shift in the debate surrounding MSP, while welcome, poses a number of 
critical questions—what are the social values that should be taken account of 
within MSP? How do coastal communities (and those not directly living or 
working at the coast) attribute value (both monetary and non-monetary) to 
different aspects of their marine environment? How might these values change 
as a result of MSP-related decision-making, such as licensing of certain activi-
ties? What impact might this have on the social and cultural character of the 
region/town/coastline, and how will this influence its capacity to deliver on 
sustainable development and the blue growth agenda underpinning MSP?

Traditionally, emphasis has been placed on ascertaining the monetary value 
of marine and coastal ecosystems, with economic-based metrics used as lever-
age within decision-making and governance (Tallis et al. 2008). More recently, 
however, there is a recognition of the importance of other value types, 
acknowledging that many marine and coastal resources are not easily market-
able, making economic valuation complex, partial and even inappropriate in 
some cases (Kallis et  al. 2013; Dempsey and Robertson 2012). By under-
standing the diverse set of values (both monetary and non), views, percep-
tions and attitudes held by society about both the local and global marine 
environment, there is an opportunity for MSP to more effectively recognise 
the intrinsic complexity of societal interactions with the global seas. Marine 
and coastal governance, and by association MSP, is at the cusp of a wave, with 
public interest in marine issues recently reaching a peak through the ‘Blue 
Planet Effect’ (The Guardian 2018) and other studies that explore public 
awareness of marine issues (see for example, Potts et al. 2016). This is there-
fore an important potential juncture to link public attitudes and MSP pro-
cesses. Recognising the role that this evidence could play in MSP is just the 
first step; there is now a real need to develop standardised, effective pathways 
to incorporate these data in MSP.

Following on from the dialogue around social values, the interconnected 
concepts of marine citizenship and ocean literacy are an ideal framework to be 
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embedded more effectively within the broader MSP processes as a way of 
ensuring sustainable use of marine resources, with guidance and management 
accepted and implemented more easily as a result of a more marine aware 
society (McKinley and Fletcher 2010, 2012; Fletcher et  al. 2012). Marine 
citizenship, derived from the traditional concepts of environmental citizen-
ship (e.g. see Hawthorne and Alabaster 1999), builds on early concepts of 
ocean citizenship (Fletcher and Potts 2007), which is defined as ‘an awareness 
of the rights and responsibilities towards the marine environment, and an 
awareness and capacity to engage in management’ (McKinley and Fletcher 
2010). Marine citizenship sets out a framework that takes the influence of 
socio-demographic factors (e.g. gender, age, employment history, education 
level and ethnicity) on individual and collective values into account (see 
Table 7.1). Complementary to the notion of marine citizenship is the parallel 
agenda of ocean literacy (Uyarra and Borja 2016; Steel et al. 2005)—each of 
these seeks to understand and inculcate greater levels of public engagement 
with marine issues, ultimately leading to positive behaviour change. A rela-
tively new term, ocean literacy was initially coined in 2004 and defined as ‘the 
understanding of the ocean’s influence on humans and of our influence on the 
ocean’ (Uyarra and Borja 2016). Fundamental to the concept of ocean liter-
acy, and indeed that of marine citizenship, are the interdependencies that 
characterise the society-sea relationship, and that society has both rights and 
responsibilities towards the marine environment, its resources and their use 
and experience of it. By leveraging the models of ocean literacy, or that of 
highly engaged marine citizens, and entrenching these processes as funda-
mental components of the marine planning process, MSP has the potential to 
not only deliver sustainable development and management of blue space but 
also engender more marine-aware communities.

Despite garnering increasing attention as a recognised evidence gap, there 
appears to be limited emphasis on these sociocultural aspects of human inter-
actions with the global marine environment. A review of the UK’s Marine 
Policy Statement (DEFRA 2011), a high-level policy document signed by the 
four devolved administrations of the UK, and the current versions of the 
devolved marine plans highlighted a significant lack of consideration of the 
social values, perceptions- and attitude-based data commonly associated with 
the concepts discussed in this section, with no explicit mention of these con-
cepts in any of the documents. Despite the use of a somewhat narrow lens to 
view societal relationships with the sea (i.e. through resource use, and the blue 
growth agenda), global conversations are making increasing moves to take 
account of the less tangible aspects of ‘value’. Wales, for example, has recently 
introduced new legislation centred on achieving social, cultural, economic 
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and environmental well-being, through the aspirational Well-being of Future 
Generations (Wales) Act (2015) (see Sect. 3.3 for more on well-being within 
MSP). On an international stage, the objectives set out by the Aichi Targets 
and the UN SDGs (specifically SDG 14) echo this attempt to consider society 
as part of the environmental system. The concepts and frameworks discussed 
in this section are a valuable lens through which the complex web of societal 
connections with the sea can be explored. To date, they have not been utilised 
to their maximum potential to realise change (see, e.g. Costa and Calderia 
2018)—MSP is an opportunity to move this forward.

3.3  Well-being

Well-being is a multidimensional concept in the social sciences which refers 
to happy, healthy, prosperous or flourishing people or communities. It is an 
idea which can be traced back to ancient philosophy and notions of ‘the good 
life’. More recently, the term has come to prominence globally as nations and 
international organisations have begun to promote novel measures of the suc-
cess of policies (OECD 2011). Thus, marine plans and policies will be increas-
ingly scrutinised to consider their potential to contribute to greater well-being 
for people. Some have argued that current governance overemphasises eco-
nomic prosperity, and well-being is a counterbalance for planning systems to 
consider the broader contributions to people’s quality of life (Stiglitz et  al. 
2009). In response to this growing interest, a range of disciplines with varying 
interpretations of well-being have begun to research well-being in relation to 
the oceans.

Firstly, in environmental psychology and medicine,1 there has been a par-
ticular focus on ‘blue space’—coined in contradistinction to ‘green space’ to 
reflect the importance of water-based environments and the health benefits 
which people get from engaging with coastal or ocean outdoor spaces. For 
example, Wyles et  al. (2017) show that visits to coastal locations produce 
higher psychological restoration benefits than urban greenspaces, based on an 
extensive survey. Furthermore, White et al. (2017) report improved emotional 
and cognitive restoration due to engagement with wildlife, especially where 
marine wildlife exhibits fascinating behaviours, based upon a study using an 
experimental approach. A range of recent studies consider how factors such as 

1 Studies in medicine have also considered how degraded marine environments can have negative conse-
quences for physical health through disease or injury. Examples include increased risk of drowning due 
to floods, exposure to pathogens or harmful algal blooms.
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type of activity, frequency of exposure and proximity of habitation to the 
coast affect psychological benefits or reported life satisfaction. Overall reviews 
conclude that there is moderately strong empirical evidence for the positive 
effect of blue space on mental health, with less consistent evidence on the 
relationship to general health, obesity or cardiovascular outcomes (Zufferey 
2015; Gascon et al. 2017). Research in environmental economics also consid-
ers the premium that people are willing to put on interactions with blue space, 
such as a home with a sea view. However, the economic concept of welfare is 
narrower than well-being, which extends beyond financial or material benefits 
or the health of an economy (McGregor and Pouw Nicky 2017).

Secondly, in cultural geography, anthropology and sociology, there have 
been investigations of the relationship between affect, emotion and place in 
marine and coastal settings. In contrast to psychological and health studies, 
these are often based upon qualitative studies which undertake detailed 
exploration of phenomena, in order to understand the nature of human 
experience in or by the oceans. For example, Foley (2015) uses oral histo-
ries of outdoor swimming in coastal locations to document numerous 
responses to immersion in the oceans as ‘a place where the body can let go’. 
Kearns and Collins (2012) report feelings of anxiety and anger when coastal 
developments are seen to conflict with notions of sacredness or place 
attachment, while Urquhart and Acott (2013) consider how the collective 
identity of coastal communities draws upon fishers’ engagement with oce-
anic spaces, particularly emotional attachment to places in the sea, and a 
sense of freedom. The importance of place as a dimension of well-being is 
explored in Acott and Urquhart (2017) and White (2017) as part of an 
edited volume on social well-being and the values of small-scale fisheries 
(Johnson et al. 2017).

Thirdly, in political economy, development studies and sustainability sci-
ence, there is considerable research exploring the links between the quality of 
the environment, access to resources and well-being in terms of overall quality 
of life (Breslow et al. 2016; Biedenweg et al. 2016; Daw et al. 2015). Well- 
being is a key term in a number of frameworks—for example, it is postulated 
as the ultimate ‘good’ to which the benefits of ES contribute (Russell et al. 
2013). One reason that people have argued for the use of well-being in plan-
ning is its ability to connect political narratives with people’s everyday lives, in 
contrast with more monodimensional measures such as gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP) or other sustainability indicators which seem removed from their 
existence (McGregor 2014). Well-being presents a framing for stakeholder 
engagement in marine planning. Thus, an identified problem such as depriva-
tion in coastal communities, can be engaged via community debate about 
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which qualities of the marine area or future scenarios for the oceans will give 
rise to improved well-being.

Debate continues about how well-being should be measured and opera-
tionalised. This is perhaps unsurprising, given the multidimensional character 
of the concept. One way of categorising different measures of well-being is to 
consider broadly material/objective, subjective and relational measures 
(McGregor et al. 2015). Material/objective measures include tangible assets or 
physiological characteristics. Subjective measures include people’s reported 
perceptions such as their emotional state or level of satisfaction. Relational 
measures consider life lived in the context of social interactions. Coulthard 
(2012) presents a 3D conceptualisation of well-being which draws upon each 
of these dimensions. Despite this rich picture of well-being, there still remains 
a challenge of how to aggregate these different measures to inform MSP.

4  MSP and Socio-cultural Dimensions: 
A Critique

The studies discussed in the sections earlier indicate a growing socio-cultural 
evidence base that could be used within MSP and have showcased examples 
of the opportunities and potential associated with this. However, it should be 
recognised that it would not be simple to just draw upon these studies to sup-
port plan/policy development; challenges remain. The following section pro-
vides a short commentary on our views as to the key challenges associated 
with embedding sociocultural factors within MSP.

• Qualitative studies, which are the most common approach within socio- 
cultural studies, although insightful, are sometimes difficult to generalise 
beyond the context in which they were developed. There is, therefore, a 
need for greater standardisation of methods and approaches, and develop-
ment of effective pathways to utilise data of a qualitative nature within 
MSP. Furthermore, there is a need to identify effective pathways that sup-
port the incorporation of diverse epistemologies that offer rich insights into 
cultural beliefs, values and practice into MSP.

• Quantitative large-scale studies tend to be favoured as an evidence base in 
planning processes, but it should be recognised that they also have some 
weaknesses. For example, because of the need for large data sets to support 
multivariate analyses, they tend to depend upon existing data sets which 
were not designed for the purpose of MSP and make broad assumptions 
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for many of their measures—for example, assuming protected area status as 
a proxy for high-quality biodiversity or pristine site, when measuring the 
effects of environmental quality on well-being.

• Challenges remain as how the ideas of space and place across marine and 
terrestrial borders can be reconciled in ways that satisfy the needs of both 
groups of planners and decision-makers.

• From a well-being perspective, the literature discussed in Sect. 3.3 presents 
a range of findings about the connections between well-being and blue 
space. However, it is not yet sufficiently advanced to operationalise this in 
a therapeutic framework that can be effectively embedded within MSP.

 – A marine plan truly based around achieving well-being outcomes might 
lead to a different set of priorities.

 – Evidence from studies such as those discussed may support policies such 
as improved coastal access, but there are trade-offs between this and 
conservation objectives. Considering how well-being arises in an off-
shore space and accrues to different land-based populations or interest 
groups is complicated for marine planning to consider.

 – Marine plans themselves are not always the appropriate regulatory frame-
work for well-being policy—these policy interventions might be devel-
oped in other fields such as public healthcare. Nevertheless, plan policies 
could encourage developments which support this kind of outcome.

 – Well-being, therefore, represents a measurable outcome for marine plan-
ning systems and plans. However, to date, few national marine planning 
systems have engaged with this topic extensively or set up an established 
metric to evaluate this outcome.

• Within current MSP processes, there is a widespread lack of understanding 
and, therefore, reliable and credible evidence associated with these more 
sociocultural components of marine management.

 – Socio-cultural aspects of societal relationships with the sea are subject to 
spatial and temporal variation, as well as having the unique issue of 
being a landscape/environment that is often quite removed from every-
day public experience. This lack of public awareness and connection 
with the marine environment poses a real challenge to MSP.

 – A layer of complexity is added through a domination of studies that 
explore and/or measure socio-cultural metrics at a local or regional level. 
Scaling this up to a national, or even a regional MPA level, is challeng-
ing, and there has been limited success to date.
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 – MSP has an opportunity to lead the way in developing a standardised 
approach to this evidence need, supporting the realisation of global goals 
of a broader, more holistic approach to marine planning and wider 
marine governance.

MSP is still a relatively new mechanism within broader marine and coastal 
management. The emerging and evolutionary nature of this process suggests 
there to be scope for the MSP process to evolve, and to establish mechanisms 
for the inclusion of these sociocultural aspects of societal relationships with 
the global seas. In summary, it is clear that, despite international goals and an 
ever-growing emphasis on the importance of considering the ‘human’ ele-
ment of interactions within environmental governance, a lack of understand-
ing about the flows and pathways to impact between these socio-cultural 
dimensions and MSP remains. The reason for the exclusion of these forms of 
evidence may range from resource constraints, to the complexities of knowl-
edge generation, to whether the overall framing of the marine planning initia-
tive is sympathetic to this kind of knowledge. Yet it is the socio-cultural 
dimension and the key concepts explored in this chapter that often provide 
the basis for engaging the public within the planning process and demonstrat-
ing the societal relevance of MSP. We, therefore, contend that there is much 
benefit to the future development of this knowledge base to support MSP.
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1  Introduction

Over the last 30 years, the Brundtland’s conception of sustainable develop-
ment (SD) has gained a firm place on global policy agendas. Here SD seeks 
to achieve multidimensional goals by linking ecological, social and economic 
well-being. These three pillars are seen as compatible and mutually support-
ive rather than completely separated. Furthermore, SD has been the ‘go to’ 
concept to address multidimensional problems in an iterated and holistic way 
in natural resource planning and management. However, during this time, 
academic and political attention has largely centred on environmental and 
economic sustainability, thereby leaving social sustainability relatively under-
theorized and under-elaborated in policy practice (Boström 2012; Murphy 
2012). This is exemplified in the case of marine spatial planning (MSP). In 
this chapter, we aim to contribute to filling this gap by exploration of what 
the social pillar of SD in MSP could or should mean and suggestions on how 
it could be furthered in practice. This is not to say that economic and envi-
ronmental sustainability are not vitally important, but with the intention to 
broaden out the sustainability ambition in MSP.

MSP aims to achieve SD by balancing a range of economic, social and 
environmental goals in decision-making over use of marine space. The EU 
Maritime Spatial Planning Directive (2014/89/EU) can be seen as a recent 
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attempt to legislate to achieve this ambition across European seas by 
 harmonizing environmental protection with economic development oppor-
tunities. MSP is a worldwide marine governance phenomenon with marine 
plans in place or under development in Australia, Canada, China, Ecuador, 
Mozambique, Namibia, New Zealand, Philippines, Seychelles, USA and 
Vietnam, among others (UNESCO n.d.).

MSP policymaking, at least in Europe, commonly explicitly incorporates 
environmental (protection) and economic (Blue Growth) components and 
goals, but very rarely, if at all, are social aspects elaborated or addressed.1 As 
others have pointed out (cf. Boström 2012), this oversight is not atypical in 
natural resource management, where it is commonly (and we argue wrongly) 
assumed that social benefits will flow through (or trickle down) by realizing a 
‘balance’ between economic growth and environmental protection without 
paying explicit attention to the social pillar of SD (e.g. Gilek et al. forthcom-
ing). Arguably social concerns (democratic decision-making, welfare of differ-
ent groups, etc.) is captured partially within both concepts in different 
ways—in economics because of its concern for society-wide material develop-
ment2 (with the built-in assumptions that this benefits everyone) and in envi-
ronmental protection because ensuring the continuance of (environmental) 
conditions (as the underpinning resource base for economic ambitions) 
remains sustainable (enough) so as not to (overly) disrupt market potentiality/
capital accumulation. In addition to undermining the orthodox view of SD 
which posits that the ecological must be somehow interwoven with the eco-
nomic and the social, the MSP approach, characterized above, accentuates a 
rather inconclusive understanding of the relationship between the multiple 
dimensions of SD and is evasive in regard to social sustainability.

Concerns about disharmony between different dimensions of sustainability 
also extend to acknowledging ‘conflict urgencies’ between social justice and 
environmentalism (i.e., what should get priority in orchestrating planning 
‘balance’), which has often been a point of debate in the broader SD discourse 
between intra- and intergenerational equity (cf. Dobson 2003; Campbell 
2013). In addition, assumptions of harmony between different goals of 

1 There are exceptions of course. For example, in the draft Welsh National MSP there is a section devoted 
to ‘Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society’, where normative ambitions concerning the role of MSP 
in providing societal benefits are described. Still these ambitions are not embedded in the role of Blue 
Growth; rather the references to economic uses/interests are dominated by sectoral planning.
2 As pointed out by Campbell (2016), it is well worth noting that there is ‘no singular, homogenous 
“economic” interest’ (p. 389). Referring to economic priorities purely as Blue Growth or even ‘sustainable 
growth’ (with environmental protection in mind) as an MSP goal fails to consider other economic-related 
factors, such as uneven distribution of wealth and access to resources.
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sustainability have been implicated in creating a ‘post-political’ MSP (Flannery 
et al. 2018; Flannery et al. 2016; Tafon 2017; Tafon et al. 2018; Jones et al. 
2016; Ritchie 2014; Kidd and Ellis 2012). Post-political processes are those 
run by government, with a priori or fixed goals (sometimes not explicitly 
stated), that give the illusion of creating authentic spaces of public engage-
ment, while limiting possibilities for meaningful debate and consequential 
action. This critique reflects growing concerns (most vocally among critical 
planning and social science scholars) that the stated ambitions of MSP are not 
being realized in practice. Among serious criticisms pointed at MSP are that 
it is largely devoid of social context (Flannery et al. 2018), eschews meaning-
ful inclusion of dissenting stakeholders (Ritchie 2014), draws on limited 
(mostly) technical knowledge input (Ritchie and Ellis 2010; Kidd and Ellis 
2012), does little to address uneven power relations among stakeholders 
(Ritchie and Ellis 2010; Kidd and Ellis 2012; Tafon 2017), is mostly con-
cerned to give effect to a state agenda that privileges elite or powerful groups 
(Jones et al. 2016; Tafon et al. 2018), and lacks meaningful consideration of 
the distribution of the cost and benefits of marine use (Jentoft 2017; Flannery 
et al. 2016). This omission of the social pillar across a range of issue areas has 
come under increasing scrutiny recently as commentators from different fields 
have urged for public governance to pay more attention (and give increasing 
priority) to redressing growing forms of inequality, rather than solely focusing 
on economic growth as the de facto socio-economic goal and measure of 
progress.3

While MSP is often boosted as a promising means of pluralistic marine 
governance able to mediate tensions between competing values and interests 
to reach a ‘common public interest’ on how we are to use the sea, this recent 
burst of critical evaluation of MSP practice indicates that it is far from living 
up to these expectations. While the critical literature mentioned above pro-
vides us with insights into the shortfalls of MSP, little effort has been invested 
in how to meaningfully elaborate and incorporate social sustainable dimen-
sions into MSP.  Integral to understanding what social sustainability could/
should mean in MSP are questions over: what should the goals of MSP be, 
who should decide over access to marine resources, how should these decisions 
be made and who should benefit from them. This underlines a need to recon-
sider MSP in terms of social sustainability constitutively (what is the purpose 

3 See Milanovic (2013) and Piketty (2014) on general problems of growing inequality (between and 
within countries); Muraca (2012) on degrowth and Tafon (2017) and Flannery et al. (2016) for accounts 
of problems of exclusive pursuit of economic growth in MSP.
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of MSP), procedurally (how should it be done) and substantively (what should 
be distributive outcomes of MSP). These insights suggest that recasting MSP 
to take greater account of social sustainability would necessitate greater social 
inclusion, redressing power inequalities and making trade- offs with substan-
tive consideration to the equity of outcomes. This reflects a need to develop 
joined-up thinking on sustainability to consider the possibilities of addressing 
environmental concerns, while centring prospects for justice and equity 
through economic development (Agyeman et al. 2003).

The chapter is structured in the following way. First, we identify and dis-
cuss different features of social sustainability in MSP. Then we synthesize the 
social sustainability features discussed in the previous section into a concep-
tual approach that we propose to examine social sustainability in MSP. The 
chapter finishes by conjecturing on how the framework could be utilized to 
further lift the importance of engaging in social sustainability in MSP.

2  Developing Social Sustainability in MSP

What could social sustainability look like in MSP? First, we must acknowl-
edge that in conceptualizing social sustainability, normative, analytical and 
political aspects will be inevitability difficult to differentiate. Whereas the nor-
mative strives to set standards on how society ought to develop or be consid-
ered in public governance initiatives like MSP (expressed e.g. in policy or 
political programmes such as SD goals), the analytical looks at how social 
sustainability values, such as participation, equity, social cohesion and so on, 
are adopted and given effect. Within a sustainability approach, the social 
ambitions of sustainability are indelibly intertwined with the fate of ecological 
and economic dimensions in the sense that economic and ecological dimen-
sions can influence the ability to achieve social sustainability and vice versa. 
Nevertheless, all three dimensions should not be merely seen as the means to 
achieve another but as legitimate in themselves.

The broad question confronted here is how to examine and understand 
social values in MSP, and how these, in turn, relate to the marine environ-
ment, marine uses and activities, and marine planning both as an institution 
and practice. This means that first we must try to delineate what values and 
associated concepts should be included in the social sustainability pillar of 
MSP. This should respond to what the critics of MSP see as current shortfalls 
but also the need for a conceptual approach that encompasses both proce-
dural and substantive aspects and what might be practically achievable in 
different MSP practices across different contexts.
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2.1  Deeping Democratic Decision-Making in MSP

First, there have been numerous scholarly interventions arguing for the deep-
ening of democracy in MSP decision-making processes (cf. Jentoft 2017; 
Ritchie and Ellis 2010; Jones et al. 2016; Tafon 2017). These writings vari-
ously call for a wholesale reconstitution of MSP and/or reform to create more 
socially cooperative approaches to MSP. There are two key themes to these 
calls: (1) more voices need to be included and (2) these voices need to be 
heard in a way that makes a meaningful difference to MSP outcomes (i.e., 
equity).

Jones et  al. (2016) drawing on a diverse range of MSP cases in Europe 
found that MSP practice exhibits an exclusive approach to participation and 
when a wider range of stakeholders were included, commonly their involve-
ment was not meaningful. ‘Meaningful’ implies here, the inclusion of actors, 
so that they have a capacity to shape and influence marine planning decisions 
that they have an interest in (material and non-material) and that affect them. 
This critique, similarly to debates over SD more generally, laments what some 
see as the unquestioned underlying, but overwhelming purpose of MSP—to 
deliver Blue Growth (or economic growth through sea use). This driver is seen 
as steering the dominant strategic sectoral stakeholder engagement approach 
that Jones et  al. (2016) and others see as (a problem) characterizing MSP 
practice. Presenting almost fully formed plans as one-way flow of informa-
tion—or consultation—is also seen as a lower order and perhaps even under-
mining form of participation that can work to undermine the legitimacy of 
public governance initiatives like MSP by exacerbating power differences and 
elitism. As Metzger et al. (2017) and others have noted, who frames what a 
stakeholder is in planning or ‘stakeholderness’ (conferring in MSP ‘the prop-
erty of being considered legitimately concerned’, p. 2) will affect how and 
what stakeholders are represented and included. If the preponderance of 
MSP’s strategic focus is on Blue Growth and/or environmental protection, 
there is little likelihood that social sustainability (and associated ‘stakes’) will 
be seen as a legitimate concern without some form of explicit representation 
and/or constitutive reform of MSP.

When thinking of sectors in MSP (those seen to have a stake), it may be 
important to keep in mind that, as discussed here, they are made up of public, 
private and voluntary entities (Kidd and Shaw 2014). The extent of inclusion 
of these multiple spheres of society (i.e., where boundaries of a ‘sector’ are 
drawn for inclusion—government, civil society, business, general public, vul-
nerable social groups, unions) is important in thinking about democracy in 
marine governance and will affect other aspects of planning—such as what 
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stakeholders are included, when and where they are included, what influence 
they have and what type of knowledge is valued in decision-making. So as 
Kidd and Ellis (2012) point out in advocating a deliberative approach, real-
izing mutual benefits across spheres of interest will also likely require institu-
tional steering where differences in power are managed4 and where antagonistic 
differences can be put on the table, weighted ‘equitably’ and addressed. In this 
way stakeholder engagement in MSP would work towards giving opportuni-
ties for different values, interests and types of knowledge to be expressed, 
exchanged and considered in a transparent way (McCann et al. 2014; Jentoft 
2017).

The inherently political character of MSP raises thorny questions about 
how to develop proactive integrative planning processes to support this 
engagement of interested and affected stakeholders across multiple sectors, 
scales and administrative boundaries in MSP decision-making over time 
(Olsen et al. 2014). Of course in pluralistic governance approaches such as 
MSP (in ambition at least), weak or marginalized groups may not ‘automati-
cally’ become represented, so this suggests that MSP needs to be cognizant of 
ways to give voice to these groups: particularly ways to redress the lack of 
social resources which undermine possibilities to realize what Pansardi (2016) 
calls substantive political equality (which arks back to the importance of con-
sidering inequalities in economic and symbolic power resources). Of course, 
this may be easier said than done, especially in settings characterized by asym-
metrical power relations or where complex inter- and intra-sector dynamics 
are at play, such as in Poland, where there are several sub-sectors of fisheries 
with different histories and variable claims over resources (Saunders et  al. 
2016; Tafon forthcoming). Even if these difficulties could begin to be over-
come (or more likely, put aside), the deliberative/agonism debate in planning 
theory tells us that there are unresolved questions of power, as well as ambigu-
ity of the magnitude of (democratic or constitutive—how radical) shift desir-
able and/or possible (Bond 2011). Planners will also often cite resource and 
capacity limitations as constraints to conducting ‘more democratic engage-
ment’ in MSP, but as has been noted, meaningful ‘participation may be time 
consuming, but may also reduce [both] transaction costs at some later stage in 
the process’ (Jentoft 2017, p. 34), and the intensity of conflict during the 
implementation stage of plans (Tafon et al. 2018). In this way, it may help to 
establish long-term buy-in and planning continuity, plus also of course, 
deliver on stated sustainability commitments.

4 At least to the point where there are not dominant stakeholders.
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Agonistic theorists would see this an insufficient response—as this perspec-
tive is not just concerned with extending democratic processes but opening 
them up to currently excluded or non-present discourses (e.g., the material 
and non-material distributional implications of MSP decision-making; more 
contestatory voices) (Tambakaki 2017). While there are more critical voices 
who advocate agnostic planning approaches (cf. Flannery et al. 2016; Tafon 
et al. 2018) in MSP, more common is a call for more ‘genuinely’ deliberative 
approaches to address competing marine use options, and choices among dif-
ferent knowledge claims and their relation to interests (Ritchie and Ellis 2010; 
Jones et al. 2016). This would involve knowledge exchange and joint formula-
tion of goals and outcomes among a wide range of stakeholders. While calls 
for the democratic deliberative reform in MSP adopt a pluralist perception of 
power, they do not tend to naively assume that all stakeholders have equal 
power to assert their stake regardless of their resource levels. These calls do, 
however, tend to adopt a normative view of the value of including stakehold-
ers in MSP—not just to achieve desired MSP decision-making ends, but as an 
end in itself. That is, in this conception, planning process and outcome are 
not dichotomous, as a search for the ends is always present within the plan-
ning process or means (Scholsberg 2004). This more sanguine critical per-
spective sees that democratic deliberative reform would be beneficial on a 
range of fronts related to social sustainability and quality of MSP decision- 
making. Even if social sustainability were to attain more legitimacy as a con-
cern in MSP (i.e., to the extent that its specific interests could be represented 
by stakeholders), as the post-political (and Marxist political economy critique) 
of MSP tells us, there is still no certainty that deliberation in practice would 
substantively affect or generate equitable outcomes. What is in question here 
is whether formal political equality, in terms of entitlements and rights to 
participate, can sufficiently do away with the problem of elite capture in 
deliberation (which derives from differences in social resources of power) and 
ensure substantive political equality for marginalized stakeholders or their 
power resources to see their interests considered in decision-making processes 
(Pansardi 2016, p. 98).

Dryzek  and Pickering (2017) describes the foundations of deliberative 
democracy as legitimacy, representation, communication, pluralism and con-
sensus. While the argued benefits—learning through knowledge/interest 
exchange, generation of trust, jointly developed objectives and so on—of delib-
erative democratic practice are many and hard to disregard, adopting delibera-
tive planning in MSP presents many challenges. These include  problems 
involving stakeholderness (or recognition of who is to be represented), how par-
ticipatory processes are designed, the inevitable unevenness of power relations in 
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interaction and the assumed neutral stance of the planner (Forester 2006). These 
challenges also relate to the multidimensional character of MSP, in cases where 
there may be little scope or will for delegation of influence because a decision has 
already been made (Reed et al. 2017).

Often MSP is strategic in orientation and is being undertaken at national 
or regional level rather than local scale, so in addition to the problems of 
centralized decision-making, the seemingly lack of ‘tangible effects of plan-
ning consequences’ may make it more difficult to motivate widespread 
involvement. As inferred above, this is because there is commonly an explicit 
or implicit commitment to a pre-existing outcome (at least in broad terms) 
(Jones et al. 2016). This may be so in some cases of MSP, but Tafon et al. 
(2018) in a recent study involving MSP and wind farms in Estonia found 
that the degree and quality of involvement is also likely to depend on how 
controversial the issue of concern is (or the tangibility of the stake) at a local 
or broader scale, how formal guidelines are interpreted over who can be a 
stakeholder and more generally how planners design and conduct engage-
ment processes. Enacting deliberation does not, as Forester (2006) points 
out, mean gullibly accepting at face value claims of preferences and interests 
but subjecting them to examination and scrutiny in exchange (negotiation) 
with others. Such interaction, Forester (2009) argues, poses opportunities to 
shift conflicts (a preoccupation of MSP) by moving beyond confrontation 
and stalemate, in visualizing and putting on the table the specific needs of 
the stakeholders. Deliberation processes search for consensus—to underpin 
and legitimate planning decisions.5 Critics of deliberation see consensus as a 
cover for power and as we have noted in MSP, there is most commonly a 
high degree of what we can call power stratification among actors (Tafon 
forthcoming). Putting aside the likely significant problems of negating back-
stage lobbying (shadow planning) used by actors to further vested interests, 
how to effectively acknowledge and set aside stakes in formalized delibera-
tive planning has proved difficult. We must also keep in mind the messiness 
of planning practice, including the complexity of mediating negotiations 
involving actors with divergent values, traditions, epistemologies and ontol-
ogies. More so, in identifying and analysing constraints to, and/or possibili-
ties for human well-being, attention should encompass areas of visible 

5 Several examples of deliberative practices are described by Dryzek and Niemeyer (2012) in Foundations 
and Frontiers of Deliberative Governance. Erik Ohlin Wright (2010, 2013), within his more radical 
‘Envisioning Utopias’ framework, presents numerous examples of deliberative democracy (what Fung 
and Wright (2003) refer as ‘Empowered Participatory Governance’) through his myriad publications and 
a comprehensive personal website (https://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~wright/).
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conflict (i.e. actual deliberation processes) and include seemingly ‘non-con-
flict’ situations in which hidden exclusions may have grave consequences for 
the substantive outcomes of the decision- making process.

2.2  Meaningful Inclusion of Socio-cultural Values 
and Benefits

Another strand of discernible inquiry emerging in the MSP literature, related 
to social sustainability, is how to include socio-cultural values and benefits in 
MSP. Much of the work in MSP (and on natural resource more generally) on 
socio-cultural aspects has been in the cultural ecosystem services research vein, 
deriving and spawning from approaches and issues mapped out in the 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) (Guerry et al. 2012; Ansong et al. 
2017; Blake et al. 2017). These writings tend to conceive cultural values and 
related benefits as non-material values (delivering intangible benefits) placed 
on marine environments that tend to generate a sense of place and identity 
(perhaps realized as interests) (Gee et al. 2017). It is argued in this literature 
that MSP has largely overlooked culturally linked intangible values, which is 
problematic because they contribute to human well-being and are thought to 
have a strong bearing on how we conceptualize sustainability (Soini and 
Birkeland 2014). Most work undertaken either presents cultural service 
typologies and/or propose ways to better incorporate cultural values in MSP 
(adopting MEA typologies6), so as to take them into account in MSP decision- 
making (Gee et al. 2017). Excising such cultural values and benefits for con-
sideration in MSP is problematic because they are never stand-alone but 
depend on practices and cultural frameworks to be reproduced, recognized 
and valued. As Kenter et al. (2011) comment, the range of benefits produced 
by cultural ecosystem services (as they are defined) are elusive to capture, par-
ticularly in natural resource management and planning approaches, such as 
MSP dominated by quantitative approaches as they are. Others such as 
Flannery et al. (2016), in an MSP context, discuss the undesirability of incor-
porating the social/cultural knowledge of fishers into what they characterize as 
‘formalized rational planning processes’. The argument here is that it is  neither 
viable nor desirable to classify discrete cultural values through a spatialized 
zoning process, as MSP attempts to do. Furthermore, that such an approach 

6 According to Small et al. (2017), the MEA was central in advancing the cultural ecosystem service con-
cept, by purporting to show how ecosystem degradation jeopardized human well-being and by developing 
a nomenclature that categorized and described the ‘diverse services’ that ecosystems provide to people.
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would contradict indigenous epistemology, which, it is argued, sees the 
‘marine estate’ as a ‘contiguous area of land and sea (an unarticulated whole), 
that defines their cultural identity, and of which they are part’ (Flannery et al. 
2016, p. 130). What is more, it is suggested that the representation of socio-
cultural values in predominantly spatial and economic terms misses not only 
the infinite spatialities and the intrinsic affective character of these values, as 
well as their incommensurability with material (economic) benefits, but may 
also contribute to the further marginalization of stakeholders who hold these 
values (Tafon 2017). The concerns reflected in Flannery et al.’s (2016) cri-
tique can be seen as a response to an observable tendency in MSP to privilege 
quantitative data (seen as objective knowledge of an external reality), without 
critically considering its limitations or biases (Saunders et  al. 2017). This 
includes the natural sciences and some forms of socio-economic knowledge, 
which share a similar epistemology and are presented in a similar format—
making them more amenable to policy decision-making and perhaps also to 
spatialized planning. Subjective knowledge such as that underpinning the 
construction and valuation of cultural ecosystem services are likely to be 
derived from (acknowledged) feelings and/or experiences through either indi-
vidual or collective processes. This knowledge and related values is less ame-
nable to quantification and inevitably considered suspect (i.e., irretrievably 
imbued with what are unrevealed interests) in governance process such as 
MSP.

A Foucauldian perspective sees that knowledge is power and power is 
knowledge (i.e., the two concepts are not only inseparable, but parasitical on 
each other), thereby questioning the objectivity of knowledge regardless of 
how it is produced (i.e., by scientific methods or not), what form it is in 
(quantitative, qualitative etc.) or whom it appears to serve (Clegg et al. 2014). 
The corollary of this view is that actors who have claims to truth through the 
legitimacy of their knowledge can exercise power in circumstances where 
these truth claims apply; likewise actors with more power resources can easily 
impose the ‘objectivity’ and thus, legitimacy of their knowledge (Foucault 
1980). In MSP settings in our case, where quantitative, expert knowledge 
commonly prevails, incorporating socio-cultural values and interests into 
MSP would not necessarily mean privileging the associated knowledge or fall-
ing into endless relativism, but it would mean that a wider gamut of values 
associated with human well-being and social groups’ welfare (both material 
and non-material) could be subject to the planning process. So, the key aim 
of MSP ‘would not be to admit and consider ‘unequivocal knowledge’, but to 
generate dialogue and exchange in decision-making that leads to more equi-
table outcomes (Kidd and Ellis 2012: 50). Here, ‘socio-cultural’ would go beyond 
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listing a menu of values but also distinguish between notions of history, 
attachment, social justice, productive practices, voice and how these social 
phenomena dialectically interact with non-human nature in marine space and 
in turn affect human, community and societal well-being. Additionally, such 
an approach would distinguish between objects of value, held values and the 
valuing process. This would require broadening the scope of what is valued in 
MSP, how it is valued as well as what is considered ‘valid knowledge’.

The concerns in the literature mostly seek to answer how to effectively 
give expression (and consideration) to these mostly identity and place-based 
values in MSP. Problems that have been confronted in MSP in including 
cultural values and benefits have to do with the ambiguously broad range of 
elements captured by the category (ranging from education benefits, sea-
scape aesthetics to spiritual benefits), some of which would seem to contra-
dict the non- material (interpreted as non-economic) category that all 
socio-cultural benefits tend to be lumped into. How to give spatial expres-
sion, and relatedly value, to these widely differentiated experiences of 
human-nature interaction has proved difficult and to some degree conten-
tious and are confronted with a myriad of conceptual and methdological 
problems, that is, the values are abstract, intangible and difficult to quantify 
(Blake et al. 2017). While commentators such as Small et al. (2017) propose 
that changing the referent from cultural ecosystem services to the more 
descriptive, ‘non-material ecosystem services’ would provide a more accurate 
label about what is meant, it does not resolve the deeper critiques and prob-
lems that have plagued the cultural ecosystems services approach. Key stick-
ing points are: how to denote value in those society-nature experiences 
(captured in the concept of socio-cultural values) in a nuanced and sensitive 
way that can meaningfully reflect their broad contribution (benefits) to the 
amorphous notion of human well-being (in ways that are seen to be legiti-
mate by those who hold such values), and who are/should be the beneficia-
ries of such benefits?

The methodological (and more substantive) problems referred to above in 
most instances might be possible to be at least partially redressed by giving 
(more) equal consideration to monetary and non-monetary representations of 
value, as well as the development of approaches that allow for the recognition 
and elicitation of shared, plural and cultural value—some of which may 
‘never’ be ‘on the table’ for negotiation. One approach that may have merit in 
a spatialized planning context, such as MSP (particularly in coastal contexts) 
is participatory mapping (using deliberative interaction) which would  support 
spatial consideration of often specific and localized knowledge and values not 
suited to the more abstract monetary evaluation approaches (cf. Kenter 2016; 
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Blake et al. 2017). As an added value, such knowledge will ultimately increase 
our understanding of ecological processes, which is a significant problem in 
MSP.

2.3  Planning for Equity

The problems of integrating equity into MSP not only lie with methodology 
(how can we do it?) but also interpretations of what social justice is in decid-
ing how benefits should be distributed. Equity here implies a need for fairness 
in the distribution of resources and the entitlement of everyone to an accept-
able quality and standard of living (Beder 2001). According to Fainstein 
(2010) an equity perspective not only insists that stakeholders should be 
treated fairly in both MSP process and outcomes, but also that already socially 
and economically disadvantaged groups are not further disadvantaged. Most 
of the critique of MSP has been on calls to reform the role of social agency 
(participatory influence), whilst underplaying the importance of political 
economy (as a capacity to act). Arguably this emphasis may work to inflate 
claims for the possibilities of social action and change, so here we contribute 
to correcting this bias.

MSP has been accused of marginalizing weak and/or excluding stakehold-
ers in decision-making processes (Flannery et al. 2018). This variously refers 
to low socio-economic groups, immigrants, traditional users or the less well 
educated, indigenous groups as well as to professional groups without a strong 
voice. A prominent example is small-scale artisanal fishers who have found it 
difficult in many MSP settings to represent their interests against other, more 
powerful groups (Jentoft 2017). So, while we focused on fairness of process in 
the Deeping Democratic Decision-making in MSP section above, this in 
insufficient, as the fairness of the distribution of resources or the relative 
deprivation compared with others must also be part of a social sustainability 
agenda (Halpern et al. 2013). Thinking about equity as outcomes in MSP 
helps us to put into focus how to interrogate the role of MSP in distributing 
benefits and costs across the differences axes of society. Views about what may 
constitute an equitable planning in MSP will differ. Equity acknowledges that 
individuals and social groups start from different places, histories, inheri-
tances, positions of discrimination, marginalization, advantage and so on. So, 
equity in MSP could be seen as not doing more harm to already disadvan-
taged or vulnerable social groups and making decisions about the sea towards 
equality (acknowledging that people/groups flourish in different ways; relying 
on different values/benefits/conditions).
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Critical planning theorists argue that, even if democratic deliberative plan-
ning recognizes the unequal power of different stakeholders to engage in plan-
ning, it is still unlikely to result in more equitable MSP outcomes.7 The kernel 
of argument is that the huge power disparity between stakeholders in terms of 
their economic resources, education, status and organizational skills is likely 
to undermine the possibility of reaching equitable outcomes through delib-
erative processes. In other words, more democratic planning is likely to fail to 
challenge embedded power imbalances and therefore sustain inequality. While 
we see this as a plausible position to hold, we do not see these two efforts at 
social sustainability reform to be mutually exclusive and therefore argue that 
efforts should be made for MSP to be both more democratic in process and 
equitable in distribution of outcomes. Of course, as argued earlier, it is impor-
tant to adjust the political economy of participation, in terms of levelling 
stakeholders’ power resources (economic and symbolic) to see their interests 
considered in participation.

While here we mostly refer to equity in terms of ‘current’ distributional 
concerns, we should also touch on intergenerational equity as a key SD 
principle. A key role of MSP is to provide a basis for marine use that takes 
account of current uses, while being future oriented. This ambition, to ‘bal-
ance’ between the consideration of current imperatives and desirable future 
states, is similar to the intergenerational aims and orientation of SD. In an 
ideal sense, MSP can be seen as both facilitating and giving certainty to 
desirable future marine activities, while ensuring that such activities do not 
impinge on achieving ‘good environmental status’ and/or undermine the 
conditions of social sustainability. In discussing MSP and sustainability, 
Qiu and Jones (2013) argue that the environment can be depicted either as 
a competing sectoral interest (‘soft sustainability’) or as a special concern 
with recognition of ecological limits that frame development possibilities 
(‘hard sustainability’). This hard demarcation separating the two sides of the 
debate focuses on the degree of permissible substitutability between the 
economy and the environment or between ‘natural capital’ and ‘manufac-
tured capital’, which has for a long time been a feature of the broader SD 
discussion. Where MSP lands in the ‘hard/soft’ debate in different settings 
is seen as a reflection of the relative importance accorded to different values 
and interests in marine planning. The hard sustainability approach then 
would, it is assumed, reflect a position that is concerned for future genera-
tions. That is, even though future generations may gain from maritime 

7 This point is reflected in Pansardi’s concept of substantive political equality.
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development and by association economic progress, such gains might be 
outweighed by environmental deterioration (Beder 2001). This dichotomy 
highlights the ‘forgottenness’ of the social pillar—that it is not even on the 
agenda of what is important to ‘choose’ between. One could ask, taking 
inspiration from Raworth’s (2017) ‘doughnut economics’, where are ‘fair-
ness limits relating to the current generation in this debate? Incorporating 
the social more explicitly in the hard/soft debate and in MSP more generally 
requires not only thinking about future environmental impacts but a repur-
posing of MSP to place greater emphasis on engaged governance and more 
active consideration of the distributional effects of planning processes and 
decisions, particularly towards vulnerable social groups. Without adequate 
attention to where the costs and benefits of sea use flow (now and in the 
future), for example, it is likely that unequal socio-spatial distribution of 
social and environmental costs (Temper et al. 2015), may work to further 
disadvantage already vulnerable groups.

A key question for social sustainability therefore is how the costs and ben-
efits of MSP decisions are distributed within society and where (and how) 
different elements of quality of life are affected (e.g. work, recreational access, 
aesthetics, money etc.) (Flannery et al. 2016). This reflects a broader concept 
of equity in MSP concerned with taking greater account of both material and 
non-material values and benefits linked to well-being and quality of life, 
rather than the current utilitarian notions embedded in MSP as a driver of 
economic growth. Here a multilevel analytical framework is likely to be 
important as distribution effects of MSP can vary considerably between indi-
viduals within a community, between communities and between regions. 
That is, it would require that explicit attention be paid to distributional fair-
ness in MSP, including development of (deliberative) techniques able to indi-
cate the likely distributional impact on different social groups of different 
MSP scenarios. That is, we would need to identify pertinent social groupings 
relevant to the MSP situation and be able to determine whether ‘everybody’ is 
getting a fair share of whatever there is to get. Embracing equity in MSP 
therefore throws up myriad complexities, including the challenge of ‘visualis-
ing and mapping fairness’ with a particular eye on the already disadvantaged, 
rather than assuming distribution will flow evenly across society. For example, 
a recent study in Germany, while not focused on disadvantaged groups, 
showed that the economic and employment benefits of offshore wind farming 
are not concentrated on the coast (as might be assumed) but distributed 
throughout the country (Weig 2017).

Another possible response to the equity problems in MSP, albeit one that 
would not deal with the manifest structural inequalities (as they variably exist 
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in different settings), would be to engage ‘MSP equity planners’8 with the 
specific mandate to advocate equitable outcomes (or social sustainability) 
(Fainstein 2010; Davidoff 1982; Tafon forthcoming). An equitable planning 
capacity would bring an equity lens to bear on all MSP processes, outcomes 
(including implementation). Otherwise, it is likely that the politically backed 
strategic imperatives of Blue Growth and the hard science-backed environ-
mental imperatives are still likely to hold sway despite any claims of a rational 
planning capacity (or the role of a neutral planner) to objectively balance 
competing arguments in support of objectives across the triad of sustainability 
dimensions.

2.4  Social Cohesion

MSP has been much concerned with achieving planning coherence between 
different MSP administrative areas (cross-boundary/border integration) but 
far less with social cohesion within MSP jurisdictions. Indeed, what contribu-
tion MSP can make to social cohesion is a vexing but nevertheless important 
question if we are to further thinking on social sustainability in MSP. In an 
overarching sense, social cohesion concerns the processes (i.e., shared views, 
values, norms perceptions and behaviours) underpinning social relations 
(individuals, social groups, communities etc.) (Prell et al. 2009). It should be 
observed that ‘too tight a lock in’ when striving for broader social cohesion as 
a nation building project could result in dire conservatism. To avoid this, we 
argue that social cohesion at a policy operational level must embrace diversity 
and equity; otherwise there is a risk that such a programme could manifest as 
a hegemonic programme of assimilation towards dominant interests and cul-
tural identities, rather than fostering the contribution of social innovation, 
including citizens’ practices that incorporate counter-hegemonic values and 
ideals.

Social cohesion as a sustainability concern is interested in improving the struc-
ture and quality of societal relations. More particularly, it is concerned to accom-
modate diversity while promoting equality. Conceptually it connects to the 
diversity alluded to in the socio-cultural dimension and is concerned with how 

8 Derived from Davidoff’s (1965) idea of the advocate planner, where the notion of a neutral planner (in 
urban planning settings) was not seen as a feasible. In advocacy planning, planners explicitly advocate 
particular issues (Davidoff placed particular focus on the poor and disadvantaged groups in articulating 
this position). In refining his view, Davidoff (1982) later saw the key role of the planner to plan and 
organize for social equity.
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diverse social groups can interact to support the flourishing of new (equitable) 
social relations. Berger-Schmitt (2002) and Fainstein (2010) distinguish two 
core dimensions of social coherence: (1) an equality dimension involving reduc-
ing disparities and combating social exclusion; and (2) a social capital dimen-
sion aimed at strengthening social relations, interactions and ties. As Fainstein 
(2010) describes, (social) cohesion alludes to social bonds and trust. It implies 
inclusion, which infers that inequality is likely to further fragmentation and/or 
decrease trust in society. Social inclusion seeks to embrace differences between 
diverse social groups along a range of axes, such as place-based identities, ethnic-
ity and gender among others. Inasmuch as it relates to participatory processes, 
it is also concerned with how such processes result in just outcomes for various 
social groups. In an MSP context, a concern for social cohesion would mean 
concern for how to foster collaborative planning, to ensure different social 
groups can exchange views with the possibility of engaging in social learning to 
aid mutual understanding and connections. In cases of intractable conflict, it 
might involve re-representing what problems are, so that the MSP process does 
not exacerbate existing schisms in society by exclusionary processes or by rein-
forcing existing privileges (intentionally or unintentionally). For example, in 
Poland, reframing ‘the fisheries problem’ in the Polish National MSP as protect-
ing a fragile ecosystem (the Baltic Sea) where small-scale fisheries can flourish 
(and contribute to coast sustainability by reproducing cultural heritage and 
related knowledge and practices) may generate the conditions conducive to 
forming less agonistic relations in MSP in general and in relation to other MSP 
stakeholders, such as conservation NGOs (Saunders et al. 2016). Even if prob-
lem representations are not reconstituted in such a dramatic way as suggested in 
the Polish example, this point highlights the importance of meaningful recogni-
tion and inclusion of stakeholders in thinking about what the problem is that 
MSP is trying to solve.

3  A Proposal for a Social Sustainably 
Conceptual Framework

While the social sustainability features described in Table 8.1 clearly interre-
late and overlap in practice, the conceptual thinking underpinning each of 
them is distinctive and when taken together they contribute towards  conceiving 
social sustainability as a pillar of sustainability—covering both substantive and 
procedural aspects of MSP. The conceptual framework synthesizes the discus-
sion of each social sustainability dimension discussed above and poses 
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questions that could begin to direct an empirical examination in specific MSP 
contexts. This chapter does not present the only possible interpretation of 
social sustainability as it relates to MSP (e.g., it does not explicitly address 
social inclusion, social capital, environmental justice, health, education, 
empowerment, well-being). For instance more radical conceptions of social 
sustainability in MSP deriving theoretical inspiration from, for instance, 
Marxist political economy (radical material redistribution) or post- structuralist 
theory (radical democratic transformation), among others. The framework (as 
presented here or in an adapted form) could be used as a platform for theory 
building to analyse social sustainability in MSP, underpinned by alternative 
theorizing adapted to suit different analytical or practice-based objectives. 
Granting greater visibility and tangibility to social sustainability as an issue of 
concern could be achieved by generating more detailed analysis of social sus-
tainability in MSP practice. A reiterative approach that expands and enriches 
conceptual thinking through learning from wider discussions about aspects of 
social sustainability in conversation with ongoing examination of MSP prac-
tice is needed.

Economic, environmental and political crises at a local or broader scale 
may also influence social activity at the local scale. Focusing on the contribu-
tory factors of urban social sustainability highlights scale as an important 
issue. A number of factors can relate to multiple scales: social cohesion is 
often discussed at a national scale, employment at city or district scale, while 
others such as social interaction and local environmental quality relate to 
activity and places on a local and spatial scale. Economic, environmental and 
political crises at a local or broader scale may also influence social activity at 
the local scale. Focusing on the contributory factors of urban social sustain-
ability highlights scale as an important issue. A number of factors can relate 
to multiple scales: social cohesion is often discussed at a national scale, 
employment at city or district scale, while others such as social interaction 
and local environmental quality relate to activity and places on a local and 
spatial scale.

4  Concluding Remarks

In the short term at least, it is highly unlikely that MSP will shift from a focus 
on supporting economic growth coupled with a concern for environmental 
protection. A programme to give greater attention and increased legitimacy to 
social sustainability in MSP is confronted by several challenges, some of which 
have been touched on in this chapter. Amongst these are the lack of agreement 
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on what social sustainability means. Bebbington and Dillard (2009) argue for 
instance that social sustainability poses greater problems in terms of specifica-
tion, understanding and communication (and perhaps quantification) than 
the economic (as growth) and environmental (as protection) pillars of sustain-
ability. Given that MSP is largely a state endeavour, this problem manifests 
itself in how to build common norms of social sustainability within borders. 
Building such norms across borders is likely to be even more difficult with 
countries at different stages of economic development and with different tra-
ditions, capacities and views about participatory democracy and welfare 
(redistributive) economics. Also, as we have noted, there is also the risk of 
internal contradictions within the social sustainability pillar itself, as calls for 
present generation equity (maritime development and redistribution) clash 
with intergenerational equity (environmental protection).

This does not mean that increased consideration cannot be given to fulfill-
ing social sustainability ambitions within such a framework. Achieving 
enhanced focus on equity of outcomes from MSP is likely to be more difficult 
than deepening stakeholder engagement given that some (limited) strides 
have already been made in this direction—although creating genuine spaces 
where democratic struggle (agonistic decision-making incorporating contest-
ability, openness, and/or strides towards less inequality in decision-making) is 
still likely to prove difficult to achieve in many settings. Incumbent interests 
in science, government and industry are unlikely to willingly cede power to 
focus more on equity; so if social innovation in MSP is to come about, an 
ensemble of strategies will need to be drawn on to reconfigure existing power 
relations at various levels. Flyvbjerg et al. (2012), drawing on Foucault, sug-
gest that we should look for ‘tension points’ or ‘lines of fragility in the present’ 
that could be exploited to open possibilities for transformation.

In the concluding part of a chapter like this, a list of strategies for transfor-
mation is always going to be inadequate (demanding more serious and 
extended treatment), but here we proffer some actions for change, including 
through advocacy in existing MSP forums, awareness and conscious raising 
campaigns (e.g., of uneven power relations across scales, inequitable treat-
ment, conflicts), giving greater visibility to initiatives that are seeking more 
democratic and equitable change (Gaventa 2006). Scholars as activists and 
analysts could humbly play a key role in highlighting who is excluded or dis-
advantaged through uneven distribution, as well as, supporting grass-roots 
mobilizations to magnify their voices with technical/institutional knowledge. 
While it is contested, arguably such a shift in thinking in resource planning 
has occurred elsewhere, for example, in Bolivia and Ecuador through the 
‘neo-extractivist movement’, where governance transitions in these countries 
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expressly look to pursue a greater focus on social recognition, inclusion and 
equity, while pursuing growth through sustainable resource use (Acosta 2013). 
The notion of an ‘equity planner’ may also promise a ‘rebalancing’ of empha-
sis in MSP. However, unless this is undergirded by a more constitutive com-
mitment to addressing features of social sustainability discussed in the chapter, 
it is unlikely to result in a significant reorientation of the existing MSP pre-
ponderancy of balancing environmental protection with economic growth.
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Planning

Wesley Flannery, Jane Clarke, and Benedict McAteer

1  Introduction

Over the past two decades, increasing industrialisation of the marine environ-
ment has intensified competition for marine space. This competition has 
largely been driven by the rapid growth in number and size of spatially fixed 
marine industries. For example, in the last decade the average size of European 
offshore wind farms has increased substantially, from 79.6 MW in 2007 to 
493 MW for offshore wind farms under construction in 2017 (Wind Europe 
2018). In 2015, the global production of aquaculture products was 106 mil-
lion tonnes, which has been growing at an average annual rate of 6.6% since 
1995 (FAO 2017). The rapid growth of both these industries has obvious 
socio-spatial consequences. For example, there is increasing concern that the 
growth of offshore wind farms will displace other activities such as fishing 
(Kafas et  al. 2018). Current governance regimes are, however, sectoral and 
disconnected and, therefore, ill-suited for managing the rapid industrialisa-
tion of the marine environment and related issues of stakeholder conflict.

Until relatively recently, marine governance was highly fractured. Marine 
governance was sectorally divided, with different marine activities managed 
on an individual basis, and spatially fragmented, with the governance of con-
tiguous marine areas (e.g. territorial sea and Exclusive Economic Zone) being 
divided across a number of agencies. MSP has developed as a place-based, 
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integrated marine governance approach to address the issues that have arisen 
from sectoral and fragmented management, including increasing user con-
flicts (Ehler and Douvere 2009). MSP is also promoted as a means of address-
ing the democratic deficit within marine governance by providing a mechanism 
through which all those with a stake in marine management can participate in 
related decision-making processes (Pomeroy and Douvere 2008). In this way, 
MSP, as a concept, provides the opportunity to imagine a radically different 
form of marine governance—one that focuses on understanding the complex 
nature of stakeholder interactions in the marine environment and implements 
transparent, democratic decision-making.

While MSP, as a concept, promises to overhaul the existing management 
regime and introduces a new era of democratic, integrated marine governance, 
its implementation indicates that MSP, as a practice, fails to address issues of 
politics and power, blunting its radical potential. MSP has partly failed to 
achieve its radical potential due to the manner in which it has been promoted 
by the international community (e.g. UNESCO and EU) and implemented 
by national governments. Although MSP as a concept holds vast transforma-
tive potential, the asocial and apolitical framing of MSP all but nullifies its 
radical utility. While there undoubtedly remains great potential within MSP, 
“successful implementation can only come by way of acknowledging and 
addressing unequal power relations and social injustices” (Tafon 2017, p. 3). 
A number of marine governance scholars have thus appealed for an increased 
contribution from the social sciences to MSP research (Ritchie and Ellis 2010; 
Jay et al. 2012; Smith and Jentoft 2017; Tafon 2017; Kelly et al. 2018). We 
respond to the call for theoretically informed MSP research by arguing that 
such research must reconceptualise the role of politics and power within MSP 
processes, move beyond its asocial and apolitical framings and seek to develop 
ways through which the radical potential of MSP can be realised.

The next section provides an account of MSP and politics arguing that 
while MSP should be a deeply political process, it has been depoliticised 
through the adoption of post-political planning processes. This is followed by 
a deconstruction of ‘rationality’ within MSP. We argue that rationality is often 
a product of power and that MSP must acknowledge how the rationalities 
that underpin MSP are constructed within existing power relations. The 
chapter concludes with an overview of areas for further research which we 
think can contribute to realising a more democratised, progressive form of 
MSP, including how conceptualising MSP as a boundary object may reveal 
depoliticisation processes and how the use of citizen science may empower 
stakeholders to counter hegemonic MSP rationalities.
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2  Politics and MSP

Marine governance is a political act through which actors negotiate their 
understanding of a particular problem. As Hajer (1995) demonstrates in his 
seminal work on environmental discourse, it is no longer a question of if there 
is an environmental problem, but more a question of how we frame its conse-
quences and champion particular responses. In attempting to legitimise their 
understanding of problems, and rationalise particular solutions, actors utilise 
processes of discursive construction, persuasion and even coercion (Hajer 
1995; Oreskes and Conway 2010; Metze 2014). Actors seek to ensure that 
their interpretation of an environmental problem becomes the dominant one, 
because the manner in which a problem is discursively constructed favours 
certain ways of acting, while preventing others (Fischer 2003). The same is 
true for marine planning. Marine problems and their solutions are constructed 
through discursive practices in which actors attempt to frame marine prob-
lems in their favour and limit the potential for rival discourses to take hold. 
Therefore, MSP is, first and foremost, a political process constituted by 
numerous discursive struggles to frame marine issues.

While problematising issues within MSP is a profoundly political act, 
recent MSP processes appear to be devoid of politics, with the logic of Blue 
Growth seemingly going unchallenged. This raises some fundamental ques-
tions for marine social researchers: How is MSP being depoliticised? Which 
processes are employed to ensure that MSP preserves the status quo? And how 
do we recapture the radical potentiality of MSP?

Efforts to depoliticise decision-making have been conceptualised as post- 
political processes (Žižek 1999; Rancière 1999; Mouffe 2005). Post-political 
processes refer to a situation in which debate and dissensus are increasingly 
sanitised or co-opted through consensual procedures (Wilson and Swyngedouw 
2014). In essence, post-political processes describe a society in which the 
space of contest or struggle (the political) is increasingly overrun by the pro-
motion of free-market economics and the uncritical adoption of consensual 
procedures. Post-political practices disempower stakeholders by replacing 
debate and dissensus with practices of governing concerned with “consensus, 
agreement, accountancy metrics and technocratic environmental manage-
ment” (Swyngedouw 2009, p.  604). Post-political practices subsequently 
frame ‘issues’ as being beyond politics or as being no longer contestable. 
Instead, problems are grounded in an all-consuming model of free-market 
neoliberal capitalism (Wilson and Swyngedouw 2014), the continuation of 
which becomes the solution to all issues.
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Planning afflicted by the post-political condition has been characterised as 
suffering from a number of highly interrelated symptoms, which function to 
remove conflicting alternatives from planning processes. These include the 
advancement of neoliberal policies, choreographed participation, technocratic 
managerialism, path dependency and the illusion of progressive change 
(Swyngedouw 2009, 2010, 2011a, b; Allmendinger and Haughton 2011). 
While this list is not intended to be exhaustive, it comprises the core symp-
toms of the post-political condition and can be found in emerging MSP prac-
tices (Ritchie 2014; Flannery et al. 2016, 2018; Tafon 2017). In the following 
sections, we discuss each of these symptoms and illustrate how they are appar-
ent in MSP.

The continuation of a society based on free-market neoliberalism is both an 
aim and an outcome of post-political planning (Swyngedouw 2007; Purcell 
2014; Wilson and Swyngedouw 2014; Beveridge and Koch 2017). Post- 
political processes frame contemporary problems and their solutions within 
the realm of neoliberal logic. Continued economic progression is positioned 
as the motivating factor behind all planning decisions (Raco 2014). This logic 
maintains that the neoliberal model cannot be altered, and the solution to any 
problems of this organisational structure is to be found within itself. The post- 
political condition is thus a neoliberally motivated art of government, attempt-
ing to suppress social orders other than free-market economics (Swyngedouw 
2009). In practice, an uncritical neoliberal logic is being developed around 
MSP, with the dominant discourse framing it as a mechanism for facilitating 
Blue Growth, reducing the bureaucratic burden on developers and allocating 
the ‘correct’ space to industry. Rather than industry learning how to engage 
with a planning process that should act in the public interest and facilitate 
sustainable, just use of marine resources, marine planners are told that they 
“should go out to the sectors and learn to speak their language” (European 
MSP Platform 2017, p. 30). MSP then becomes a process driven by the logic, 
language and needs of elite stakeholders rather than by concerns about the 
public good. The pervasiveness of neoliberal logic allows little room for mean-
ingful discussion about alternative, progressive MSP functions (e.g. environ-
mental justice and coastal poverty alleviation).

Participation processes are carefully choreographed within post-political 
systems (Allmendinger and Haughton 2012; Raco 2014). In order to main-
tain a society centred around the promotion of neoliberal logic, post-political 
planning limits and manages the capacity of stakeholders to participate in 
decision-making processes. Tokenistic participatory planning is emblematic 
of the post-political condition (Mouffe 2005; Purcell 2008; Swyngedouw 
2009; Ward et al. 2017). Elites choreograph tokenistic participation around a 
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restricted vision of a society based on free-market neoliberalism (Swyngedouw 
2011b; Raco 2014). To do this, conflicting alternatives are neutralised within 
participatory processes characterised by asymmetrical power structures 
(Mouffe 2005). Within these processes, debate is perceived as an unnecessary 
complication, and the hegemony is consequently legitimised through 
 ‘collaborative’ procedures (Wilson and Swyngedouw 2014). These critiques of 
 participatory procedures as being choreographed and tokenistic rhyme with 
analyses of emerging MSP practice. MSP initiatives have been described in 
evaluations of various initiatives as being a ‘top-down’ process (Jones et  al. 
2016), or characterised by centralised decision-making (Scarff et al. 2015), or 
the repackaging of historic power dynamics (Flannery et al. 2018).

Managerial-technological apparatuses are positioned within post-political 
planning as being capable of negotiating complex socio-environmental con-
flicts (Oosterlynck and Swyngedouw 2010). With the purpose of legitimising 
dominant agendas, social problems within post-political processes are reduced 
to technical issues to be overcome by experts (Wilson and Swyngedouw 
2014). For example, the complexity of social-ecological relations in the marine 
environment are increasingly simplified through the use of mapping tech-
nologies (Smith and Brennan 2012) and captured in geospatial databases 
(Boucquey et al. 2016), creating problematic conceptualisations of relation-
ships as being fixed and two-dimensional (Steinberg and Peters 2015). These 
Geographic Information System (GIS) databases are analysed by technical 
experts to make ‘rational’ decisions about marine issues that have been disem-
bodied from their social contexts (Vonk et al. 2005). In this manner, MSP has 
been reduced to a mere technocratic exercise of allocating space in an efficient 
manner, dulling its potential for envisaging alternative marine futures.

Decisions made within post-political planning are often path dependent. 
Path dependency is the process of making decisions so that they fit with past 
decisions (Haughton et al. 2013). The capacity for planning afflicted by the 
post-political condition to provide a shift from the shortcomings of historic 
practices is limited, as it too often reapplies previous management paradigms 
that suit powerful stakeholders. Such restrictive decision-making is apparent 
within MSP implementation. For example, the fragmented licensing and 
management regimes, which gave rise to MSP, will remain in place even as EU 
member states begin to implement MSP.

Post-political planning provides an illusion of progressive change while 
maintaining the status quo (Allmendinger and Haughton 2011). While nar-
ratives of participatory and egalitarian practices stimulate visions of a new era 
of sustainable and radical planning, the reality of post-political planning is less 
remarkable (Swyngedouw 2009). Under decisions restricted by neoliberal 
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logic, post-political planning fails to provide regime shifts towards sustainable 
development. By entrenching historic practices, post-political planning sim-
ply hides existing power dynamics and their affects behind the rhetoric of 
progressive change. MSP demonstrates this illusion of progressive change as 
some nations have merely propagated existing asymmetrical social structures 
under the pretence of participatory governance and do little more than imple-
ment the status quo (Flannery et al. 2016).

Emerging MSP practice contains many of the post-political symptoms out-
lined earlier. If we are to recover the radical potentials of MSP, research needs 
to explore the processes used to depoliticise MSP.  To achieve this, MSP 
research needs to examine how and why a wide range of stakeholders’ support 
processes which, according to evaluations, contain very little for them. To do 
so, researchers must explore how ‘rationality’ and power have been mobilised 
to shape particular forms of MSP.

3  Rationality, Power and MSP

Rationality and power are central forces within planning practice. These forces 
are intertwined and, ultimately, shape planning practice in favour of powerful 
actors. Rationality is offered as an appeal to reason (Flyvbjerg 1998), to accept 
some form of neutral logic within planning processes. Rationality, however, is 
context dependent and the context of rationality is power (Flyvbjerg 1998). 
As such, rationality, in and of itself, can never be viewed as a neutral or unbi-
ased determination, as it will fundamentally be tied to some form of power 
(Flyvbjerg 1998). The rationalities constructed within planning processes are 
never impartial, they are “framed on specific, and often unarticulated assump-
tions and values” that reflect the hegemony or the interests of powerful actors 
(Flannery et al. 2016, p. 123). Rationality should, therefore, be read as “the 
legitimizing of power, rather than as a challenge to it” (Jones and Porter 1994, 
p. 2). As opposed to being a logic that can be deduced from reason alone, 
rationality is socially constructed within particular contexts which reflect pre-
vailing power relations.

MSP has been presented as a logical idea whose time has come (Ehler 2018) 
and has been advanced on the basis of at least two main rationalities: (1) the 
adoption of space as a core component of governance will address issues aris-
ing from historic marine management practices; and (2) the adoption of par-
ticipatory planning will address the democratic deficit in marine governance. 
However, as outlined earlier, MSP has been bent to suit particular agendas. 
The logic of these rationalities has been appropriated by powerful actors to 
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shape MSP to their needs. To exemplify the interrelationship between ratio-
nality and power, we focus on the connection between MSP (as the embodi-
ment of these two rationalities) and Blue Growth (as the embodiment of 
power).

The adoption of space as a core component of marine governance is viewed 
as a mechanism that can ensure the sustainability of marine environments by 
reducing user conflict and cumulative impacts on ecosystems through the 
“rational organization of the use of marine space” (Douvere 2008, p. 766). 
The phrase ‘rational organisation’ advances the idea that there is an unprob-
lematic spatial logic that can be deployed to organise the many actors who 
compete for locations. This asocial and apolitical conceptualisation of MSP 
views it as a logical process, sitting above power, which will produce a rational 
use of marine areas. This logic is based on an uncritical understanding of the 
complex social processes that produce space, particularly how space is pro-
duced by power.

Power, conceptualised here as Blue Growth, deploys this rationality to fur-
ther its agenda. Blue Growth is “a complex governmental project that opens 
up new governable spaces and rationalizes particular ways of governing” 
(Choi 2017, p. 37). Despite claims that it is a sustainable development para-
digm, Blue Growth is increasingly grounded in the logics of capitalist growth 
with little or no attention being given to issues related to social inequalities 
(Silver et al. 2015). Blue growth problematises marine governance in terms of 
its capacity to create ocean and marine areas for accumulation (Silver et al. 
2015) and structures marine governance around issues related to utility, effi-
ciency and prosperity (Choi 2017). Responding to the Blue Growth agenda, 
MSP has become a technical issue, focused on the allocation of spaces for 
accumulation rather than on good governance. Due to the dominance of the 
Blue Growth discourse within the EU, the problems to be addressed by MSP 
no longer relate to good environmental governance, but, rather, are con-
cerned with creating the appropriate conditions for the rapid expansion of 
particular industries. Specifically, these include ocean energy, seabed mining, 
blue biotechnology, coastal tourism and aquaculture (EC 2014). The marine 
problem is reduced to ensuring that there is no spatial conflict amongst 
marine sectors and that the most valuable sectors have access to the spaces 
they desire. Therefore, rather than being inherently logical, MSP champions 
a particularly narrow, neoliberal rationality that views space as merely a site of 
production.

MSP is rationalised as a mechanism for democratising marine governance, 
which can incorporate the values of all those with a stake in marine ecosys-
tems and, simultaneously, produce consensus and win-win outcomes for 
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 conflicting stakeholders (Pomeroy and Douvere 2008; Carneiro 2012; White 
et al. 2012). This is an oversimplified conceptualisation of participatory plan-
ning, one that is removed from the realpolitik and exertion of power and influ-
ence that permeate natural resource management. The adoption of the logic 
of participatory planning ignores the way in which powerful actors can use 
the ‘illusion of inclusion’ to secure legitimacy for fundamentally undemo-
cratic processes (Purcell 2009). Rather than being a device to overcome demo-
cratic deficits, critics of participatory processes argue that “the true purpose of 
public participation has again become legitimisation rather than involvement 
in decision-making” (Blowers et al. 2009, p. 312). For critics, these ‘legitima-
tisation’ processes are not concerned with strengthening the democratic nature 
of decision-making, but, rather, are used to co-opt the public into advancing 
the agendas of elite actors (Flyvbjerg 1998; McGuirk 2001).

Broad-scale participatory processes within MSP processes, wherein stake-
holders have little influence, are used to gain legitimacy for Blue Growth 
objectives. Recent academic evaluations of participation in MSP portray the 
process as being implemented in a top-down, tokenistic manner, wherein 
local actors struggle to be valued within decision-making processes (Flannery 
and Ó Cinnéide 2012; Jones et  al. 2016; Jentoft 2017; Smith and Jentoft 
2017). These negative evaluations are leading to a growing academic concern 
“that MSP is not facilitating a paradigm shift towards publicly engaged marine 
management, and that it may simply repackage power dynamics in the rheto-
ric of participation to legitimise the agendas of dominant actors” (Flannery 
et al. 2018, p. 32). Within MSP, relations of power purposefully marginalise 
particular groups of marine actors and “herd their participation and ways of 
knowing toward achieving limited policy outcomes” (Tafon 2017, p. 1). Thus, 
MSP may turn into a ‘zero-sum game’ (Jones et al. 2016), failing to accom-
plish some of the democratic goals of ‘good governance’ which it reportedly 
aspires to (Jentoft 2017). Therefore, despite all the positivity associated with a 
shift to a new form of governance, there are growing doubts about MSP’s 
capacity to progress truly democratic processes, particularly as it bends towards 
serving a narrow Blue Growth agenda.

As Smith and Jentoft (2017, p. 34) assert, “as the theoretical foundation of 
Marine Spatial Planning was being laid, the issue of power was arguably not 
sufficiently problematized”. MSP, as it is currently operationalised, is neither 
a neutral nor an objective instrument to decide about conflicting claims. In 
reality, MSP, like many other systems that measure and organise sociopolitical 
spaces, may facilitate a model of governance that benefits some to the detri-
ment of others (Jentoft 2017). It would, therefore, be more appropriate to 
discuss MSP as sites of politics and power (Tafon 2017) that focuses on the 
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production of space. Accordingly, MSP scholarship and practice need to 
develop a relational understanding of marine space (Jay et al. 2012) and must 
understand how it is socially produced and how this is related to power.

4  Recentring Politics and Power in MSP 
Research

MSP offers the potential to reformulate marine governance regimes. There is 
a fundamental need, therefore, for MSP research to employ theoretical lens 
which can expose the post-political nature of these planning processes. MSP 
research needs to explore the processes used to frame MSP so that it favours 
elite stakeholders. Research must explore why a wide range of stakeholders 
support MSP processes which, according to evaluations, contain very little for 
them. To achieve this, issues of politics and power must be brought to the fore 
in MSP research. Here, we offer two approaches that may help recentre poli-
tics and power in MSP research and practice: (1) the adoption of a boundary 
object lens and (2) citizen science.

4.1  MSP as a Boundary Object

A more power conscious assessment of MSP would take account of how issues 
are framed within MSP processes, asking how do stakeholders and decision- 
makers arrive at particular framings, if these are widely accepted and who, if 
anyone, dominates this process? We suggest that framing MSP negotiations as 
a boundary object may offer valuable insights into these questions. Star and 
Griesemer (1989, p. 393) conceptualised ‘boundary objects’ as objects/things/
concepts “which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the con-
straints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain 
a common identity”. Their state of being does not derive from their material-
ity or tangibility but, instead, derives from the action that they afford (Star 
2010). This facilitative character is exemplified by the role a map of California 
played within the process to establish the Berkley Museum of Vertebrate 
Zoology in 1907 (Star and Griesemer 1989). The map, as a boundary object, 
facilitated collaboration between professional biologists and amateur conser-
vationists. While the map maintained its geo-political boundaries between 
uses, actors interpreted the internal meaning of the map differently; where 
professional biologists saw ‘life zones’, amateur conservationists emphasised 
trails, campsites and places to collect samples (Star and Griesemer 1989). The 
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map’s internal ambiguity, but common boundaries, enabled different types of 
knowledge from distinct actors to be brought together to provide a more 
complete understanding of the California area. The literature has broadly 
viewed boundary objects as exclusively facilitating collaboration. Yet by recen-
tralising the role of power, a boundary object must also be understood as 
providing an illusion of collaboration (Carlile 2002; Oswick and Robertson 
2006; Thomas et al. 2007). Such a deceptive role is apparent in Oswick and 
Robertson’s (2006) re-examination of the analysis of public enquiry into the 
Piper Alpha disaster.1 The resulting report acted as a boundary object utilising 
sense-making narratives similar to other reports to gain legitimacy, whilst 
reinforcing and legitimising structures of historic governance. Boundary 
objects must therefore be conceptualised as having the capacity to both enable 
and inhibit interactions (Hawkins et al. 2017).

We argue that MSP must be viewed as a boundary-spanning object that 
crosses multiple communities and disciplines and provides a platform through 
which marine problems are framed. By spanning multiple boundaries, MSP 
enables a ‘common’ understanding of these framings to be produced and, 
ultimately, accepted by a diverse range of communities. However, MSP will 
not span these communities in a neutral manner, and powerful actors can 
bend it to suit their needs. Adopting a boundary object lens will provide 
insights into processes that seek to define MSP so that it both achieves the 
goals of powerful actors yet remains sufficiently elastic so as to prevent debate 
and dissensus. Conceptualising MSP as a boundary object—something which 
brings diverse stakeholders together, which each view from their own perspec-
tive, yet negotiate a common understanding of—provides a theoretically 
driven analysis of the processes through which actors collaborate or act so as 
to deny the actions of others. Examining MSP in this way will facilitate a 
greater understanding and explanation of the processes of negotiating, co- 
option and domination that occur within MSP initiatives.

4.2  Citizen Science and MSP

The production and use of knowledge and rationalities within MSP initiatives 
also need to be examined. This must go beyond identifying power and should 
explore alternative approaches to knowledge production that could enhance 
MSP.  While knowledge is only one of many resources in the power field, 
Gaventa and Cornwall (2001) highlight how it, more than any other, determines 

1 Piper Alpha disaster is the world’s deadliest oil platform disaster, which resulted in the loss of 167 lives 
in 1988.
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what is conceived as important. In the simplest of terms, it is knowledge which 
gives weight and legitimacy to particular rationalities. For instance, discourses of 
‘technical’ or ‘expert’ knowledge are often utilised as a means of legitimising 
planning decisions. It is within these discourses that the exercise of power oper-
ates (Rose and Miller 1992). What is of most importance here is the manner in 
which knowledge is used by power. The power-knowledge nexus highlights how 
we come to understand things as being rational. “Power, quite simply, produces 
that knowledge and that rationality which is conducive to the reality it wants. 
Conversely, power suppresses that knowledge and rationality for which it has no 
use” (Flyvbjerg 1998, p. 36). Effectively, then, power has the ability to pick and 
choose which knowledge is needed for the particular context in question and, 
subsequently, produces the necessary rationality to create the desired ‘reality’. 
“In modern societies the ability to facilitate or suppress knowledge is in large 
part what makes one party more powerful than another” (Flyvbjerg 1998, 
p. 36). MSP research must analyse how certain knowledges are produced and 
rationalised by powerful actors in MSP processes. Conversely, it should also 
explore avenues for the production of alternative knowledge and how it may be 
used to counter hegemonic thinking.

There appears, therefore, to be scope to examine the potential for an 
increased focus on stakeholder-driven knowledge production. One such 
example of this is citizen science. Generally, citizen science is seen as a means 
of opening up knowledge production. Citizen science in a marine context is 
not a new means of producing knowledge, yet key social aspects of the 
approach remain relatively under-examined and may provide avenues for 
instigating a more radical implementation of MSP. While it is important to 
examine how citizen science projects function, the types of knowledge they 
produce and where this knowledge goes, emphasis should also be placed on 
exploring the potential to view citizen science as a means of changing power 
balances within structures of marine governance. Changing power relations 
are exemplified when the knowledge produced by a citizen science project 
leads to a paradigm shift in marine governance. This may be most evident in 
a project that leads to an alteration of legislation or policy, but can also be 
achieved by challenging rationales and dominant discourse.

5  Conclusions

The potential of MSP has been lost due to the manner in which it has been 
translated into practice. MSP is increasingly implemented through post- 
political processes or used by powerful actors to further the Blue Growth 
agenda. There is a fundamental need to understand how MSP has been 
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depoliticised and how power shapes MSP practice. We argue that research 
needs to go beyond describing MSP as a post-political process or as a site 
of politics and power, and that there is a need to develop critical MSP social 
science research that can offer avenues to recapture MSP radical potential. 
We believe this can be achieved by in-depth research into how objectives 
for MSP initiatives are negotiated in a seemingly non-political manner. 
Framing MSP as a boundary object around and through which stakehold-
ers negotiate may offer some insight into this process. We also argue that 
there needs to be a greater understanding about the use of power and 
knowledge within MSP processes. Here we argue that there is a need to go 
beyond identifying how power operates and that there needs to be an 
exploration of more democratic forms of knowledge production within 
MSP processes.
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1  Introduction: Why Participation and How 
Much

Marine/maritime spatial planning (MSP) is increasingly popular as an 
approach to address conflicts of use in the marine environment and to pro-
mote environmental sustainability and blue growth. How and why to involve 
marine users and society at large is a topic of debate among researchers (see 
also Chaps. 8, 9 and 13 in this book), but also a concern for practitioners and 
decision-makers tasked with implementing MSP.
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Policy documents, such as e.g. global guidelines by the Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission (IOC)1, by the  European Union (EU),2 and 
national legislation, require the involvement of stakeholders and civil society 
in MSP. This resonates with a larger scale paradigm shift of the last decades 
from government to governance, understood here as the involvement of soci-
etal actors, in various related fields including planning (e.g. Stoker 1998; Selle 
1996; Fainstein and Fainstein 1996; Sandercock 1998). Nature conservation 
and natural resource and environmental management have witnessed a simi-
lar shift, expressed for example in the discussion on co-management, Agenda 
21, Integrated Coastal Zone Management or the Ecosystem Approach (e.g. 
Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004; NRC 2008). In recent years, a wide range of 
guidelines on stakeholder involvement in MSP has become available, often 
resulting from European projects on MSP,3 which emphasise stakeholder 
involvement and technical advice as a key to success. However, very few of 
these project-based documents provide advice that is directly applicable in the 
more statutory contexts in which MSP in implemented.

Despite the generally greater routine in public participation (Quick and 
Bryson 2016; Bryson et al. 2012; Bingham et al. 2005), the principles and 
methods employed across countries and settings vary considerably. 
Participation can be seen as a discrete act or a set of practices with different 
elements, tools and methods used (Quick and Bryson 2016) and can be 
understood as simple provision of information, or deliberation or collabora-
tive decision-making. Expected outcomes and benefits of participation are 
also diverse, ranging from more principled benefits (e.g. improving the legiti-
macy of decisions) to more practical benefits (e.g. improving the knowledge 
base for decisions), as well as efficiency gains (e.g. participation in conflict 
prevention). At a more theoretical level, the growing practice of participation 
has given rise to questions regarding the legitimacy and usefulness of partici-
pation, representation and inclusion and the nature and role of different kinds 
of knowledge and expertise. There are recognised challenges in designing 

1 See: http://msp.ioc-unesco.org/ and http://msp.ioc-unesco.org/msp-guides/msp-guides-overview/.
2 EU Directive 2014/89/EU: “Member States shall establish means of public participation by informing 
all interested parties and by consulting the relevant stakeholders and authorities, and the public concerned, at 
an early stage in the development of maritime spatial plans, in accordance with relevant provisions estab-
lished in Union legislation.” (Article 9, Directive 2014/89/EU, our emphasis).
3 See, for example, EU policy initiatives on integrated coastal management and MSP (EC 2002; EC 
2014), EU  financed MSP  projects including a focus on stakeholder involvement (e.g. PartiSEApate, 
Baltic SCOPE, Pan-Baltic SCOPE, SIMCelt, Transboundary Planning in the European Atlantic (TPEA)), 
and the 2018 MSP workshop in Brussels and for the Baltic the HELCOM-VASAB MSP principles 
and guidelines (2010 and 2016).
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 participatory processes “well adapted to their context” (Quick and Bryson 
2016, see also Chap. 13 in this book).

Arguably, MSP is a particularly complex context for participation both 
conceptually and practically. MSP is dealing with what is known as “wicked” 
problems (Rittel and Webber 1973). These are characterised by multiple 
dimensions, cross-boundary issues and ongoing change both in the natural 
environment and in the social sphere. This results in the need to take legiti-
mate decisions within a context of high uncertainty and value conflicts (e.g. 
Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2009). But although meaningful participation is a 
core requirement for MSP, it also needs to be effective, as it is costly in time 
and an effort for both planners and participants.

Presently, institutional systems and practice for MSP are evolving rapidly 
but unevenly (Kull et al. 2017; Janßen et al. 2018). Given the need to develop 
more participatory forms of MSP, it is therefore necessary to outline different 
degrees of participation to see what could, and possibly is being achieved in 
practice. This particularly applies to the transboundary context within which 
MSP is mostly taking place.

This chapter develops a structure for practitioners and researchers to sys-
tematically reflect on participation in MSP in transboundary contexts. It is 
based on the metaphor of “ladders of participation”, which is broadly used to 
conceptualise and evaluate different degrees of participation. First, we analyse 
relevant ladders with the aim to extract key dimensions of participation for 
MSP. We then present current challenges of stakeholder involvement in MSP, 
using recent research from the Baltic Sea area from the projects  BaltSpace 
(Morf et al. forthcoming) and Baltic SCOPE (Kull et  al. 2017). Section 4 
develops a ladder-based conceptual framework that could help assess to what 
degree various ambitions of participation are being achieved. We then con-
clude how the ladder could be developed further to assist a more systematic 
evaluation and learning for developing participation in cross-border MSP.

2  Ladders of Participation and Their Relevance 
for MSP

2.1  Examples of Ladder Metaphors

During almost five decades, scholars and practitioners in various fields have 
used ladders, stairways and other metaphors to describe and assess the degree 
of power sharing, interaction and inclusiveness in planning and  environmental 
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management. Following on from the classic example of Arnstein (1969), the 
concept has also been applied to MSP, such as the ladder by Kidd and 
McGowan (2013) or the PartiSEApate handbook (Matczak et al. 2014) to 
characterise the intensity of transboundary collaboration. Reed (2008, 
p. 2419), analysing participation typologies in environmental management, 
distinguishes four types of approaches to analysing participation based on the 
following dimensions:

 a. different degrees of participation on a continuum (ladder types);
 b. the nature of participation, identified by the direction of communication 

flows;
 c. theory, distinguishing between normative and/or pragmatic participation; 

and
 d. the objectives of participation (e.g. research or development-driven, plan-

ner or people-centred, diagnostic and learning-centred).

In order to identify suitable starting points for MSP, we review a selection 
of relevant ladders and related metaphors (Table  10.1), highlighting their 
conceptual development over time. Our selection focuses mostly on types (a) 
and (b), but not exclusively so. The table contains a short description of the 
ladders, extracting key dimensions that also seem important for MSP.

Our chosen starting point in the chronological list is the ladder by Arnstein 
(1969), which laid the groundwork for many later ladders or similar meta-
phors. It considers participation mostly from the perspective of power and 
interaction, starting from what can be called the “dark” side of planning, 
ascending towards increasing inclusion. The most basic distinctions are non- 
participation (unable to have a say but being treated or even manipulated into 
something), tokenism (receiving something but not necessarily exerting influ-
ence, described as informing, consulting, placation) and citizen power (imply-
ing real influence, by inclusion in a partnership, having power delegated or 
being in full control). One problem is that Arnstein’s ladder appears to be 
one-dimensional, but it actually blends the power dimension with methods 
and functions of participation as well as a value judgement, considering the 
higher steps on the ladder more desirable. The “dark” side may also be over- 
emphasised: information and consultation may in fact be a more neutral way 
of interaction between authorities and citizens rather than necessarily 
tokenistic.

The perspective of power and the ability to influence decisions has remained 
central in subsequent ladders such as those of Pretty (1995) and Selle (1996). 
Selle uses the metaphor of a stairway of participation in planning, where the 
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Author, 
title/
metaphor 

Main content Key dimensions of participation raised

Ladders Urban / land planning

Arnstein 
1969
“A Ladder of
Citizen
Participation”

“Classic” ladder with eight rungs  ranging
from two types of non-participation (1. 
manipulation, 2. therapy), to graded 
tokenism (3. informing, 4. consultation, 5. 
placation), to three degrees of citizen 
power (6. partnership, 7. delegated power, 
8. citizen control) (our numbering).

• Power: unequally distributed in planning.
• Need to empower and include citizens in 

planning. 
• Forms of participation (including valuation).
• Dark side and misuse of participation 

processes (placation, manipulation, 
tokenism).

Selle 1996
Stairway of 
participation 
in planning 

Stairway of four steps building on each other, 
also mirroring a shift in participation 
paradigms over decades: 
1. Information of affected (1960s);
2. Information of general public (1970s); 
3. Activating participation (1980s);
4. Collaborative participation (1990s).

• Purposes of participation.
• Degrees and forms of involvement in terms 

of power sharing.
• Complementary steps: all steps are 

necessary, may differ in terms of target 
group and timing during a planning process.

• Development over time and paradigm shift.

Development
Pretty 1995
“A Typology 
of partici-
pation: 
How people 
participate in 
development 
programs 
and 
projects”

Seven degrees of people’s involvement in
development project work:
1. Manipulative participation (pretence);
2. Passive participation (being told what has 
been decided or already happened);
3. Participation by consultation;
4. Participation for material incentives 
(content decided externally);
5. Functional participation (interactive, 
shared decision-making, but major 
decisions already taken externally);
6. Interactive participation (joint analysis, 
participation as a right and not just a means
to achieving project goals, more control over 
resources and outcomes);
7. Self-mobilisation (initiative independent 
from external institutions, taking advice, full 
control over use of resources).

• Power and purposes of participation
• Roles and activities
• Local knowledge
• Power and empowerment

Beyond Climate change adaptation
simple
ladders

Collins & 
Ison 2009
“Jumping off 
Arnstein’s 
ladder: 
Social 
Learning as 
new policy 
paradigm”

Four embedded ovoids connected in one
place instead of a ladder from smaller
innermost to larger encompassing: 
1. Information 
2. Consultation
3. Participation 
4. Social learning.
(our numbering)

• (Social) learning: need to think in terms of 
open communication and learning of larger 
groups, governance systems or whole 
societies.

• Participation is not just about more power
and authority.

• No linear relation or hierarchy between 
levels of participation.

• Change over time of policy problems, roles 
and responsibilities, requiring flexible 
structures and learning processes.

(continued)

Table 10.1 Participation ladders and related metaphors and important dimensions 
raised
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Rights and roles (decision, use, ownership) 
in relation to sustainable resource 
management: multiple forms of graded 
property and use rights in relation to natural 
resources, including communal 
management.
Local and scientific knowledge need to be 
combined for efficient management.
Need for central government-based and 
community-based resource management to 
meet and interact (delegation, self-
management). Both can need each other –
for various reasons (support, knowledge, 
acceptance, legitimacy, long-term 
commitment to sustainable resource use).
Embedded systems of management require 
organisational cross-communication
(Carlsson & Berkes 2005): exchange system -
joint organisations - nested system.
Turn to adaptive co-management after 2008 
adds a time and larger scale learning 
dimension, with emphasis on knowledge 
generation and exchange, individual and 
organisational and social learning, evolving 
management arrangements and adaptive
management (Berkes 2009).

Level of power sharing (steps of ladder/from 
management to governance): Arnstein’s 
original ladder lies across within moderately 
structured problems: the lower end on the 
low-trust side with zero-loop learning and 
low problem-solving and the higher end on 
high-trust side with double-loop learning 
and high problem-solving.
Type of policy problems: MSP development 
at present and strategic MSP problems 
reside most likely in the quadrants three 
and four, implying disagreement in 
knowledge and values.
Nature of learning in relation to the 
problems, from zero to triple-loop learning, 
requires adaptive management/governance.
Trust is important and related to interaction
and learning.

Merging and
meeting
ladders

Natural resource management & planning

Berkes 1994
Levels of co-
management
in fisheries
Pomeroy & 
Berkes 1997
“A hierarchy 
of co-mana-
gement 
arrangements”
Carlsson & 
Berkes 2005 
Berkes 2009
“Evolution of 
co-
management:
the role of 
knowledge 
generation, 
bridging 
organisations
and social 
learning”

Seven levels of co-management (from
bottom to top, our numbering): 
1. Informing (community informed about 
decisions already made);
2. Consultation (start of face-to-face 
contact, community input heard, but not 
necessarily heeded);
3. Co-operation (community starts to have 
input into management, e.g. use of local 
knowledge, research assistants);
4. Communication (start of two-way 
information exchange; local concerns begin 
to enter management plans),  (divided in 
two in Pomeroy & Berkes 1997:
4. Communication, 5. Information exchange)
5.(6) Advisory Committees (partnership in 
decision-making starts; joint action on 
common objectives);
6. (7) Management Boards (community is 
given opportunity to participate in 
developing and implementing management 
plans);
7. (8) Partnership/Community Control 
(partnership of equals; joint decision-
making institutionalised, power delegated 
to community where feasible);
9. Inter-area coordination (geographical 

•

•

•

•

•

expansion) (Pomeroy & Berkes 1997)
Hurlbert & 
Gupta 2015 
“The split 
ladder of 
participation”

see Fig. 1

A split, X or H-shaped ladder with the two 
rungs of information and consultation (inclu-
ding testing of ideas and seeking advice) as 
connecting middle rungs. Arnstein’s ladder 
is extended, using a clear analytical 
structure. The ladder is formed around four 
logically connected main dimensions: 
a. the type of problems to be addressed in 
relation to agreement on values and 
agreement/certainty on knowledge, 
b. the level of learning needed, 
c. the level of trust, and 
d. the level of power sharing (management 
or governance). 
The ladder extends upward over 8-9 
degrees of power sharing and left and right 
in relation to the level of trust and problem 
solving. The lower rungs indicate low 
participation, the higher ones high 
participation. The left side implies low trust 
and low problem solving and the right side 
high trust and problem solving. 
For details, see Fig. 10.1 and text. 

•

•

•

•

(continued)

Table 10.1 (continued)
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bottom steps of information and consultation are seen as complementary and 
rights based. He also suggests that citizen participation has developed over 
time towards increasingly inclusive and interactive forms, while the bottom 
steps remain significant as a base. Collins and Ison (2009) add the dimension 
of learning, emphasising the need to think in terms of non-linear power 
and open communication and learning in larger groups and whole societies.

The natural resource co-management discourse adds further important 
dimensions to the ladders (e.g. Berkes 1994) from the perspective of user 
rights and functions of participation. Their point of departure differs slightly 
and grounds in natural resources and ecosystems. They also highlight the 
knowledge dimension, referring to different types of knowledge situated with 
science and authorities and resource users that need to meet and learning 
through adaptive co-management (Armitage et al. 2008).

Reflection on different dimensions: power, 
partnerships, process of development (and 
need of adaptation), relative formality (less 
formal as less aggressive).
Emphasising development of partnerships 
over time: degree of active interaction and 
delegation of responsibilities for this 
purpose to specific organisations.
Emphasising the need for a mix of different 
stakeholders to interact (including mandated
authorities), focusing on organised actors.
Focus on transboundary collaboration and 
development of organised multi level multi-
actor partnerships supporting MSP, less on 
formally required MSP participation.

Focus is on power sharing and on dialogue
and interaction between different parts of 
society (Government, Industry & Civil 
Society).
A continuum is more likely than ladder. All 
types of interactions may be needed and 
build on each other.
Combining and clarifying dimensions 
through triangles (who interacts with 
whom), direction of interaction (arrows), 
quality of interaction (text).
Need to combine top-down and bottom-up 
with users but also cross-level among 
authorities.
Does not address cross-border aspects and 
mandated key stakeholders (those with 
more strongly defined formal rights), and
timing only to some extent.

Ladders of Marine spatial planning

Kidd & 
McGowan 
2013
“A ladder of 
transnationa
l partnership 
working to 
support 
MSP”

The first MSP specific ladder, focusing on 
collaboration across borders and its degree 
of institutionalisation: from less formalised 
(bottom) to increasingly institutionalised 
(top). From bottom (our numbering):
1. Information sharing (building trust, 
understanding and capacity) ;
2. Administration sharing (creating 
collaborative advantages);
3. Agreed joint rules (constituting shared 
rule systems);
4. Combined organisation (changing the 
institutional order);
5. Combined constitution (changing the 
political order).

•

•

•

•

Twomey & 
O’Mahony, 
2018

Four levels of participation (our numbers) 
on a reversed ladder including a triangle 
figure to represent main actor types 

•

Continuum 
of 
Stakeholder
Participation 
in European 
MSP

(government on top, industry and civil society
on the bottom) and connecting arrows: 
1. Informing and awareness raising without 
feedback (one-way process/top-
down/arrows down).
2. Consultation providing feedback through 
statutory process (one-way process/top- 
down/arrows go up).
3. Stakeholder engagement working 
directly with government (two-way 
dialogue/top-down/arrows both ways).
4. Stakeholder collaboration (multi-sector 
dialogue/blend of top-down and bottom- 
up/arrows both ways in triangle) implying 
partnering with government.

•

•

•

•

Table 10.1 (continued)
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Moving towards more recent examples in Table  10.1, ladder metaphors 
gradually become more sophisticated as further dimensions are recognised 
and specified. An important insight is that there is no linear progression 
between different levels of power. Citizen control, for example, is not neces-
sarily the highest goal, as policy problems change and may require different 
levels of participation (Bishop and Davis 2002). Furthermore, as highlighted 
by Collins and Ison (2009), roles and responsibilities—and with them, degrees 
of power—are not absolute but may change during the participation process. 
Power is relational (Dyrberg 1997), circulating through all actors rather than 
distributed in a linear, hierarchical and one-directional manner (Foucault 
1980). These aspects are also important in the context of MSP (see Sect. 4).

A particularly interesting recent ladder of participation is the “split ladder of 
participation”, developed by Hurlbert and Gupta (2015) (see Fig.  10.1). Its 
attraction lies in its multidimensionality, bringing together many dimensions 
developed in earlier ladders, including power sharing, problem structure and 
learning. The ladder consists of four quadrants and four “pull factors”. The lower 
quadrants (1 and 2) imply low participation and adaptive management, the 
higher ones (3 and 4) high participation and adaptive governance. The left-hand 
quadrants represent low trust and problem-solving capacity, the right-hand 
quadrants high trust and problem-solving capacity. Each quadrant is further 

Low trust
Low problem solving

High trust
High problem solving

Quadrant 4 Quadrant 3
Unstructured problems
Dialogue and discourse
Triple loop learning

High participation
Adaptive Governance

Moderately structured problems
Values or science

Double loop learning
9. Self management

8. Consensus may be out of reach 8. Achieve consensus
7. Debate on different values 7. Seek consensus
6. Discuss different perspectives 6. Increasing citizen power

Low trust 5. Consult, test ideas, seek advice High trust
Low problem solving 4. Information High problem solving 

3. Placation 3. Educate (by experts)
2. Therapy 2. Delegated power (to experts)
1. Manipulation 1. Take decisions (by experts)
Moderately structured problems
Values or science
Zero loop learning

Low Participation
Adaptive Management

Structured problems
Technocratic policy making

Single loop learning
Quadrant 1 Quadrant 2

Fig. 10.1 The split ladder of participation (Source: Hurlbert and Gupta 2015, p. 105, 
adapted)
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defined by the structure of problems, dialogue and discourse, and types of learn-
ing. The force of the arrows thus pulls the ladder apart into specific expressions 
of participation. We illustrate the quadrants with examples from MSP.

 1. The lower left-hand quadrant covers moderately structured problems with 
disagreement on values or knowledge, low trust and zero-loop learning of 
both planners and society. This results in low problem-solving, described in 
the ladder as manipulation, placation and information. Examples could be 
controversial top-down planning of risk-filled infrastructure or “old style” 
conservation and resource management meeting resistance with resource 
users (e.g. fishers).

 2. The lower right-hand quadrant covers structured problems (implying 
agreement on problems and solutions) and technocratic policymaking, 
with high trust and single-loop learning. This results in little participation 
but a high capacity in expert-led problem-solving (educate, delegated 
power, take decisions). Examples could be construction permits with 
moderate negative impacts, in situations without major value conflicts, 
where standard procedures work well, so decisions can in fact be dele-
gated to experts, implying single loop learning in content by experts and 
public.

 3. The higher right-hand quadrant encompasses moderately structured prob-
lems (implying disagreement on values or knowledge), high levels of trust 
and double-loop learning. This results in high problem-solving capacity 
(consult, test ideas, seek advice, increase citizen power, seek consensus, 
achieve consensus, self-management). Examples are comprehensive marine 
or coastal planning with value conflicts, adaptive co-management and 
community-based resource management.  Double loop learning by 
 questioning basic values and goals may be needed to address inherent 
conflicts.

 4. The higher left-hand quadrant contains the unstructured problems (imply-
ing high disagreement with respect to knowledge and values), low trust and 
a need for triple-loop learning. This results in low problem-solving capacity, 
with the rungs of consulting, testing ideas and seeking advice the same as in 
the previous quadrant, but consensus here may be out of reach. Examples 
here are how to adapt coasts to climate change, including uses that are not 
yet well established in MSP and whose consequences are still unknown, and 
possibly also cross-border planning. Presently, triple loop learning through 
reflection about the process and inherent learning is highly necessary and 
apparently under way, especially in transboundary MSP.
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2.2  Elements with Relevance to MSP

From the ladders and metaphors presented, we consider the following to rep-
resent key dimensions in analysing and discussing participation in MSP:

• Problem type and related learning: dealing with more or less wicked prob-
lems with knowledge gaps and value conflicts, requiring more or less direct 
interaction and learning across sectors and levels by individuals, groups, 
organisations and societies (Collins & Ison)—from zero- to double- to 
triple-loop learning depending on the type of problems to be addressed 
(Hurlbert & Gupta).

• Trust as promoted by the quality of the process in terms of openness, trans-
parency, legitimacy (ibid.) and the need to interact between different 
groups (Twomey and O’Mahony 2018).

• The degree of power sharing between those in charge (all ladders) and those 
participating, depending on roles which may change over time (co- 
management discourse).

• Functions and objectives of participation (co-management discourse).

Important dimensions that are not captured sufficiently in the above and 
need to be added to the metaphors are:

• the timing of participation at different stages of MSP and
• the spatial context of participation: local, national, transboundary or cross- 

cutting (Kidd & McGowan). This aspect is particularly important in trans-
boundary settings where cross-border participation may be required. 

The following section illustrates  the importance of these dimensions by 
referring to the Baltic Sea perspective.

3  Participation in Transboundary MSP: 
Conditions and Challenges in the Baltic Sea

The Baltic Sea region (BSR) can be seen as pioneering in institutionalising 
high level cross-border collaboration on the environment (Helsinki 
Commission [HELCOM]4) and planning (Vision and Strategies Around the 

4 HELCOM (Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission—Helsinki Commission) is the gov-
erning body of the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area 
(www.helcom.fi).
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Baltic Sea [VASAB]5), including a common MSP Working Group (cf. Kidd 
and McGowan 2013; Zaucha 2014a). The last decade has seen a chain of 
transdisciplinary cross-border research and development projects on MSP in 
the BSR (for a summary, see Zaucha 2014b), where scientists and practitioners 
have been working together to understand problems and develop practice. A 
rapid process of institutionalisation of MSP is under way, driven both by plan-
ning and coordination needs and the EU’s MSP Directive (Zaucha 2014a); 
this encompasses countries at very different stages of MSP development.

In relation to participation, two out of ten soft-law joint HELCOM- 
VASAB MSP principles refer to public participation: (1) Principle 5: 
Participation and Transparency and (2) Principle 7: Transnational coordina-
tion and consultation (HELCOM-VASAB MSP  WG 2010). Principle 5 
states that relevant authorities and stakeholders, including coastal municipali-
ties and national and regional bodies, should be involved in MSP initiatives as 
early as possible and that public participation should be secured. Principle 7 
calls for a Baltic Sea perspective in MSP, pan-Baltic dialogue in developing mar-
itime spatial plans and consultation between the BSR countries and the EU 
(HELCOM-VASAB MSP WG 2010, our emphasis). The related guideline on 
transboundary consultations, public participation and co-operation 
(HELCOM-VASAB n.d.) specifies a number of principles departing mainly 
from an instrumental perspective on participation. Public participation—as 
defined by these guidelines—should aim to increase quality and acceptance of 
the public decisions and reduce tensions and disputes over the marine space 
and marine resources (HELCOM-VASAB n.d.).

However, when translating such general principles into concrete policy 
processes for the BSR, it becomes apparent that concepts such as “stake-
holder”, “participation” and “MSP” might not mean the same in each country 
(Kull et  al. 2017). Moreover, the awareness of related problems may vary 
between countries, sectors and levels (Kull et al. 2017; Morf et al. forthcom-
ing). Although collaboration in the BSR scores high on the collaboration lad-
der by Kidd and McGowan (2013), stakeholder involvement on a pan-Baltic 
level has so far tended to be formalist, and it can be difficult for new stake-
holders to enter the process (Janßen et al. 2018).

Based on Janßen et al. (2018), Kull et al. (2017), and Morf et al. (forth-
coming), the major obstacles and challenges in  stakeholder involvement 
across borders in the BSR include:

5 VASAB (Visions And Strategies Around the Baltic Sea) is an intergovernmental multilateral co- operation 
of 11 countries of the Baltic Sea Region in spatial planning and development (www.vasab.org).
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 1. Differences in design for participation and in understanding of stakeholders’ 
engagement  across borders. Institutional differences concerning roles and 
responsibilities in MSP are important when there is a need to collaborate 
with corresponding authorities or other stakeholders in another juridical 
system. Both planners and participants need to recognise how MSP oper-
ates in the other country, who to ask for information and how to contact a 
particular type of stakeholder. Governance structures for implementing 
MSP in the BSR countries vary both vertically (what level of governance is 
responsible for MSP) and horizontally (what thematic agency or ministry 
is responsible6). Moreover, learning about MSP in other countries takes 
time and requires financial and other resources. Last but not least, building 
trust between parties in various countries takes time too.

 2.  Limited time and resources of both planners and participants. Stakeholder 
participation is usually a lengthy process, and it can be difficult to keep 
participants engaged. The main challenges on the participants’ side are loss 
of interest (especially if participation in MSP is not considered beneficial 
initially) and limited personnel and funds. On the planners’ side, time and 
resources are often not available to develop frameworks to support trans-
boundary collaboration and create the networks between planners and 
other civil servants. Moreover, language differences can impact the process 
in terms of costs and time (translation and interpretation).

 3. Different timing and time horizons for MSP across borders. MSP is not syn-
chronised across borders, which impacts stakeholders’ awareness and moti-
vation to participate. For example, stakeholders in a country where the 
process has just started might not have enough knowledge and capacity to 
meaningfully participate in cross-border proceedings, compared to stake-
holders in a country with a more advanced process.

 4. Stakeholders’ understanding of MSP and their roles in MSP. MSP is still a 
new process and many potential stakeholders are unaware of clear benefits 
of involvement. There are few capacity-building initiatives to facilitate and 
empower meaningful stakeholder participation. Stakeholders may have 
wrong expectations of MSP, risking disappointment in the  process, its 
legitimacy and outcomes.

6 In Latvia MSP is supervised by the Ministry of Environment and Regional Development, while in 
Estonia the Ministry of Finance is in charge. In Germany the responsibility is delegated to the Federal 
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (part of the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure), 
while in Sweden it is the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management (under the Ministry of 
Environment and Energy) and in Denmark the Danish Maritime Agency (under the Ministry of Business 
and Growth).
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 5. Difficulties to involve certain  types of stakeholders. Although many stake-
holders initially do not see many benefits of participating in MSP, some 
groups appear to be especially difficult to mobilise at present: regional and 
local authorities (especially politicians), highly differentiated sectors (e.g. 
tourism), sectors with little trust in MSP (often the fisheries sector), and 
the general public.

Both the BaltSpace and the Baltic SCOPE projects include evidence of 
multilevel governance issues. There is a need to think in terms of multilevel 
governance and related challenges (Marks 1993; Hooghe and Marks 2003; 
Jessop 2003; Piattoni 2010; Kull 2014),7 as MSP has to reach across jurisdic-
tional boundaries and administrative levels and include non-governmental 
actors. According to legislation, MSP is a top-down exercise; at the same time, 
it has to rely on endogenous, place-based knowledge and needs to include the 
corresponding knowledge bearers.

Summing up, with MSP at an initial stage of development in the BSR, 
there is a need to (1) raise awareness and understanding among marine users, 
authority stakeholders and the public at large; (2) develop capacity for 
 participatory processes among responsible authorities and stakeholders; (3) 
develop a better understanding of MSP processes in various BSR countries 
and (4) evaluate and compare MSP settings and processes across borders. A 
framework to systematically and group specifically analyse participation in 
MSP in transboundary settings can be useful to develop participation further, 
also in national contexts.

4  Towards a Framework for Analysing 
Participation in MSP in Transboundary 
Settings

Based on the earlier theoretical analysis and the current situation in the Baltic, 
we now move towards a framework that could be used to analyse and develop 
participation in MSP in transboundary settings. We suggest the following 
dimensions for consideration in such a framework:

 (1) reasons and purpose of involvement (why);
 (2) depth and breadth of involvement (who);

7 For example, coordination challenges (e.g. Bache et al. 2012; Kull and Tatar 2015) which require careful 
consideration of how, why and when to include different types of actors.
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 (3) intensity of involvement and influence in relation to roles (how much); 
and

 (4) methods, timing and frequency of involvement (how, when, how often).

4.1  Reasons and Purpose of Involvement

As set out above, it is crucial for the organisers of the MSP processes to better 
understand various purposes and forms of stakeholder participation. Only 
when the objectives are clearly defined is it possible to decide who should be 
involved in the process and what tools would best facilitate this involvement 
(e.g., Reed 2008; NRC 2008). The answer to “why” thus influences “who” 
and “what”; answering all three is necessary for MSP that is legitimate, widely 
accepted, open to community and sector values and priorities, and empower-
ing to the whole spectrum of stakeholders.

Purpose-wise, there are two main types of participation: instrumental and 
transformative. Instrumental participation in MSP aims to enhance the effi-
ciency of the planning processes and their outcomes through proportionate 
allocation of marine space or other marine resources and mitigation of exist-
ing or foreseen conflicts (Stirling 2008). Transformative participation focuses 
on the process of public communication and reasoning, so that the outcomes 
of the process are relatively less important compared to giving a voice to soci-
ety. Transformative participation aims to involve all interested and affected 
groups and individuals and often attempts to challenge existing relations of 
power (Jansen et al. 1998; NRC 2008; Stirling 2008).

Both types of participation have to fulfil three basic functions (1) improv-
ing the quality of decisions and plans, (2) enhancing legitimacy and (3) capac-
ity building (NRC 2008). Evidently, (1) is vital for instrumental, while (2) 
and (3) are central for transformative participation.

Importantly, the purpose of participation and the expectations of planners 
and stakeholders can change throughout a planning process, requiring the 
who and the how to be adapted as well.

4.2  Depth and Breadth of Involvement

Participants in MSP are usually persons, organisations and groups affected by 
the plan. Apart from breadth and depth, it is also the interrelationships among 
participants and in relation to the plan that matter.
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Empirical results from the Baltic indicate many different types of stake-
holders and a need for a highly differentiated approach to different groups 
and subgroups (Morf et al. forthcoming). Based on roles and needs at least 
four main groups need to be involved: (1) authority stakeholders from differ-
ent levels (often with special mandates and rights), (2) specific stakeholder or 
user groups related to marine interests, (3) the public at large (a diffuse group, 
but usually with participatory rights) and (4) stakeholders from across the 
border (where rights and mandates are less clear). Even within one user group 
there can be considerable variety (e.g. fishers: vessel size, target species, gear 
types, harbours), and views and needs can differ considerably. Planners there-
fore need to avoid over-simplification.

These different types of participants have varying positions, interests, values 
and basic needs to account for—with the latter important for long-term con-
flict management but often difficult to address (see Morf 2006). Double- and 
possibly triple-loop learning8 is required across groups. For this to take place 
on equal terms, differences in power need to be taken account of, resulting in 
a differentiated approach to awareness raising, empowerment and  participation 
methods. Lastly, political decision-makers still need to be mobilised and 
involved more, as they play important roles both for legitimacy and to dis-
patch the necessary resources for MSP.

4.3  Intensity of Involvement and Influence in Relation 
to Roles

In terms of how much influence is exerted by different stakeholders, it is 
important to consider direct and indirect representation and who has what 
mandate. MSP processes imply both representative and direct participation of 
stakeholders (e.g. participation by writing letters or coming to a hearing). For 
efficiency reasons, however, also in the Baltic, often only representatives of 
important stakeholders are actively invited to more interactive forms (e.g. 
advisory boards, steering groups, workshops).

Questions regarding representation need to be linked to consideration of 
the intensity of involvement and the influence that can and should be exerted 
by different stakeholders. Not everybody needs to have decision-making 
power about everything for a process to be considered legitimate and leading 

8 Double-loop learning questions views and goals and leads to different ways of framing a situation (ques-
tioning the rules and thinking out of the box). Triple-loop learning asks questions about how we learn, 
for example, by discussing the dynamics of a meeting, what learning was produced and how it was pro-
duced, see also Hurlbert and Gupta (2015).
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to well-informed decisions. Equally, not everyone may need to be involved at 
the same level of intensity at all times. MSP often includes a mix of different 
forms and intensities of participation depending on the situation, the purpose 
of the process, and the needs of the actors involved. Moreover, the distribu-
tion of responsibilities and roles varies, impacting on the influence partici-
pants can have on process and outcomes. Often, actors with formal roles have 
more influence than others (such as veto rights); it is common that planning 
authorities are orchestrating participation and have both facilitator and 
decision- making roles based on sector-specific legislation.

The setting also influences possibilities for exerting influence: In trans-
boundary MSP, participation is likely to be less intense and influential than 
what might be possible in domestic processes. Involvement are more likely to 
be less interactive and on a strategic level rather than affecting operational 
planning content.

Overall, participants’ activities could include (1) contributing to problem 
definition and conflict mapping, (2) providing knowledge for creating plan-
ning evidence, (3) proposals/views on how and when to use certain areas, (4) 
proposals/views on what needs to be protected and how, (5) proposals on how 
the own user group could contribute to the implementation of the plan, (6) 
contributions to monitoring and evaluation and (7) criticising and giving 
input on the process and actively contributing to making it more inclusive 
and transparent. Unless stakeholders are involved at an early stage of a plan-
ning process, or the whole process is open and reactive to their input, there is 
a risk that stakeholder participation is limited to basic instrumental (or even 
functional/tokenist) purposes.

4.4  Facilitating Participation

In addition to the principles set out above, methods of facilitating participa-
tion are an important added consideration. Currently, there is no standardised 
procedure helping planners to select suitable participation techniques (Luyet 
et al. 2012). Planners will usually need to follow existing legislation and con-
sider other factors, such as available resources, including time, facilitation 
experience and capacity of both the planning team and participants. They also 
need to take into account the differences in knowledge, formal education and 
social status, cultural and social norms, experiences in similar managerial ini-
tiatives, history of relationships and power disparities (Rowe and Frewer 
2000; NRC 2008; Luyet et al. 2012). Usually, whoever designs the process 
(perhaps with the help of experts) defines the necessary degree of involvement 
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based on their knowledge, experience, feelings or expectations (Daniels et al. 
1996).

There are numerous methods and techniques to stimulate interactions 
between planners, authorities and stakeholders. Public participation methods 
include (1) formalised approaches, such as referenda, public hearings, presen-
tations, questionnaires and surveys, and periods for comments; (2) more col-
laborative approaches, like citizen panels, advisory committees, citizen juries, 
multicriteria analysis, cognitive maps or online deliberations and (3) tech-
niques for which high engagement is central, such as joint fact-finding, policy 
dialogues, negotiated rulemaking, community partnerships or consensus con-
ferences (Rowe and Frewer 2000; Lynam et al. 2007; NRC 2008; Luyet et al. 
2012). None of these methods are by definition better than the other, although 
of course some are more suitable for specific positions on the MSP participa-
tion ladder. The assessment or usefulness of these tools depends on the process 
evaluation criteria (Rowe and Frewer 2000; Oels 2006; Blackstock et al. 2007; 
Luyet et al. 2012), which in turn are dependent on the formulation of policy 
and participation goals.

4.5  Towards a Combined Ladder of Participation in MSP

Based on the previous sections, we now present a combined ladder to analyse 
participation in transboundary MSP contexts (Table 10.2). Many dimensions 
could have been included, resulting in very complex constructs. To keep the 
framework simple, our focus is on elements that can readily be observed. We 
concentrate on (1) the degree of power sharing (visible, e.g. in the distribution 
of formal and informal roles), (2) the intensity of communication and learn-
ing (e.g. one-way or two-way, listening and acknowledging and the potential 
for double and triple loop learning) and (3) responsibilities for concrete plan-
ning and management tasks (functions). All three increase from the bottom 
to the top tiers of the ladder. These dimensions are necessarily interlinked and 
can vary depending on each MSP context. In principle, each step on the lad-
der could also be associated with a number of techniques for participation, 
depending on the desired purpose and type of communication and learning 
(not presented in detail here). We also formulate our ladder to reflect the con-
text of current MSP constraints—for example, legal requirements that 
demand a dedicated authority formally in charge of the MSP process.

The ladder is structured along the degree of influence that can be exerted 
and includes the intensity of communication and responsibilities (left-hand 
column). The other two columns specify what this implies from the perspec-
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tive of responsible authorities and participants. The term “ladder” should not 
be understood as linear, nor does it imply that one step is seen as superior over 
another. Rather, different steps might be complementary or need to differ 
based on the specific planning stage and context.

Lastly, the ladder should really be understood as three-dimensional, as the 
steps in italics are not part of the power dimension (based on specified roles) 
but belong to a more open and concurrent interaction and deliberation dimen-
sion with more shifting roles that can be imagined as superimposed on the 
power dimension. We also emphasise that this ladder does not include the 
“dark” or manipulative or technocratic side of participation.

The provision of information has become a common basic step in national 
and transnational MSP processes, expected both by authorities and by stake-
holders. Usually, the process is directed by the authorities in terms of both 
content and spread. Rather than information as such, the issue is whether the 
information reaches all relevant stakeholders. This is a particular concern in 
early stage MSP and especially in transboundary MSP when awareness of 
MSP and its requirements is still limited. Language can act as an added bar-
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Influence (characteristics) Authorities Participants / interaction among stakeholders

Note: key stakeholders can have special formal 
roles (e.g. veto right, implementation)

Process responsibility  (formal and 
informal, legally based or as
complement, recurrent).

Process leadership partially or 
entirely delegated to participants 
but keeping overall responsibility.

Process leadership to some extent delegated to 
(key) stakeholders, within some type of overall 
mandate/ legislation (e.g. leadership over a local 
process, responsibility within own sector).

Decision-making (formal, legally based 
or as complement, recurrent or at 
pre-defined stages).

Process in hands of 
authority/political or
decision-making/break-off right.
Decisions have to be followed.

Veto right/right to vote/break-off point in relation 
to specific items defined by authority/legislation.

Collaboration (on planning process, 
concrete tasks, partially informal, 
recurrent, depending on activities).

Process and decision-making in 
principle in the hands of 
authority. Consensus and needs-
based collaboration.

Collaboration on tasks defined together, based on 
consensus and available resources or voluntary 
contributions based on invitation by the authority 
in charge.

Right to contribute to the definition of activities.

Deliberation: dialogue & learning 
(partially informal, requires openness, 
recurrent interaction and mutual 
accommodation).

Mutual exchange and learning, 
recurrent. Authority keeps power 
to adapt process and content, 
without formal obligation to 
accommodate insights.

Mutual exchange and learning, without formal 
obligation for neither part to take in and 
accommodate lessons learnt. 

Right to have a say and be listened to.

Consultation (legally based, two-way). Obligation to listen. 

Keeps all other rights related to 
structure and content of planning 
process.

Active participation.

Right to provide views and be listened to.

Information (legally based, one-way). Obligation to inform. 

Keeps all rights related to process 
and content of planning.

Passive participation.

Right to be informed about issues and process and 
decisions.

Table 10.2 A ladder or stairway of MSP participation. Steps build on each other and do 
not reflect the “dark” manipulative and technocratic sides of participation
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rier: Examples from the Baltic (e.g. Germany and Poland) highlight a need to 
translate plans into other languages and to find ways of approaching stake-
holders in the other country.

Consultation has also become a standard feature of MSP in most countries 
due to legal requirements. Typical examples are the consultation processes 
recently carried out on draft MSP plans in Germany, Poland and other Baltic 
countries, involving varying ranges of stakeholders. For authorities, this brings 
with it the obligation to take into account the views put forward by stake-
holders, while stakeholders have a right to be listened to. The planning pro-
cess itself, however, including authority over content and structure, is still in 
the hands of the authority.

Deliberation broadens the scope of consultation and any subsequent steps 
on the ladder, although the authority retains the power to adapt the process 
and content of MSP.  There is no formal obligation to accommodate any 
insights gained from deliberation. This step is, therefore, not directly related 
to power but more to the degree of interaction between stakeholders and 
opportunities offered for mutual learning. An example from the Baltic are 
stakeholder workshops organised in Latvia and Lithuania as part of MSP pilot 
projects, which were an opportunity for different stakeholder groups to meet 
and exchange views to be fed back into the MSP process.

Collaboration, like deliberation, is more related to the degree of interaction 
(and functions of participation), although power is shifting. The power over 
the process remains in the hands of the authority in charge, but participants 
may have a right to contribute to defining activities, at least during some 
stages of the process. Collaboration can be formal or informal and is usually 
based on available resources or voluntary contributions made on the invita-
tion of the authority in charge (e.g. with limited planning resources, Denmark 
might need to rely on this).

Decision-making is another form of engagement, where the process is in the 
hands of the authority but there is a veto right for stakeholders. This gives 
stakeholders the power to break off a process, albeit still in line with a frame-
work set out by the authority or legislation. For example, in Poland and 
Latvia, municipalities have much stronger rights, which can be used for this 
purpose.

Process responsibility, lastly, implies that process leadership has been partially 
or entirely delegated to participants. The authority retains overall responsibil-
ity for the process as defined by its legal mandate. Here, process leadership 
may be delegated to stakeholders with a particular mandate. Examples can be 
delegated leadership over a local/sector process, such as in nested approaches 
to MSP with national and lower-level plans (e.g. Germany).
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The ladder is designed as an analytical tool that can reveal the position of 
certain processes or stakeholders along the three selected dimensions. As such, 
it does not imply a quality judgement of participation. Each step on the lad-
der has its justifications and none is automatically inferior to another—
although each can be done well and successfully or badly and unsuccessfully.

We note that irrespective of the desired intensity, participation does not 
happen automatically. Even the provision of information requires active and 
target group-specific facilitation. An additional question is therefore what 
methods can be employed to successfully take each desired step. As stated 
above, suitable methods could easily be added to each step of the ladder.

Another aspect that is often overlooked concerns the timing of participa-
tion. If the timing of participation in the planning cycle is bad and the scope 
for stakeholder input is communicated wrongly, even the best participative 
process may not be able to achieve the desired outcomes. For example, the 
kind of input that can be provided by participants and the possibilities to 
affect outcomes usually decrease as planning proceeds. Each row and step on 
the ladder would therefore ideally be complemented further by the aspects of 
methods and timing.

5  Conclusions and Outlook

Based on theoretical reflections and empirical insights from the Baltic Sea, 
this chapter has attempted to distil key dimensions of participation to develop 
a framework for analysing and comparing participation in MSP in trans-
boundary settings. The framework suggested should be understood as com-
plementary to other relevant ladders, namely:

• The split ladder by Hurlbert and Gupta (2015), which can assist overall 
diagnosis, but may be difficult to use for finer analysis in cross-border MSP 
settings.

• The ladder by Kidd and McGowan (2013), which emphasises cross-border 
collaboration but does not explicitly analyse the roles and influence of indi-
vidual stakeholders.

• The ladder by Twomey and O’Mahony (2018) which helps to analyse inter-
action, even if it is less distinctive in relation to rights and roles of specific 
stakeholder types and subgroups.

Testing and further refining of the proposed concept are required to facili-
tate both research-based analysis and practical comparison of participatory 
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approaches. A possible future development might be to design a “climbing 
wall” of parallel  ladders for different types of MSP stakeholders, helping to 
compare the many different dimensions of stakeholder participation in 
MSP.  More work is also required on how to include important time and 
methodological dimensions that have not yet been developed here.

In practice, as MSP in the Exclusive Economic Zone is a top-down exer-
cise, usually mandated at national or regional levels, participation in MSP will 
likely be based on formal components. Still, even highly formal types of par-
ticipation (such as consultation) can benefit from enhanced interaction and 
mutual learning across levels and sectors, illustrated by the dimensions of 
double and triple-loop learning. Moreover, top-down driven processes also 
need to engage with bottom-up processes (e.g. local MSP projects, scenarios, 
mapping exercises), meaning formal approaches need to give room to infor-
mal ones in their process design and vice versa. At the same time, expectation 
management is important, and authorities should be transparent with respect 
to the available headroom in designing and implementing participatory pro-
cesses including rules for decision-making. Here, the ladders could help define 
the respective status of informal and formal processes and set out ways for 
how they could enhance each other.

Cross-border and transboundary MSP implies a need to involve neigh-
bouring authorities in MSP processes, but also non-authority stakeholders 
from adjoining countries. In the BSR at least, processes for doing so have not 
yet been developed; this could be supported by a more analytical use of the 
ladder. The ladder could also be helpful in identifying the current national 
state of play of MSP and—especially in countries where MSP is in the initial 
stages—needs for capacity building and awareness raising. In some countries 
coastal spatial planning has had decades of practice (e.g. Sweden in municipal 
planning, Finnish regional planning or the German Federal States), but, 
unless a way is found to analyse and compare these approaches, available prac-
tices and experiences will not necessarily be easy to incorporate and learn 
from. This does not imply benchmarking, which may be difficult, as MSP is 
multidimensional and different countries have different systems and views of 
participation (e.g. some countries will be striving for more collaborative 
approaches than others). At the same time, cross-comparison and evaluating 
the benefits of different types of participation on the basis of set criteria can 
promote learning from each other. As MSP continues to develop as a new 
professional field, there is a need to remain attentive to the different purposes 
of participation and to make constructive use of analytical dimensions when 
organising and analysing participation in MSP
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Taking Account of Land-Sea Interactions 

in Marine Spatial Planning

Sue Kidd, Hannah Jones, and Stephen Jay

1  Introduction

As the opening chapter in this book reveals, since the first major international 
conference on marine/maritime spatial planning (MSP) organised by the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 2006, 
MSP has emerged as a significant new direction in global governance with 
systems of MSP being established for the first time in coastal states across the 
world. It therefore appears that, for many, MSP is seen as a key mechanism to 
achieve more effective planning and management of human relationships 
with the sea. One of the leading definitions of MSP as ‘a public process of 
analysing and allocating the spatial and temporal distribution of human activ-
ities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic and social objectives that 
have been specified through a political process’ (Ehler and Douvere 2009) 
provides an insight into the nature of these MSP developments which focus 
on improving governance of human activities in the marine environment. 
There is no doubt such efforts are needed not only to respond to growing 
human use of the sea and rising demands on marine space and potential for 
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conflict between different marine activities but also to growing understanding 
of the scale of deterioration in the health of marine ecosystems and its connec-
tion with current patterns of human development. However, while recent 
MSP advances must be welcomed, the purpose of this book is to critically 
reflect on this experience and explore future directions for this embryonic 
form of governance. This chapter does this from a Land-Sea Interaction (LSI) 
perspective and raises questions about the role and limitations of MSP in 
addressing sustainable development of the world’s oceans as many of the issues 
it is concerned with are inextricably connected to activity on the land. The 
chapter starts by identifying LSI considerations that are evident in some of the 
key documents that are guiding the establishment of MSP across the world. It 
then sets out a framework for understanding LSI and explores the different 
dimensions identified with particular reference to examples from European 
experience where LSI issues have become a renewed focus of concern in recent 
times. The chapter ends with an exploration of how LSI matters might inform 
future directions for MSP and may be heralding a new era of Territorial Spatial 
Planning (TSP), which spans both land and sea.

2  LSI and MSP: Directions from International 
Law and Guidance on MSP

A key reference point for all those involved in the development of MSP is the 
1982 United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as this is 
one of the most significant international legal frameworks guiding human 
relations with the world’s oceans (Maes 2008; Soininen and Hassan 2015). A 
reading of UNCLOS from an MSP and LSI perspective provides some inter-
esting insights as it is evident that related considerations permeate key aspects 
of the convention. For example, the economic significance of the sea to land-
ward communities is reflected in the preamble to the document which states 
that the convention aims ‘to contribute to the realization of a just and equi-
table international economic order which takes into account the interests and 
needs of mankind as a whole and, in particular, the special interests and needs 
of developing countries, whether coastal or land-locked’ (United Nations 
General Assembly 1982, preamble). This aim is perhaps reflected most promi-
nently in the sections related to protection of rights of innocent passage for 
ships of all nations. Recognition of key shipping routes and port infrastruc-
ture and the location of other sea uses in a way which is consistent with their 
continuing operation is a central concern for MSP (Nautical Institute and 
World Ocean Council 2013), and its significance cannot be overstated. It is 
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important because over 80 per cent of global trade is carried on board ships 
and seaborne trade is inextricably connected to the activities and well-being of 
the world economy (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
2017) and indeed most aspects of human life in all countries. LSI perspectives 
are also evident in the sections in UNCLOS related to protection and preser-
vation of the marine environment. For example, Article 194 requires states to 
take measures to deal with all sources of pollution of the marine environment 
including those from land-based sources. Many see protection of the marine 
environment as another critical aspect of MSP (Douvere 2008; Foley et al. 
2010; Ehler 2018), but UNCLOS raises interesting questions about the 
nature of MSP’s role and its limitations in dealing with this agenda which 
extends well beyond ocean shores.

It should be noted that UNCLOS predates the development of the modern 
era of MSP which evolved at least in part from experimentation from the 
1970s onwards with Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM sometimes 
called Integrated Coastal Management (ICM)). Its emergence as a significant 
new field of global governance in its own right was reflected in the publication 
in 2009 of a step- by- step guide to MSP by UNESCO (Ehler and Douvere 
2009). This document remains an important global reference point for MSP 
(Ehler 2014; Pınarbaşı et  al. 2017), and it therefore also seems relevant to 
reflect on its mention of LSI issues here. These are first addressed in its discus-
sion of ICZM which it acknowledges played a key part in demonstrating the 
need for integrated planning and management of human relationships with 
the marine environment. However, it notes that ICZM at that point in time 
tended to be focussed on a narrow coastal strip—both landward and seaward—
and rarely extended inland to cover, for example, coastal watersheds or sea-
wards to include all of the territorial seas or Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) 
where significant human interactions also occurred. In contrast to ICZM, the 
guide saw MSP as focusing on the human use of marine spaces and envisaged 
it as ‘the missing piece that can lead to truly integrated planning from coastal 
watersheds to marine ecosystems’ (Ehler and Douvere 2009, p. 21). This line 
of thinking is developed further in the guide’s discussion of MSP and 
Ecosystem-based Management which it described as an integrated approach to 
management that considers the entire ecosystem, including humans with the 
goal being to maintain an ecosystem in a healthy, productive and resilient con-
dition so that it can provide the goods and services humans want and need. In 
this context, attention is drawn to the need to recognise the interconnectedness 
among systems, such as among air, land and sea. In this way, the guide is a use-
ful reminder of early thinking about the scope of MSP with its marine focus 
and its place within a wider governance architecture addressing LSI issues.
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More recently, for countries within the European Union (EU), the 2014 
MSP Directive has become a key document guiding MSP development. It is 
also emerging as a reference point for MSP practice in other parts of the world 
as the European Commission joins forces with UNESCO to promote the roll 
out of MSP process worldwide (UNESCO and European Commission 2017). 
Here too LSI considerations are evident. For example, Article 6 of the Directive 
indicates that one of the minimum requirements of MSP is that LSI should 
be taken into account, while Article 7 says that Member States may achieve 
this through the MSP process itself or by other formal or informal processes, 
such as ICZM in which case, the outcome must be reflected in the maritime 
spatial plans. Beyond this, the Directive is significant in noting that MSP has 
an important role in promoting coherence with other relevant processes 
related to LSI and in this way it establishes a legal basis for MSP authorities to 
make connections inland (EC 2014). It is perhaps for these reasons that 
LSI issues have been a source of much interest in recent MSP discussions 
in Europe which have prompted action across a range of fronts. This chap-
ter draws upon this experience to help develop a closer understanding of 
the connections between LSI, MSP and wider systems of ‘territorial’ 
governance.

3  A Framework for Considering Land-Sea 
Interactions

However, before discussing recent European experience related to LSI, it is 
important to acknowledge that LSI-related work is by no means new or 
indeed unique to this part of the world. One illustration of this is the Land-
Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone (LOICZ) project which was estab-
lished in 1993 as a core element of the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP). This has produced many helpful LSI-related outputs 
over the years (Ramesh et  al. 2015). With an initial focus on the biology, 
chemistry and physics of the coastal zone, it has more recently extended its 
research scope to include social, political and economic sciences to better 
address the human dimensions of LSI. Since 2015, LOICZ has become a core 
project of the new Future Earth initiative under the new name of Future 
Earth Coasts (Future Earth Coasts 2018) and this is likely to be a key point of 
reference for those with an interest in LSI in years to come.

Beyond research associated with the LOICZ project, LSI-related activi-
ties have been longstanding in Europe and an early expression of this was 
also focussed around the coastal zone where interactions are arguably at 
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their most obvious and intense. This took the form of activity related to 
ICZM and included projects which formed part of the EU Demonstration 
Programme on ICZM which ran from 1996 to 1999. This informed the 
development of eight ICZM principles (EC 1999) which at first sight can 
seem surprisingly lacking in specific reference to LSI. However, closer exam-
ination reveals that core areas for LSI consideration are identified including 
interactions within and between natural systems and human activity (e.g. 
Principles 1 and 5) and in governance arrangements—involving relevant 
administrative bodies at different levels (Principle 7) and making use of a 
combination of instruments to facilitate coherence (Principle 8). In this 
way, the ICZM principles mirror to some extent the LSI research areas iden-
tified in the LOICZ programme and seem to confirm these as central aspects 
to consider in scoping LSI concerns. Beyond this however, it is worth noting 
that the ICZM principles set out a number of operational points which also 
seem to be of relevance to those involved in addressing LSI matters. These 
include the need to take a long-term perspective (Principle 2), adopt an 
adaptive management approach (Principle 3), recognise local specificity 
(Principle 4) and involve all parties (Principle 6).

More recently, various EU institutions have supported further investiga-
tion into LSI matters. For example, in 2013, The European Observation 
Network for Territorial Development and Cohesion (ESPON) published the 
findings of its ESaTDOR project which examined territorial development 
opportunities and risks in European Seas (University of Liverpool 2013). 
Through an analysis of EU-wide data sets related to economic activity, energy 
and pipelines and cables, and transport and environment, the study devel-
oped a typology of European maritime regions reflecting the varying intensity 
of LSI. The typology distinguished European Core, Regional Hub, Transition, 
Rural and Wilderness regions (see Fig. 11.1). The study is of interest in setting 
out a methodology to enable comparable analysis of land and sea data and 
using this to identify LSI hotspots and cold spots covering both land and sea 
areas. Equally, some may find helpful its exploration of the potential policy 
implications arising from the definition of maritime regions with different 
levels of LSI intensity.

ESPON is funding a follow-up project on LSI called MSP-LSI, which 
is extending understanding in particular of landward economic linkages of 
key maritime sectors drawing upon the value chain analysis outlined 
below. The project will produce guidelines for both MSP and terrestrial 
planning agencies on how best to manage LSI, The results will be pub-
lished in 2019.
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Fig. 11.1 ESaTDOR (European Seas Territorial Development and Risks) LSI typology of 
European maritime regions. Source: Based on University of Liverpool (2013, p. 6)
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Another strand of LSI-related activity has been supported by DG 
Environment and is reflected in the publication of an LSI guide for MSP (DG 
Environment 2018). This includes a scoping of environmental, socio-eco-
nomic and technical LSI issues in relation to eight key marine development 
sectors: Aquaculture, desalination, fisheries, marine cables and pipelines, min-
erals and mining, ports and shipping, tourism and coastal recreation, and 
offshore energy. It then examines how those engaged in MSP might respond 
to these in various stages of their plan making. In this way, the guide is a help-
ful step forward in operationalising LSI understanding within MSP.

A third area of activity is, however, the main source of discussion in the 
remainder of this chapter, and this relates to work undertaken by the European 
MSP Platform which is supported by DG Mare. This work was prompted by 
the MSP Expert Group which advises the European Commission on the roll 
out of the MSP Directive. In 2017, the expert group identified LSI as an area 
of particular concern for MSP practitioners, and in response, a conference to 
examine MSP and LSIs was held in Malta in June 2017, which was attended 
by over 70 stakeholders from across European seas. This initiative provided a 
valuable forum to discuss current understanding of LSI issues among European 
MSP practitioners.

In preparation for the event, the authors of this chapter developed a frame-
work to examine the topic (European MSP Platform 2017a) (see Fig. 11.2). 
This reflected previous studies and recognised that LSI is a complex phenom-
enon, involving both natural processes across the land-sea interface and the 
interactions with human activities on both land and sea. To address LSI the 
framework proposes that MSP authorities and other stakeholders should, 
first, seek to understand the dynamics involved, and, second, find institu-
tional mechanisms that are most suited to managing LSI within their particu-
lar governance context. The framework acknowledges that there may be a 
range of options available, involving different types and spatial scales of inter-
vention. The different dimensions of the framework are explained below.

3.1  The Dynamics of Land-Sea Interactions

Within the framework, interactions between the land and sea are broadly 
grouped into two categories—bio-geochemical processes and socio-economic 
activities—which are closely interrelated and dynamic in their character and 
expression.

Of the two categories bio-geo-chemical processes in particular have been 
the subject of a significant number of European research projects and associ-
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ated efforts to inform the practices of planning and management stakehold-
ers. One example is work undertaken in relation to Danish Marine Waters in 
response to obligations under the Oslo-Paris (OSPAR) Convention, which 
involved an assessment of factors and parameters that cause, control or 
respond to eutrophication of the sea. This presents in a simple graphic way 
key landward sources of marine pollution (see Ærtebjerg et al. 2003, p. 11).

Another example is the Celtic Seas Partnership LIFE funded project which 
brought together marine and landward stakeholders, governments and the 
scientific community within the Celtic Seas to find workable ways of support-
ing the implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) 
and its ambition to achieve Good Environmental Status of European Seas. 
One of the outputs of this project was a set of guidelines for those engaged in 
terrestrial planning explaining how they might support MSFD efforts. The 
guidelines are useful in providing a simple written account of how landward 
development can impact on the health of the marine environment (University 
of Liverpool 2016a).

For example, they explain that the sea is the major sediment and nutrient 
sink for the land and that pollutants and sediments from land-based activities 
released into water and air are ultimately likely to find their way to the sea, 
creating pressures on the functioning of marine and coastal ecosystems. In 

Fig. 11.2 Framework for addressing LSI.  Source: Based on European MSP Platform 
(2017a)
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terms of the water environment, the guidelines highlight that marine life 
relies on good water quality and habitat integrity to live and function well and 
to provide many of the ecosystem services humans rely on, such as seafood 
and waste regulation. However, marine water quality can be significantly 
affected by the effluents and sediments from land-based sources that reach the 
sea from rivers and direct runoff. Equally, atmospheric emissions (including 
carbon dioxide) from landward activities are a key cause of ocean acidification 
as these get transported over the oceans where they fall with rain into the sea. 
The sea absorbs carbon dioxide, but in the process, this makes the sea more 
acidic. This can have an impact on many animals in the sea which are adapted 
to less acidic conditions. In particular, animals that have shells or external 
skeletons, such as coral reefs, are at risk. This can also impact upon marine 
industries such as shellfish aquaculture.

In addition, the guidelines emphasise that human-induced climate change 
mainly from land-based activity has major implications for marine ecosys-
tems. For example, increased storm activity combined with sea-level rise can 
have important implications for land use due to coastal flooding and erosion. 
At the same time, an increase in sea temperature will affect the natural range 
of species which are adapted to colder or warmer temperatures. The sea level 
will also change, leading to a change in coastal habitats, meaning that current 
intertidal habitats may reduce in extent or be lost and replaced by different 
habitats. Any landward activity that contributes to global warming will there-
fore also have implications for the sea.

Finally, the guidelines note that landward development can result in distur-
bance to and loss of critical coastal and marine habitats which provide many 
services such as regulating coastal erosion, flood protection, food production 
and opportunities for recreation and leisure. They indicate that poorly planned 
coastal development can have direct, indirect and unintentional impacts on 
these natural services, the negative impacts of which can significantly out-
weigh the benefits of the original development.

To assist terrestrial planning stakeholders in assessing the impact of their 
activities on the marine environment, the guidelines include a checklist of 
pressures on marine ecosystems that can arise from landward development, 
which shows how these can impact on different MSFD Good Environmental 
Status descriptors (See Fig. 11.3).

The discussion above provides some examples of the complex interactions 
between bio-geochemical processes and socio-economic activities and their 
impacts on the marine environment. However, in order to develop a rounded 
understanding, the LSI framework indicates that it is also important to exam-
ine relationships from a socio-economic led perspective as well.
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MSFD

Pressure  Descriptor
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(incl. noise)

Abrasion  (physical disturbance to habitats) X X X X

Barrier to species movement X X X

Change in wave exposure (alteration of 
normal regime) X X X X X

Changes in Siltation (above natural levels) X X X X

Electromagnetic changes  X X X X

Emergence regime changes (alteration of 
natural regime) X X X X

Input of organic matter (above natural levels) X X X X X X

Introduction of microbial pathogens (above 
natural levels) X X X X X

Introduction of Non-Indigenous Species and 
Translocations X X X X X X

Introduction of Non-synthetic compounds 
(e.g. heavy metals, oils) (above natural 
levels) 

X X X X X X

Introduction of Radionuclides (above natural 
levels) X X X X X X

Introduction of Synthetic compounds (e.g. 
pesticides, pharmaceuticals) X X X X X X

Introduction of Litter (all types) X X X X X X X

Nitrogen and phosphorus enrichment  X X X X X X

pH changes (alteration of normal pH regime) X X X X X

Salinity changes (alteration of normal salinity 
regime) X X X X X

Habitat change (due to sealing with new 
materials (e.g. concrete) or loss to land (land 
reclaim))

X X X X

-
vesting, loss on cooling inlets)

X X X X

addition of materials onto natural habitat 
where there is change in the properties of 
the habitat but the habitat is not lost) 

X X X

Thermal changes  (alteration of natural 
temperature regime) X X X X X X

Underwater noise (outside of natural levels 
of noise) X X X X

X X X X X X

Emissions (leading to changes in 
environmental drivers like temperature or 
acidity resulting from climate change)

X X X X X X

Fig. 11.3 Land-sea pressure impact matrix. Source: Based on University of Liverpool 
(2016a, p. 16)
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In this respect, the LSI and MSP brochure published by DG Environment 
(DG Environment 2018) provides a helpful reference. For example, its scop-
ing of socio-economic interactions of marine cables and pipeline develop-
ment identifies potential benefits to landward communities in the form of 
employment and income regionally and nationally with respect to direct and 
ancillary activities. However, it also raises questions about potential displace-
ment effects which might have socio-economic consequences. It notes that 
fishing vessels may be excluded from cable corridors or landfall sites or these 
could require changes in fishing activity such as shifts in fishing gear which 
may have negative impacts on landings, fishermen’s income, jobs and fishing 
communities. A similar socio-economic scoping undertaken for marine min-
ing and minerals highlights that the sector could also bring socio-economic 
benefits in the form of employment and income regionally and nationally 
including that related to ancillary sectors such as exploration services and ship 
building and secondary activities such as construction. In addition, it suggests 
that tourism and recreation might benefit from such activity if it is directed to 
the provision of material for beach recharge and coast protection. Similarly 
there could be wider socio-economic benefits to coastal communities if the 
activity is associated with the development of flood defence structures. On the 
other hand, possible negative consequences of marine mining and minerals 
activity could relate to its potential restriction on offshore energy develop-
ment, as this may need to be excluded from extraction areas for the duration 
of an extraction licence. From these scoping examples it can be seen that the 
socio-economic impacts of human uses of the marine environment can be 
both positive and negative and the brochure is helpful in indicating the type 
of assessments that might aid MSP decision-making taking account of socio-
economic LSI concerns.

It is interesting to observe however, that this LSI analysis with its MSP 
focus tends towards a seaward perspective and that a complementary view on 
LSI which is arguably more landward in its orientation is perhaps evident in 
the European Commission initiatives related to Blue Growth. Since the 
inception of the EU’s Blue Growth Strategy in 2012, it has been clear that 
European seas and oceans are increasingly seen as one of the important driv-
ers for the European economy and that MSP is regarded a key tool for 
achieving sustainable Blue Growth.  In a review published in 2017, it was 
estimated that Europe’s maritime industries employed over 5 million people 
and generated almost EUR 500 billion a year for the European economy. 
The potential to create many more jobs was also noted, with Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) forecasts suggesting 
that the value of the global ocean economy could more than double by 2030. 
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Significant growth rates were already evident in some sectors in Europe, for 
example, in the rapid development of offshore wind farms which have since 
2012 emerged as a major contributor to European employment accounting 
for around 150,000 jobs (EC 2017a). Increasing recognition of the eco-
nomic significance and potential for growth in maritime sectors is prompt-
ing a new phase of LSI research with a more direct socio-economic and 
landward orientation. This is reflected in the Blue Growth strand of Horizon 
2020 research programme (EC 2017b) as well as research directly commis-
sioned by different arms of the European Commission such as DG Mare. 
An example that is helpful to the current discussion is a study of Scenarios 
and Drivers for Sustainable Growth from the Oceans, Seas and Coasts 
(Ecorys 2012). Out of an identified 27 maritime economic activities of 
significance in Europe, this study examined 11 sectors which were consid-
ered to offer the most growth potential (short sea shipping, marine aquatic 
products, blue biotechnology, oil and gas, offshore wind, ocean renewable 
energy, marine minerals, coastal tourism, cruise tourism, coastal protection, 
maritime security and surveillance and environmental monitoring). Value 
chain analysis formed a key part of the investigation. A summary example 
of its application to short sea shipping together with an outline of the 
approach is shown in Fig. 11.4. Value chain analysis explores the landward  

Fig. 11.4 Example of LSI value chain analysis. Source: Based on Ecorys (2012, pp. 32, 
55)
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implications of maritime sectors including direct employment associated with 
the core activity and indirect employment associated with backward and for-
ward sector linkages. These aspects are all affected by surrounding framework 
conditions that provide the context for the maritime economic activities to 
develop (e.g. inland port and transport infrastructure, and training and 
research institutions). It is perhaps important to note that many aspects of 
these framework conditions lie beyond the control of MSP but are influenced 
by the policy and activities of terrestrial agencies including those related to 
terrestrial planning. Further development of this value chain analysis is a cen-
tral component of the ESPON funded MSP-LSI project mentioned above 
and it is envisaged that it will be a core element in the LSI guidelines which 
will be produced by the project to help both MSP and terrestrial planning 
regimes understand and address LSI issues.

Although value chain analysis seems to be emerging as key tool in LSI 
investigation in relation to socio-economic activities, some might argue that 
the social aspects of LSI are still under-represented. A possible means of 
responding to this is by incorporating ecosystems services perspectives in LSI 
analysis. Ecosystem Services are defined as the benefits human beings can 
obtain from ecosystems (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005, p. v.) and 
traditionally are separated into four categories: Provisioning, Regulating, 
Supporting and Cultural Services. Although not without its critics and limita-
tions, an Ecosystem Services approach does offer the potential to look deeper 
into LSI considerations not least through its identification of Cultural Services. 
These are generally considered to be those non- material benefits people obtain 
from interaction with their surroundings and can take many different forms, 
from aesthetic appreciation of the natural environment to artistic inspiration, 
using different spaces or settings for activities such as leisure, education, 
improving health and well-being, spiritual enrichment, appreciation of sym-
bols, history and diverse cultures. In this regard, the Nature’s Services and the 
Sea resource pack which was also an output of the Celtic Seas Partnership 
project (University of Liverpool 2016b) could provide inspiration for how 
social aspects of LSI might be given more attention.

3.2  Legislative and Institutional Arrangements 
to Address Land-Sea Interactions

Having provided guidance on the dynamics of land-sea interaction, the LSI 
framework shown in Fig.  11.2 then indicates that these may be addressed 
through a variety of legislative and institutional arrangements which may 
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have different spatial configurations in terms of land-sea coverage and operate 
at different spatial scales. A key point to emphasise is that local circumstances 
will determine which option might be most appropriate and the choice will 
be determined by a wide range of factors including existing institutional and 
legislative structures, cultural norms and practices, and geography. The fol-
lowing section outlines different LSI governance options with reference exam-
ples in Europe.

One option that is available is for LSI interactions to be managed through 
ICM initiatives. For example, Croatia is developing a Joint Management 
Strategy for Marine Environmental and Coastal Zone Areas and a related 
Action Programme. The strategy links to its obligations under the 1995 
Barcelona Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the 
Coastal Region of the Mediterranean and its ICM Protocol which was adopted 
in 2010. LSI considerations are fundamental to this protocol which reflects an 
understanding that the preservation and sustainable development of the 
Mediterranean requires a specific integrated approach at the level of the 
Mediterranean basin as a whole and of its coastal States including their inland 
areas. The protocol calls for ICZM activities at both sea- basin and national 
scales and specifically mentions connection to land policy and for states to put 
in place economic, financial and/or fiscal instruments intended to support 
local, regional and national initiatives for the integrated management of coastal 
zones. This emphasis on ICZM approaches to LSI is particularly relevant to the 
Mediterranean as sea borders between states are still to be agreed, meaning that 
the scope for MSP (sea focussed) activity is restricted. However, from an LSI 
perspective, this means that the Mediterranean experience merits close atten-
tion, as this is a region where LSI issues are a particular focus of attention.

Some countries have chosen to maintain separate terrestrial and marine 
planning systems whilst providing for land-sea interactions to be taken into 
consideration. This is the case in England where marine planning and terres-
trial planning are separate but with an overlapping area of jurisdiction in the 
intertidal zone. Despite this, LSI issues are addressed in a number of ways. 
First, the UK Marine Policy Statement, which is the key guidance for marine 
planning in England, is also identified as guidance for terrestrial planning. 
Equally, the National Planning Policy Framework for inland planning author-
ities includes sections on maritime matters and is also a relevant guidance for 
marine planners. There is also a formal duty to cooperate between the two 
systems, and at a local level, a mechanism is available to put in place a formal 
‘coastal concordat’ coordinating the consenting processes for developments 
within the coastal zone. In addition, the planning inspectorate’s checklist 
related to the ‘test of soundness’ of terrestrial development plans now includes 
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a range of requirements related to marine matters (University of Liverpool 
2016c).

Another option is for local and regional scale terrestrial plans to extend into 
the marine environment with a view to addressing LSI within these areas. In 
France, for example, since 2000, an instrument called the Schéma de Cohérence 
Territorial (SCOT) has been available as an optional plan prepared by com-
munes. The SCOT sets out strategic goals for the area it covers and it has been 
possible to include a specific chapter which can stand as a schéma de mise en 
valeur de la mer (SMVM) and integrate maritime concerns into the plan. 
(University of Liverpool 2016c). In Germany also for some time the Lander 
authorities have had a planning remit which extends over their adjoining sea 
areas. An example is Mecklenburg-Vorpommern where work started on the first 
marine spatial plan in 2002 when the concept was very new. The Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern plan came into force in 2005 and was revised in 2016. In the 
recent version, the approach has been to extend the terrestrial plan into the sea 
(12 nm) in order to create one holistic plan with a common legal framework. In 
preparing the plan, a process of screening LSIs was undertaken in order to 
establish what kind of interactions were taking place, what data was available 
and who was responsible for managing them. As a result of this approach, most 
of the stipulations in the updated State Development Programme are regula-
tions that deal with LSIs (European MSP platform 2017b).

The emergence of integrated planning approaches as a means of addressing 
LSI is also seeing the creation of national strategies which encompasses both 
terrestrial and marine areas. This is the approach taken by the Netherlands, 
for example, in the National Policy Strategy for Infrastructure and Spatial 
Planning (Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment 2011). This includes a 
National Spatial Structure map which extends over areas of Dutch jurisdic-
tion in the North Sea, and the document develops a comprehensive vision for 
the development of Dutch territory looking to 2040. An interesting feature of 
the document is that it doesn’t separately consider marine areas, but LSI mat-
ters are interwoven throughout the plan which aims to support the ambition 
for the Netherlands to develop in a competitive, accessible, liveable and safe 
manner. Malta takes a similar approach through their Strategic Plan for 
Environment and Development. This is an overarching plan covering both 
land and sea and also acts as the national Maritime Spatial Plan. Again LSI 
issues permeate the document, but it does include a separate chapter on the 
Coastal Zone and Marine Area (Government of Malta 2015).

LSI can also be managed on a larger, sea-basin scale and a prominent exam-
ple of this is the Baltic Sea Region (BSR). This region has much experience 
with transboundary cooperation with an appreciation of LSI as a central driv-
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ing force. For example, within the frame of the Baltic Marine Environment 
Protection Commission (or Helsinki Commission [HELCOM]), a Baltic Sea 
Action Plan (HELCOM 2007) for environmental protection has been devel-
oped with, for example, landward responses to eutrophication concerns a major 
focus of attention. The region also has developed the VASAB Long-term Vision 
for the BSR (Szydarowski and VASAB Committee on Spatial Development 
2009), which recognises the Baltic Sea as a unifying factor and a shared resource 
and proposes a list of actions to stimulate territorial development potentials in 
the region related to urban networking and urban rural relations, accessibility 
and management of the Baltic Sea. LSI issues of a more socio-economic nature 
are prominent here. As is discussed in other chapters in this volume, activities 
related to HELCOM and VASAB have spawned a range of Baltic Sea-wide 
endeavours related to MSP with LSI a common thread running through them.

LSI can also be managed within sectors themselves, such as oil and gas, and 
tourism, sometimes operating at a sea-basin scale. For example, the 
INTERREG MED-funded project CO-EVOLVE, which started at the 
beginning of 2017, is analysing and promoting the co-evolution of human 
activities and natural systems in coastal tourist areas in the Mediterranean, 
allowing for the sustainable development of tourist activities, based on the 
principles of ICZM and MSP. CO-EVOLVE recognises that a key challenge 
for sustainable coastal and maritime tourism development is the strengthen-
ing of cooperation among regions and the joint development and transferring 
of approaches, tools, guidelines and best practices. It brings together an analy-
sis at a Mediterranean scale of threats and enabling factors for sustainable 
tourism with local studies on seven representative pilot areas. The aim is to 
demonstrate through pilot actions the feasibility and effectiveness of an 
ICZM/MSP-based planning process.

The framework presented in Fig. 11.2 also notes that it is technically pos-
sible that LSI could be addressed by extending the remit of MSP inland, in 
contrast to extending a terrestrial planning area seawards. However, this is not 
an approach that appears to have been adopted so far.

It is clear from the above examples that LSI can be addressed at a variety of 
spatial scales. These include:

• Local areas, such as ICZM partnerships and economically driven initia-
tives, involving municipalities and other local interests

• Sub-national planning territories, such as maritime plan areas, involving 
MSP authorities working in collaboration with coastal and maritime 
stakeholders
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• National territories, where a national strategy or plan, covering the whole 
of the nation’s waters, and possibly its land area as well, may guide LSI 
efforts

• Sea basins/transnational regions, where transnational cooperation may 
produce a strategy or protocol for guiding national LSI efforts and ensuring 
ongoing cross-border cooperation

These scales are not mutually exclusive. For example, a higher-level strategy 
may be implemented or supplemented at a sub-national or local level by other 
instruments. A key notion underlying the framework presented in Fig. 11.2 is 
that alternative governance approaches to addressing LSI are available, and 
what is the most suitable in a particular context must be informed by local 
factors including existing institutional arrangements for spatial planning and 
management.

4  Some Reflections on the LSI Framework

This penultimate section of the chapter draws upon the discussions of the dif-
ferent aspects of the framework at the conference on LSIs held in Malta, June 
2017 (European MSP platform 2017b). Summary points related to each 
European sea basin are presented in Tables 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4 and 11.5 
and the key findings from the workshop are then outlined below.

4.1  Context Matters

Although many LSI issues are common to all European seas, as Tables 11.1, 
11.2, 11.3, 11.4 and 11.5 reveal, the detailed experience of LSI varies in sig-
nificant ways between countries and sea basins. This reflects differences in 
physical/human geography and legal/administrative arrangements as well as 
wider culture norms and perspectives. For example, the LSI experience of 
small islands was considered to be very different from that of large countries 
with small areas of coastline. This suggests that while there is much scope for 
developing common understanding and collaborative approaches to LSI, 
localised variations highlight the value in fostering diversity in LSI-related 
practices.
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4.2  Integrated Perspectives Are Important

The workshop discussions confirmed that interactions between land and sea 
and between environmental, socio-economic and governance elements are 
highly complex. While disaggregation of different LSI elements can aid under-
standing and help direct action, it was felt that integrated ‘whole system’ per-
spectives and approaches are required to address LSI in an effective way. The 
need to develop a broad-based understanding of LSI issues among both ter-
restrial and marine stakeholders and foster integrated ‘territorial’ approaches 
to planning and management across land and sea was an important overarch-
ing message.

Table 11.1 LSI issues and arrangements in the European Atlantic

Key LSI issues Institutional and legislative arrangements

• Coastal 
erosion

• Climate 
change

• Air quality 
associated 
with ports 
and related 
activities

• Landscape 
and visual 
impacts of 
windfarms

OSPAR
OSPAR: Protecting and conserving the Northeast Atlantic and its 

resources is the mechanism for governments to cooperate on the 
implementation of the Convention for the Protection of the 
Marine Environment of the Northeast Atlantic. OSPAR works on a 
number of fields including biodiversity and ecosystems, hazardous 
and radioactive substances, human activities and offshore 
industries. OSPAR had installed a dedicated working group on 
MSP that is inactive at this time.

Atlantic Strategy
The Atlantic Strategy as it stands provides directions for investment 

and funding relevant to LSI issues. As it is high level, its influence is 
rather intangible and bottom-up interaction is limited at present.

Atlantic Arc Commission
The Atlantic Arc Commission is one of the Conference of the 

Peripheral Maritime Region’s (CPMR) six geographical 
Commissions. In the general work of the CPMR, LSI is being looked 
at in terms of implementation of the MSP Directive with reference 
to Articles 4, 6 and 7, but also Article 9, which includes a 
requirement for consulting with other relevant parties and 
stakeholders.

Voluntary and Sectoral Fora
For example, Fisheries Advisory Councils provide mechanisms for 

discussion and knowledge and experience sharing concerning a 
range of LSI issues. There are different levels of involvement in 
different Member States across the Atlantic Ocean.
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4.3  LSI Challenges and Opportunities

Discussions also highlighted that efforts to address LSI should focus not only 
on the challenges raised by LSI but also on finding beneficial synergies and 
realising the opportunities that LSI can bring.

Table 11.3 LSI issues and arrangements in the Black Sea

Key LSI issues Institutional and legislative arrangements

• Mass coastal 
tourism and related 
environmental 
impacts

• Lack of accurate 
and up to date data

• Geopolitical 
barriers to 
addressing LSI

• Lack of legislation 
and strategies to 
deal with LSI

Black Sea Basin Programme
The programme provides opportunities to extend existing 

European experience to the Black Sea and is particularly 
useful concerning the development of transboundary 
cooperation and improving LSI practices through 
networking.

Black Sea Commission
The Commission on the Protection of the Black Sea against 

Pollution provides an inventory of data, partnership and 
governance of relevance to the environmental dimensions 
of LSI, as well as challenges related to political issues. It 
could take a lead in data standardisation and monitoring 
of environmental aspects.

Table 11.4 LSI issues and arrangements in the Black Sea

Key LSI issues Institutional and legislative arrangements

• Transnational 
management of supply 
chains linking shipping, 
port & inland transport 
infrastructure, import/
export industries

• Offshore renewable 
energy developments 
and impacts on 
shipping/port 
accessibility

• Difficulties in 
transnational 
management of LSI as 
many issues are country 
specific

OSPAR
OSPAR is an international cooperation organisation with 

the potential to take responsibility for transnational LSI 
issues; however, it is questioned whether or not there is 
a mandate for this and if the correct management 
systems are in place.

North Sea Commission
The North Sea Commission is a political cooperation 

platform for regions across the North Sea. The aim is to 
promote common interests, especially concerning EU 
institutions, national governments and other 
organisations that deal with issues relevant to the 
North Sea, including LSI. One of the focus areas of the 
North Sea Region 2020 Strategy is MSP. One of the 
thematic working groups, ‘Marine Resources’, includes 
exchange of best practice on ICZM and MSP across the 
North Sea.
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4.4  The Value of Diversity in Approaching LSI

It was felt that the LSI framework provides a useful way to structure discus-
sion of different approaches to addressing LSI issues. The conference con-
firmed that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to tackling LSI is not appropriate. 
Variations in context mean that what might be relevant and work well in one 
area might not be appropriate in another. However, it was felt that there was 
much merit in sharing different experiences.

4.5  Learning from ICZM

A recurring theme was that Europe’s experience of ICZM, which had been 
developed to address many LSI issues, remained a valuable source of inspira-
tion and in some instances could provide established mechanisms that could 
be built upon in finding new ways to integrate maritime and terrestrial plan-
ning and address LSI issues in contemporary times.

Table 11.5 LSI issues and arrangements in the Baltic Sea

Key LSI issues Institutional and legislative arrangements

• Coastal erosion
• Climate change
• Intense transport/

traffic
• Urbanisation and 

impacts on wider 
marine environment

• Institutional 
fragmentation

Barcelona Convention ICZM Protocol
The Protocol is directly concerned with LSI and provides for 

exchange of experience, but there are different stages of 
application between countries.

EUSAIR
The macro-regional strategy provides a common political 

agreement for the Adriatic, which is of key relevance to 
LSI issues, but there is a need to improve the 
operationability. There is also a need to develop good 
practices regarding the integration of ecological and 
economic parts.

UNEP MAP/Regional Activity Centres (RACs)
In the Mediterranean RACs disseminate information on 

areas of special protection and marine litter for 
example and provide informal institutional settings 
(although there is a desire for more formalised settings) 
and facilitate networking through events and 
conferences

BLUE MED
This initiative strengthens cooperation on Mediterranean 

issues of relevance to LSI, but the long-term sustainability 
of the initiative may be a challenge
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4.6  Opportunity for Cooperative Sea-Basin Approaches 
to LSI

In all sea basins, delegates identified established transnational institutional 
and legislative arrangements that could help to address LSI.  These ranged 
from institutions associated with international conventions such as HELCOM 
and OSPAR; EU-supported sea-basin strategies and regional development 
programmes/projects; mechanisms associated with the delivery of European 
Directives including the MSFD, Water Framework and MSP Directives; and 
various other transnational fora ranging from the formal to the informal. 
However, it was noted that many of these organisations were only partial in 
their coverage of LSI issues and/or their land/sea responsibilities and that the 
scope for improved synergy and joined up action to better address LSI at a 
regional sea scale was great.

4.7  Connecting Strategic and Local Level Action

Equally, it was noted that all European sea basins have agencies and projects 
of various sorts at national and local levels for addressing LSI issues. Again it 
was noted that in many cases these were also partial in their scope/remit. It 
was also recognised that there was often a gap in understanding between the 
various levels that hampered effective responses to LSI. More generally, it was 
considered that there is a need to increase knowledge of LSI among all stake-
holders and that this requires improved LSI-related data collection.

4.8  The Importance of Sea-Basin-Scale Approaches

Overall, it was felt that the MSP Directive and new MSP arrangements pre-
sented new opportunities to address LSI issues that have been investigated for 
many years. However, at the same time, it was important to acknowledge that 
MSP is only one of many mechanisms which can be used to address LSI. For 
example, DG MARE has recognised the importance of stepping back from 
national MSP efforts and has provided support to look at maritime issues at 
sea-basin or sub-sea-basin scale. Other forms of European funding have also 
been made available to support LSI-related initiatives, and consequently there 
are many examples of successful projects that have addressed LSI. Whilst fur-
ther EU funding for projects can provide an avenue for continuing this work, 
it was felt that this was not a sustainable mechanism in the long term. Instead, 
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the Baltic Sea HELCOM-VASAB collaboration was put forward as a notable 
example showing how countries can work together on an ongoing basis to 
address LSI at a transnational scale, and it was felt that this provided a useful 
model that other sea basins could follow.

5  Conclusions

This chapter has explored the relationship between MSP and LSI and in so 
doing has hopefully provided some useful reminders about the origins and 
scope of MSP but also offered some inspiration for future directions for MSP 
and for ocean governance more generally. By looking back at some of the core 
documents and experience that has framed the development of MSP, we can 
see that LSI considerations were prominent in its evolution and remain cen-
tral to MSP activities today. However, consideration of LSI issues related to 
bio- geochemical processes highlights that MSP has only a small part to play 
in addressing many of the environmental challenges facing the world’s oceans. 
Equally, investigation of LSI issues related to socio-economic activities indi-
cates that MSP is only one element in a wider governance and economic and 
social system that influences sea-based activities and that can help to deliver 
sustainable patterns of Blue Growth. These reflections suggest the need for 
realism about what MSP can deliver and for more extensive debate about 
where it sits within existing structures of governance on both land and sea. 
While the chapter suggests the need to qualify what MSP can achieve, it also 
perhaps reveals the valuable role that it is and can play in providing an arena 
for discussion about human relationships with the world’s oceans and in high-
lighting how continuing innovation in governance arrangements seem to be 
needed. One area of innovation in particular emerges from the commentary 
presented here which connects to notions of integrated governance, ecosys-
tem-based management and the Ecosystem Approach as well as LSI.  This 
relates to the development of a new era of what might be termed Territorial 
Spatial Planning—integrated planning which is place based and spans land 
and sea. This is a recurring feature in many efforts to address LSI presented 
above, and examples are evident at all levels and in different regions. It is as 
yet developing in an embryonic and seemingly haphazard manner, but a 
groundswell seems to be emerging that this is a key way forward. Whether 
TSP approaches develop and are helpful in addressing LSI challenges and 
opportunities and what this might mean for the evolution of MSP will be key 
subjects of enquiry in the years ahead.
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1  Introduction to the Mediterranean Basin

The Mediterranean Sea is the largest semi-enclosed sea in the world, stretch-
ing 4,000 km from east to west, with a maximum width of 800 km. Its coast-
line is approximately 46,000  km long, with nearly 19,000  km of island 
coastline (UNEP/MAP-Plan Bleu 2009). The mean depth of the Mediterranean 
Sea is 1,370 m, while the maximum is around 5,267 m (recorded at Calypso 
Deep, Greece). It is connected to the Atlantic Ocean through the Strait of 
Gibraltar. The Dardanelles, Marmara Sea and the Bosporus Strait connect it 
to the Black Sea, and the Suez Canal connects it to the Red Sea. The main 
rivers bringing significant water flow to the Mediterranean Sea are the Rhone, 
Po, Nile and Ebro Rivers (Saliot 2005).

Marine waters fall into different legal regimes, as defined by the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS): internal waters, ter-
ritorial sea, contiguous zone, Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), continental 
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shelf and high seas. Delimitation of maritime boundaries in the Mediterranean 
is complex, mainly due to geographical, geopolitical and economic reasons, 
and requires complex agreements among neighbouring states. This results in 
several yet unsolved issues even with respect to territorial sea borders. Most 
Mediterranean states have established a 12-mile territorial sea, while declara-
tion of EEZs through the adoption of the national legislation has been carried 
out only by some Mediterranean states (MRAG, IDDRA, and LAMANS 
2013; DOALOS 2018). In addition, “EEZ derived zones”, such as fisheries 
zones, fisheries protection zones, ecological protection zones and ecological 
and fishery protection zones, have been declared through national legislation 
by a number of states; however, these zones encompass only some of the rights 
that can be exercised within the EEZ. It should also be noted that claim for 
EEZs and “derived” zones, based on adopted national legislation, does not 
automatically lead to their full validation and implementation. Although the 
first formal step for the establishment and delimitation of a maritime zone is 
the adoption of legislation in the form of law, a number of additional steps are 
necessary before the final validation of the claimed zone and its boundary 
(MRAG, IDDRA, and LAMANS 2013; DOALOS 2018). Unlike the EEZ, 
a coastal state does not need to declare its continental shelf, as its existence is 
inherent. However, its delimitation (in line with art. 77 of UNCLOS) is often 
done in agreement with the neighbouring states. In the Mediterranean, there 
are some delimitation issues still pending also related to the continental shelf 
(Chevalier 2004). Taking into account the above-mentioned status of EEZs 
and “derived” zones, more than 20% of the marine waters in the Mediterranean 
fall under  a high seas regime governed by international norms (Cinnirella 
et al. 2014). This limits interventions of coastal states in economic and envi-
ronmental maritime affairs and calls for strong cooperation at the  regional 
level.

Cooperation is particularly relevant for the preservation of natural and 
environmental conditions that are the basis for various economic activities 
and social benefits of Mediterranean states. Known as a biodiversity hotspot, 
the Mediterranean is rich in endemic flora and fauna, with biodiversity repre-
senting between 4% and 18% of all the marine species known worldwide 
(Piante and Ody 2015). Richness of species and habitats lead to outstanding 
aesthetic value which (apart from other values such as cultural heritage) rep-
resents a vital resource for tourism development. However, intensified coastal 
and maritime activities (including tourism) are often responsible for loss of 
biodiversity. To date, nearly 19% of assessed species are considered threatened 
by extinction (UNEP/MAP-Plan Bleu 2009).
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Moreover, according to the analysis carried out by the MEDTRENDS 
project (Piante and Ody 2015), almost all Mediterranean maritime sectors 
(such as tourism, shipping, aquaculture, offshore oil and gas), except 
 professional fisheries, are expected to grow during the next 15 years. Emerging 
sectors, such as renewable energy, seabed mining and biotechnology, are 
expected to grow even faster, although in absolute terms they will be less rel-
evant than more traditional uses also in the future, and there is greater uncer-
tainty on their possible evolution. Such growing development can increase 
existing conflicts between sectors and generate new ones; in addition, it will 
represent additional pressure on already stressed Mediterranean ecosystems. It 
also calls for strengthening collaboration among the countries, in order to 
ensure:

• reduction of overfishing and improvement of sustainable management of 
fish resources;

• management of maritime traffic specifically in congested or strategically 
important areas (e.g. the Adriatic Sea, the Aegean Sea and the connection 
to the Black Sea, the routes connecting to the Suez Canal, Gibraltar Strait);

• reduction of risk of ship collisions and environmental accidents; and
• management of conflicts that might arise from the exploitation of subma-

rine natural gas and oil resources.

Having in mind the existing threats to the marine environment and the 
migratory nature of marine species, collaboration between the Mediterranean 
countries is particularly important for achieving  Good Environmental 
Status (GES) of the sea. Therefore, the ongoing shift from habitat conserva-
tion approaches to biodiversity and ecosystem functioning approaches, 
beyond national boundaries, reflects much better the rationale which sus-
tains the management and conservation of marine ecosystems. This shift 
calls for holistic, integrative and ecosystem-based frameworks (UNEP/
MAP 2017).

Beyond this introduction, this chapter is structured into four sections. The 
following one illustrates policies supporting coastal and marine planning in 
the Mediterranean Sea, referring, in particular, to the cooperation framework 
of the Barcelona Convention. Section 3 discusses links between Integrated 
Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) and Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) in 
this sea basin and the important role played by land-sea interactions (LSI); 
examples of practices are provided in Sect. 4. Finally, some elements that can 
support the future integration of ICZM and MSP in the Mediterranean Sea 
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are provided. Part of the contents of this chapter is based on initial results and 
outputs of the ongoing SUPREME and SIMWESTMED projects (co-funded 
by the European Union [EU] through the EC-DG Maritime Affairs and 
Fisheries) to which the authors of the chapter directly contributed.

2  The Policy Frame for Coastal and Marine 
Planning and Management 
in the Mediterranean

The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the 
Coastal Region of the Mediterranean (Barcelona Convention; signed in 1976; 
amended in 1995) is the main policy achievement of the Mediterranean 
Action Plan (MAP) of the United Nation Environment Programme (UNEP). 
The contracting parties to the Barcelona Convention are 21 countries border-
ing the Mediterranean Sea (Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Croatia, Cyprus, Egypt, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, 
Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Slovenia, Spain, Syria, Tunisia and Turkey) 
together with the EU. The Barcelona Convention is the only regional, legal 
and regulatory framework for the protection of the entire Mediterranean 
marine and coastal environment providing for objectives and obligations 
agreed by all the contracting parties:

• “to prevent, abate, combat and to the fullest extent possible eliminate pol-
lution of the Mediterranean Sea Area” and

• “to protect and enhance the marine environment in that area so as to contrib-
ute towards its sustainable development” (Barcelona Convention, art. 4).

The Barcelona Convention is complemented by seven protocols (Land- 
Based Source Protocol, Hazardous Wastes Protocol, Prevention and Emergency 
Protocol, Dumping Protocol, Offshore Protocol, Specially Protected Areas/
Biological Diversity Protocol and ICZM Protocol) and a number of strategies 
and plans (UNEP/MAP 2015). In addition to the legal framework, MAP 
contributed in setting out an institutional framework for cooperation address-
ing common marine and coastal challenges. The MAP Coordinating Unit and 
its Regional Activity Centres (RACs) are acting as a technical mechanism 
assisting the Mediterranean governments to implement their respective com-
mitments for the protection of the marine and coastal environment. Standing 
out, for more than 40 years, as a coherent legal and institutional framework 
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of cooperation, the Barcelona Convention system is a platform that contrib-
utes to  building trust among Mediterranean countries in the joint actions 
towards planning and management of marine and coastal activities.

The Ecosystem Approach (EcAp) represents the overarching guiding prin-
ciple to all policy implementation and development undertaken under the 
auspices of the Barcelona Convention. EcAp is to be integrated in all of the 
Convention’s policies and activities, as it makes explicit the links between the 
status of natural resource systems and the services they provide. It also seeks 
to maintain the integrity and functioning of ecosystems as a whole, and rec-
ognises that the impacts of human activities are a matter of social choice. In 
the context of MAP, EcAp refers to a specific process, as the contracting par-
ties have committed to implementing the EcAp with the ultimate objective of 
achieving GES of the Mediterranean Sea and coast. They do so through 
informed management decisions, and based on integrated quantitative assess-
ment and monitoring of the marine and coastal environment of the 
Mediterranean. Decision IG.21/3 (UNEP(DEPI)/MED IG.21/9; the so- 
called EcAp Decision) expresses the agreement on regionally common targets 
and lists of indicators to achieve GES in the Mediterranean.

The EcAp process under the Barcelona Convention shares many common-
alities with the process of implementation of the EU Marine Strategy 
Framework Directive (MSFD; Directive 2008/56/EC) (EC 2008a): for exam-
ple, achieving GES and Healthy Environment which are independent of 
national jurisdictional waters. Both aim to establish a Programme of Measures 
to achieve their respective goals by 2020. The subregional initial assessment 
prepared by MAP under the EcAp framework has been directly relevant to 
Mediterranean EU member states in their initial assessment required under 
MSFD. Even if MSFD is not applicable to the entire Mediterranean, its phi-
losophy and principles could, nonetheless, be applied to the whole marine 
Mediterranean domain through the development of a shared vision via 
MAP. Both the MSFD and the MAP EcAp processes are committed to seeking 
mutual collaboration for the protection of the Mediterranean marine environ-
ment. However, there are important differences in the capacity for implement-
ing specific measures or initiatives, with the implementation of such goals 
driven by different visions and concerns between different jurisdictions.

Planning of coastal and maritime activities is clearly taken on board by the 
Barcelona Convention and some of its protocols, primarily the Protocol on 
ICZM in the Mediterranean (UNEP/MAP/PAP 2008). Entered into force in 
2011, the ICZM Protocol was a major innovation being the first (and still 
only) supranational legal instrument for coastal zone management (Rochette 
et al. 2012). ICZM is defined by the Protocol as a “dynamic process for the 
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sustainable management and use of coastal zones, taking into account at the 
same time the fragility of coastal ecosystems and landscapes, the diversity of 
activities and uses, their interactions, the maritime orientation of certain 
activities and uses and their impact on both the marine and land parts.” 
(ICZM Protocol, art. 2f ). Spatial planning of coastal zones is an essential 
component of the ICZM Protocol, as one of the main objectives of ICZM is 
to “facilitate, through the rational planning of activities, the sustainable devel-
opment of coastal zones by ensuring that the environment and landscapes are 
taken into account in harmony with economic, social and cultural develop-
ment” (ICZM Protocol, art. 5).

In addition, the Protocol provides, for the first time, a common geographi-
cal criterion for the definition of coastal zones. Contrary to a common per-
ception of the coastal zone as only the landward part from the coastline, the 
definition provided by the Protocol (art. 3) clearly includes the marine com-
ponent as well; the coastal zone is the area between:

• the seaward limit of the coastal zone, which shall be the external limit of 
the territorial sea of parties; and

• the landward limit of the coastal zone, which shall be the limit of the com-
petent coastal units as defined by the parties.

ICZM is therefore depicted as an integrated management approach, 
acknowledging that the coastal area is a whole system formed by both its land 
and sea components, with interdependent human uses and coastal resources. 
It, therefore, implies taking into account the interrelationships that exist 
between coastal uses and the environment they potentially affect. As elabo-
rated within MedOpen, a permanent virtual training course on coastal man-
agement in the Mediterranean, ICZM requires integration at different levels, 
that is, across zones, time, sectors and disciplines. Still according to the 
Protocol, ICZM calls for reinforcement of institutional coordination, integra-
tion of sectoral policies and management approaches, as well as adoption of a 
participatory process facilitating horizontal and vertical dialogue, agreements 
and compromises between all parties involved in the use and management of 
coastal resources. There is no uniform approach to coastal management, and 
therefore there is no single way to apply ICZM in the Mediterranean. The 
experiences vary, reflecting the diversity of geographic conditions, policy pri-
orities and specific concerns related to coastal areas. Therefore, agreed princi-
ples and methodological approach need to be respected, but also adapted to 
the country’s national and local contexts.

While MSP is not expressly mentioned in the ICZM Protocol and can 
be considered a relatively new term within the  frame of the Barcelona 
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Convention, the above makes clear that planning of marine space is a con-
cept already taken on board by the Protocol. Specifically, spatial planning of 
the coastal zone is mentioned by the Protocol, with the sea clearly referred to 
as a component of the coastal zone.

As reported in the MAP Mid-Term Strategy 2016–2021 (UNEP(DEPI)/
MED IG.22/28), the contracting parties of the Barcelona Convention at their 
18th Ordinary Meeting (December 2013, Istanbul, Turkey) recommended to 
strengthen MAP activities on MSP as part of ICZM, in order to contribute to 
the GES of the Mediterranean Sea, investigate in more detail connections 
between land and sea areas and propose coherent and sustainable land and 
sea-use planning. Moreover, the opportunity to apply MSP is mentioned sev-
eral times in the Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable Development 
(MSSD) 2016–2025 (UNEP/MAP, 2016) and, in particular, under MSSD 
Objective 1, strategic direction 1.2: “Establish and enforce regulatory mecha-
nisms, including Maritime Spatial Planning, to prevent and control unsus-
tainable open ocean resource exploitation”. Given these premises and following 
two years of work coordinated by MAP Priority Actions Programme Regional 
Activity Centre (PAP/RAC), the 20th Ordinary Meeting of the contracting 
parties to the Barcelona Convention, held in December 2017  in Tirana 
(Albania), adopted the “Conceptual Framework for Marine Spatial Planning” 
in the Mediterranean Sea (UNEP(DEPI)/MED IG.23/23). This is recognised 
as a guiding document to facilitate the introduction of MSP under the 
Barcelona Convention and, in particular, link it to ICZM, as well as to pro-
vide a common context to contracting parties for implementing MSP in the 
Mediterranean Region.

MSP, compared to land planning, is a fairly new and emerging process in 
the Mediterranean Region. In general, the process is at its initial stage and is 
highly influenced by differences among countries. These particularly relate to 
their institutional and legal framework and to some extent the availability of 
a  reliable knowledge base (Policy Research Corporation 2011). The EU 
Directive on MSP (Directive 2014/89/EU) (EC 2014) is a key enabling factor 
(Zerkavi 2015) that has triggered concrete actions towards MSP implementa-
tion in EU member countries. All EU countries in the Mediterranean have 
finalised the transposition of the MSP EU Directive into national legislation 
and identified the competent MSP national authorities. Coordination mecha-
nisms exist or are being created to improve cross-sector integration within 
MSP, and EU countries are busy developing other MSP-related activities, such 
as data collection and structuring, elaboration of guidelines, development of 
MSP methodologies, stocktaking of maritime uses and activities, elaboration 
of overarching vision/strategic elements and/or identification of the number 
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of expected MSP plans and related geographic scope. Some  initial actions 
have also been taken in some non-EU countries— for example, the advisory/
strategic level “Israel Marine Plan” (Portman 2015) or the design and testing 
of a methodology for marine vulnerability assessment based on EcAp in Boka 
Kotorska Bay (Montenegro) with the explicit aim of supporting MSP (see 
Sect. 4). Nevertheless, MSP initiatives are still unbalanced between the two 
shores (northern and southern) of the Mediterranean Sea.

The Mediterranean context can rely on a wide number of cross-border 
projects—a few of them also involving non-EU countries—focusing on MSP 
or indirectly dealing with related aspects (e.g. MEDTRENDS, SHAPE, 
ADRIPLAN, SUPREME, MSP Med—Paving the Road to MSP in the 
Mediterranean, THAL-CHOR, SIMWESTMED and POCTEFEX- 
ALBORÁN “Cross-border Space of Nature Shared Management”). These 
projects have delivered a valuable set of MSP practices and tools.

Together with the EU Directive on MSP, the Conceptual Framework 
for MSP is expected to support dissemination of the MSP concept and 
further foster its implementation in the Mediterranean Sea in close inter-
action with ICZM.

3  Linking ICZM and MSP: The Importance 
of LSI in the Mediterranean Basin

In the Mediterranean context, there is an evident overlap of the geographical 
scope of ICZM, as defined by the Protocol on ICZM, and MSP as defined by 
Directive 2014/89/EU (EC 2014): both include the territorial sea. From this 
perspective, MSP can be seen as one of the main tools for implementing 
ICZM in the marine part of the coastal zone, also to avoid this overlap 
becoming an obstacle for their joint implementation. Considering the defini-
tion of the coastal zones in the ICZM Protocol (see Sect. 2), almost all other 
Protocols of the Barcelona Convention are related  to this in one way or 
another. ICZM can therefore support the implementation of several of these 
Protocols; vice versa, the relevant objectives and provisions of these Protocols 
should be taken into account in all ICZM projects, plans and strategies. 
Given these links, the application of MSP within the framework and the geo-
graphic scope of the ICZM Protocol can contribute to the goals set by other 
protocols, as in the case of identification, planning and management of pro-
tected areas according to the Protocol concerning Specially Protected Areas and 
Biological Diversity in the Mediterranean (SPA/BD) or the  protection of the 
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Mediterranean Sea against pollution resulting from exploration and exploita-
tion of the  continental shelf and the seabed and its subsoil (referring to the 
so-called Offshore Protocol).

ICZM and MSP share common principles, for example, sustainable man-
agement and development of coastal-marine areas, sustainable use of natural 
resources, importance of stakeholder participation and so on. Figure  12.1 
highlights links among the principles identified by art. 6 of the ICZM Protocol 
and the MSP principles first included in the EC Roadmap (EC 2008b) and 
subsequently embedded in the EU MSP Directive. For example, the ICZM 
Protocol highlights the importance of adequate and timely participation in a 
transparent decision-making process by stakeholders concerned with the 
coastal zones (principle C4), which clearly matches MSP principles M4—
Stakeholder participation; and M3—Developing MSP in a transparent 
manner.

Notwithstanding these evident commonalities, they are different pro-
cesses, which need to be complementary and coherently implemented. 
According to the Protocol for the Mediterranean, ICZM essentially aims to 
ensure the sustainable management of coastal zones. It stresses the need for 
integration/cooperation among different governance bodies and policy sec-
tors dealing with and active on the coast, as well as informed participation 
and cooperation of all stakeholders. The same can be applied to MSP as 
regards the sustainable management of marine areas. ICZM may result in 
strategies and management plans and might lead to the allocation of space to 
specific activities (through spatial planning), in the way that MSP does for 
the sea.

Both processes acknowledge the importance of applying the EcAp; Fig. 12.1 
also highlights the main links between MSP/ICZM and EcAp principles (the 
latter as defined by UNEP/CBD/COP/5/23—Annex III).

Links between ICZM and MSP are particularly evident in the Mediterranean 
Sea. Some Mediterranean countries have not claimed EEZ or “derived” zones, 
which they might be entitled to establish under the international law 
(UNCLOS), while for some of the claimed EEZ or “derived” zones, full vali-
dation and implementation is still pending (Suarez de Vivero 2010; MRAG, 
IDDRA, and LAMANS 2013). This implies that in these countries MSP 
implementation focuses or will focus mainly on  the territorial sea, which 
is also part of the geographic scope of the ICZM Protocol. Maritime activities 
tend to concentrate in coastal waters, and leading and emerging maritime 
sectors in the basin (such as shipping and port activities, aquaculture, small-
scale fisheries and coastal tourism) have significant interactions with the land 
territory. Pure offshore activities in the Mediterranean are still limited. With 
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the rapid expansion of maritime economy, these connections are becoming 
more and more relevant (Piante and Ody 2015).

The concentration of maritime activities along the coast and relevance of 
LSI are also related to some geographic features of the Mediterranean basin: a 
large number of islands, countries with a  long and indented coastline (e.g. 
Italy, Croatia and Greece), a high concentration of people along the coast and 
the presence of important land-sea transition systems (e.g. deltas of Nile, Po, 
Rhone and Ebro or the numerous coastal lagoons; Cataudella et al. 2015).

According to the study “ESaTDOR—European Seas and Territorial 
Development, Opportunities and Risks” (ESPON and University of Liverpool 
2013), the marine areas close to the coasts of Spain, France, Italy, Malta, 
Slovenia and northern Croatia are those with greater LSI intensity in the 
Mediterranean and can be classified as a “regional hub” of LSI, characterised 
by strong land-sea interactions, high maritime activities and employment 
(although less than those of the European Core for LSI, i.e. the English 
Channel and the southern coast of the North Sea), but also significant envi-
ronmental pressures. Other hotspots emerge at a more detailed scale, as in the 
case of the Suez Canal, Athens and Piraeus port, the Strait of Gibraltar or the 
coastal area of Cyprus. Great parts of the Eastern Mediterranean can be con-
sidered as area of transitional LSI intensity, with medium environmental pres-
sures and more narrow or localised concentration of maritime economy. The 
Alboran Sea is characterised in a similar way. Still according to the ESaTDOR 
study, the southern rim of the Mediterranean is categorised as rural area (with 
the exception of the Strait of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal), with relatively 
low environmental pressure but also low levels of maritime-related activities 
and employment, dominated by primary production and tourism.

Most relevant LSI challenges in the Mediterranean basin are linked to both 
socio-economic and environmental aspects, also considering that good envi-
ronmental quality plays an essential role in sustaining important economic 
activities, such as coastal tourism and fishery. These challenges tend to vary 
within the basin and are  specific at sub-basin level. They include climate 
change adaptation and disaster risk reduction (including both natural risks, e.g. 
coastal erosion and flooding, and technological risks, e.g. ship collision and oil 
spills); planning and management of connections between land and sea-borne 
transportation; coastal urbanisation and littoralisation; booming of coastal 
tourism; land-based impacts on the marine environment such as eutrophica-
tion, chemical contamination and plastic pollution along hotspot areas; degra-
dation/transformation of land-sea transition systems; difficulties in establishing 
proper protection of vulnerable and high-value coastal- marine systems; and 
limited connection between coastal-marine and rural development.
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All the elements described earlier call for a common implementation of 
ICZM and MSP, especially since they also share a number of procedural steps, 
for example, the creation of a strong and reliable data and knowledge base (cor-
responding to principles M10–C2, C9 of Fig. 12.1), the elaboration of a com-
mon and long-term vision and identification of strategic objectives 
(corresponding to principles M2–C6, C7), cross-sector and vertical integration 
(corresponding to principles M5–C5), stakeholder engagement (correspond-
ing to principles M3, M4–C4) and so on. Indeed, the Barcelona Convention 
system, including its Protocols and specifically the ICZM Protocol, provides a 
common framework agreed at the level of the entire Mediterranean within 
which MSP implementation can be anchored and possibly spread beyond EU 
countries. From this perspective, ICZM and MSP are expected to work jointly 
in addressing common issues such as local socio-economic development of 
coastal communities or nature protection across land and sea. One of the major 
challenges affecting this integration is still the fragmentation of competences, 
which characterises both the land and sea components of the coastal area and 
which is even magnified when the two are considered together. The issue of 
competence fragmentation has been recognised as particularly relevant by the 
Mediterranean states since the phase of negotiation of the ICZM Protocol, 
when the specific request to establish appropriate coordination mechanisms to 
improve integration was emphasised (UNEP(DEC)MED WG. 270/5). By 
2016, nearly half of the countries reported (to the ICZM Protocol/Reporting 
Questionnaire, based on COP Decision IG22/16) the establishment of coordi-
nation mechanisms, with a 60% increase compared to 2013 (PAP/RAC 2013). 
Where existing and operationally fully implemented, these mechanisms could 
provide a suitable platform for coordinated governance with MSP as well.

4  Practices from the Mediterranean 
Experience

Although the process of MSP implementation is at an initial stage in most of 
the Mediterranean countries, a wide range of project-based experiences are 
available, including some demonstrating the importance of encompassing 
coast and sea in marine planning and management, as outlined in Sect. 3. 
Linking ICZM process with MSP can significantly contribute to the effective-
ness of plans, leading to easier overall planning processes and improving effi-
ciency of implementation. Experiences with ICZM provide insights on several 
key MSP issues like considering land-sea interactions and applying the EcAp. 
In many cases, cross-sector dialogue mechanisms were identified and started 
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in the Mediterranean under ICZM processes, as well as multilevel coopera-
tion experiences. Stakeholder engagement and public participation are also 
widely practised within ICZM. All these activities can be efficiently capital-
ised on within MSP. Some examples of Mediterranean practices are illustrated 
in this section.

Applying the EcAp. As outlined in Sect. 2, the EcAp represents a framing 
element for ICZM in the Mediterranean. The Montenegrin experience on 
Boka Kotorska Bay is  a good example for how this approach and related 
indicators can provide a basis for the MSP process. A pilot study was devel-
oped within the Project “Defining the methodological framework for marine 
spatial planning in Boka Kotorska Bay (Montenegro)” (PAP/RAC and 
MSDT 2017), focusing on Boka Kotorska Bay, which is one of the most 
vulnerable zones of the Montenegrin coastal area. The pilot study designed 
and tested an EcAp-based methodology for marine vulnerability assessment, 
considering the EcAp Ecological Objectives and using related EcAp indica-
tors. The potential use of this approach to inform the MSP and ICZM pro-
cesses was also tested. The EcAp-based vulnerability assessment included 
three main steps:

• Identification and mapping of data related to EcAp indicators, including 
indicators of the environmental state of the marine and coastal area (biodi-
versity and landscape features, such as habitat distributional range, popula-
tion abundance of selected species and alike) and indicators of existing 
pressures (e.g. eutrophication, contamination, physical disturbance of the 
coastline).

• Attribution of values to the current state (i.e. value index) and pressures 
on  the marine areas (i.e. impact index). By using different criteria (e.g. 
conservation status, rareness, endemism), the value index is applied to dif-
ferent components of the environment. The impact index reflects the 
intensity of the impact on the marine environment and is defined based on 
criteria related to exposure to and sensitivity of the marine environment to 
the pressures coming from existing human activities.

• Assessment of vulnerability, which depends on the current state of the 
marine environment (value index), the current intensity of pressures 
(impact index), characteristics of future activities and resilience of the 
marine environment to future activities (i.e. its capacity to absorb addi-
tional pressures). Based on expert opinion on the resilience of the marine 
environment to each individual future activity, a vulnerability value was 
assigned on a scale of 1–10 for each spatial unit.
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Results of the vulnerability assessment pointed out the areas where proper 
management of coastal and maritime activities is needed, e.g. in terms of reloca-
tion of specific activities and/or the need to seek alternative solutions for marine 
uses (Fig. 12.2). The results of the vulnerability assessment can also underpin 
the identification of technological improvement needs or other measures needed 
to reduce the impacts of specific activities on the marine environment.

Engaging stakeholders. The Cypriote MSP pilot experience elaborated in 
2014–2015 for the coastal and marine area of Limassol (south of Cyprus) in 
the framework of the project Cross-border Cooperation for Maritime Spatial 
Planning Development THAL-CHOR (ΘΑΛ-ΧΩΡ)1 provides an example of 
joint planning for land/coastal-related activities and maritime sectors, which 
was based on stakeholder engagement across the entire process. The pilot 
experience developed tailored tools in order to communicate spatial informa-
tion relevant for the plan and facilitate informed dialogue and cooperation. 
The process faced issues of great interest for ICZM and MSP and their inte-
gration: resolution of spatial conflicts between different uses of the sea and 
coastal areas, better coordination between different stakeholders and creation 
of conditions for achieving sustainable development in line with the strategy 
“Europe 2020” were among THAL-CHOR objectives.

The analysis performed in the MSP pilot experience identified a high con-
centration of coastal and maritime activities in the Limassol area, including 
shipping, ports activities, fisheries, aquaculture, tourism, military use, cables 
and pipelines, and securing freshwater supply. Oil and gas exploitation and 
offshore renewable energy production were also considered as potential future 
activities. Conflicts and compatibilities among these activities were analysed. 
Spatial data were structured in a common Web-GIS system, which was made 
available via the THAL-CHOR project website to share results and support 
stakeholder engagement. Great emphasis was placed on stakeholder engage-
ment during pilot plan elaboration: results of the conflict analysis were shared 
with local stakeholders through consultation workshops. Despite the Limassol 
plan being a pilot MSP plan and, therefore, not legally binding, it represents 
a valuable MSP example embedding relevant aspects of ICZM. This MSP 
pilot experience and similar ones conducted in Lesvos and Rhodes (Greece) in 
the frame of the same project enabled designing and testing a methodology 
for the development of MSP plans.

Promote institutional coordination and integrated governance. The 
Coastal Area Management Programme (CAMP; UNEP/MAP 1999) funded 

1 www.mspcygr.info; accessed on 22 June 2018.
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by MAP, with co-financing from the respective countries, and coordinated by 
PAP/RAC, is oriented at the implementation of practical coastal management 
projects in selected Mediterranean coastal areas, applying ICZM as a major 
tool. CAMP projects have been implemented in most Mediterranean coun-
tries (UNEP/MAP/PAP 2015).

The CAMP project implemented in France (2014–2017) focused on the 
Var Department in Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region, covering an area of 
about 6,000 km2, with 432 km of coastline, including ten islands and islets 
(70 km are occupied by military establishments, 40 km are urban areas and 
ports, while 92 km are beaches and 230 km are rocky shores). Objectives of 
the project were to identify and support local initiatives contributing to 
ICZM Protocol implementation; to facilitate and encourage more effective 
and coherent governance of the Var territory with its multiple layers of poli-
cies and regulations at different scales; and to develop transferable methodolo-
gies which can benefit other territories. Specifically, the actions of the project 
included:

• setting up of a consultative body, named Terre et Mer Var Forum, organising 
informal mediation meetings that facilitated exchanges between the differ-
ent stakeholders of the Var coastal area;

• development of an evaluation study of sea and coastal management and 
planning policies in the Var, with regard to their relevance for the imple-
mentation of the ICZM Protocol; and

• development of operational actions, in partnership with civil society and 
institutions. These included concrete initiatives such as the management of 
ports and navigation basins but also educational initiatives aiming at devel-
oping a cultural “brand” for the Mediterranean islands (named “Archipelago 
of excellence”), like, for example, the production of films on some of the 
small Mediterranean islands and their surrounding maritime area, for 
example, the Specially Protected Areas of Mediterranean Importance 
(SPAMI), namely, the Port-Cros National Park and the archipelago of 
Embiez/Six-Fours.

The Terre et Mer Var Forum was set up to be a place of mediation and gov-
ernance at the local scale of the Var Department, supporting the actions of key 
local actors such as the Conservatoire du littoral. The latter is a state institution 
managing public coastal land for conservation purposes and ensuring free 
access to the public. Biodiversity, aesthetics and cultural identity of the littoral 
are protected, also with direct engagement of local communities and associa-
tions. The Forum was conceived as a laboratory to stimulate a dynamic dia-
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logue among coastal stakeholders, to advance in the development of an 
integrated governance mechanism and to highlight the successes and difficul-
ties encountered in the implementation of ICZM policies. Although created 
within the CAMP France project, the Forum continues to operate, facilitating 
discussions related to coastal and marine management stimulated by other 
projects as well, like SIMWESTMED.

Ensure integrated managed development of coastal and marine areas. 
The proposals for ICZM-MSP for the Emilia Romagna Region (Italy) formu-
lated within the Italian National Project RITMARE (Barbanti and Perini 
2018) provide an example of integrated scenario analysis for the coast and the 
sea, aiming to address and guide the growth and development of coastal and 
maritime activities. The analysis consisted of the following steps: (1) update 
of existing assessments; (2) analysis of expected trends of maritime activities 
in the area; (3) analysis of conflicts, synergies and cumulative impacts; (4) 
definition of a common vision and related objectives; (5) identification of a 
portfolio of spatial measures; and (6) elaboration of an integrated scenario. 
Sectors, Departments and Services of the Emilia Romagna Region were 
engaged along the different steps.

A vision was developed where tourism is seen as pivotal for economics, 
ensuring it also acts as promoter of other economic sectors and does not com-
promise natural resources, thus supporting the regional economy. A portfolio 
of spatial measures was identified referring to six major uses: coastal defence, 
decommissioning of oil and gas offshore platforms, development of offshore 
wind farms, fishery and aquaculture, environmental protection and manage-
ment of areas used for military purpose. The set of measures has the following 
objectives:

• Sustainable development through establishment of new uses, promoting 
Blue Growth in the area by overcoming existing barriers but safeguarding 
the uses already in place

• Reduction of conflicts and increase of synergies among uses
• Reduction of environmental impacts, particularly in the area between 0 

and 6  nm, and increase the level of protection of relevant habitats and 
species

An integrated “managed development” scenario was finally developed which 
considers all the measures implemented at the same time and aims to pursue 
the above objectives in an integrated way. This led to an assessment of 
the   possible overall reduction in use conflicts and cumulative impacts as a 
result of applying the proposed measures.
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Integrate different specific spatial policy for coastal and marine areas. 
The variety and heterogeneity of coastal and marine environments in the 
Mediterranean call for a tailored approach for the specificities of different 
areas. In order to enable the implementation of specific policy measures, the 
Israel Marine Plan (Portman 2015), an initiative of a group of researchers and 
planners at the Faculty of Architecture and Town Planning’s Center for Urban 
and Regional Studies at the Technion,2 proposes to divide Israeli marine space 
into five functional marine areas that are spatially distinguished from each 
other. The distinction between the functional marine areas lies within the 
priorities and reciprocal relationships between uses or actions in each of them. 
Each of the marine areas is therefore an exploration area that offers a variety 
of opportunities and yet enables managing conflicts and attaining synergies in 
accordance with the goals set by the plan. Decisions made according to the 
distinctive guidelines for each one of the marine areas would thus enable the 
social, economic and environmental functioning of the entire marine space. 
The areas are identified as follows:

• “Marine protected areas” considered the  most protected  areas among 
all  those included in the plan. the areas. They are the main exploration 
areas for designations related to nature and landscape preservation and pro-
tection. The policy proposed here is a proactive policy for high priority 
location and approval of marine protected areas at various levels.

• “Marine shared areas” spread out between the “horizon line” as delineated 
in the plan and the boundary of the coastal shipping corridor that stretches 
to its west, and between strips of sections of the “Marine protected area”. 
They are development-oriented areas and are the main exploration areas for 
intervention and development designations. Here, too, a proactive policy is 
suggested for locating, at a high priority, sustainable human usages.

• “Marine horizon areas” are visible from densely populated urban shores 
and extend in front of them; therefore, they are very sensitive from a social 
point of view and constitute a significant public resource. Decision-makers 
will act to preserve an open landscape, to decrease the risk from existing 
and future infrastructure facilities and to utilise this area for purposes of 
leisure and recreation. This typology of area also includes vulnerable habi-
tats and a main concentration of heritage values linked with the shore; it 
also includes harbours and other coastal infrastructures. Proximity to the 
shore also implies proximity to sources of pollution.

2 msp-israel.net.technion.ac.il; accessed on 22 June 2018.
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• “Marine shared-protected area” spreads over the back of the horizon space 
and between the strips of the marine protected area up to the edge of the 
continental slope. The policy proposed for this area is a reactive policy 
intended to preserve this area as an open marine space and to view it as a 
secondary exploration area for additional protected areas, as well as a future 
secondary exploration area for limited constrained human uses.

• “Deep sea area” spreads out from the edge of the continental slope up to 
the limit of the economic waters. The proposed policy for this area will give 
high priority to exploration intended for human usage.

5  Ways Forward

The EU MSP Directive is one of the main enabling factors for MSP imple-
mentation in some of the Mediterranean Sea countries. However, its applica-
tion is limited to EU member states. Nevertheless, the principle of sincere 
cooperation, including cooperation with non-EU countries, is fundamental 
for the implementation of such a Directive. Embedding MSP in the ICZM 
process defined by the Barcelona Convention can provide a wider, common 
and legally based framework for MSP implementation in the entire 
Mediterranean. From  this perspective, the adoption of the Conceptual 
Framework for Marine Spatial Planning in the Mediterranean Sea represents 
an initial step in this direction. Integration of ICZM and MSP is an impor-
tant component of the activities that MAP is carrying out in the biennium 
2018–2019.  This  specifically includes  the ongoing elaboration of the 
Common Regional Framework on ICZM, within which the Conceptual 
Framework for MSP is to be integrated. Together with the essential role the 
EU MSP Directive plays for the EU countries, this process is expected to 
contribute to the dissemination and implementation of the MSP concept in 
the coming years.

The importance of applying integrated ICZM-MSP in the Mediterranean 
Sea also stems from the high relevance of environmental, social and economic 
land-sea interactions which characterise this sea  basin. Indeed, integrating 
ICZM and MSP would also seem  highly relevant in other semi-enclosed 
basins, such as, in particular, the Black Sea (Golumbeanu and Nicolaev 2015).

Notwithstanding the relevance of a pan-Mediterranean approach to MSP, 
it is also important to acknowledge that this sea basin is characterised by 
subregional specificities. As highlighted by the Conceptual Framework for 
MSP, a multi-scalar approach is recommended to tailor a common approach 
to  specific characteristics. The scale of the entire Mediterranean might be 
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relevant for defining common strategic goals and approaching transbound-
ary challenges; some of them might assume specific significance at the sub-
regional level. With the gradual introduction of MSP, the Barcelona 
Convention can provide an institutional framework for cooperation in the 
Mediterranean also for marine planning and management. At the same 
time, at the subregional level, other cooperation mechanisms can play a rel-
evant role, for example, the EU Strategy for the Adriatic Ionian Region 
(EUSAIR). The multi-scalar approach is completed by the national and, in 
some cases, subnational levels which are expected to implement the statu-
tory MSP processes.

Although challenging, the establishment of new EEZs and the full applica-
tion of existing ones would extend the area of MSP implementation, provid-
ing opportunities for both the managed exploitation of marine resources and 
space as well as for improved conservation (Katsanevakis et  al. 2015). The 
resolution of pending disputes on maritime borders would also help in defin-
ing a clear legal basis for MSP implementation in the Mediterranean.

Project-based experience on (cross-border) MSP in the Mediterranean is 
rather rich and keeps growing, focusing also on integration between marine 
and coastal planning. This has delivered a variety of practices (such as data- 
sharing infrastructures, tools, methodologies, handbooks, guidelines, rec-
ommendations and pilot plans) that can be transferred and used in the 
formal MSP processes, considering the necessary  phases of testing and 
adaptation. Although the uptake of project outcomes  still needs to be 
improved, the main challenge lies in the unbalanced distribution of experi-
ences between EU and non-EU countries, also affecting data availability 
and accessibility. Some recently started or upcoming initiatives will con-
tribute to filling this gap, for example, the MSP project in Albania and 
Montenegro (Implementation of the EcAp in the Adriatic Sea through 
MSP) funded by the Global Environmental Facility, which was officially 
launched in May 2018, or the pilot project on cross-border MSP to be 
launched in the Western Mediterranean according to the “Joint Roadmap 
to accelerate Maritime/Marine Spatial Planning processes worldwide” 
adopted on 24 March 2017 by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission of UNESCO and the Directorate-General for Maritime 
Affairs and Fisheries of the European Commission. CAMP projects imple-
mented up to now (18 plus 1 in preparation, each in a different country) 
have  resulted in the successful spread of the ICZM  concept around the 
entire Mediterranean and in testing the application of different provisions 
of the ICZM Protocol. A second round of CAMP projects could focus on 
integrating spatial planning of the sea with the  overarching ICZM frame-
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work at the national or subnational scale, thus further contributing to 
increased capacity building in MSP in non-EU countries.
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Stakeholder Processes in Marine Spatial 

Planning: Ambitions and Realities 
from the European Atlantic Experience

Sarah Twomey and Cathal O’Mahony

1  Introduction

Bordered by two oceans and four seas, the European Union (EU) has the 
largest maritime territory in the world with marine regions accounting for 
over five million jobs and generating 40% of its gross domestic product 
(GDP) (EC 2017). The EU’s political economy is inexorably linked to the 
marine environment and ensuring the health of marine ecosystems is neces-
sary for the future of ocean biodiversity and sustaining maritime develop-
ment. The scale and diversity of coastal and marine activities across Europe’s 
regional seas thus present huge challenges for governance and policy frame-
works. Governance sets the stage within which management occurs (Olsen 
2003) and its success is key to dealing with conflict and escalating pressures 
on the marine environment. The principles of good environmental gover-
nance are well documented: openness; participation; transparency; and, 
accountability (Wingqvist et  al. 2012; Lockwood et  al. 2010; Heldaweg 
2005). In particular, effective governance goes beyond information provision 
and consultation by governments; it requires the active participation of stake-
holders (Colvin et  al. 2016; Reed 2008). Stakeholders represent a host of 
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marine activities operating in the seas comprising diverse statutory, regula-
tory, commercial and societal perspectives; they are gatekeepers to a vast 
amount of experience, knowledge, values and interests and play a pivotal role 
in contemporary marine governance.

Blue Growth is an EU long-term strategy to harness the untapped 
potential of Europe’s oceans, regional seas and coasts for jobs and 
growth (EC 2012). Specific activities have been earmarked for addi-
tional effort—aquaculture, coastal tourism, marine biotechnology, 
ocean energy and seabed mining. The success of the Blue Growth 
agenda is contingent on ecosystem health, and current and future activ-
ities need to be carefully planned in relation to each other and the sur-
rounding environment (i.e. the ecosystem approach). Marine Spatial 
Planning (MSP) is recognised as a key mechanism for achieving these 
goals and applies the ecosystem approach to conduct integrated, 
forward- looking and strategic decisions on human uses of the sea (Ehler 
and Douvere 2009).

2  Aims and Objectives

This chapter presents a contribution to the MSP literature that is practice- 
based and is primarily targeted towards planners and a general audience. 
While the majority of the existing Europe-focused literature has originated 
from experiences in the semi-enclosed Baltic Sea and the North Sea, this 
chapter focuses on a selection of coastal nations bordering Europe’s Atlantic 
sea basin—coastal nations which heretofore have not featured prominently 
in the literature were chosen so as to provide new insight to the challenges 
along the European Atlantic coastline. The aim of this chapter is to illustrate 
how different state-based MSP settings affect the type and degree of stake-
holder participation in practice. In particular, the focus is on recent trends in 
stakeholder participation in MSP across different geographic, ecological and 
socio- political contexts from the island of Ireland (i.e. Ireland and Northern 
Ireland) and the Iberian coast (i.e. Spain and Portugal). The chapter outlines 
the complexities and practical challenges associated with the ambitions and 
realities of delivering multi-sector participatory MSP processes. Insights are 
drawn from multiple case studies of stakeholder processes including research-
based transboundary MSP pilot projects from the northern and southern 
European Atlantic, and statutory initiatives at different stages of MSP 
implementation.
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3  Methodology

The methodological approach comprised a desk-study analysis of peer-review 
and grey literature (e.g. project reports, policy statements) relevant to the EU 
Atlantic region. The literature analysis included outputs from projects which 
were informed by activities focused on the engagement of stakeholders 
through workshops and interviews to ascertain their views and opinions on 
the implementation of MSP in different jurisdictional settings. Findings to 
emerge from additional semi-structured interviews with stakeholders engaged 
in MSP processes, and the recent advancement in implementation, were also 
incorporated into analysis for this chapter.

4  Conceptualising Stakeholder Processes

Multiple distinctions relating to the term ‘stakeholder’ can be found through-
out relevant literature. Definitions are not consistently used and can mean 
numerous things in different management and regulatory contexts (Long 
2012). The phrase first emerged in the realm of corporate governance in the 
1930s (Preston and Sapienza 1990). In recent decades, it has become widely 
used in the field of environmental governance and particularly in the marine 
and maritime sphere (Fig. 13.1).

In MSP, the term ‘stakeholder’ refers to any individual, group, or organisation that are or will be affected, 

involved or interested (positively or negatively) and can be classified into the following three broad categories:

• Government decision-makers at various levels (i.e. government stakeholders including ministries, 

state agencies, municipalities and local government); 

• Commercial or industry stakeholders representing the key marine sectors operating in the area;

• Civil-society stakeholders represented by the research community, citizen and community-based 

organisations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and conservation groups.

Government

Civil society

MARINE
SPATIAL

PLANNING
STAKEHOLDERS

Industry

Fig. 13.1 Widely accepted definition of stakeholders and their categories in MSP and 
marine governance (based on Pomeroy and Douvere 2008; Long 2012; Roxburgh et al. 
2012; Flannery et al. 2015; Jay 2015, Jay et al. 2016)
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The terms participation, engagement and consultation are regularly used 
interchangeably to signify a process by which individuals and groups (i.e. 
stakeholders) converge to communicate, interact, exchange information, pro-
vide input or share in decision-making. Although these words are often used 
synonymously in policy documents and academic literature, they have differ-
ent meanings. In particular, participation can mean many things to different 
people. It is frequently used as an umbrella term to describe activities ranging 
from information provision, public consultation, discussions with the public, 
or co-decision-making and partnerships.

It is important to take into account that the scope and extent of stakeholder 
participation differs greatly across regions and from country to country. The 
level of involvement will also largely depend on the political or legal require-
ments for participation that already exist in a country or region. In particular, 
various countries in Europe have used different ways to involve stakeholders 
in their MSP initiatives (Fig. 13.2).

5  Institutional Context for Participation 
in Marine Spatial Planning

This section outlines they key legal, policy and institutional frameworks that 
govern contemporary approaches to MSP and the obligations that exist for 
involving stakeholders.

Early and effective stakeholder participation is a fundamental aspect of the 
Ecosystem Approach and is also a legal requirement under a host of other dif-
ferent international and European instruments presented in Table 13.1.

The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992) is a docu-
ment widely regarded as the founding charter of sustainable development. 
The following principles are of particular relevance: Principle 10 emphasises 
that environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all con-
cerned citizens; Principle 20 advocates for the full participation of women; 
while, Principle 22 refers to indigenous peoples and their communities. The 
Rio conference also led to the approval of Agenda 21, a comprehensive blue-
print of action for the twenty-first century to be implemented globally, 
nationally and locally by UN organisations and the world’s governments. The 
text of Agenda 21 is an extensive 351-page document with multiple references 
to participation and participatory mechanisms (Charnoz 2009).

Under the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), Annex of COP 6 
Decision VI/19 specifies the need to ensure the participation of major stake-
holders from different sectors in sustainable development and biodiversity 
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STAGE ONE:

INFORMING

Communicating 
information and raising 
awareness of the MSP 
process outside of 
government institutions 
with industry and civil 
society stakeholders with 
no avenue for receiving 
feedback 

One-way process/ Top-down

STAGE TWO:

PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION

Industry and civil society 
stakeholders 
feedback to government 
decision-makers 
on potential decisions 
and alternatives through 
a formal statutory 
process. 

providing 

One-way process/ Top-down

STAGE THREE:

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

Working directly with 
government throughout
the process (and 
especially before the 
consultation phase) to 
ensure that stakeholder 
concerns are understood 
and considered in 
decision-making 
processes. 

Two-way dialogue/ Top-down

STAGE FOUR:

STAKEHOLDER
COLLABORATION

Partnering with 
government in each 
aspect of the decision-
making process 
including the 
development of 
alternatives and the 
identification of the 
preferred solution (Blend 
of top-down and bottom-
up) Multi-sector dialogue/ Blend of Top-down and Bottom-up

Government

Civil SocietyIndustry

INFORM

Government

Civil SocietyIndustry

CONSULT

Government

Civil SocietyIndustry

ENGAGE

Government

Civil SocietyIndustry

COLLABORATE

Fig. 13.2 The Continuum of stakeholder participation (using the categories of indus-
try, civil society and government—the latter can include different levels of authority 
from local, regional to national) in European MSP with various stages ranging from 
information provision to collaboration between all categories of stakeholders. The 
arrows represent the flow of information and the direction of interactions between 
stakeholders (Adapted from Arnstein 1969)
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conservation. The involvement of environmental interest groups and non- 
governmental organisations (NGOs) are integral, and the distinct role sign-
posted for NGOs is perhaps the most major innovation of the Convention 
(Lee and Abbot 2003).

Adopted in 1998 under the auspices of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe, the Aarhus Convention, is the first comprehensive 
effort at the supranational level at implementing Principle 10 of the Rio 
Declaration, providing legally binding obligations on three pillars: public 
access to environmental information; decision-making; and, justice. The 
European Community has been a Party to the Aarhus Convention since 2005 
and has implemented it via two EU Directives and a Regulation. The Directives 
address public access to environmental information (Directive 2003/4/EC) 
and public participation in environmental decision-making (Directive 
2003/35/EC). The Regulation (Regulation 1367/2006, hereafter referred to 
as the Aarhus Regulation) addresses the application of the provisions of the 
Aarhus Convention, including that enabling NGOs meeting certain criteria 
to request an ‘internal review’ of administrative acts or omissions.

Under the EU’s MSP Directive (2014/89/EU), MSP is defined as a process 
by which the relevant Member State’s authorities analyse and organise human 
activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic and social objectives 
(EC 2014). There is a legal obligation to establish and implement MSP plans 
by 2021 that apply an ecosystem approach; consider economic, social and 
environmental aspects; and promote the coexistence of relevant activities and 
uses. Inherent in this is the provision of opportunities for stakeholders to 
participate throughout the process (Article 6). In addition:

Member States shall establish means of public participation by informing all inter-
ested parties and by consulting the relevant stakeholders and authorities, and 
the public concerned, at an early stage in the development of maritime spatial 

Table 13.1 List of key international and European instruments relevant to the 
European Atlantic that require stakeholder participation

International European Union

Rio Declaration on Environment and 
Development (1992) and Agenda 21

Atlantic Strategy and Action Plan

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) Directive 2014/89/EU on Maritime 
Spatial Planning

OSPAR Convention and the North-East 
Atlantic Environment Strategy

Directive 2003/4/EC on Public Access to 
Environmental Information

Aarhus Convention Directive 2003/35/EC on Public 
Participation
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plans, in accordance with relevant provisions established in Union legislation. 
Member States shall also ensure that the relevant stakeholders and authorities, 
and the public concerned, have access to the plans once they are finalised 
(Article 9).

The EC’s Communication on Developing a Maritime Strategy for the 
Atlantic Ocean Area (COM(2011)782) identified a number of themes of rel-
evance to marine stakeholders in the Atlantic sea basin—implementing the 
ecosystem approach; reducing Europe’s carbon footprint; sustainable exploi-
tation of the Atlantic seafloor’s natural resources; responding to threats and 
emergencies; and socially inclusive growth. An Action Plan for a Maritime 
Strategy in the Atlantic area was subsequently adopted: delivering smart, sus-
tainable and inclusive growth (COM(2013)279) which sets out priorities for 
research and investment to advance the ‘blue economy’ in the Atlantic area. 
The Action Plan was developed through consultations conducted in the 
Atlantic Stakeholder Forum which consisted of representations from each of 
the five Atlantic Member States, the European Parliament, regional and local 
authorities, civil society and industry.

6  MSP Guidance and Recommendations

MSP aims to achieve multiple objectives (social, economic and ecological) 
and should therefore reflect as many expectations, opportunities or conflicts 
occurring in the MSP area. This section summarises (Table 13.2) the concep-
tual reasons for encouraging stakeholder participation in MSP, which reflect 
good practice, guidance and associated principles (e.g. EU Roadmap).

According to Principle 4 of the EU Roadmap for MSP (COM(2008)791), 
in order to achieve broad acceptance, ownership and support for implementa-
tion, it is important to involve all stakeholders at the earliest possible stage in 
the planning process. Stakeholder participation is also reported as a source of 
knowledge that can significantly improve the quality of MSP (Ehler and 
Douvere 2009).

Moving towards greater stakeholder participation to holistically address 
interactions among multiple sectors and communities within coastal and 
marine areas requires fresh thinking and new approaches. Public consultation 
alone is no longer appropriate. Implementing effective MSP entails the adop-
tion of inclusive participatory planning processes that move beyond tradi-
tional top-down approaches. In addition, a host of guidance documents 
report that MSP requires active engagement with stakeholders throughout the 
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entire planning process from preparatory, drafting and implementation to 
evaluation phases (e.g. Ehler and Douvere 2009; U.S.  Institute for 
Environmental Conflict Resolution 2011; Pentz 2012; Agardy et  al. 2011, 
2012).

While the rationale for engagement of stakeholders in MSP is well estab-
lished (Table 13.2) and is reflected in the guidance documentation available 
to practitioners, there is a need to consider: firstly, how appropriate are the 
mechanisms being used and secondly,  how different stakeholders react to 
engagement opportunities is influenced by: the resources and power they have 
at their disposal, and the design of the actual engagement mechanisms 
employed in any given situation. Planners should be aware that differences 
exist between stakeholders in terms of power and influence, and MSP pro-
cesses should look to mitigate these differences in order to deliver more equi-
table and democratic approaches (Flannery et al. 2018).

Using the case study material (research- and practice-based) that forms the 
basis of this chapter, the theoretical considerations on stakeholder participa-
tion from the MSP literature are mapped onto each example to illustrate 
where divergence occurs between theory and practice and the drivers behind 
this divergence (e.g. geographical, socio-political influences).

Table 13.2 Rationale for actively involving stakeholders in MSP (NOAA Coastal Services 
Centre 2007; EC 2008; Ehler and Douvere 2009; EC 2014)

Rationale for actively involving stakeholders in MSP:

  •  Encourages ownership of the plan, engenders trust among stakeholders and 
decision-makers and voluntary compliance with rules and regulations.

  •  Improves understanding of the complexity (spatial, temporal) and human 
influences of the marine management area.

  •  Develops a mutual and shared understanding about the problems and 
challenges in the management area.

  •  Increases understanding of underlying (often sector-oriented) desires, 
perceptions and interests that stimulate and/or prohibit integration of policies 
in the management area.

  •  Examines existing and potential compatibility and/or conflicts of multiple use 
objectives of the management area.

  •  Aids the generation of new options, consensus and solutions that may not 
have been considered individually.

  •  Expands and diversifies the capacity of the planning team, in particular 
through the inclusion of secondary and tertiary information (e.g. local 
knowledge and traditions).
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7  Geographical Context for the European 
Atlantic Case Studies

The European Atlantic region (or sea basin) broadly refers to the coasts, ter-
ritorial and jurisdictional waters of five EU Member States: Ireland; France; 
Spain; Portugal and, until March 2019, the UK1 (i.e. all of Northern Ireland 
and Wales, the western parts of England and Scotland). Unlike other European 
marine regions that are somewhat sheltered and semi-enclosed seas, the 
European Atlantic countries look outwards to an exposed open ocean 
(Fig. 13.3).

The countries showcased in this chapter are considered as geographically 
peripheral nations of the EU which in turn provides socio-economic advan-
tages and disadvantages. Ireland, Spain and Portugal have only recently 
emerged from the economic recession brought about by the European Debt 
Crisis of 2009. In terms of sea uses, fishing is a major sector within the 
Atlantic, whilst coastal tourism and shipping are of great importance to all 
Member States bordering this area. Given the Atlantic region’s geographic 
position, it is considered a gateway to continental Europe (O’Hagan 2018). 
There is limited oil and gas production, but the region has high potential for 
the development of offshore renewable energy given its favourable physical 
and climatic conditions for wind, tidal and wave energy devices (Pérez-Collazo 
et al. 2015; Magagna and Uihlein 2015).

8  Stakeholder Processes in Reality

The following section outlines experiences and outcomes from a research- 
based transboundary MSP project with two pilot studies from northern and 
southern European Atlantic contexts. This is followed by an examination of 
four statutory initiatives at different phases of MSP implementation in Ireland 
and Northern Ireland (which is one of the devolved administrations of the 
UK) on the island of Ireland (Fig.  13.4), and Spain and Portugal on the 
Iberian coast (Fig. 13.5).

1 Following the results of an EU referendum in 2016, on 29 March 2017, the UK notified the European 
Council in accordance with Article 50(2) of the Treaty on European Union of their intention to withdraw 
from the EU in 2019.
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8.1  Research-Based Applications

Although MSP is a national task, the nature of the marine environment and 
the activities taking place in the sea mean that cooperation in MSP across 
borders is essential. This is recognised in the MSP Directive, which requires 
Member States to cooperate with respect to transnational issues with the aim 
of ensuring that maritime spatial plans are coherent and coordinated across 
the marine region concerned.

The Transboundary Planning in the European Atlantic (TPEA) project 
focused on two pilot areas; one on the island of Ireland in the Irish Sea between 
Ireland and Northern Ireland, UK; the second, in the Gulf of Cadiz between 

Fig. 13.3 Map of EU Member States bordering the Atlantic Ocean and the extent of 
their respective Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs). Data sources: EEA and EMODNET
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Portugal and Spain (Fig. 13.7). It was a civil-society-led project coordinated by a 
research institution and involved a consortium of six governmental and four 
research partners across the region. Its primary aim was to explore cross- border 
(transboundary) MSP exercise and three key pillars provided a  framework for 
planning activities (Jay et al. 2016; Almodovar et al. 2014; TPEA 2013) (Fig. 13.6):

 1. Participation of multi-sector stakeholders (from government, industry and 
civil society groups) throughout the entire process as a means to inform, 
guide and validate the activities and outputs at all stages of the process (e.g. 
pre-planning, developing the vision and objectives, establishing the cur-
rent context, developing scenarios, etc.) (Stage 3 and 4 on the Stakeholder 
Participation Continuum);

Fig. 13.4 Map of the island of Ireland. Data sources: EEA and EMODNET
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 2. Analysis of legal, policy and governance frameworks; and
 3. Use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and geospatial technology.

The authors of this chapter coordinated the stakeholder engagement aspects 
of the project including the development of a strategy that established the 
objectives of stakeholder engagement throughout the planning exercise pro-
cess indicating how and when stakeholders were to be engaged at each stage of 
the preparation, planning and dissemination process (Fig. 13.7). The central 
mechanism for participation was the organisation of facilitated stakeholder 
workshops (three in each pilot area), where participants were invited to explore 

Fig. 13.5 Map of Spain and Portugal with the Iberian coast to the west. Data sources: 
EEA and EMODNET
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Fig. 13.6 Map illustrating the location of the two MSP pilot areas within the European 
Atlantic
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different aspects of transboundary MSP, and encouraged to share their experi-
ences, expectations, knowledge and opinions. Topics covered during work-
shops included methods for establishing planning areas; data sharing and 
harmonisation across jurisdictions; identifying pressures and opportunities; 
agreeing specific and strategic planning objectives; and development of sce-
narios (Almodovar et al. 2014).

The TPEA workshops were designed to reflect traditions in stakeholder 
participation and consisted of presentations, as well as facilitated group work 
and interactive exercises. In advance of each workshop, TPEA partners 
planned the format and programme and developed materials specific to the 
participants and activities on the day—in some cases, materials were provided 
to participants in advance of the workshop as part of introductory informa-
tion. Participants were asked to appraise all aspects of each workshop (e.g. 
content, facilitation), and this information was used to plan subsequent events 
over the course of the project (Jay 2015; TPEA 2014).

During the first round of workshops, stakeholders were asked to comment 
on their preferred means of stakeholder engagement and which methods they 
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felt would be most appropriate for the MSP process. A variety of methods 
were proposed—representing the opinions of participants—but also 
 indicating that when embarking on a stakeholder engagement process, plan-
ning teams will have to be mindful of the need to tailor messages (e.g. their 
content and how they are communicated) according to the requirements of 
different interested parties—either individuals or groups (Table 13.3)

While workshops were an important element of stakeholder participation, 
they were not the only means of incorporating stakeholder input. Recognising 
that many stakeholders could make a valuable contribution to the process 
outside of the workshops, members of the project team actively sought stake-
holder input over the course of the project, facilitated through meetings, pre-
sentations at industry and NGO events, use of formal and informal 
networks—this flexible and adaptive approach to engagement ensured the 
MSP process benefitted from the participation of a wide range of stakeholders 
across government, industry and civil society.

Some difficulty was experienced in the southern pilot area (Spain and Portugal), 
particularly in the early stages of the process. For example, despite efforts to 
ensure equal representation, the first workshop was attended by an overwhelm-
ing majority of Portuguese stakeholders. It then became apparent that this situa-
tion had transpired as a result of national differences. In 2013, the concept of 
MSP was largely unknown in Spain coupled with a weaker tradition of public 
engagement, whereas Portugal had already gained experience of a non-statutory 
national MSP study (i.e. Planning and Ordering of Maritime Space (POEM)).

Table 13.3 Participatory mechanisms proposed by the TPEA stakeholders and justifica-
tions for their use in an engagement process

Participatory 
Mechanism Justification

Identify organisational 
champions

Committed individuals with access to extensive networks 
can support engagement efforts of planning team

Involve politicians Builds trust and allows for in-depth discussion
Use of social media Twitter and LinkedIn are the new media of choice for many 

professionals
Stakeholder forum Potential to cater for numerous interest groups
Public campaign Means of raising awareness and encouraging involvement
Public meetings Provides participants with a voice and an opportunity to 

contribute, and for planning team to cover any technical 
aspects of plan

Visualisation (GIS/MSP 
Game)

Can be novel tools to initiate and facilitate discussion

Online forum A means of communicating FAQs and preferred media for 
many

Roadmap/strategy for 
engagement

Sets out where, when and how stakeholders can get 
involved
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Although Northern Ireland had already embarked on its statutory MSP 
process in 2012 (and Ireland had not yet), the challenges experienced in the 
southern pilot area with stakeholder representation were not shared in the 
northern pilot area. Perhaps this can be attributed to stakeholders on the 
island of Ireland sharing a common language in addition to similar traditions 
of public participation (Table 13.4).

8.2  Statutory-Based Applications

This section provides an overview of four case studies of real-life statutory 
MSP developments from the island of Ireland; Ireland and Northern 
Ireland, and the Iberian coast; Spain and Portugal. The focus of the analy-
sis is on the aspirations for stakeholder participation and the progress to 
date (where relevant) as documented by relevant government 
publications.

Table 13.4 High-level summary of the stakeholder mechanisms employed and trends 
in representation across different categories of stakeholders at the TPEA multi-sector 
workshops (2012–2014) in the northern and southern European Atlantic pilot areas

Location Stakeholder mechanisms employed Representation

Ireland and 
Northern 
Ireland

Three multi-sector transboundary stakeholder 
workshops.

Government: 
44%

Stakeholders were seated in a series of roundtables 
(i.e. cabaret style room set-up) to ensure 
representatives from different sectors could 
interact and hear diverse perspectives on the 
topics. Experienced facilitators at each table helped 
to guide semi-structured group discussions and 
ensure all voices had an opportunity to contribute.

Industry: 26%

Pro-active outreach and communications with 
government, industry and NGO at workshops and 
conferences, and government meetings.

Civil Society: 
30%

Spain and 
Portugal

Three multi-sector transboundary stakeholder 
workshops.

Government: 
72%

Stakeholders self-selected their own seats around a 
U-shape/boardroom style table and the event 
followed a formal meeting-style process. The Chair 
introduced various topics and asked for feedback 
and comments at various points.

Industry: 8%

Additional single-sector meetings were essential in 
Spain to raise awareness of MSP and encourage 
attendance.

Civil Society: 
20%
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 Ireland

As an island nation, Ireland has over 7500  km of coastline and sovereign 
rights to an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 880,000 km2—over ten times 
its land mass. Over 50% of the population reside on the Irish coast, the 
inshore and offshore waters contain some of the largest fisheries resources in 
Europe; are the western gateway for shipping to European and international 
seaports; and are amongst the most valuable and accessible marine renewable 
resources (wind, wave and tidal) globally.

Legislation Ireland has transposed the Directive through the EU (Framework 
for Maritime Spatial Planning) Regulations 2016, signed into law 
on 29 June 2016. The competent authority for MSP is the 
Department for Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(DHPLG).

Status of MSP A Government-led Inter-Departmental Marine Coordination Group 
was established in 2009 followed by the launch of a high-level policy 
document, Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth (HOOW) in 2012. This sets 
out the vision, high-level goals and key actions to enable Ireland’s 
marine potential to be realised. A roadmap for Ireland’s first plan 
was published in 2017- Towards a Marine Spatial for Ireland.

EU Projects TPEA, SIMCELT
Stakeholder 

Participation
HOOW was developed following a period of public consultation in 

2012. Over this consultation period, 192 responses were received 
from a variety of stakeholders including NGOs, Trade and 
Professional associations, Small or Medium-sized Enterprises 
(SMEs), Higher Education Institutions and others. The results of 
this consultation fed into the final version of Harnessing Our 
Ocean Wealth. Towards a Marine Spatial for Ireland provides 
details on the proposed public participation and consultation 
processes from 2018 to 2020. The aim of this document is to 
describe how, when and what DHPLG will do with the outcomes 
of stakeholders’ views.

The plan will be guided by the following principles for engaging in 
MSP:

  •  involve people early on in the decision-making process and in 
developing specific policy within the framework provided by 
HOOW;

  •  engage with interested people and organisations at the 
appropriate time using effective engagement methods and 
allowing sufficient time for meaningful consultation;

  •  be adaptable, recognising that some consultation methods 
work better for some people and some issues and that a 
one-size-fits-all approach will not work;

  •  respect the diversity of people and their lifestyles and give 
people a fair chance to have their voice heard regardless of 
gender, age, race, abilities, sexual orientation, circumstances 
or wherever they live;
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  •  be clear in the purpose of any engagement and how 
stakeholders may contribute and let people know how their 
views have been taken into account within agreed timescales;

  •  make documents publicly available on the Department’s 
website; and

  •  communicate clearly with people using plain English and 
avoiding jargon.

An Advisory Group has been established to ensure the participation 
of relevant NGOs, professional bodies and technical experts in the 
process. In advance of and running alongside subsequent formal 
public consultation, the DHPLG will also seek to engage 
stakeholders through the following means: geographic or 
sector-based groups workshops; web portal; one-to-one meetings; 
exhibitions and drop-in sessions; attendance at stakeholder 
meetings; questionnaires; web updates; and, newsletters.

Stakeholder 
Participation 
Continuum

Stages 1 and 2 and a plan has been prepared for Stage 3 activities 
(as of time of writing).

Key challenges 
encountered

  •  developing capacity and resources for different forms of 
stakeholder participation beyond public consultation and 
information sessions (discussed in interviews) and

  • geographical extent of coastline and marine area.
Links http://www.ouroceanwealth.ie/publications

http://www.housing.gov.ie/search/topic/marine-spatial-planning
http://msp-platform.eu/countries/ireland

 Northern Ireland

The Marine Plan for the Northern Ireland Plan Area will cover an area of 
approximately 12,350 km2 and include 650 km of coastline. A number of 
large cities and towns are located along the coastline and the marine area is a 
key asset in terms of biodiversity, recreation, tourism and the transportation 
of goods and services by sea. The marine waters of Northern Ireland also sup-
port industries such as aquaculture and fishing and there is significant poten-
tial for economic growth from tidal and offshore wind energy.

Legislation The MSP Directive has been transposed and the competent 
authority for MSP is the Department of Agriculture, 
Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA). In line with the UK’s 
Marine & Coastal Access Act (2010), the Marine Act (Northern 
Ireland 2013) sets out a new MSP framework which applies to 
the inshore region (i.e. the territorial sea out to twelve nautical 
miles).

Status of MSP DAERA are in the process of finalising their first plan. However, 
whilst the plan exists and has gone through the Sustainability 
Appraisal process, it is still in draft format and cannot be 
officially adopted as Northern Ireland has been without a 
government since February 2017.
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EU Projects TPEA, SIMCELT
Stakeholder 

Participation:
A Statement of Public Participation (SPP) was published in 2012. 

The aim was to:
  •  set out how and when people can be involved in the 

preparation of Northern Ireland’s first Marine Plan;
  •  indicate the associated time frame leading to its publication 

for public consultation; and
  •  Invite comment as to the matters to be included in the 

proposed Marine Plan.
This document is for ‘interested persons’, anyone or any group 

likely to be interested in or affected by policies or proposals to 
be contained in the plan. This will involve those who live or 
work near the sea, those who derive their livelihood from the 
sea, as well as those who enjoy it, care about it or manage it in 
some way. It will include individuals as well as stakeholder 
groups and larger organisations. According to the SPP, key 
methods of engagement and communication will include 
sector-based workshops, geographic-based workshops, one-to- 
one meetings, attendance at stakeholder group meetings, 
provision of information through a designated website, 
newsletters, public meetings and drop-in sessions.

Key stakeholder engagement to date has included extensive series 
of stakeholder events throughout 2012, including schools and 
the wider public in coastal areas, sectoral meetings and meetings 
with NGOs; Multi-stakeholder event (2013); Sustainability 
Appraisal Scoping Workshop (2014); Ongoing engagement with 
Northern Ireland and UK statutory bodies to ensure their 
respective responsibilities are accurately reflected; ongoing 
cooperation with neighbouring authorities that share the 
regional seas.

Stakeholder 
Participation 
Continuum

Stages 1 and 2 and a plan was prepared for Stage 3 (as of time of 
writing).

Key challenges 
encountered

  •  Managing expectations of stakeholders with regard to 
anticipated scope and level of participation (discussed in 
interviews).

  • Influence of political inertia on implementation process.
Links https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/articles/marine-plan-northern-ireland

https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/publications/marine-plan-statement-
public-participation

http://msp-platform.eu/countries/united-kingdom

 Spain

Spain has a coastline of over 4680 km bordering the Atlantic Ocean. The key 
maritime sectors are coastal and marine tourism, fisheries, maritime transport 
and mariculture. Plans for offshore wind farms in Spain, the world’s fourth 
largest producer of wind energy, have been set up and will be established in its 
territorial sea.
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Legislation Spain adopted the Royal Decree 363/2017 on 8 April 2017 
establishing a framework for MSP. The competent authority has 
been designated as the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 
Environment.

Status of MSP Spain has just recently transposed MSP into national law and is 
embarking on its preparatory phase for implementation. A 
number of MSP-related initiatives (e.g. MPAs, Natura2000, 
renewable energy plans) have been carried out, but so far, no 
multi-sector MSP initiatives have been developed at the national 
level. The focus over recent years has been on the implementation 
of the EU’s Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD). Marine 
strategies are under development for Spain’s five marine 
subregions to reach the good environmental status of the marine 
environment. Each of these subregions will also benefit from MSP.

EU Projects SIMNORAT, SIMWESTMED, TPEA, POCTEFEX-ALBORAN
Stakeholder 

Participation:
At this stage, it is unclear what opportunities will be available for 

stakeholders to participate in Spain’s forthcoming process. In 
terms of statutory stakeholder involvement, the Inter-Ministerial 
Commission on Marine Strategies (CIEM) was created in 2012 and 
is responsible for coordination between Ministerial Departments 
of the Central State Administration. Competencies on maritime 
and coastal affairs are shared between central and regional 
governments, including those facing the Atlantic. According to 
the EU MSP Platform, it is likely that stakeholder participation will 
be similar to that of the MSFD process, whereby top-down 
engagement between high-level government stakeholders was 
supplemented with a series of targeted stakeholder workshops 
with technical experts from the science community and NGOs.

Stakeholder 
Participation 
Continuum

N/A

Key challenges 
encountered

  •  Involving non-statutory stakeholders (e.g. industry, NGOs, 
local communities, etc.) in participatory processes for MSP.

  •  Geographical footprint in multiple sea-basins.
Links http://www.marineplan.es/en/ATLAS_13_06_11_EN.pdf

http://msp-platform.eu/countries/spain

 Portugal

With an Atlantic coastline of 942 km, Portugal has one of the largest mari-
time areas in Europe with an EEZ of 1,700,000  km2 encompassing both 
continental Portugal and two large insular regions surrounding the Azores 
and Madeira. Traditional economic activities include fishing, aquaculture and 
maritime transport, whilst new emerging sectors such as deep-sea mining, 
biotechnology and ocean energy are begin developed.
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Legislation Portugal has approved legislation for MSP for all Portuguese 
maritime space. In 2014, the first Portuguese MSP law was 
enacted, followed by Order No. 11494/2015 in 2015 which 
paved the way for the development of the Situation Plan, 
(Portuguese MSP). The competent authority is the Ministry 
of the Sea.

MSP Status From 2008 to 2012, the government led a (non-statutory) 
multidisciplinary MSP study—Planning and Ordering of 
Maritime Space (POEM). A new agency was then 
established, the Ministry for Agriculture, Sea, Environment 
and Spatial Planning (MAMAOT), with responsibility for 
both terrestrial planning and MSP. Several agencies were 
reorganised or disbanded, including the agency responsible 
for the development of POEM.

EU Projects TPEA, SIMNORAT, GPS Azores
Stakeholder 

Participation:
The draft version of POEM was published online for public 

consultation for 12 weeks in late 2011. This was 
supplemented by a series of sector-specific workshops that 
were also organised in different coastal locations, focusing 
on transport and navigation, fisheries and aquaculture, 
coastal tourism and leisure, maritime defence and scientific 
research. However, the stakeholder process has been 
described as ‘tokenistic’ with very limited public 
consultation over a short period despite the complexity of 
the plan (Portman 2011; Calado et al. 2010).

The National Ocean Strategy 2013–2020 (NOS) was 
developed through public debate following a large number 
of public meetings both in mainland Portugal and in the 
Autonomous Regions of the Azores and Madeira. Over 100 
contributions were received from public and private 
entities and also from civil society. The NOS aims to 
promote the ‘effective participation of everyone from a 
central, regional and local level—involving public and 
private entities and civil society as key partners for the 
identification and evaluation of threats and pursuing 
opportunities, ensuring reflection and production of 
strategic thinking’ (Government of Portugal 2014: 56).

Stakeholder 
Participation 
Continuum

Stages 1 and2.

Key challenges 
encountered

  •  Absence of a detailed plan for stakeholder 
participation.

  •  Involving industry stakeholders in participatory 
processes for MSP (Portman 2011; Calado et al. 2010).

  • Geographical footprint in multiple sea-basins.
Links http://www.portugal.gov.pt/pt/ministerios/mm.aspx

http://www.dgpm.mam.gov.pt/Pages/POEM_
PlanoDeOrdenamentoDoEspacoMarinho.aspx

https://www.dgpm.mm.gov.pt/enm-en
http://msp-platform.eu/countries/portugal
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9  Comparative Analysis: Stakeholder 
Processes Across the European Atlantic

In comparison to other European marine regions such as the Baltic or North 
Sea, MSP is still in its infancy in the European Atlantic. Whilst it is clear that 
MSP implementation across the region is at different stages in terms of imple-
mentation, some preliminary trends and issues have been identified. At a 
country level, the general approaches to planning are diverse as a result of 
varying underlying social and political contexts. MSP in Portugal is currently 
in its second cycle (although the first plan was more of a research-based exer-
cise and not a statutory plan); Northern Ireland is at the latter stages of pre- 
implementation of its first plan; Ireland has recently embarked on the 
preparatory stages of their first plan, and Spain has transposed the relevant 
legislation but has not yet published any further details on their proposed 
plan. This variance has implications for the comparative analysis of stake-
holder processes across the region; however, projects such as TPEA provide 
empirical evidence that can be used for the purposes of regional assessment.

Even in adjoining jurisdictions, there will be differences of approach to 
stakeholder participation and representation by sectors, possibly reflecting 
different political (e.g. political inertia in Northern Ireland) socio-economic 
conditions (e.g. emergence from recession), cultures and organisational struc-
tures. Unlike the government-led statutory processes presented in the previ-
ous section, TPEA was a bottom-up civil society-led process which tested a 
participatory approach to MSP and aimed to employ all four stages on the 
Continuum of Participation model (Fig.  13.3). An interesting distinction 
between the two pilot areas was the design of the stakeholder workshops, 
particularly in terms of the seating arrangements and (non)-use of trained 
facilitators. On the island of Ireland, stakeholders were seated at a series of 
round tables with representatives from all different sectors (i.e. government, 
industry and civil society) to encourage interaction and multi-perspective dis-
cussions (consistent with Stages 3 and 4 on the Stakeholder Participation 
Continuum). This was based on the assumption that the way in which you 
design stakeholder interactions at an event will inevitably influence the type 
of input you receive and smaller groups (e.g. six to eight individuals) at a 
number of round tables is conducive to more inclusive and meaningful con-
versations between stakeholders. Experienced facilitators were also appointed 
at each table to guide the group through a series of semi-structured group 
discussions; ensure that every stakeholder had an opportunity to meaning-
fully contribute; and no one voice could dominate the group. A more formal 
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approach was favoured on the Iberian coast with stakeholders self-selecting 
their seats in a U-shaped meeting format without the assistance of 
facilitators.

Resources were specifically assigned to ensure high levels of representation 
across sectors. Evidence from these research-based case studies indicate that 
stakeholder representation across different categories was evenly distributed in 
the Northern Atlantic countries (Table 13.4). Government decision-makers 
and statutory stakeholders were well represented across all four countries and 
over-represented in Spain and Portugal (72%). Civil society stakeholders from 
NGOs, the science community and local community groups also played an 
active role (i.e. 30% in on the island of Ireland and 20% on the Iberian coast). 
However, stakeholders from industry have been under-represented, particu-
larly in Spain and Portugal (8%).

In terms of statutory processes, of those that have published in-depth infor-
mation on stakeholder participation (i.e. Northern Ireland and Ireland), the 
planning authorities indeed claim to be moving beyond traditional consulta-
tion methods to more inclusive and participatory mechanisms of engagement. 
According to these policy documents from Ireland, the ambitions for stake-
holder participation fall within Stage 3 of the Stakeholder Participation 
Continuum—(Engagement)—presented in Table 13.2. Portugal has yet to 
release specific details of their plans for stakeholders but has indicated that 
they intend to engage with ‘everyone from a central, regional and local level’. 
However, unlike Ireland and Northern Ireland, they have not published any 
detailed plans (e.g. a Stakeholder Engagement Strategy or SPP) on when and 
how they will provide these opportunities. Similarly, with Spain, it is unclear 
at this point whether the planning authority will apply a participatory 
approach to MSP (Stage 3 of the Stakeholder Participation Continuum) or 
merely rely on public consultation (Stage 2 of the Stakeholder Participation 
Continuum) to obtain input from stakeholders.

10  Key Challenges

The case studies reveal valuable insights into the complexity and practical 
challenges associated with delivering multi-stakeholder MSP processes. Whilst 
acknowledging that the experiential data are limited, the overarching findings 
indicate that the policy guidance on participation on MSP has been inter-
preted in different ways across the European Atlantic. As a result, the cases 
presented in this chapter from research-based pilot exercises to statutory pro-
cesses demonstrate that there are variable ambitions for participation in 
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MSP.  This chapter thus contributes a European Atlantic perspective to an 
emerging body of literature that is critical of the realities of MSP implementa-
tion in other parts of the EU and beyond (e.g. Jones et al. 2016; Flannery and 
Ellis 2016; Flannery et al. 2018).

According to existing MSP theoretical frameworks, once planning authori-
ties follow a step-by-step approach characterised by interactive multi- 
stakeholder participation, a strategic plan can determine where and when 
human activities occur in marine spaces. The European Atlantic case studies 
indicate that in reality only the research-based initiative employed  mechanisms 
to engage and involve stakeholders at an early stage and continuously through-
out the process. Evidence emerging from the interviews and literature indicate 
that although Northern Ireland and Portugal had policy ambitions to conduct 
pro-active and inclusive stakeholder processes in line with good practice, in 
actuality, the approaches to date have not matched the expectations of stake-
holders from industry and civil society.

The diverse and often conflicting activities and perspectives of humans are 
therefore very much at the heart of MSP. Everyone has some type of stake and, 
in reality, it is primarily a socio-political process which strives to balance the 
demands of powerful stakeholders with robust scientific data through strate-
gic trade-offs. Despite these high stakes, evidence from both research and 
statutory initiatives indicate that industry stakeholders have engaged in lower 
numbers than those representing government and civil society interests. This 
is a critical point for MSP and is something that needs to be factored into 
subsequent planning cycles. Perhaps a tailored engagement strategy with this 
sector is necessary to clarify the value and importance of their role in terms of 
providing a unique perspective and tacit knowledge from those operating in 
an offshore setting.

In theory, the greater the scale of the planning area and the more the 
marine activities that have to be considered, the greater the number of stake-
holders that need to be engaged throughout the process. This complexity 
inevitably adds to costs in both time and financial resourcing for planning 
authorities. For example, Northern Ireland has the smallest planning area in 
all of the case studies, yet it has a larger MSP team than that of Ireland and 
Portugal.
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11  Practical Recommendations for Planning 
Authorities

The following recommendations to address challenges for stakeholder partici-
pation in MSP are based on lessons learnt from a synthesis of: the good prac-
tice guidelines developed by the TPEA project  (Almodovar et  al. 2014); 
discussions with stakeholders in interviews; and findings from the case studies 
presented in this chapter.

 1. Transparency: Mutual respect and fairness with a transparent process was 
raised as a key starting point for any engagement exercise.

• Transparency needs to extend to the objectives, outcomes, roles, expec-
tations and limits of any MSP process. For some stakeholders who have 
had no previous experience with MSP, the concept of MSP can be 
intangible. Sometimes communicating what MSP is not is more impor-
tant than explaining what it is. Likewise planning authorities should be 
explicit on what will be involved in the plan, as well as justifying what 
won’t be covered.

• Stakeholder expectations need to be managed. Honesty goes a long 
way—to avoid potential conflict with stakeholders, be realistic and don’t 
raise expectations by proposing high levels of engagement if you can’t 
deliver on these promises. If it’s going to be mostly public consultation, 
communicate that from the beginning but aim to improve participatory 
opportunities in future MSP cycles (e.g. by organising single-sector or 
multi-sector stakeholder meetings and workshops).

 2. Early and ongoing inclusive engagement mechanisms: Engagement 
with stakeholders outside of government organisations should not be an 
after-thought.

• Develop a comprehensive profile of stakeholder interests and contacts 
(e.g. in the form of a database) at the earliest possible stage in the pro-
cess is essential to identify a wide pool of stakeholders before deciding 
which particular stakeholders that need to be considered and then tar-
geted at different stages when necessary. The sectoral interests and the 
associated organisations or groups should be shared with stakeholders 
(e.g. at meetings or workshops) for validation and to plug any gaps in 
representation across the various sectors. This database needs to be 
maintained and updated throughout the planning process in order to 
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ensure that all relevant stakeholders are being engaged and to avoid a 
situation where stakeholders have unintentionally been excluded.

• Many planning authorities are familiar with statutory and regulatory 
stakeholders, but extra consideration needs to be given to identify other 
key stakeholders such as industry representatives (e.g. traditional sec-
tors, new emerging industries, environmental consultancies, trade 
unions); the science community including socio-economic researchers, 
marine social scientists, GIS specialists; and NGOs at the earliest stage 
(i.e. preparatory phase) in the MSP process.

• Don’t expect stakeholders to initiate contact with you. Outreach by the 
planning authority is essential, for example, by attending industry and 
NGO events, conferences, community meetings and so on.

• Strive to find a balance between consultation (i.e. one-way communica-
tion or no participation) and trying to engage everyone throughout the 
process (complete participation) is key. This is a difficult task, but it 
must be the aim in any MSP process.

• The importance of face-to-face contact through interactive workshops 
should not be underestimated and over-reliance on websites and news-
letters should be avoided. Use participation mechanisms that encourage 
dialogue and interaction between different stakeholder groups such as 
the facilitated multi-sector workshops outlined in this chapter. Strive to 
find a balance between consultation (i.e. one-way communication or no 
participation) and trying to engage everyone throughout the process 
(complete participation) is key.

• Stakeholders will often need to justify their attendance at MSP meet-
ings or workshops. Dates and locations may not always suit them. Be 
flexible and promote an open-door policy to allow stakeholders to drop 
in and out of the process.

 3. Promoting inclusiveness and developing capacity for stakeholders to 
participate effectively in the process: A diverse group of stakeholders 
from different professions and backgrounds should be encouraged but be 
cognisant of power and resource imbalances.

• In the early stages of MSP, not all stakeholders will be familiar with the 
concept or what the process entails. MSP and time and resources need 
to be allocated to raise awareness so that (as much as possible) stake-
holders are on a level playing field.

• Technical information should be tailored to different audiences and 
communicated clearly in basic terms. Communication professionals are 
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invaluable resource in these situations as they have the skills to bridge 
these gap science and policy gaps with different sectors.

• The process needs to be balanced and designed in a manner that ensures 
overly vocal stakeholders do not have a disproportionate influence over 
the process. Using facilitators in a workshop setting is a strategy to over-
come this imbalance as various strategies can be applied to promote an 
environment where no one stakeholder can dominate a discussion

12  Conclusion: Participation Is a Contested 
Concept That Often Fails to Live Up to Its 
Promise

On a theoretical level, the motivation and rationality for the integration of 
stakeholders throughout the MSP cycle is unquestionable. However, in prac-
tice, the case studies presented in this chapter highlight varying degrees of 
disconnect between the conceptual underpinnings of MSP theory and the 
realities of recent stakeholder processes in MSP. The ultimate challenge is to 
map out ways in which the processes and outcomes of stakeholder processes 
can align more realistically with the policy aspirations of national planning 
authorities. All countries profess to be implementing inclusive and multi- 
dimensional stakeholder processes in addition to long-established mecha-
nisms such as formal public consultation. However, it is clear from the 
European Atlantic experience that definitions of stakeholder participation, 
and exactly what it should entail, vary greatly. The true meaning of ‘early and 
effective engagement’ seems open to interpretation and sectors have different 
opinions on how and what it should look like. In order to contribute to the 
co-production of the knowledge base upon which Marine Plans are devel-
oped, rather than just being consulted, it is vital that stakeholders are allowed 
flexible opportunities to participate in all stages of MSP.
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Scenario-Building for Marine Spatial 

Planning

Lynne McGowan, Stephen Jay, and Sue Kidd

1  Introduction

The use of scenarios in strategic (terrestrial) spatial planning has been widely 
accepted for a number of years (ESPON 2007; Haughton et al. 2010). A range 
of scenario-building techniques has also been applied within marine manage-
ment in order to support decision-making (Van Hoof et al. 2014; Lukic et al. 
2018). Scenario-building is now attracting some attention within the specific 
context of marine/maritime spatial planning (MSP) too. This chapter explores 
the extent to which scenario-building is starting to be introduced and presents 
a scenario-building exercise carried out in relation to a transboundary MSP 
exercise for the Celtic Seas region. This example of scenario- building takes 
previous practice as its starting point but aims to produce a narrative that 
focuses more directly on two of the most critical issues for MSP in transbound-
ary spaces—namely evolving patterns of spatial development in the marine 
area and the need for increased cooperation between MSP authorities.

Scenario-building is one of a set of terms being used to suggest a future- 
oriented, strategic dimension to planning; visions, forecasts, strategies, pro-
spective road maps and action plans also suggest forward-looking tools to 
support plan-making. For simplicity, in this chapter, we focus on the notion 
of scenarios. The concept has its origins in military strategy and business plan-
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ning (Lindgren and Bandhold 2009) but has been adopted within public 
administration. Whilst there is no single definition of a scenario, one useful 
definition from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2001) 
states:

A scenario is a coherent, internally consistent and plausible description of a pos-
sible future state of the world. It is not a forecast; rather, each scenario is one 
alternative image of how the future can unfold.

Therefore, any process that examines a scenario or scenarios involves the 
creation of alternative images of the future and evaluating them against some 
kind of goal or set of values. In doing so, the purpose of using scenarios is 
inextricably linked to the question of what do we want to know about the 
future? At a general level, van Hoof et al. (2014) suggest that scenarios “can 
contribute to policy decision making by identifying and anticipating develop-
ments (desirable and undesirable) and information gaps and inconsistencies” 
that help to focus attention on causal processes and decision points that can 
be used in making better strategies.

2  Existing Scenario-Building Practice

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) MSP guide (Ehler and Douvere 2009) suggests that an MSP 
process should include the consideration of alternative spatial scenarios, of 
which one should be selected as the goal of the plan. Indeed, there are a num-
ber of existing examples of scenario-building within the context of coastal and 
marine planning and management. These have been partly experimental in 
nature, related to pilot projects, but also include some official processes. A 
frequently quoted example is that of the Belgian GAUFRE project (Maes 
et al. 2005). This was a research project that developed a visionary approach 
for the marine environment, applying certain land-use planning concepts and 
methodologies.

Here, we present more detailed examples from the UK, France and the 
wider Celtic Seas region. Firstly, in 2004, the UK’s Department for the 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs commissioned a study on Alternative 
Futures for Marine Ecosystems (AFMEC), (Pinnegar et al. 2006). This aimed 
to create a set of scenarios for use in strategic planning over a 20–30-year time 
frame. This resulted in a four-quadrant, two axes possibility space, which helped 
to define four scenarios. The two axes were the driving forces of the scenarios: 
societal values (from individual to community) along the horizontal axis, and 
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distribution of power (autonomy to interdependence) along the vertical axis. 
Incorporating other key parameters, such as gross domestic product (GDP), 
demographic change and water consumption, it was then possible to build 
narratives related to the four separate quadrants of the possibility space. These 
narratives were given summary names: World Markets, Global Commons, 
Fortress Britain and Local Stewardship. The scenarios were then applied to a 
range of activity domains such as climate, fisheries and aggregates to demon-
strate how possible trends may play out.

Secondly, within the UK’s English marine planning process, there are key 
stages where future uses of the sea are being considered. In the initial plan 
preparation phase, these include “identifying issues” and “gathering evidence”. 
In these two stages, the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) in con-
junction with stakeholders gathered information about the plan area. In the 
“options development” stage, the MMO considered different ways of achiev-
ing the plan objectives and vision. Options were compared to a business as usual 
scenario, which considered how the marine area might develop in the absence 
of a MSP. Scenarios were again incorporated into the “plan policy develop-
ment” stage. The MMO commissioned research to review past trends and cur-
rent drivers and develop future projections for selected industry sectors active 
in the plan areas (MMO 2017). The scenarios used in this exercise were devel-
oped as part of the Celtic Seas Partnership’s Future Trends project (described 
later) and consisted of Business as Usual, Nature @ Work (maximising ecosys-
tem services) and Local Stewardship (local decision-making and differentiation) 
scenarios. Changes in activity for each sector were mapped and plotted accord-
ing to the most appropriate unit of activity (e.g. MW of energy generated, 
Gross Value Added (GVA), freight tonnage). Potential trade-offs between sec-
tors and the environment were identified in each of the marine plan areas.

Thirdly, in France, the North Atlantic-Western Channel Façade is piloting 
the implementation and monitoring of strategic planning for maritime space 
and coastal areas (façades). A guide to the process by which it will be produced 
was recently published (Ministère de l’Environnement, de l’Énergie et de la 
Mer 2017 and Direction Interrégionale de la Mer Nord Atlantique-Manche 
Ouest (DIRM-NAMO) 2017). In the first stage, the existing conditions of 
the façades and emerging issues and risks will be identified. This will be fol-
lowed by the definition of a Vision for 2030, priority objectives for the façades 
and the selection of indicators to measure progress against the objectives. In 
defining the Vision for 2030, a scenarios method will be adopted that builds 
in different socio-economic, institutional and environmental factors to 
develop contrasting pathways and visions and enables different points of view 
and actors to be brought together for collective reflection.
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Finally, the Celtic Seas Partnership’s Future Trends work examined the 
future of the Celtic Seas region, with reference to what this means for the 
achievement of good environmental status (GES) and the need for an inte-
grated, ecosystem-based approach to marine management (ABPmer and ICF 
International 2016). The period considered was approximately 20 years from 
2016 and covered 10 maritime sectors including conservation. In this project 
a set of three scenarios was used to project and map spatial development and 
highlight potential opportunities and spatial conflicts that may need to be 
resolved through cooperation.

It is also worthwhile to note that within the context of the European Union’s 
framework for MSP, Directive 2014/89/EU (the MSP Directive,  EC 2014) 
does not directly refer to scenarios, but Article 4(5) states:

Member States shall have due regard to the particularities of the marine regions, 
relevant existing and future activities and uses [emphasis added] and their impacts 
on the environment, as well as to natural resources, and shall also take into 
account land-sea interactions.

In addition to this, maritime spatial plans should “identify the spatial and tem-
poral distribution of relevant existing and future activities and uses in their 
marine waters” (Art. 8) to support the sustainable development and growth of 
the maritime sector. In so doing, Member States should take into consider-
ation relevant interactions of activities and uses, such as aquaculture areas, 
fishing areas, installations and infrastructures for energy, transport routes and 
so on. Hence the need to take into account future uses and activities across a 
range of sectors may provide for the consideration of alternative options or 
scenarios. Furthermore, where maritime spatial plans are likely to have signifi-
cant effects on the environment, they are subject to Directive 2001/42/EC on 
the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environ-
ment (the SEA Directive, EC 2001). This requires that in thinking about pol-
icy responses, “reasonable alternatives taking into account the objectives and 
geographical scope of the plan” should be considered, thereby ensuring plan-
making authorities explore differing futures in some way.

3  Developing a Typology of Scenarios

These examples of scenario-building for marine management illustrate differ-
ent ways of thinking about the future and the different types of scenario that 
may be used to answer questions about pathways for development. Borjeson 
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et al. (2006) provide a simple distinction between scenario types based on the 
principal questions that a user may want to pose about the future:

• What will happen?
• What can happen?
• How can a specific target be reached?

Normative scenarios address the question “how can a specific target be 
reached?” and are most frequently used when a desired end state is known, 
with the user wanting to determine how that state can be reached by working 
backwards. Back casting from an end state can help to identify incremental 
steps that should be taken to achieve the desired goal. Back casting can also 
identify the factors that may prevent achievement of the end goal.

Predictive scenarios attempt to answer the question of “what will happen?” 
In this case, information about the past and present is projected forward to a 
future point to see what the situation might be, that is, changes are deter-
mined by forecasting. For example, predictions of coastal erosion around the 
UK coast have been used to develop Shoreline Management Plans that 
respond to potential risks over 20-, 50- and 100-year periods.

Exploratory scenarios consider “what can happen?” given a set of plausible 
futures. They are often used to understand developments over a longer time 
horizon or more strategic issues (Borjeson et al. 2006, 727). An example of 
this is a project which aimed to strengthen the preparedness and adaptive 
capacity of communities within the Hudson River watershed in the face of 
climate change (Roberts 2014). Here four scenarios (Procrastination Blues, 
Stagflation Rules, Nature be Damned! and Give Rivers Room!) were used to 
determine the consequences of different paths of action and the likelihood 
that different response options would be taken up under each scenario.

The pathways explored by each of the three types of scenario are illustrated 
in Fig. 14.1. Visualising scenarios in this way, normative scenarios may be seen 
as inward bound as they work backwards to see how a desired future might 
grow from the present. In contrast, predictive and exploratory scenarios might 
be described as outward bound as they extrapolate trends into the future or ask 
“what if?” or “what can happen? questions to arrive at a range of possibilities.

There are instances when different types of scenario (exploratory, norma-
tive etc.) can be used in conjunction with each other. For example, in the 
Water Scenarios for Europe and for Neighbouring Countries (SCENES) 
project, exploratory scenarios for freshwater management were first developed 
to provide a specific “end point” that set a socio-economic and institutional 
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context for water management. Then a back casting (normative) method was 
used to identify interim objectives, policy actions and strategies to achieve this 
vision (Kok et al. 2011).

4  Principles of Scenarios

Based on these examples and wider literature, a set of principles for develop-
ing scenarios for use in MSP can be outlined. These are:

 1. Scenario-building should be participatory: Scenarios should be created 
with stakeholder input, either in the creation of the initial narrative, defin-
ing focus/scope, or in checking plausibility and potential outcomes (Herry 
and Winder 2015).

 2. An appropriate time frame should be adopted: this may vary depending 
on the nature of driving forces. This should be at least 5 years where change 
happens quickly but up to 50 years where change may be more slow or 
uncertain; at least 10 years is typical (Pinnegar et al. 2006, 16).

 3. Plurality is required: two to four scenarios are considered to be the opti-
mal number for exploring a range of potential futures.

 4. The scenarios developed should have plausibility: whilst scenarios are 
not intended to be accurate forecasts of the future, they should be con-
structed in such a way that users can see the scenarios as possible futures.

 5. Scenarios should have internal consistency: the building blocks (or drivers) 
that are used to create each scenario should be joined together in an explain-
able and logical manner (Haines-Young et al. 2011; Van Hoof et al. 2014).

Future Future Future

PresentPresentPresent

Normative Predictive Exploratory
How can a specific
target be reached?

What will
happen?

What can
happen?

Fig. 14.1 Types of scenario
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 6. Scenarios should have resonance with their users: the scenarios produced 
should have sufficiently distinct narratives for users to understand the 
varying conditions and drivers to be considered. They should tell a story 
that is convincing. Dramatic or extreme scenarios, using memorable 
names, are helpful in this instance (Joint Research Commission 2008).

5  Scenarios for the Celtic Seas

A scenario-building exercise was carried out as part of a transboundary MSP 
project that sought to understand possible future patterns of spatial develop-
ment in the Celtic Seas region and what this might mean for transboundary 
cooperation on MSP (see McGowan et al. 2018; and www.simcelt.eu). This 
region incorporates national waters from France, Ireland and the UK and 
involves seven administrations with MSP responsibilities.

The development of scenarios in this exercise followed a four-stage process:

• Background material on key maritime sectors was collected and used to 
produce a set of sectoral Briefing Notes. These covered policies and MSP 
processes in relation to the specific sector and identified a series of drivers 
(political, economic, technological, etc.) that may be critical to the future 
development of each sector across the Celtic Seas.

• Based on previous examples of scenario development, a possibility space was 
developed as a framework to shape four distinct scenarios. This was shaped 
around two axes, representing two dimensions of particular importance to 
transboundary cooperation.

• The drivers for change identified in the Briefing Notes were mapped on to 
the new possibility space in order to create more in-depth narratives or pen 
pictures for each scenario.

• The scenarios were tested by stakeholders in a workshop setting, where they 
considered different sectoral trajectories for growth, what this might mean 
for integration and identified key issues where transboundary working 
would become more important.

5.1  Chosen Sectors

The sectors included in this exercise were deliberately limited to a small num-
ber due to the time-limited nature of the project and to make it possible to 
examine each sector in depth. They were selected using two criteria:
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• The sector has a distinct transnational dimension, in terms of movement 
across transnational space or fixed patterns of spatial development (or 
structures) that span national borders or

• The sector is known to have growing spatial demands, that is, it is an 
expanding sector that must be taken into account in the development of 
maritime spatial plans

The sectors chosen were:

• Cables and Pipelines
• Ports and Shipping
• Offshore Wind Energy
• Wave and Tidal Energy
• Aquaculture

5.2  The Development of Scenarios: The Possibility 
Space

Following previous examples of scenario development, the scenarios were 
developed using the four-quadrant or possibility space approach with two main 
variables used to construct the horizontal and vertical axes. The axes repre-
sented to key dimensions, as follows.

 Footprint: Spatial Diffusion Versus Efficiency (Horizontal Axis)

Changing spatial footprint was represented by a continuum from spatial dif-
fusion to spatial efficiency. Whereas previous scenario exercises have tended to 
use environmental concerns or green approaches against economic develop-
ment as a proxy for changing spatial footprint, this approach recognised how 
the activities of many new maritime sectors are shaped by technological 
advances and the drive to decarbonise the economy, providing greener or more 
sustainable patterns of development, for example, energy generation from off-
shore wind turbines or cleaner, more fuel-efficient ship design. Given the dif-
ferent stages of economic growth that can be attributed to different maritime 
sectors, some activities can be expected to expand in terms of spatial distribu-
tion (e.g. the development of new offshore wind farms) and/or resource use 
(e.g. more intensive aquaculture). Conversely, other maritime sectors could be 
expected to decrease their spatial footprint (e.g. when oil and gas fields are 
exhausted and rigs are decommissioned).
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In this case, spatial diffusion is used to describe a situation where different 
marine users or sectors:

• take up the maximum amount of marine space that is available to them;
• use that space exclusively (i.e. do not coexist or co-locate with other marine 

users); and
• use marine resources both expansively and most intensively to maximise 

exploitation of the marine resource available to them.

Spatial efficiency, on the other hand, occurs when users or sectors:

• take up a smaller amount of marine space;
• use the same space—coexisting or co-locating with other compatible 

activities;
• use limited resources or use marine resources in a more sustainable 

manner.

 Cooperation: Autonomy Versus Cooperation (Vertical Axis)

This axis reflected the degree of cooperation that takes place between MSP 
authorities. At the bottom end of the scale, autonomy refers to minimal levels 
of cooperation between authorities (at national or international scales) and the 
maintenance of “hard” boundaries around a given entity’s maritime space. At 
the opposite end of the vertical axis, cooperation refers to strong relationships 
between planning authorities that span national borders, more permeable 
boundaries (whilst respecting national sovereignty) and a recognition of shared 
responsibility for maritime regions. This may manifest itself in the develop-
ment of regional cooperation, new models of governance, ecosystem- based 
management or more integrated forms of planning (van Tatenhove 2013).

 The Possibility Space

By combining the two axes, a possibility space is created containing four 
quadrants or possible outcomes (scenarios), depending on different combina-
tions of footprint and cooperation (Fig. 14.2). This allows the development of 
more detailed scenarios. In the top left-hand quadrant, Scenario 1 represents 
a situation where cooperation may be high between authorities and patterns 
of development also show high levels of spatial diffusion. Moving to the right, 
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Scenario 2 also displays high levels of cooperation but a high level of spatial 
efficiency. In certain circumstances this may be considered the ideal scenario 
as it represents the greatest level of cooperation between authorities and most 
efficient use of marine resources. In contrast, the bottom left-hand quadrant 
(Scenario 3) represents a situation of little cooperation and high levels of spa-
tial diffusion, inferring uncoordinated and expansive resource use. Finally, 
Scenario 4 (bottom right-hand quadrant) refers to a situation of little trans-
boundary cooperation but more efficient resource use within individual juris-
dictions. Full descriptions for each scenario are given in Fig. 14.4.

5.3  Mapping Drivers onto the Possibility Space

Having defined the four different scenarios, the next step was to develop a 
storyline for each scenario. This was expressed in a set of four pen pictures. To 
do this:

 1. The drivers for change identified in the Briefing Notes were collated in a 
table for each sector, with additional columns for spatial efficiency, increas-
ing cooperation and justification,

 2. For each driver or planning issue, a judgement was made whether it would 
lead to increasing or decreasing spatial efficiency and increasing or decreas-
ing levels of cooperation between authorities. The results of this were 
recorded in a table (see example in Fig. 14.3) with justification.

Fig. 14.2 The SIMCelt possibility space
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 3. Except where the resultant impact for each driver was judged to be neutral, 
the driver was mapped onto the possibility space.

5.4  Developing Storylines

 Mapping Impacts on to the Possibility Space

Having identified the likely impacts on sectoral drivers and planning issues 
across all the sectors in the Briefing Notes, these were mapped on to the pos-
sibility space in order to create storylines for each scenario, as follows:

 1. Each driver/issue was numbered (e.g. O1, O2 for offshore wind, C1, C2 
for conservation).

 2. The possibility space was further divided up into 7 × 7 grid squares for each 
quadrant.

 3. Based on the likely impacts of each driver/issue in the table, a decision was 
made about where this would fit within the possibility space using the two 
axes as a guide. For example, where spatial efficiency was seen to be increas-
ing, a marker was placed on the right-hand side (Scenario 2 or 4), or if it 
was decreasing on the left (Scenario 1 or 3).

 4. Level of cooperation was then considered. If this was reckoned to be 
increasing, the marker would be moved towards the top half (Scenario 1 or 

Sector: Aquaculture Spatial 
Efficiency

Cooperation Justification

A8 National ambitions to increase aquaculture 
production

- + Will require some expansion of sites, but also increased 
stakeholder engagement

A21 Development of integrated multi-trophic 
aquaculture (IMTA), or polyculture, where
different species such as shellfish, seaweed
and fish are cultivated together to enable the
recycling of nutrients through the food chain 

+ = Positive impacts in terms of spatial efficiency. May not
require transboundary cooperation

Sector: Offshore Wind Energy
O24 Increasing size and generation capacity of

wind turbines
+ -/= Possibility to concentrate higher output in smaller areas.

Sector: Ports and Shipping
P5 Reduction of CO2 emissions and pollution by

shipping
= + Enforcement may require cooperation between

authorities
P8 Continued development of the TEN-T network =/+ ++ Concentration of shipping traffic through key routes to

enable accessibility of all regions

KEY

++ High increase = Neutral

+ Some increase -/= Neutral – tending to decrease

=/+ Neutral-tending to increase - Decreasing

Fig. 14.3 Example of mapping cooperation and spatial impacts
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2), or if decreasing in the bottom half (Scenarios 3 and 4). For moderate 
or low changes, markers would be placed closer to the centre of the corre-
sponding axes, and for extreme changes markers would be further out.

 5. This process was repeated with each driver until they had all been placed 
within the possibility space. Multiple markers were allowed in each grid 
square (Fig. 14.4).

 6. The drivers in each quadrant were then assembled into a pen picture with 
illustrative examples of how different sectors may develop up to the year 
2050.

 7. Each scenario was given a title that conveys its main characteristics 
(Fig. 14.5).

C9 C2

O4 T20, P5 P8, C8

O5 O1, T17 O26, A23 A18, P4 O30, A3

O2, T14 O20b A8 O19, T12 A1a, P16 P29 A2

O6, O17 A5 O20a, T8 T19, A20 O20c O8 A14

T22 A11 O20e, T4 O18 T13, C7 P31 T6, P11 P21

A10 A9 P22 P6

A12 P26 A19 C10 P12 A17

T1, T10

T2

Cooperation

Autonomy
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Spatial Efficiency

C1 A6

O10 O22

T18 O16, C5 C6

C3, T3 T5

O24, T7 A21 C4

Fig. 14.4 Mapping individual drivers onto the possibility space
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Scenario 1. Reaching Out
Key features: Cross border collaboration on a sectoral basis

International and national climate change targets and pollution controls are 
key drivers of change.

These lead to countries making greater efforts to deploy marine renewables
in coastal areas and further offshore. More areas are zoned for the primary 
purpose of renewable energy growth both in coastal areas and further out to 
sea, creating competition for space between energy interests and other sea 
users such as aquaculture and shipping and increasing cumulative impacts. 
Transnational energy infrastructure is put in place to support the distribution 
of green energy.

Sharing of information within sectors is seen as a way to increase 
coordination, e.g. E-navigation, maritime service portfolios and development 
of the Common Information Sharing Environment for shipping. 

Within the shipping sector international agreements on pollution are also key 
drivers of change, with more Emission Control Areas being designated and a 
much greater number of ships using LNG fuels. The seasonal opening of Arctic 
sea routes takes place but is dependent on high levels of international 
cooperation to maintain safety and security. Motorways of the Sea continue 
to develop along key routes and into more remote areas to connect with 
Arctic routes and growing renewable energy zones.

Ambitions for aquaculture production remain high across Celtic Seas 
countries as consumer demand for aquaculture product increases. As 
aquaculture moves further offshore this creates greater competition with 
other sea users. Climate change impacts such as increases in sea water 
temperature and increasing storminess also make large-scale production 
more challenging.

Increased sharing of data regarding MPA designations and collaboration on 
environmental monitoring takes place, e.g. using satellite data and 
autonomous vehicles to monitor marine habitats and species movements.

(continued)
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Scenario 2. Joining Forces
Key features: Ecosystem based approach, high degree of governmental 
cooperation

This scenario affords the highest level of protection to the marine 
environment, with regards to international requirements such as CBD and 
MSFD. Countries cooperate on decisions about new MPAs, including some in 
international waters. At the national level, there is greater clarity and direction 
in the way that MPAs are designated and managed.

Tight environmental constraints mean that countries think more strategically 
about the location of maritime activities and there is a strong drive towards 
colocation of marine renewables with activities such as coastal defences, 
tourism, fisheries and aquaculture. 

International shipping activity continues to increase, with larger ships being 
used to take advantage of economies of scale. In EU Member State waters, 
reduced customs formalities increase the efficiency and volume of goods 
moved through ports. Upgrades to port facilities and connectivity to ports 
hinterlands are implemented to take advantage of both international and local 
shipping movements. In areas where multiple marine users are active, 
protection of navigational safety is considered a priority.

Aquaculture growth is managed through the allocation of space in maritime 
spatial plans. Continued financial support from the EU and other institutions 
helps to deliver new operations that use innovative methods such as multi-use
platforms shared with offshore wave energy and monitoring stations. 

As well as developing colocation with aquaculture, fisheries and environmental 
monitoring, renewable energy continues to grow in two main areas. Offshore 
wind energy moves further out to sea, as technology for deeper waters 
(including floating platforms) becomes more viable both technologically and 
financially. A limited number of tidal lagoons are built, primarily for energy 
generation, but also supporting new leisure and tourism activities.

(continued)
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Scenario 3. Going It Alone
Key features: Minimal coopera�on, expanding sectoral approaches

Under this scenario, countries work independently to pursue their own Blue 
Growth targets, expanding and maximising exploitation of their maritime 
resources across marine territories. Coordination and cooperation on MSP is 
minimal. Competition within maritime sectors becomes fiercer, leading to 
distinct winners and losers, for example bigger ports using economies of scale 
and their connectivity to capture more shipping trade compared to smaller 
ports. 

Efforts to protect the marine environment are limited as countries seek 
greater levels of economic exploitation, e.g. using waters more intensively for 
aquaculture, fishing and producing energy.

In terms of aquaculture, increasing demand for farmed products and the need 
to combat impacts of climate change such as increased seawater 
temperatures lead to the use of genetically modified alternatives to fishmeal, 
and GM species that grow faster.

To ensure security of energy supplies, existing sources of hydrocarbons 
continue to be extracted whilst new sources are explored. Offshore wind, 
wave and �dal energy continue to expand, with devices deployed in coastal 
waters and further offshore. Large tidal lagoons and barrages are built where 
these do not interfere with key navigational routes, resulting in some loss of 
habitats.

(continued)
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5.5  Stakeholder Preferences

The four scenarios were tested in a workshop with 35 participants represent-
ing the different administrations of the Celtic Seas, consultants, researchers, 
ecologists, planers and industry representatives from the energy, fisheries and 
shipping sectors. Interactive sessions were used to explore the scenarios. 
Participants were organised into groups representing the key sectors involved. 
They then explored, firstly, sectoral ambitions up to 2050. Secondly, they con-
sidered sectoral interactions, looking at other sectors’ ambitions for 2050 and 

Fig. 14.5 The four scenarios

Scenario 4. Sustainable Localism
Key features: Countries concentrate on developing their own maritime 
activities but there is a lack of transnational cooperation.

Under this scenario economic growth in traditional industries is slow but there 
is accelerated growth in green and high-tech sectors. Smart specialisation
within the maritime sector helps regions to develop unique strengths and 
capacities. New technologies also help to integrate different sectors using the 
same space as shared platforms, monitoring systems and less polluting ways 
of doing things are found.

Conservation and environmental objectives focus on the reinforcement of 
existing management and regulation measures. Where new MPAs are 
considered for designation, there is a strong emphasis on additional 
socioeconomic benefits that can be provided through designation.

To use space more effectively, the aquaculture sector adopts a polyculture 
approach and multi-trophic species. High quality, niche aquaculture products 
with greater added value and traceability throughout supply chains are 
developed for local markets. 

Diversification occurs within the port sector due to the slow growth of 
international trade, for example specialised shipbuilding services and 
innovations in logistics through greater use of IT and real-time tracking. 
Facilities servicing the offshore energy industries are adopted by some ports 
to compensate for the decrease in international cargos. In other ports, short 
sea shipping experiences a modest increase for specialised cargos such as 
liquid bulk.

Wave and tidal energy is increasingly favoured over offshore wind as 
technologies improve and both small and large-scale projects become more 
financially viable. Tidal lagoons are built in locations for the dual purposes of 
energy generation and protecting areas vulnerable to flood risk.
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what this might mean in terms of potential competition for space or new 
synergies that might arise. Thirdly, significant cross-border MSP issues were 
identified and discussed with a view to promoting cross-border cooperation.

5.6  Sectoral Ambitions

In the first session, participants were asked to consider where their sector 
would be by the year 2050 in terms of the degree of transboundary coopera-
tion that might take place and whether the sector would increase its spatial 
efficiency. Their views were recorded on the possibility space (Fig. 14.6). For 
all sectors, there was an aspiration to move towards greater spatial efficiency:

• For conservation, some permitted activities may develop within Marine 
Protected Areas (MPAs), but this may be on an ad hoc basis

• For offshore wind energy, location would be influenced by potential super-
grids and interconnectors

With regard to levels of cooperation, there was more variation in partici-
pants’ views and across different sectors. In some cases this may have been due 
to uncertainties and speculation surrounding the UK’s intended exit from the 
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Fig. 14.6 Future directions for selected sectors
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European Union and potential implications for existing regulations and 
mechanisms, such as commitments to the Marine Strategy Framework 
Directive or the maritime transport space without barriers. Other reasons for 
changing levels of cooperation included:

• For aquaculture, existing low levels of cooperation expected to continue,
• For conservation, other regional cooperation mechanisms such as OSPAR 

may facilitate cooperation more than planning authorities,
• For ports and shipping, the need to ensure navigational safety may lead to 

increased cooperation and
• For wave and tidal energy, large-scale projects such as tidal lagoons can only 

be successfully implemented with sufficient buy-in from local communi-
ties, developers and planners.

5.7  Sectoral Interactions

In the second session, participants were asked to consider the positions taken 
by other sectors within the possibility space and consider what this would 
mean for their sector. Some of the key points emerging were:

• Aquaculture and conservation have a mutual interest in maintaining good 
water quality.

• The co-location of aquaculture and offshore energy was identified as a key 
opportunity; however, some big questions remain about the possibility of 
co-location as aquaculture areas may not be suitable for energy installations 
(and vice versa). Similarly, it was noted that the case for economic viability 
and societal benefits has not been made so developers may be unwilling to 
take risks.

• Wave energy appears to offer the greatest opportunities for co-design that 
can incorporate wider community benefits.

• Co-location between ports and aquaculture is unlikely to take place, but 
ports may benefit from the spatial management of aquaculture as they can 
influence location to protect navigational safety.

• Ports may need to evolve in order to keep pace with logistical demands 
from larger wave, tidal energy and offshore wind developments.
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5.8  Actions to Promote Cross-Border Working

Following the discussions of sectoral interactions, the two top issues from 
each table were identified by facilitators for elaboration of problems and pos-
sible solutions. The issues identified were:

 1. Biosecurity and shipping
 2. Conservation and offshore wind
 3. Co-location of aquaculture and conservation areas
 4. Co-location of aquaculture and offshore wind
 5. Transnational energy grids and storage facilities
 6. Co-location of aquaculture and ocean renewable energy (further offshore)
 7. Port diversification
 8. Designation of new shipping lanes

Participants then considered these issues in more detail and think of ways 
they could be addressed by MSP authorities. For each issue, discussion helped 
to identify the transnational nature of the issue, possible solutions and the 
resources or mechanisms that would need to be put into place in order to 
improve the existing situation.

5.9  Outcomes

The scenarios’ workshop exercises helped to confirm the predictions that all of 
the sectors under consideration would continue to grow in terms of their 
activities over the period up to 2050. With regard to the possibilities of more 
spatially efficient forms of development, a number of key trends were dis-
cerned (Fig. 14.7).

6  Reflections

The use of a four-quadrant or possibility space has mirrored the approach to 
developing scenarios used in other exercises, such as the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment and the AFMEC project (Pinnegar et al. 2006). However, a criti-
cal difference in this case was in regards to the two variables used to construct 
the axes of the possibility space, namely autonomy/cooperation and spatial 
diffusion/efficiency. The use of these two axes or dimensions, together with 
the scenario pen pictures, provided for a broad range of possibilities in terms 
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of the spatial footprint of future maritime activities and cooperation between 
planning authorities to be represented. By having contrasting scenarios, this 
brings into focus the extremes of what might be the most or least desirable 
futures. For example, the “Joining Forces” scenario represents the ideal in 
terms of promoting integration between uses, co-location and a high degree 
of transboundary cooperation in MSP, whilst “Going it Alone” represents the 
opposite. Use of these extremes also provides for reality checks to occur, as 
although the ideal situation may be integration or co-location of different 
maritime activities, there will always be some that require exclusive use of 
space, such as for navigational safety. Therefore, the scenarios can highlight 
what may be more feasible within the scope of MSP or specific plans going 
forward.

In testing these scenarios with participants, their feedback provided points 
for reflection.

• The presentation of scenarios including drivers and targets in the scenarios 
could be adapted to the subnational level at which MSP is taking place in 
many contexts.

• The definition of a baseline position for each sector on the possibility space 
was important for context setting and demonstrating the geographic speci-
ficities of development for each sector.

• Within larger maritime sectors, there are specific sub-sectors for which the 
more desirable future may differ quite considerably from the bigger pic-
ture. For example, for ports and shipping, cooperation and spatial effi-

Aquaculture may increase spatial efficiency through better integration into marine plans 
and use of new technologies such as multi-trophic systems; however co-location with 
other sectors is unlikely to become large scale

·

·

·
·

·

·

Continuing development of offshore energy infrastructure (cabling), with some cross
border interconnectors coming into service

-

Designation of MPAs will continue, but management will be more challenging
Ports and shipping will remain a critical focus for MSP. Diversification of ports and 
cooperation with other sectors such as offshore wind energy may provide some spatial 
efficiency
Offshore wind will continue to have a growing spatial footprint in the Celtic Seas. Some 
spatial efficiencies may be achieved through technological improvements such as 
increased generation capacity of turbines
Upscaling of wave and tidal energy deployment will lead to increased spatial footprint. 
Additional socio-economic benefits may be gained through co-design and consultation 
with local communities where they are sited

Fig. 14.7 Key outcomes of the scenarios workshop
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ciency may be of less importance to the recreational boating sector as it 
operates in a different way to the commercial (freight) shipping sector. The 
example of conservation (as shown in Fig. 14.6) also demonstrates that dif-
ferent scenarios may be preferred or be more likely depending on geo-
graphical specificities and country contexts. This demonstrates how 
although it would be expedient to have one “agreed” scenario to help in the 
formation of marine spatial plans, there will always be alternative views and 
potential outcomes that may need to be accommodated in the plan- making 
and implementation stages.

Although the scenarios were not intended to provide an accurate prediction 
of the future, the process of scenario-building can promote debate about the 
direction that plans might take. This can allow for more creativity and oppor-
tunities for learning about the potential of MSP to facilitate particular out-
comes. Specifically, looking at where each sector may be (or would like to be) 
in the future can reveal the aspirations of the sector towards cooperation and 
spatial efficiency. Comparing these aspirations across sectors may then help to 
show where there are likely to be spatial conflicts as different sectors strive for 
integration or co-location in limited space, or where sectors may be more 
resistant to integration and cooperation. For MSP authorities, understanding 
the direction of travel for different sectors and their aspirations for the future 
is critical. If this information can be recorded, such as through scenario- 
building exercises, then plans and policies may be better informed.

7  Conclusions

Within terrestrial settings, there has been significant interest in future- oriented 
approaches to planning (Albrechts 2004; Haughton et al. 2010; Nadin 2002). 
This has been mostly at a strategic level of planning, where there is greater 
scope for considering a range of broad possibilities, reflecting different overall 
objectives, than may be the case at a more localised, project-specific level of 
planning. Similar approaches have been adapted to a small extent in marine 
settings too, as exemplified in this chapter. Arguably, the potential and need 
for these exploratory approaches is greater in the context of MSP, where plan-
ning spaces are geographically vast, the possibilities for human interaction are 
diverse and priorities for action are far from settled.

Developing alternative scenarios, such as by the method presented here, or 
engaging in some other future-oriented exercise, can be a productive way of 
envisaging possible trajectories and shaping preferred lines of travel over the 
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coming years. It can help those involved in plan making to set out alternatives 
that higher-level policymakers can consider and stakeholders can deliberate. 
This may assist in preventing MSP from becoming too narrowly focused on 
meeting the immediate spatial needs of the most demanding activities and 
failing to consider broader, long-term objectives and foreclosing opportuni-
ties which may become more important with time.

The UNESCO MSP guide (Ehler and Douvere 2009) suggests that identi-
fying alternative spatial scenarios is an integral part of an MSP process. Various 
decision-making criteria may then lead to the selection of a preferred scenario 
which then becomes the goal of the subsequent steps of the process, and 
which the plan aims to deliver. However, it is unlikely that a single, preferred 
scenario would be easy to agree; differing, competing scenarios may persist, at 
least in the background, throughout the process. And even if one scenario is 
formally selected as a goal to be reached, it is unlikely to remain completely 
fixed but may evolve and be adjusted in the light of realities and changing 
priorities that come to the fore as plan-making proceeds, not to mention dur-
ing efforts to implement a plan once completed.

It is perhaps more productive to develop a range of scenarios, through a 
process such as that outlined earlier, and to allow them to live throughout an 
MSP process, acting as points of reference as more definitive aspects of plan-
ning are carried out. The questions then become, in relation to individual 
planning decisions: Which of the scenarios does this lead us towards? Is this 
desirable? Or should we act more in favour of heading towards a different 
scenario? This is not dissimilar to Hillier’s argument for broad visions to be set 
in the background (“planes of immanence”) and more specific plans and proj-
ects then to be brought into the foreground (“planes of organisation”) (Hillier 
2010, 454). One can imagine an oscillation between these two dimensions of 
planning activity; priorities and criteria of one kind or another for the use of 
a sea space are shaped by the scenario(s) judged to be preferable, and the sce-
narios themselves may be revisited in light of the hard facts of establishing 
those priorities and criteria. The possibility space offered by a range of scenarios 
is thus kept open throughout, so that the MSP process can seek out desirable 
futures, but remain open to opportunities, so that a clearly defined end point 
is never quite in view (Boelens and de Roo 2015).
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1  Introduction

Marine spatial planning (MSP) is ultimately the allocation of spatial and tem-
poral measures to ensure that human activities or, more specifically, sector and 
socio-economic development in the sea can take place in a sustainable manner 
(Cormier et al. 2015). Planning is a management process to establish objec-
tives, in order to reach strategic goals set by a governance process. In this 
context, the planning process has to allocate space to address development 
objectives to reach the goals set by the policymaking process of the political 
system (Douvere and Ehler 2009; Cormier et al. 2017). In this discussion, the 
political system governs the process of policymaking: The planning process is 
a management function that follows the direction set by the governance pro-
cesses (Anthony and Dearden 1980).

Planning does not occur in complete isolation from ongoing activities and 
existing legislation or policies (Maes 2008). Although MSP may often be con-
fused with conservation planning within an ecosystem approach (Ansong et al. 
2017), environmental, health and safety considerations also have to be inte-
grated into the spatial allocation to achieve the development objectives of the 
sectors seeking opportunities (Christie et al. 2014). The European Maritime 
Spatial Planning Directive (MSPD) (EC 2014) is primarily socio- economic 
legislation that has to integrate the other European environmental directives 
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such as the Water Framework Directive (EC 2000) and the Marine Strategy 
Framework Directive (EC 2008) (Moss 2008; Junier and Mostert 2015). It 
also has to integrate health and safety requirements that are set in legislative 
and regulatory frameworks of sector activities such as international and 
national legislation for shipping safety and safety buffer zones around marine 
wind farms (Aps et al. 2015) which trumps other environmental and socio-
economic considerations.

Regulatory planning (on the essence of regulatory planning, see Chap. 1) is 
not an output per se. It is a process for which the output is a marine spatial 
plan (Cormier et al. 2015). From a regulatory perspective—and recognizing 
that the success of MSP or a planning process may be defined differently—the 
success of the regulatory planning process is the production of a plan. The 
success of the regulatory plan, in turn, is the implementation of its  spatial 
allocation in the daily operations of the industry sectors and other human 
activities. Indeed, it is the implementation of the marine spatial plan in the 
regulatory approval processes of the sectors that will carry into effects the 
objectives stipulated by the plan to reach the development goals set by the 
political system (Cormier et al. 2017).

Based on the risk management standards of International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 31000 (ISO 2018), risk is the effect of uncertainty on 
achieving objectives. In risk management, processes, procedures, controls, 
tasks and reporting are used to reduce the uncertainties of achieving the objec-
tives (Cormier et al. 2015). Thus, the objectives of managing the risks in a 
planning process are to reduce the uncertainties of producing a marine spatial 
plan. The objective of managing the risks in the plan is to reduce the uncer-
tainties of achieving environmental, social and economic objectives once 
implemented. Therefore, risk management in the regulatory planning process 
and the plan is not dealing with the same risks. For example, an ill-managed 
planning process could lead to mistrust from stakeholders because they feel 
that their cultural sensitivities are not being acknowledged (Gee et al. 2017), 
or industry feels that they are being fingered as the problem. The planning 
process could fail to deliver a plan that has specific, measurable, achievable, 
realistic and time-bounded objectives (e.g. SMART objectives), or deliver a 
plan that cannot be implemented effectively and efficiently to achieve devel-
opment and conservation objectives (Rice et al. 2005; Cormier and Elliott 
2017). The plan may not incorporate pre-established regulatory requirements 
of given sectors in order to provide space for another activity such as shipping 
safety regulation and environmental standards and regulations (Aps et  al. 
2015). Scientific, management and operational uncertainties may have been 
inadvertently missed during the planning process (Cormier et al. 2015).
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This chapter discusses the nuances of risk management between the regula-
tory planning process and the resulting plan, providing insight into perceived 
mismatches between stakeholders, science and policy. It also contrasts differ-
ences and the purpose of policymaking within a governance context, planning 
within a management context and implementation within a regulatory con-
text. International risk management and quality management standards are 
also introduced to demonstrate how these standards can help address and 
integrate such varied risks.

2  The Confusing Jargon of Policy 
Development and Implementation

There is a very broad understanding of what is meant by management. It is 
sometimes confused as policy development initiatives, assessments of envi-
ronmental concerns or managing human activities, all of which are elements 
of management (Chun and Rainey 2005; Cormier et al. 2019; Loehle 2006; 
Mingers and White 2010). In environmental realms, assessment and moni-
toring activities are often viewed as management, or the mere knowledge of 
scientific facts is  viewed as good management practices (Browman and 
Stergiou 2004). The underlying problem is in understanding the differences 
between policymaking, planning processes and implementation of measures.

In management disciplines (Anthony and Dearden 1980; Green 2015), 
policymaking is a function of the governance system for setting long-term 
goals (Ackoff 1990). In MSP, the political system assumes that role through 
international collaboration and national political processes (Anderson 2011) 
that sets development and conservation goals expressed in either conventions, 
legislation or policies. Examples are the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982) as well as the European MSPD (EC 2014), 
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (EC 2008) or the Integrated 
Maritime Policy (EC 2011). In addition to setting long-terms goals and in 
some cases shorter-term objectives, they also set the scope and the context for 
planning initiatives. For example, once adopted as national legislation, the 
competent authority delegated under the MSPD has to achieve the objectives 
outlined in Article 5 to reach the goals of Article 1. In contrast, planning is a 
function of the management process undertaken by administrations and 
departments that were delegated to lead such a process (Anthony and Dearden 
1980). In MSP, the competent authority assumes the management role of the 
planning process through consultation and advisory processes to produce a 
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marine spatial plan within the scope and context established by the conven-
tions, legislation and policies established by the political system (Gavaris 2009; 
Cormier et al. 2017). The competent authority or the person delegated the job 
of leading the planning processes has to manage the stakeholder, scientific and 
technical consultation and advisory processes that are needed to identify the 
spatial and temporal allocations needed to address development and environ-
mental objectives as well as stakeholder concerns. So-called policy integration 
has more to do with recognizing the constraints of existing regulatory frame-
works and stakeholder concerns that can be addressed by a marine spatial plan 
(Long et al. 2015; Cormier et al. 2015; Creed et al. 2016). In some cases, there 
may be environmental quality requirements, socio-economic issues or health 
and safety concerns that cannot be addressed solely by a spatial plan. These 
may be identified in the plan as additional requirements that are being 
addressed by other mechanisms and jurisdictions. Implementation, however, 
is a function of the operational processes driven by the regulators that ulti-
mately are delegated the authority to license the sector to undertake their 
activities (Girling 2013; Hupe and Hill 2016). Here, the regulators need to 
include the spatial and temporal allocations of the marine spatial plan for their 
sector as conditions of authorizations, licences or permits. It is this last step 
that ultimately implements the plan into the operations of sector activity.

The confusion may stem from concerns regarding the goals and objectives 
of the marine spatial legislation and policies, and the hope that these can be 
addressed through the planning process. Given that the planning process is 
conducted within the scope and context of the same legislation, the planning 
process cannot necessarily address these concerns without going back to the 
political system. The manager of the planning process still has to follow the 
direction provided by the legislation and policies. As an example, a regulator 
for a specific sector may initiate a planning process for a marine area in isola-
tion of the other activities occurring in that area. Such an approach would 
ultimately have an impact on development and conservation objectives, but 
these would be outside the span of authority of that particular regulator. In 
most cases, the confusion lies in the lack of understanding of the respective 
roles of governance processes of the political system, management processes of 
MSP and the operational processes of regulatory approvals (Green 2015).

Without standardized processes and harmonized vocabulary, the various 
approaches and processes used in integrated oceans management and MSP 
continue to propagate a broad range of definitions, concepts and understand-
ings that are most often implied, not explicitly defined and therefore provoke 
misunderstandings between planners from different countries and/or sectors 
as well as between planners and stakeholders. Abspoel et  al. (forthcoming) 
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conceptualize language and communication problems in MSP, concluding 
that the “lingua franca” of marine planning is evolving but not fully developed 
yet. According to Abspoel et al. (forthcoming) “few planners master the lan-
guage already. For stakeholders, the language is unclear and not yet accepted”. 
In addition, taking into account the increasing need for transnational coop-
eration in MSP, this “lingua franca” needs to bridge also different planning 
cultures and terminology of planning in different countries. Generally, a com-
mon language will need to evolve from practice and root deeply into the com-
munity and also be emphatic, fair and related to practical experiences and 
languages of stakeholders (Abspoel et  al. forthcoming). For scientific (risk) 
assessments to be supportive in policymaking and policy implementation, a 
suitable language must therefore be found, not least to show how data are 
linked to the decision context. In practice, scientific understanding needs to 
be transferred into what it means for the specific decision- making context; it 
must also be related to policy or management language. In the context of risk 
assessment, this means that risk assessments for policy formulation and risk 
assessments for policy implementation may have to address different types of 
questions, need to use a different analytical approach and require a different 
way of interpretation, presentation and communication.

3  Assessing Versus Managing Risk

Historically, the ecosystem approach to management has relied on significant 
contributions from the ecological sciences (Christensen et al. 1996; McLeod 
et  al. 2005; Browman and Stergiou 2004). Over time, this has spawned a 
variety of ecological assessment frameworks and state of the environment 
reporting activities that have been tailored to specific ecological and manage-
ment contexts (Borja et al. 2009; Paetzold et al. 2010). Both environmental 
impact assessments and strategic environmental assessment are considered the 
hallmark of decision-making regarding specific projects or industry sector 
ecological considerations in legislation today (MacKinnon et  al. 2018). 
However, the diversity in the approaches used in various assessments is most 
often cited as an impediment in making such knowledge usable in decision- 
making. Assessments and monitoring without a policy context is only an 
assessment that reflects the concerns of the person or the stakeholders doing 
the assessment (Holsman et al. 2017). In addition, MSP requires an assess-
ment of a much broader set of concerns (Cormier et al. 2015). In planning, 
there are cultural, social, economic and liability concerns that have to assessed 
systematically given that the plan has to address a broader set of objectives 
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than a strict focus on marine ecosystem impacts. The policy context also helps 
identify the concerns that can be managed by a marine spatial plan and the 
concerns that fall outside the span of control of such a plan. Keeping the plan-
ning process on the policy is a very important aspect in planning to avoid the 
so-called scope creep where assessments spawn more assessments and discus-
sions, resulting in stakeholder fatigue and loss of credibility in the process.

Uncertainty is also considered an impediment to decision-making with the 
view that reducing scientific uncertainty would help the uptake of assessment 
knowledge in decision-making (Leung et al. 2016; Uusitalo et al. 2015). In 
fact, there are more than scientific uncertainties that are taken into account in 
decision-making (DFO 2014). They include management uncertainties that 
arise from a lack of coordination and vertical integration policies for specific 
sectors or misinterpretations of legislation and policies by the stakeholders 
involved in the planning process. There are also operational uncertainties related 
to the effectiveness of the management measures that are implemented to 
achieve the objectives as well as the potential of accidental failure (Veland and 
Aven 2015). Monitoring and adaptive management are typically considered a 
management approach that will tell us where to make improvements (Behn 
2003; Douver and Ehler, 2010; Stelzenmüller et al. 2015). In risk management, 
the spatial and temporal allocations of a marine spatial plan should reduce the 
uncertainties of achieving development and conservation objectives.

In planning, assessments have to be conducted to identify the concerns that 
can be addressed by a marine spatial plan and the concerns that should be 
addressed by other management regimes. The assessments have to inform the 
planner and the stakeholders as to their concerns. The outcomes of the spatial 
and temporal allocations being considered also has to be assessed to evaluate 
which can best address the objectives of the plan. The uptake of such knowl-
edge depends on the relevance of such information to the context of the deci-
sions being made. Understanding the nuances between risk assessment and 
risk management would shed light as to some of the mismatch between the 
knowledge generated by science and the uptake of usable knowledge in 
decision-making.

4  The Perception and Understanding of Risk 
in Planning

The scientific and technical communities involved in risk assessment define 
risk as a function of magnitude and probability (Renn 2008). However, soci-
ety generally perceives risks in terms of the magnitude of the consequences 
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(Gardner 2009). Few conceptually appreciate the likelihood aspect of the 
consequence in terms of the meaning of risk (Slovic 1986). Even though a 
given consequence is highly unlikely, people generally focus on the severity of 
the consequences of risk as the basis to drive policy decisions (Aven 2015; 
Leung et al. 2016). The most obvious example are public debates on the risk 
of accidents in nuclear power plants and the risks associated with the storage 
of nuclear waste, which focus mostly on the sheer magnitude of impacts of 
any risk event independent of its likelihood. The role of science is to explicitly 
address perceptions based on the current knowledge of a given risk and associ-
ated uncertainties (Conrad and Ferson 1999). However, it is the role of poli-
cymakers to identify and frame the risks in consultation with the public 
(Harremoës and Turner 2001). Given that policymaking is a social process 
(Fletcher 2007; Fletcher et al. 2013), it is the process of policymaking that 
provides the space and time for policymakers and the public to acquire an 
understanding of the risks in contrast to their perception of those risks (Pouyat 
1999). In such a process, scientific advice informs decisions regarding the 
selection of a course of action, which is most often expressed through legisla-
tion and public policy objectives.

In planning, there is a risk that the marine spatial plan does not address the 
development and conservation objectives that it was intended to achieve. The 
negotiations and debate may lead a planner and the stakeholder to lose sight 
of the initial objectives or may even be influenced by objections and obstruc-
tions that may be inadvertently introduced during the process. Given that the 
planning has to ensure that it is conducted within the legislative and policy 
context that started the process, the quality of the process itself is as important 
as the quality of the marine spatial plan at the end of the process (Cormier 
et al. 2015). The quality management principles of Hoyle (2011) provide a 
short list of quality elements for a process. Adapted to MSP, the principles 
provide a checklist to evaluate the outputs of the planning process step as the 
process is progressing (Table 15.1).

Referring back to the issue of jargon and communication, a well- 
documented and clearly understandable scientific and technical assessment 
which refers back to the diverse perceptions of risk helps to create  transparency 
of decision-making. This then helps to avoid mistrust among policymakers, 
planners, stakeholders and different groups in society, even when not every-
body agrees to the policy objectives and legislation resulting from the policy 
process or agrees with the interpretation of risk that underpins these deci-
sions. For policy implementation and planning, however, the objectives and 
legislation from the policy process define its route, clarify which issue might 
get specific priority and which constraints need to be taken into account, 
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Table 15.1 Hoyle’s quality management principles adapted to marine spatial planning 
from Cormier et al. 2015

Hoyle’s 
Principles Quality management principles in MSP

Consistency 
of purpose

The MSP process will deliver the required marine spatial plan when 
there is consistency between the purpose of outputs of the MSP 
process steps and the objectives. When this principle is applied, the 
outputs of the MSP process step in terms of feedback and advice 
would have been guided and derived from the feedback, advice 
and expectations of the competent authorities, industry 
stakeholders and communities of interest.

Clarity of 
purpose

Clear, measurable objectives with defined outputs for each step of 
the MSP process establish a clear focus for all actions and decisions 
and enable the tracking of progress as expected by the competent 
authorities, industry stakeholders, communities of interest and 
scientific experts. When this principle is applied, people involved in 
the MSP process understand what they are expected to provide as 
feedback and advice and understand what they are trying to 
achieve and how the plan performance will be measured and 
reported in addressing the objectives.

Connectivity 
with 
objectives

The actions and decisions that are undertaken in the MSP process 
will be those necessary to achieve the objectives and hence there 
will be demonstrable connectivity between the two. When this 
principle is applied, the actions and decisions of the people 
involved in the planning process will be those necessary to deliver 
the outputs needed to achieve the objectives and no others as 
stipulated by the policy context.

Competence 
and 
capability

The quality of the MSP process outputs is directly proportional to the 
competence of the people, including their behaviour. When this 
principle is applied, people involved in scientific advisory peer 
review activities and consultation tables should have the 
competencies that reflect their role at the deliberation tables as 
well as contribute the view and opinions of the constituency they 
represent.

Certainty of 
results

Desired results are more certain when the output of each step of the 
MSP process has performance indicators and planned periodic 
reporting requirements. When this principle is applied, people 
involved in the MSP process and, in some cases, the public will have 
the knowledge and understanding of the progress and 
performance of the planning process as stipulated by the policy 
context and the objectives.

Conformity 
to best 
practice

The performance of the MSP process is greatly optimized and 
efficient when actions and decisions conform to established and 
recognized practices. When this principle is applied, MSP process 
activities are performed in the manner intended providing 
confidence that it is being performed in the most efficient and 
effective way as stipulated by the policy context.

(continued)
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often with details left to be sorted out in the planning and implementation 
process. Different types of assessment, in combination with stakeholder 
involvement processes, therefore form a significant component of the policy-
making process and the resulting process of developing (spatial) plans by cre-
ating joint understanding of the associated risks (but not necessarily agreement 
on the outcomes).

5  The Perception and Understanding of Risk 
in Policy Implementation

In policy implementation, the role of science does not change significantly as 
it still has to provide advice based on the current knowledge and uncertainties 
of a given risk. The risks, however, are expressed in terms of achieving the 
legislative or public policy objective established by the policymakers (Assmuth 
et al. 2010; Olagunju and Gunn 2016). The role of management is to identify 
and structure the issues that need to be managed to achieve the objectives in 
consultation with stakeholders (Harremoës and Turner 2001). In this situa-
tion, the role of science is to address the risk perceptions of stakeholders in 
terms of the potential impact that management measures will have on their 
vested interest (Soma and Vatn 2014). In contrast to policymaking, integrated 
planning and management processes provide the space and time for managers 
and stakeholders to acquire an understanding of the implementation of mea-
sures to reduce the risks of not achieving a policy objective (Vigerstad and 
McCarty 2000). In such process, the scientific advice informs decisions 
regarding the selection of management measures most often expressed through 
regulations, standards and guidelines.

Table 15.1 (continued)

Hoyle’s 
Principles Quality management principles in MSP

Clear line of 
sight

The MSP process outputs are more likely to satisfy everyone involved 
when periodic reviews are conducted to verify whether there is a 
clear line of sight between the objectives and the requirements 
and expectations of the competent authorities, industry 
stakeholders and communities of interest. When this principle is 
applied, the scope or objectives of the MSP process may have to be 
periodically changed causing realignment of activities and 
resources, thus ensuring continual improvement of the planning 
process in light of new developments and knowledge.
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As mentioned earlier, the marine spatial plan has to reduce the uncertain-
ties in achieving the development and conservation objectives established in 
legislation and policy. As with Hoyle’s principles for the MSP process, The ten 
tenets (Barnard and Elliott 2015) of environmental management for the suc-
cessful and sustainable development of environmental management strategies 
provide for comprehensive quality considerations for the marine spatial plan 
(Cormier et al. 2015).

 1. Environmentally/ecologically sustainable: That the measures will 
ensure that the ecosystem features and functioning and the fundamental 
and final ecosystem services are safeguarded.

 2. Technologically feasible: That the methods, techniques and equipment 
for ecosystem protection are available.

 3. Economically viable: That a cost-benefit assessment of environmental 
management indicates viability and sustainability.

 4. Socially desirable/tolerable: That the environmental management mea-
sures are as required or at least are understood and tolerated by society as 
being required; that societal benefits are delivered.

 5. Legally permissible: That there are regional, national or international 
agreements and/or statutes, which will enable and/or force the manage-
ment measures to be performed.

 6. Administratively achievable: That the statutory bodies such as govern-
mental departments, environmental protection and conservation bodies 
are in place and functioning to enable successful and sustainable 
management.

 7. Politically expedient: That the management approaches and philoso-
phies are consistent with the prevailing political climate and have the 
support of political leaders.

 8. Ethically defensible: That the environmental management measures 
that allow development at the risk of losing ecosystem services upon 
which people depend on are ethically defensible.

 9. Culturally inclusive: That the environmental management measures 
also integrate cultural ecosystem consideration that may not have societal 
or economic value.

 10. Effectively communicable: That the environmental management objec-
tives are communicated and understood by all the stakeholders, especially 
to achieve the vertical and horizontal integration of the other nine tenets.

Therefore, scientific advice and assessments from whatever scientific disci-
pline need to be targeted towards impacts of potentially alternative sets of 
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measures for achieving the policy objectives and at the same time minimizing 
impacts on vested interests or conflicts between implementation of several 
policy objectives.

This may imply, for example, the need to identify technical or regulatory 
measures and analyse them in terms of efficiency of enabling or constraining 
impacts on different vested interests, sectors and policy objectives. It can refer 
to regulatory measures such as zoning and the designation of priority areas for 
specific sectors (thereby constraining other sectors within the same area), 
including any follow-on conflicts these may trigger. It can refer to regulation 
of activities in time or regulatory demands for technical mitigation of envi-
ronmental impacts, which would then become part of approval processes for 
a particular sector activity. Practical examples are the zoning approach used in 
the marine spatial plan for the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) 
(BSH 2009; Kannen 2014), which spatially separates shipping and offshore 
wind farms by designating priority areas for both sectors. Other risk mitiga-
tion measures include a closure of offshore wind farm areas for fishing activi-
ties due to safety reasons (avoiding collisions) or demanding mitigation 
measures for noise (minimizing risk of disturbing marine mammals) to be 
part of the construction approval process.

6  The Benefits and Efficiencies of Risk 
Management Standards

International standards such as the ISO 31000 risk management standard or 
the ISO 9001 quality management system can be applied to any management 
situation and policy context (ISO 2008, 2018). Updated in 2018, ISO 31000 
provides definitions, performance criteria and a common overarching process 
for identifying, analysing, evaluating and managing risks within a policy con-
text. These are written by experts in their field and are off-the-shelf processes 
and procedures. Applying these standards can reduce the start-up time of an 
MSP initiative by eliminating the need to develop a planning process, includ-
ing the principles and framework, recognizing there may be reasons to develop 
or adapt these principles and framework to suit particular contexts. More 
importantly, they also come with a lexicon of technical terms and definitions 
that are consistent across the standards provided by the ISO. Adopting such 
standards also formalizes the planning process and provides a common road 
map for all parties involved in the planning process (Ciocoiu and Dobrea 
2007). Given that the standard can be acquired by anyone, standards can also 
improve transparency and help align expectations. The parties involved are 
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provided with the step ahead of the planning process starting that allows them 
to prepare questions and contributions ahead of time. Instead of debating the 
steps of the planning process, or where to start, ISO 31000 already comes 
with a structured process starting with policy context and followed by a risk 
assessment to identify and implement measures to achieve objectives. Cormier 
et al. (2015) undertook the exercise to link the ISO 31000 risk management 
approach with the general approaches of applying a policy cycle (Douvere and 
Ehler 2009; MMO 2014) to MSP.

As MSP is about the allocation of spatial and temporal measures to achieve 
development objectives, the MSP policy context according to ISO 31000 is the 
development of objectives for the various sectors. The risk assessment is subse-
quently used to identify the impediments to achieving those objectives. The 
aim of such a risk-based approach to planning is to ultimately find solutions to 
resolve the spatial and temporal conflicts between marine uses and produce a 
plan. Generally, Cormier et al. (2015) propose to structure the MSP process 
along the various steps of risk assessment ranging from risk identification and 
risk analysis to risk treatment, with the latter being the step to define the mea-
sures (regulatory or technical) to deal with the risks identified and recognized 
as relevant in the specific planning context. Furthermore, decision-making in 
the planning process is accompanied by a process of stakeholder involvement 
and a (separate) process of scientific advice in each of the risk assessment steps. 
These are elements to guarantee that the planning process is properly informed 
by scientific assessments and stays involved in a regular communication with 
stakeholders in order to provide transparency on the decisions taken.

However, in order to avoid the risk of a failing process, MSP needs more 
than a structured process to successfully produce a plan. It also needs to have 
criteria to review the quality of the process and the quality of the plan. Hoyle’s 
process principles (Hoyle 2011) provide the quality management objectives 
for the planning process as such (Cormier et al. 2015). The principles are 
criteria to ensure that the planning process maintains consistency and clarity 
of the MSP purpose while ensuring that the process and the debates stay con-
nected to the objectives of the planning process. The principles recognize the 
need for competence and capability to deliver the process conducted, thereby 
providing certainty of the expected results or outcomes of each step of the 
process. But a well-structured regulatory planning process, even when creat-
ing a lot of common understanding and a large amount of agreement from 
various stakeholders, does not automatically guarantee an implementable 
plan that achieves the intended outcomes. Therefore, the quality of the 
plan itself, its outputs and its intended outcomes depend entirely on a dif-
ferent set of criteria (Cormier et  al. 2015). The ten tenets of adaptive 
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management and sustainability provide one holistic framework and crite-
ria for understanding and managing the socioecological system (Barnard and 
Elliott 2015).

These tenets outline the type of stakeholder consultation and feedback as 
well as scientific and technical advice needed to ensure that any marine spatial 
plan addresses the objectives, concerns and expectation of the parties involved 
and is implementable along existing legislative and administrative realities 
(Cormier et al. 2015). Without a roster of quality objectives for the planning 
process on one hand and the plan on the other hand, confusion is likely to 
happen as the participants will focus the planning process and set priorities 
that reflect their individual agendas and views.

In Fig. 15.1, we created a matrix that combines the ISO 31000 risk man-
agement process steps with the ten tenets of environmental management with 
the MSP elements in line with Hoyle’s principles. In summary, “establishing 
the context” sets the purpose for the planning process, as well as competen-
cies, capabilities and best practices that will support the planning process. The 
role of “risk identification” and “risk analysis” is to provide clarity and under-
standing to the perceptions of the risks as to what are the causes that may have 
an effect on achieving objectives. Based on the “risk analysis”, the role of “risk 
evaluation” is to gain an understanding of the severity of risks using criteria 
and identify which are the risks that are unacceptable in relation to achieving 
objectives and that will require management guided by precautionary princi-
ples. Based on the “risk evaluation”, “risk treatment” is the selection of man-
agement measures in the development and implementation of a management 
plan to achieve the objectives. The row for “Effectively communicate” high-
lights the information and support functions as well as the oversight, consul-
tation and feedback activities for the entire process. The last two columns 
have been organized in terms of the “monitoring and review” and “communi-
cation and consultation” activities that will be required once the management 
plan has been implemented. As stipulated by ISO 31000, these activities gen-
erate the information that will be needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
plan in the future, enabling improvements to the plan adhering to adaptive 
management principles. Successful environmental management can only be 
achieved by environmental and compliance monitoring and review.

7  Conclusion

Even though it may sound very technical, linking risk management structures 
and quality management objectives with approaches referred to in spatial 
planning literature and practice may help to develop well-accepted MSP regu-
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latory planning processes as well as the implementation of the resulting plans. 
It aims to avoid an unstructured “muddling through” and associated unin-
tended consequences by defining clear milestones and competencies, provid-
ing criteria for decision-making and supporting transparency.

As Barnard and Elliot highlighted (2015), effective environmental manage-
ment does not simply rely on science underpinning and a participative plan-
ning process to address the sustainability concerns of stakeholders. It relies on 
the management of human activities by the implementation of management 
practices and measures that operate under voluntary conformity, industry sec-
tor standards or legislative compliance. In management, standards and certi-
fication play a huge role in a variety of services and industries, particularly in 
terms of quality management and risk management where most countries 
have adopted ISO standards as their own. Although most would argue that 
each planning initiative is unique to the institutional make-up of governance, 
stakeholder concerns and ecological considerations of the planning area, ISO 
standards of framework, process and vocabulary can still be adapted to har-
monize environmental management across planning process initiatives. The 
use of international standards, such as the ones available under ISO, can avoid 
the need to develop a framework and debate definitions that can consume 
valuable time and use the scarce resources that are usually allocated for these 
initiatives. In addition to training in the use of these standards that is already 
available for most ISO standards, standardized frameworks can facilitate 
knowledge transfer and lessons learnt between initiatives improving future 
processes. Finally, ISO also provides a suite of standards that can guide and 
facilitate effectiveness and performance evaluations.

In the marine environment, MSP could greatly benefit from such stan-
dards. As these initiatives are just starting to get under way in Europe, they 
could facilitate and minimize start-up costs and public investment. Give the 
widespread use of these standards in various countries, they may enhance 
public trust in environmental management as well as alleviate concerns 
through a structured process that can educate and inform as well as consult. 
By tracing environmental impacts from the effects to the causes combined 
with the effectiveness of management practices, such process may reduce 
uncertainty for some decisions while providing justification for further 
research in others. There are also links to MSP evaluation (see Chap. 18 in this 
book) and benchmarking.

In the future, there may be a need to develop a standard that would be 
designed specifically for an ecosystem approach to management, particularly 
in relation to the ever increasing level of human activities in the marine envi-
ronment. There may also be a need to develop a new educational approach for 
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graduate and post-graduate students as well as training approach for practitio-
ners (see Chap. 19 in this book). For those wishing  to pursue a career in 
environmental planning and management, course curricula and training 
workshops could bring a broader set of competencies and skills that are not 
always acquired by existing academic fields of study in the natural sciences, 
social sciences and economics.
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1  Introduction

Once, for our ancestors, the ocean was a link between Heaven and Earth. 
Nowadays, the World Ocean is a universal and common space for all human-
ity. It is difficult to assess whether the ocean will divide us in the future or 
bring us closer together. Undoubtedly, solving the problems of the ocean, its 
protection and the rational use of its resources requires effective cooperation 
at a global, regional and national level.

To some, the sound of the ocean may evoke the harmony of the past flow-
ing into the future. In order not to lose our connection with it, marine spatial 
planning (MSP) for sustainable marine governance should be put into prac-
tice following the principles of equity. Well-defined, flexible and transparent 
instruments of marine sustainable governance at a regional and national level 
are key tools towards achieving governance goals concerning the global 
ocean (Kingsbury et al. 2005).

Global ocean governance (GOG) is a highly complex concept (Dorman 
Mc 2000) on account of the multidimensionality and dynamics of ocean 
management on a legal, economic and social as well as political and cultural 
level. Ocean governance can be defined as an integrative concept which 
nowadays allows us to distinguish a set of global problems related to the 
World Ocean (Galletti 2015; Pyć 2016).
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MSP is a practical way to create and implement rational organization in the 
use of ocean space. It is important to strengthen the interaction between 
ocean users in accordance with the principles of sustainable development and 
environmental protection and in connection with the implementation of 
socio-economic goals (Ehler and Douvere 2009).

The Law of the Sea confirms that it is possible to develop an international 
legal regime, although the creation of a global regime of the seas and oceans 
complicates the decentralized nature of the international public law system 
(Harrison 2011; Pyć 2011). The comprehensive approach expressed in the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982) con-
cerning, inter alia, the protection and preservation of the marine environ-
ment, testifies to its constitutional dimension. Taking into account the essence 
of MSP, the legal norms of UNCLOS—which formulate the obligation to 
protect and preserve the marine environment—are essentially important. 
They have already strengthened existing treaty norms and supported solutions 
developed in the process of creating common law adopted in international 
practices (Pyć 2011).

2  Marine Spatial Planning in the Law 
of the Sea

2.1  Propaedeutics of Marine Areas

The Law of the Sea is one of the oldest areas of international public law that 
regulates the uses of the World Ocean. The hugely influential work of Hugo 
Grotius—“the Father of the Law of Nations”—is worth mentioning here as it 
has significantly impacted the development of the Law of the Sea. Grotius 
created the paradigm which provides the foundation for the modern Law of 
the Sea. Claiming an established and important role in the doctrine and juris-
dictional practices of the coastal States, Hugo Grotius’ paradigm, expressed in 
Mare Liberum written in 1609 (“The Freedom of the Seas or the Right which 
belongs to the Dutch to take part in the East Indian Trade”), is still valid today 
and confirms the fundamental foundations of the Law of the Sea, namely that 
(1) the coastal States have the right to exercise jurisdiction in their marine 
spaces and (2) the ocean and its resources beyond national jurisdiction are 
open to all States.

The Law of the Sea was codified in the 1950s in four Geneva Conventions 
(the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, the 
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Convention on the High Seas, the Convention on Fishing and Conservation 
of the Living Resources of the High Seas and the Convention on the 
Continental Shelf ) and, afterward, in the UNCLOS. In general, UNCLOS 
consists of norms regulating the use of the marine environment and its 
resources in accordance with the norms defining the legal status of different 
marine spaces, overseeing the fulfilment of the rights and obligations of States 
in marine areas and providing the basis for creating an ocean governance 
framework.

The UNCLOS states in its preamble that “the problems of ocean space are 
closely interrelated and need to be considered as a whole”. This statement is 
an important starting point for discussions on ocean governance and MSP. The 
preamble to UNCLOS includes a normative justification for recognizing the 
ecological unity of the World Ocean. This recognition is of great importance 
for MSP, especially in the adjacent and interacting areas of Exclusive Economic 
Zones (EEZ) (or the continental shelf ) and Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction 
(ABNJs). The planning of ocean space is the logical advancement of the struc-
turing of obligations and the use of rights granted under UNCLOS as well as 
a practical tool in assisting State Parties to comply with their obligations. It 
should be clearly emphasized that UNCLOS does not contain any provisions 
relating expressis verbis to GOG or MSP.

In relevant literature, the marine environment is presented in a multidi-
mensional way—from the processes taking place at the level of the World 
Ocean to those of a narrower focus such as habitat, species or genetic resources. 
The ecological unity of the marine environment implies—in terms of, research 
needs or applying appropriate management tools—a focus on species, habi-
tats and landscapes and their mutual dependencies. Particularly noteworthy 
are the provisions of the Convention on the Law of the Sea, which are com-
prehensive and treat the marine environment from the perspective of ecologi-
cal unity. The concept of marine environment as it is commonly understood 
refers to the space of sea water, the air above it and the seabed, all of which 
include various species of fauna and flora which, in turn, contain various 
other natural and anthropogenic elements. In practice, the marine environ-
ment is an area of economic activity. The World Ocean can be considered a 
synonym of the marine environment (Pyć 2011).

The term “marine areas” (or marine spaces, marine zones) has a purely con-
ventional meaning in the Law of the Sea. On the basis of their legal status, 
UNCLOS divides marine areas into three categories: (1) marine areas included 
in the territory of a State, (2) marine areas which are subject to limited 
 jurisdiction and in which a coastal State enjoys sovereign rights and (3) marine 
areas located beyond national jurisdiction. The marine areas included in the 
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territory of a coastal State are: internal waters (Article 8 UNCLOS), territorial 
sea, (Article 3–4 UNCLOS) and archipelagic waters (Articles 46–54 
UNCLOS).

The internal waters are the waters landward of the baseline of the territorial 
sea. A coastal State has sovereignty over its internal waters, extending to the 
air space over the internal waters as well as to their bed and subsoil. Similarly, 
an archipelagic State has sovereignty over the international waters of the 
archipelago.

The territorial sea includes a narrow band of water extending seaward from 
a coastal State’s baseline. Every State has the right to establish the breadth of 
its territorial sea up to a limit which does not exceed 12 nautical miles mea-
sured from the baselines. The outer limit of the territorial sea is the line every 
point of which is at a distance from the nearest point of the baseline equal to 
the breath of the territorial sea. The external boundary of the territorial sea is 
the border of the coastal State’s territory. The legal status of the territorial sea 
is subject to the coastal State’s sovereign authority which extends to the air 
space over the territorial sea as well as to its bed and subsoil. Regarding the 
territorial sea, the legal order of the coastal State is in force. The specificity of 
the State’s maritime territory reflects the compromise resulting from the idea 
of freedom of the seas, the provision of a number of rights to foreign ships in 
the territorial sea belonging to the coastal State and the sovereignty and ter-
ritorial authority of the coastal State over its territorial sea.

The marine areas under limited jurisdiction in which the coastal State has 
sovereign rights include the EEZ (Articles 55–75 UNCLOS), the continental 
shelf (Articles 76–85 UNCLOS) and the contiguous zone (Article 33 
UNCLOS).

The EEZ is an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea which does 
not extend beyond 200 nautical miles from territorial sea baselines, and it is 
subject to a special legal status (Article 55 of UNCLOS). Within EEZ, the 
coastal State has the right to exploit the water column, seabed and subsoil.

The EEZ is not a part of the State territory. The coastal State’s rights in 
those area are functional, not territorial in nature. It is a special, sui generis 
kind of area which belongs neither to a territorial sea nor to High Seas. While 
the coastal State has sovereign rights over the resources of the zone and its 
economic use, it does not exercise sovereignty over the zone itself. Only those 
rights which, in accordance to the purpose and character of the zone, are 
related to conducting economic activity in it are qualified as sovereign. The 
coastal State is not obliged to make these resources available to other States, 
even if it does not take advantage of them. However, the principle of rational 
use of living resources, also called the principle of optimal use of living 
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resources, stating that if a coastal State cannot obtain all acceptable catches, it 
should allow other countries to fish within certain limits, still applies.

The sovereign rights granted to the coastal State in the EEZ were limited in 
two ways. First, the State exercises these rights only for the purpose of exploit-
ing, researching, protecting and managing the natural resources of the zone, 
and second, when exercising these rights, the coastal State should duly take 
into account the rights and obligations of other States and should act in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Convention on the Law of the Sea.

The coastal State in the EEZ zone also has jurisdiction in the establishment 
and use of artificial islands, installations and structures, marine scientific 
research and the protection of the marine environment. The consequence of 
the application of the freedom of the seas principle in the EEZ is the applica-
tion of provisions on the High Seas, provisions which regulate and form part 
of the legal status of the EEZ, with restrictions resulting from the sovereign 
rights of coastal States. Freedom of navigation may be limited by the rights of 
the coastal State in the scope of the marine environment’s protection, for 
example, against pollution from ships. However, these powers do not give the 
coastal State complete freedom of action. In order to protect the interests of 
other States, laws and regulations issued to prevent, reduce and control pollu-
tion from ships, the coastal State must act in compliance with generally 
accepted international standards and principles.

UNCLOS provides that in the EEZ the coastal State has jurisdiction with 
regard to the protection and preservation of the marine environment (Article 
56(1)(b)(iii)). In exercising this jurisdiction, the coastal State is empowered to 
enact laws and regulations for the prevention, reduction and control of vessel- 
source pollution in the EEZ. In accordance with Article 211(5) of UNCLOS, 
such laws and regulations must conform to and give effect to generally 
accepted international rules and standards established through the competent 
international organizations.

The contiguous zone provides a buffer consisting of an additional 12 nauti-
cal miles beyond the territorial sea. Thus, the outer limit of the contiguous 
zone does not exceed 24 nautical miles from territorial sea baselines. Within 
this zone, a State has the right to enforce its customs, fiscal, immigration or 
sanitary laws and regulations within its territory or territorial sea.

Marine ABNJs include the High Seas (Articles 86–115 UNCLOS) and 
“the Area” (deep seabed, 133–155 UNCLOS). The High Seas is the water 
column beyond the EEZ. It is neither subject to any sovereign power nor 
appropriated, open to the common use of all States, in accordance with the 
principle of freedom of the seas. From a legal standpoint, the High Seas is not 
subject to the sovereignty of any State and its use is free for all States. The 
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principle in force regarding the freedom of the seas, specifically the High Seas, 
means that all States can use this area. Certainly, the use of the High Seas must 
be carried out in such a way as not to affect the interests of other States. The 
High Seas is res usus publicum (Pyć 2011).

The seabed, which is either the continental shelf or “the Area”, that is, the 
seabed and Deep Ocean beyond national jurisdiction, is not a part of the 
High Seas. The High Seas, however, includes airspace, and all States have the 
right to rationally use this space. Although subject to certain regulations, 
within this ocean space, all States have equal rights in terms of essentially 
enjoying freedom of navigation, freedom of overflight, freedom to lay subma-
rine cables and pipelines, freedom to construct artificial islands and other 
installations permitted under international law, freedom of fishing and free-
dom of scientific research (Attard and Mallia 2014).

“The Area” is the seabed, ocean floor and subsoil beyond national jurisdic-
tion and has special legal status. “The Area” and its resources are the common 
heritage of mankind (CHM). No States shall claim or exercise sovereignty or 
sovereign rights over any part of “the Area” or its resources, nor shall any State 
or natural or juridical person appropriate any part thereof. All rights in the 
resources of “the Area” are vested in mankind as a whole. “The Area” is 
intended only for the use of peaceful aims. Activities related to exploration 
and use of “the Areas” are managed by the International Seabed Authority 
(ISA), a special management unit established for this very purpose. All State 
Parties to UNCLOS are ipso facto members of the ISA. The ISA is the orga-
nization through which State Parties organize and control activities in “the 
Area”, particularly with a view to administering the latter’s resources (Article 
133). “The Area” will ensure a fair distribution of benefits to all States, taking 
into account good faith (e.g. Articles 157 and 300). UNCLOS regulates the 
issue of “the Area’s” legal status under part XI.

2.2  The Protection and Preservation of the Marine 
Environment

For many centuries, the division of the seas and oceans was based on the 
assumption that marine resources are infinite and, even if not, far greater than 
humanity’s needs. Yet, empirical research confirms the degradation of the 
World Ocean’s ecological condition. Global threats include, inter alia, sea- level 
rise, accumulation of pollutants in the marine environment,  deterioration 
of the self-cleaning capacity of closed or semi-closed seas, climate change 
resulting in ocean acidification and overfishing. The results of the negative 
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changes affecting seas and oceans accumulate over time and space. The future 
of humanity depends on the health of the oceans which should translate into 
a careful maintenance of their natural balance, including biodiversity. When 
considering the state of the marine environment, it is often emphasized that 
protection of the marine environment is effective when entities operating in 
this environment act in accordance with obligations resulting from interna-
tional laws (Harrison 2017).

The Convention on the Law of the Sea, otherwise known as the “constitu-
tion of the seas and oceans”, pays special attention to international law on the 
protection of the marine environment (Franckx 1998). UNCLOS confers the 
power on coastal States to adopt laws and regulations on the safety of naviga-
tion and the regulation of maritime traffic in its territorial sea, in respect to, 
inter alia, the conservation of the sea’s living resources (Article 21(1)(d)), the 
preservation of the coastal State’s environment and the prevention, reduction 
and control of pollution (Article 21(1)(f )).

UNCLOS refers to the rights and obligations of the participatory States 
regarding the protection and preservation of the marine environment and the 
prevention of marine pollution not only in the territorial sea, but also in the 
EEZ and the High Seas. These provisions should be interpreted alongside 
those included in Part XII, which deals exclusively with the protection and 
preservation of the marine environment from different sources of pollution 
(Molenaar 1998).

In order to prevent, reduce and control pollution, UNCLOS obliges its 
States to create legal rules, standards and recommendations, both at the global 
and regional level (Articles 207–208, 210, 212). The agreement refers to the 
relationship between international regulations and internal legislation (domes-
tic law), with the aim of unifying the law and, as a result, increasing maritime 
safety and security.

UNCLOS contains legal norms aimed at the effective protection of the 
marine environment, for example, the obligation of States to prevent trans-
boundary pollution, including pollution from or through the atmosphere, the 
introduction of the environmental impact assessment, the concept of the pro-
tection of marine biological diversity or the creation of marine protected areas 
(MPAs) (e.g. clearly defined areas, Article 211(6a)). Some of these norms are 
particularly important for MSP.

The coastal State may adopt special mandatory measures for the prevention 
of vessel-source pollution in specific clearly defined areas of its EEZ. To justify 
the adoption of such measures, evidence must indicate that the existing 
 international rules and standards are inadequate for the special circumstances 
of the area concerned. The area must be “clearly defined” and the adoption of 
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special measures must be required for recognized technical reasons regarding 
the oceanographical and ecological conditions as well as the utilization or 
protection of the resources and the particular character of the traffic of the 
area concerned. Article 211(6)(a) and (b) include specific conditions for the 
adoption of special mandatory measures: the coastal State should conduct 
appropriate consultations through the competent international organization 
(e.g. International Maritime Organization (IMO)) with other States con-
cerned. It should also submit a communication to the organization regarding 
special mandatory measures, supported by scientific and technical evidence 
and information on reception facilities; the organization, within 12 months 
of receiving the communication, shall determine whether the conditions in 
the proposed area justify the adoption of special mandatory measures; follow-
ing a decision by the organization, the coastal State may adopt laws and regu-
lations implementing such international rules and standards or navigational 
practices as are made applicable, through the organization, for special areas. 
These laws shall not apply to foreign vessels until 15 months after the submis-
sion of the communication to the organization. The coastal State shall publish 
the limits of the area where the special mandatory measures are to be enforced.

The coastal State has sovereign rights in the EEZ in the field of exploration 
and exploitation of natural resources, but these rights should be interpreted in 
conjunction with the responsibilities for the protection and rational manage-
ment of these resources. The coastal State acts as “the resource manager” in its 
EEZ. According to the provisions of the Convention on the Law of the Sea, 
which concern the living resources of the High Seas and, in particular, highly 
migratory species, anadromous and catadromous stocks whose protection in 
UNCLOS has been specifically regulated and referenced in Part XII of 
UNCLOS, it is clear that its purpose is to protect and preserve the marine 
environment.

2.3  Global and Regional Cooperation

The natural unity of the World Ocean can be protected through the effective 
cooperation of all actors of the international community. The duty to cooper-
ate is a fundamental norm in the legal context of the marine environment’s 
protection.

Observations from the last decade illustrate the efforts of both the interna-
tional society (e.g. by international organizations: IMO, Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission [IOC]) and regional communities to develop 
and implement solutions using various ocean governance instruments. 
UNCLOS prescribes that States shall cooperate on a global or regional basis, 
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directly or through competent international organizations, in formulating 
and elaborating international rules, standards and recommended practices 
and procedures for the protection and preservation of the marine environ-
ment, taking into account characteristic regional features (Article 197).

Science-based, integrated, adaptive, strategic and participatory approaches 
are all core values that the IOC promotes in the context of MSP. With a view 
towards building the technical and institutional capacities of nations around 
the world, the IOC integrated its MSP initiative as part of the Integrated 
Coastal Area Management Strategy that was endorsed by the IOC Assembly in 
2011. Since then, the IOC has continued to document the international prac-
tice of MSP around the world, synthesizing lessons learnt and updating techni-
cal guidance in various aspects of MSP design and implementation. Ten years 
after the first MSP conference in Paris, the IOC contribution in the MSP field 
culminated with the organization of the second International Conference on 
MSP in March 2017 at IOC/United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in tandem with the European Commission’s 
Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (DG Mare). This 
Conference helped consolidate the international network of MSP practitioners 
and assessed the contribution of MSP towards sustainable Blue Growth and 
marine ecosystem conservation, as well as identified priorities for the future of 
MSP. Also, the IMO cooperates, perhaps not directly on MSP, but in tandem 
with the Regional Seas Programme of the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP). In particular, the IMO has played a key role in the estab-
lishment of international conventions (e.g. International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), International Convention for 
the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), International Convention for the Control 
and Management of Ship’ Ballast Water and Sediments (BWM), International 
Convention on the Control of Harmful Anti-fouling Systems on Ships (AFS)), 
as well as regional arrangements for combating marine pollution (Molenaar 
1998). The degree of the international acceptance of the IMO norms, stan-
dards and recommended practices is decisive in establishing the extent to 
which State Parties to UNCLOS are under the obligation to implement them 
(Harrison 2011). This factor is important, bearing in mind that international 
shipping has undergone tremendous changes in the last few decades. These 
changes are related not only to the growing tonnage of the world fleet but also 
to technical progress and new technologies which are changing the face of the 
shipping industry. Efforts to introduce even higher standards in terms of the 
protection of the marine environment, especially through the establishment of 
obligatory standards for the prevention of marine pollution from ships, are and 
will be increasingly stronger. The necessity of strong international cooperation 
and coordination between States is already visible.
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Nowadays, work is being carried out more intensively than ever before on 
improving the effectiveness of international and regional cooperation for the 
implementation of GOG as well as MSP objectives (Zaucha 2014). These 
improvements are aimed at developing the cross-sectoral organization of 
national work (Kroepelien 2007).

The doctrine indicates the need to continuously improve international 
cooperation which, in turn, facilitates the development of ocean governance 
methods. Across the world, within international and non-governmental orga-
nizations, researchers in various fields conduct both individual and joint 
research on changes occurring in the marine environment and the design of 
instruments necessary for its effective protection (Juda 1996; Friedheim 2000; 
Kimball 2003).

The ecosystem approach, holistic and integrated, as well as the experience 
gained from network cooperation at regional levels suggest that the transfer-
ring of regional cooperation mechanisms to the global level is possible. Work 
on global administration and management of the marine environment has 
already begun. The effectiveness of the legal regime of the Law of the Sea in 
the protection of the World Ocean depends on the level of commitment and 
will of the international community.

3  An Effective Approach to Ocean Governance

An integrated, interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral and ecosystem approach to 
ocean governance, in conjunction with the legal framework included in the 
Convention on the Law of the Sea and the objectives of Chap. 17 of Agenda 
21 (Agenda 21), is not only desirable but necessary and of fundamental 
importance to humanity. The need to introduce integrated management is 
mentioned, referring especially to the implementation of management at the 
regional level.

In general, the Law of the Sea refers to maritime human activity, taking 
into account particular categories of marine areas and their legal status. This 
approach is referred to as a sectoral approach or zonal approach. In response 
to the weakness of the sectoral approach, a cross-sectoral approach has been 
developed. The basis for promoting and implementing the cross-sectoral 
approach is cooperation, in particular cross-border cooperation (Tanaka 
2004; Gilek et al. 2015).

A complete dismissal of the sectoral approach is unreasonable. Instead, the 
sectoral approach used to solve the problems of the World Ocean should be 
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complemented or supported by a holistic and integrated approach to manage-
ment. The aim of combining the potential of the sectoral approach with the 
integrated approach in the management of seas and oceans is the identifica-
tion of environmental problems in the complexity of socio-economic and 
political conditions and the design of proper solutions. Although the lack of 
financial resources is generally considered a basic problem, the main barrier is 
setting priorities when allocating available funds for economic development 
(global economic policy) with environmental problems pushed into the back-
ground (Pyć 2011).

GOG policy, based on integration and coordination, must take into 
account interdependencies that closely and in a multidimensional way link 
mankind with the ocean. Striving for effective global and regional coopera-
tion requires integration into functional ocean management, in particular 
regarding global shipping, the management and protection of endangered 
species and their habitats, sustainable development of technologies, marine 
scientific research and tourism. The same applies to global problems: climate 
change, sea-level rise, reduction of biodiversity, the disposal and storage of 
hazardous waste at the bottom of the sea and under the seabed. The right 
approach to ocean governance must reflect the idea of a peaceful use of the 
seas and the harmonious coexistence of nations regarding the maintenance of 
international security.

The Manado Ocean Declaration adopted in Indonesia in May 2009 
includes important findings for GOG. States have declared their willingness 
to achieve the long-term conservation, management and sustainable use of 
living marine resources and coastal habitats through a precautionary and eco-
system approach and to implement long-term strategies with internationally 
agreed sustainable development goals (SDGs), including those outlined in the 
UN Millennium Declaration regarding the marine environment, thereby 
strengthening the global partnership for development. The Declaration 
stressed the need of implementing national strategies for the sustainable man-
agement of coastal and marine ecosystems, in particular mangrove forests, 
wetlands, grassland clusters, estuaries and coral reefs, protective zones that 
minimize the negative effects of climate change on one hand and, on the other 
hand, resources. Countries have also referred to the introduction of integrated 
coastal zone management and ocean management, including maritime and 
coastal zoning, in order to minimize and reduce the risk of adverse climate 
change in coastal communities (critical infrastructure) (Manado Ocean 
Declaration 2009).

It is worth paying attention to the ten principles of open sea management 
(10 Principles for High Seas Governance) developed by the International 
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Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), which are increasingly supported 
by the literature of the subject and practice. These are conditional freedom of 
activity on the High Seas, protection and preservation of the marine environ-
ment, international cooperation, a science-based approach to management, 
public availability of information, transparent and open decision-making pro-
cesses, a precautionary approach, an ecosystem approach, sustainable and 
equitable use, and responsibility of States as stewards of the global marine 
environment.

The implementation of the Sustainable Development Goal on Ocean 
(SDG#14), which is one of the 17 goals of the UN Agenda for Sustainable 
Development 2030 and takes into account MSP and generally ecosystem- 
based management, provides an effective framework for guiding the sustain-
able development of coasts and oceans. The UN’s vision regarding MSP is 
based on the use of interdisciplinary sciences for better policymaking and 
management, for example, to strengthen socio-economic analysis; plan for the 
local context—“No one size fits all”; combine single-sector and multi-sector 
area-based approaches; advance the cross-border use of MSP, integrated coastal 
zone management (ICZM) and MPAs; harmonize the legal and regulatory 
frameworks across borders; ensure full benefit sharing among stakeholders; 
develop practical trade-off analyses for realistic planning; use risk analysis and 
investment scenarios for the engagement of the private sector.

4  The Usefulness of Marine Spatial Planning

The first international meeting devoted to MSP was held in 2007 by the IOC 
(of UNESCO). Then, as a way of improving the decision-making and imple-
mentation process, the definition of MSP was formulated based on an ecosys-
tem approach in managing human activities in the marine environment. The 
inclusion of MSP in the planning process enables an integrated, forward- 
looking and consistent decision-making regarding the use of the sea by 
humans (Ehler and Douvere 2009).

When addressing the concept of integrated management, two doubts 
need to be resolved. First, the selection of elements which should be inte-
grated in this approach, and second, the extent to which the foundations of 
this approach are truly supported by the contemporary international Law 
of the Sea and the international environmental law. It is commonly accepted 
that, although there is no unified definition of integrated management in 
international law, the primary goal of this approach is to effectively solve 
problems that cannot be effectively addressed using traditional instru-
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ments. In solving the problems of the World Ocean, a certain degree of 
integration is required, at least on three levels: axiological, normative and 
functional. The necessity of integrated management is already visible in the 
axiological dimension through moral obligation and the development of 
preventive responsibility for marine and normative protection. This requires 
the implementation of jointly designed standards included in international 
agreements, providing them with mechanisms of law monitoring and coor-
dination, including improving existing weaknesses resulting from the sec-
toral approach (Pyć 2011).

MSP has been defined by the IOC (of UNESCO) in 2009 as “a public 
process of analyzing and allocating the spatial and temporal distribution of 
human activities in marine areas to achieve ecological, economic, and social 
objectives that are usually specified through a political process” (Ehler and 
Douvere 2009).

The IOC guide “Marine Spatial Planning: A Step-by-Step Approach 
Toward an Ecosystem-Based Management” has been used as the reference 
document for developing the policy context in the European Union in the 
Directive 2014/89/EU establishing the framework for MSP (EC 2014).

MSP is a process that aims to reconcile the diverse group of entities in 
disagreement over terms of interests and expectations. The different legal 
status of marine areas, the diverse types and effects of human activities in the 
marine environment, multifaceted activities and measures aimed at the pro-
tection and conservation of marine ecosystems, as well as many other related 
factors amount to a highly complex web which planning has to solve. In 
practice, the implementation of MSP may be burdened with ballast result-
ing from the sectoral approach and well-established habits when it comes to 
designating the competence of the administrative bodies responsible for 
maritime affairs.

It is worth noting that many coastal States have introduced instruments into 
their domestic law that are used to manage maritime space, in order to meet 
the environmental protection obligation laid down in Article 192 of UNCLOS.

Management as a decision-making process is implemented at many levels 
of an organization, and it is assumed that it ensures the elimination of 
detected threats, the use of opportunities and the organization’s effective 
fulfilment of all the functions necessary to achieve the set goal (Ehler 2014). 
Literature pertaining to the field of management uses the term “manage-
ment by control”. In a complex management process, control plays a key 
role. It is assumed that “there is no management without control”. The con-
trol activity aims at eliminating, before the end of each stage of a specific 
process, phenomena that may negatively affect the final result. One should 
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take into consideration the following criteria: purposefulness, economy, 
reliability and legality as well as organizational efficiency, meaning correct 
and effective directions of action and appropriate means to accomplish 
set tasks. Control, understood as a fundamental management method, 
must be based on recognition of the problem’s identity and result from a 
thorough analysis of the problem. This, in turn, may produce a universal 
and flexible procedure that can be used in different circumstances. This 
procedure should be easy to interpret, particularly in unpredictable 
situations.

5  Marine Spatial Planning as a Tool 
of Integrated Maritime Policy

MSP is an instrument of maritime policy, both at the national and regional 
levels. In the Baltic Sea region, the development of common principles per-
taining to MSP, such as holistic, ecosystem and precautionary management, 
is associated with the involvement of all relevant entities and bodies (Zaucha 
2014; Backer 2015). MSP in the Baltic Sea is of interest to international 
organizations and institutions, including the European Union and the 
Baltic Marine Environmental Protection Commission (HELCOM). The 
HELCOM Action Plan of 2007 contained a commitment addressed to the 
State Parties to the Helsinki Convention regarding the Protection of the 
Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area and, more specifically, it 
required of them the joint development of general cross-sectoral MSP prin-
ciples based on an ecosystem approach in cooperation with other interna-
tional bodies.

It is worth noting that the HELCOM-VASAB Joint Group on MSP 
defined the following ten principles of MSP: sustainable management, an 
ecosystem approach, long-term perspective, the precautionary principle, par-
ticipation and transparency, high-quality data and information bases, transna-
tional coordination and consultation, coherent terrestrial and MSP, planning 
adapted to characteristics and special conditions at different areas and con-
tinuous planning.

Marine management is based on MSP decision-making and integrated 
management, that is, making decisions and constantly improving plan-
ning procedures. From a legal point of view, maritime management (the 
marine environment and its resources) operates within two areas: legal 
and institutional. For maritime management, the legal aspect, i.e. the sub-
stantive and formal normative dimension of law, is as important as the 
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institutional level, that is, the executive level, which covers all governmen-
tal and non- governmental organizations and international institutions 
that carry out activities directed at environmental management, or whose 
activity has specific effects on the environment.

Marine environmental management includes multidimensional and inte-
grated planning of human activity based on the most up-to-date scientific 
knowledge of ecosystems and their dynamics. It also requires knowledge on 
any activities that are essential to maintaining ecosystem health, as well as 
ensuring sustainable use of resources, including maintaining ecosystem integ-
rity and ecosystem services.

The entire management process is essential: from planning, through 
decision- making, to executing management activities in practice. Management 
and responsibility for the protection of the marine environment in individual 
areas should be clearly, consistently, flexibly and comprehensively defined. 
The precautionary principle and the ecosystem approach determine the cur-
rent framework for spatial planning in marine areas and regulate various 
human activities in the marine environment with a view to protecting marine 
and coastal ecosystems and biological diversity (Söderström 2017; Ansong 
et al. 2017; Pyć 2017).

This structure will avoid overlapping competences of administrative bodies 
and other entities (agencies) which set goals for implementation. A great 
amount of hope relates to monitoring of compliance as an element of more 
effective law enforcement and an important tool in the effective protection of 
the World Ocean.

Analysis of the legal status of marine areas confirms the important role of 
coastal States in creating MPAs and ensuring their effective functioning. All 
entities of international law are obliged to cooperate in the protection and 
preservation of the marine environment. The duty to cooperate follows the 
Convention on the Law of the Sea and is applied to each of the marine areas, 
including coastal areas. It is strengthened by the provisions of many other 
international agreements concerning the protection of the environment and 
natural resources.

An extremely important task is the constant improvement of scientific 
research regarding the World Ocean. It should be added that building eco-
logical awareness in the community, which consists of explaining the impact 
of the ocean on people’s lives and the impact of human activity on the func-
tioning of the World Ocean and climate, is essential. This type of knowledge 
translates into more thoughtful behaviour of States, other entities as well as 
individual people. It allows individuals to participate and make the most 
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appropriate and easy-to- implement decisions which will allow for good qual-
ity of life with the environment and nature.

The designed MSP framework must include control and surveillance 
instruments. Marine planners should also be clearly aware of the impor-
tance of “marine domain awareness” and the applicable legal norms for 
the use of the sea. To achieve these objectives, collection of relevant data 
on the use of the sea is required. MSP procedures, marine environmental 
control and data collection must meet the requirements of compliance 
with international law and, from a European perspective, with EU law, 
both as part of national cooperation with other States as well as at a 
regional and global level.

Integrated and independent actions introducing solutions to new global 
problems contrast with the possibilities of existing organizations. Although 
these institutions seem to be independent, they are characterized by frag-
mentation and relatively narrow competences as part of their mandates, 
which leads to the isolation of decision-making processes. Entities respon-
sible for the management of natural resources and environmental protec-
tion are institutionally separated from those responsible for economic 
management. Isolating economic systems from those related to the envi-
ronment does not support the desired exchanges within the institutions, 
and the policies pursued by the State are also negatively affected.

Three imperatives for GOG included in the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) report of 1987 still retain their 
relevance. First, the unity of the ocean requires an effective global man-
agement system; second, common resources specific to a given sea require 
a mandatory regional management system; and third, the main threats to 
the ocean, which originate on land, require effective national actions, 
undertaken by States and based on the idea of international cooperation 
(WCED 1987).

Based on the definition of the MSP Directive, MSP involves the identi-
fication of possible uses of marine resources and their rational distribu-
tion, as well as the provision of sustainable activity in terms of the 
ecosystem, all of which is performed in the marine environment in order 
to achieve the economic, social and environmental objectives arising from 
regional and national policies. These themselves correspond to interna-
tional rules and standards, recommended practices and procedures for the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment (Deidun et  al. 
2011; Santo De 2015).

MSP understood as a purely technical process serves as an instrument of 
maritime policy at both regional and national level for the implementation of 
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the European Union’s integrated maritime policy. This policy focuses on an 
integrated approach to maritime affairs, referring to all available research 
methods used in the field of identifying and solving problems arising from the 
use of the sea by humans. The reasoning supporting the introduction of an 
integrated approach is recognition of the “maritime dimension” and the estab-
lishment of a link with the competitiveness of maritime industries and job 
creation, maritime fisheries and aquaculture, international maritime trade, 
maritime transport and logistics, access to energy sources, the effects of cli-
mate change and counteracting them, ensuring a high level of environmental 
protection and maintaining biodiversity, marine research and innovations.

6  Conclusions

For nearly two decades, there has been a tendency to focus international legal 
instruments on an integrated approach to ocean governance. GOG includes 
the way in which the international community sets priorities, goals and sys-
tems for the cooperation and coordination of activities within international 
institutions. The essence of this approach is recognition of the intersection of 
international, regional and national levels at institutional levels.

Issues related to integrated ocean governance are also clearly derived from 
international law. Analysing the application of international law instruments 
leads to the conclusion that even the basic assumptions of the concept of 
integrated management are arbitrarily interpreted by various interested 
entities.

The impact of the institutions involved in ocean governance is influenced 
by the holistic approach adopted in the Convention on the Law of the Sea, 
which states that “the problems of ocean space are closely interrelated and 
need be considered as a whole”. This one sentence in the preamble to 
UNCLOS is of particular importance. There are many economic, social, 
political, as well as scientific factors, among others, which must be considered 
in the development of policy and law in the context of ocean governance. This 
particularly applies when formulating principles and specific legal norms for 
achieving GOG objectives and maintaining their integrity. In addition, the 
biological diversity of resources is important. Management will need to be 
carried out with particular attention to biodiversity, not only individually but 
especially in the context of managing other resources.

International lawyers are considering whether it is possible to design global 
ocean management programmes at the institutional level based on the assump-
tions underlying the UNCLOS’ concept of mankind’s common heritage. The 
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introduction of instruments for the management of the seas and oceans has 
set a new perspective in international law, particularly regarding the Law of 
the Sea and its practice. The focus has shifted onto the law of the World 
Ocean as a dialectical system located between a sectoral approach and an inte-
grated approach to managing marine resources. Recognizing that the contem-
porary Law of the Sea is essentially still based on a sectoral approach, this view 
exerts a definite influence on interpretive changes in the Law of the Sea. 
Bearing in mind the achievement of MSP’s objectives, from a functional point 
of view, it is of utmost importance to apply mechanisms of integrated man-
agement to the practice of the Law of the Sea in order to create a long- term, 
reasonable administration of ocean resources in a sustainable manner.

MSP is a process that serves to ensure the introduction of spatial order 
in seas and oceans. The main goal of MSP is the division of sea space with 
the purpose of fairly distributing marine areas and their resources between 
various entities, including coastal States and legal and natural persons. 
This process may require restrictions on the use of maritime space (e.g. 
temporary or zonal) and, in justified cases, with the aim of avoiding con-
flicts between different users of the environment and improving the man-
agement of their activities. Capacity building within administrative bodies 
and other entities in the field of maritime management is also of utmost 
importance.

MSP is a process which aims to distribute space dynamically for many 
types of sea use. As such, it also introduces time constraints and even exclu-
sions in order to avoid conflicts between the various users of the environment 
and improve the management of human activities. MSP should be based on a 
holistic approach which assumes the existence of multidimensionality and 
interdependencies of interactions in the marine environment occurring as a 
result of carrying various activities undertaken in it, including economic 
activity. In the European Union, specifically those Member States that have 
developed MSP instruments, the implementation thereof remains at the 
national level and is carried out by the authorities of those States. The plan-
ning process is subject to the analysis of the use of the marine environment 
and its resources, necessary for decision-making.
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17
The Need for Marine Spatial Planning 
in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction

Susanne Altvater, Ruth Fletcher, and Cristian Passarello

1  Introduction

1.1  Why Would Marine Spatial Planning Be Undertaken 
in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction?

There are a number of sectors potentially active in Areas Beyond National 
Jurisdiction (ABNJ) including fishing, shipping and cable laying. In addition 
to these, mining concessions have been leased in a number of locations 
although, to date, these are only at the exploration phase. These sectors all 
have individual frameworks in which they are managed. For example, fishing 
is managed regionally through Regional Fishery Management Organisations 
(RFMOs), whereas shipping is supported by various Conventions under the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO), and underwater mining areas 
are leased through the International Seabed Authority (ISA). Nonetheless, 
coordination between the different sectors is currently limited, which chal-
lenges the conservation of natural resources in ABNJ, although there is poten-
tial for cross-sectoral coordination for the purposes of biodiversity conservation 
(Gjerde et al. 2016).
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It would potentially be valuable to use Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) as it 
provides a framework for coordinated spatial management, especially in data- 
poor situations characterised by high uncertainty. Moreover, the enforcement 
of spatial controls could result to be more cost-effective than other manage-
ment measures (FAO 2007). Transboundary MSP can help with fishing, ship-
ping and cultural heritage (Soininen and Hassan 2015) and can also be useful 
to implement the Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP) as well as the Marine 
Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) (Becker-Weinberg 2017).

ABNJ account for most of the global ocean and are home to a great amount 
of biodiversity and natural resources (UNEP-WCMC 2017). Although the 
remoteness and difficulty of exploiting the resources located in these areas has 
historically contributed to maintain their preservation, recent shifts in tech-
nological capacity and market opportunities allowed humans to expand their 
interest in ABNJ (Merrie et al. 2014). This interest has resulted in the devel-

Box 17.1 Explanation of the Two Main Concepts of the Chapter

Marine Spatial Planning

Marine spatial planning (MSP) is a public process of analysing and allocating 
the spatial and temporal distribution of human activities in marine areas to 
achieve ecological, economic and social objectives that are usually specified 
through a political process (Ehler & Douvere 2009).

Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction
The areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction are defined according to 

the UN Convention of the Laws of the Seas (UNCLOS):

 1. The water column beyond the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), or beyond the 
Territorial Sea where no EEZ has been declared, called the High Seas (Art. 86) 
and

 2. The seabed which lies beyond the limits of the continental shelf, established 
in conformity with Art. 76 of the Convention, designated as ‘the Area’ (Art. 1).

Commonly called the high seas, no one nation has the sole responsibility for 
management. Everyone has the freedom to navigate, overflight, exploration 
and exploitation of natural resources (except mineral resources), and others 
(Part VII of UNCLOS).

The Area has the status of ‘common heritage of mankind’. The ISA is the body 
entitled to act on behalf of the mankind as a whole (UNCLOS, art. 137(2)) and to 
give concrete content to the principle of the common heritage of mankind fore-
seeing the international management of mineral resources (Part XI of UNCLOS).
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opment of different human activities, which all have the potential to generate 
significant threats to the marine species and ecosystems of the high seas, also 
referred to as the Biodiversity Beyond National Jurisdiction (BBNJ) (Kimball 
2005; United Nations 2017). Threats include the over-exploitation of 
resources, habitat degradation, pollution  (including those from terrestrial 
sources such as plastics), exploitation of mineral resources, climate change and 
climate engineering, ocean acidification and new human activities (Halpern 
et al. 2008). Because of these pressures, MSP in ABNJ is increasingly needed 
to ensure the sustainable use of natural resources and the resilience of marine 
ecosystems in the high seas (Ardron et al. 2008).

Although some sector-specific ABNJ management measures exist, at present 
there is no overarching mechanism to ensure that important or vulnerable ecosys-
tems in international waters are comprehensively protected (Druel and Gjerde 
2014). Efforts are being undertaken to address this challenge through the creation 
of a new implementing agreement under the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) for the conservation and sustainable use of BBNJ, 
referred to as the International Legally Binding Instrument (ILBI). One of the 
challenges that has been recognised is the need for cross-sectoral coordination of 
activities in ABNJ (United Nations 2017). Given the limited experience of area-
based planning tools for the protection of ABNJ, it is necessary and appropriate 
to examine the application of spatial planning tools within Exclusive Economic 
Zones (EEZs) in order to consider their potential for effective use in ABNJ.

Currently, international waters are governed under several sectoral gover-
nance regimes to manage specific activities and pressures (Kimball 2005). For 
example, the IMO governs shipping in the high seas and implements the 
MARPOL  (The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships) Convention and Protocol to prevent pollution from shipping. 
Whereas, the ISA governs ‘the Area’ (the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil 
thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction) and implements environmen-
tal management measures to reduce the potential impacts of deep-sea mining. 
However, it is argued that the current sectoral framework leaves legal, gover-
nance and geographical gaps in management of activities within ABNJ (Druel 
and Gjerde 2014). In recognition of governance gaps, and in light of the 
growing anthropogenic pressures, society is slowly realising the importance of 
supporting the management of current and future activities occurring in 
international waters, especially if valuable resources, ecosystems, and biodi-
versity are to be preserved for future generations (Rayfuse 2012). One strand 
of discussions pertains specifically to the applicability of various area-based 
management approaches for the conservation and sustainable use of marine 
resources and biodiversity. Although MSP has the potential to assist states to 
fulfil their obligations under international agreements—such as UNCLOS 
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and the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)—its implementation in 
ABNJ by single states is not possible within the current governance frame-
works. Moreover, international cooperation between various nations is 
required (Ardron et al. 2008; EC 2009).

1.2  Introduction to Biodiversity Beyond National 
Jurisdiction

In the Rio Earth Summit outcome document, the ‘The Future We Want’ 
importance of the conservation and sustainable use of marine BBNJ was rec-
ognised (United Nations 2012). Following the work done by the BBNJ 
Working Group, and the potential for increasing pressures in ABNJ, the UN 
General Assembly (UNGA) adopted the BBNJ Working Group’s recommen-
dation in Resolution 69/292 (A/RES/69/292) and decided to develop a new 
implementing agreement under UNCLOS for the conservation and sustain-
able use of BBNJ. Since 2015, four Preparatory Committee meetings have 
been held to explore and provide recommendations to the General Assembly 
on the elements of a draft text for a new instrument. On 24 December 2017, 
the UNGA adopted Resolution 79/249 and decided to convene an intergov-
ernmental conference to “consider the recommendations of the Preparatory 
Committee and to elaborate the text of an international legally binding instru-
ment” under UNCLOS (A/RES/79/249). The conference will occur over four 
sessions between 2018 and 2020.

Box 17.2 Processes of the BBNJ Working Group

International Discussions
 The challenge of ensuring that marine biodiversity is effectively conserved in 

ABNJ has been part of extensive discussions for nearly 15  years. In 2004, the 
UNGA established a “Ad Hoc Open-ended Informal Working Group to study 
issues relating to the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological 
diversity beyond areas of national jurisdiction, known as Biodiversity Beyond 
National Jurisdiction (BBNJ) Working Group” to explore these issues (A/
RES/59/24). In 2015, the working group provided recommendations (A/69/780*) 
to develop a new legally binding instrument for the conservation and sustain-
able use of marine biological diversity of ABNJ, with a particular focus on four 
overarching issues:

• Marine Genetic Resources (including issues of benefit sharing);
• Area-Based Management Tools (including Marine Protected Areas);
• Environmental Impact Assessments; and
• Capacity building and the transfer of marine technology.
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2  Existing Spatial Measures in the High Seas

Following the Geneva Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in 
1958, various legal and governance arrangements have been developed glob-
ally with the aim of regulating human activities in the marine environment 
(Merrie et al. 2014). Amongst the various arrangements, the following are the 
most prevalent regarding the high seas:

2.1  Conventions

• UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (1982) provides gen-
eral obligation to protect the marine environment (see also Chap. 17 in this 
volume). It does not mention MSP, but its article 123 promotes the coop-
eration between states bordering enclosed or semi-enclosed seas, to man-
age, conserve, explore and exploit the living resources of the sea whilst 
protecting and preserving the marine environment. Whereas its article 192 
requires all states to protect and preserve the marine environment (Maes 
and Cliquet 2015). Coastal states also have full sovereignty over their archi-
pelagic waters, although it should be noted that their sovereignty is “subject 
to the freedom of innocent passage by foreign vessels and particular rules 
for certain international straits”. This limits MSP “by setting legal require-
ments for MSP in terms of maritime transportation and navigation” 
(UNCLOS articles 2 and 17–26) (Hassan and Soininen 2015). Note: 
UNGA initiated the treaty negotiation for the development of an interna-
tionally legally binding instrument on the conservation and sustainable use 
of marine biological diversity in ABNJ (Fletcher et al. 2017). 

• The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from 
Ships (MARPOL) (1973) aims to reduce intentional pollution from ships.

• The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) (1992) mentions that 
State Parties have the responsibility to ensure that all actions taken within 
their national jurisdiction shall not have negative impacts on the environ-
ment of other states or the environment of ABNJ (Kimball 2005). However, 
it does not directly apply to the components of biodiversity in ABNJ but 
instead only to the general impact on biodiversity (Kimball 2005). Each 
Party to the Convention is responsible for conducting assessments regard-
ing various activities undertaken within their jurisdiction to ensure that 
they do not have negative impacts on the biodiversity. Moreover, the CBD 
highlights the need of area-based management approaches and emphasises 
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the importance that MSP has in promoting the ecosystem- based manage-
ment approach (Becker-Weinberg 2017).

• The Regional Sea Conventions. Some regional seas conventions have a 
mandate binding on their members for management in ABNJ such as the 
Barcelona Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and 
the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean and SPA/BD Protocol (Protocol 
concerning Specially Protected Areas and Biological Diversity in the 
Mediterranean); the Convention for the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention); the 
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources 
(CAMLR Convention) together with the Antarctic Treaty; the Convention 
for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South 
Pacific Region (Noumea Convention); and the Convention for the 
Protection of the Marine Environment and Coastal Area of the South-East 
Pacific (Lima Convention) (Campbell et al. 2017).

2.2  Agreements and Guidelines

• UN Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA) is an implementing agreement 
under UNCLOS in force since 2001, which aims to address the problems 
related to fisheries in high seas (United Nations 2010). The treaty sets forth 
the principles, legal tools and mechanisms now being employed to main-
tain sustainable levels of high seas fish stocks, and the RFMOs are one of 
the primary mechanisms for this (United Nations 2010).

• Agreement relating to the implementation of Part XI of the UNCLOS 
of 10 December 1982—specifically relates to the setting up of the ISA and 
the context around mining of ‘the Area’.

• FAO International Guidelines on Deep-sea Fisheries on the High Seas.
• Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation 

and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas (FAO 
Compliance Agreement).

2.3  Organisations

• Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (RFMOs) are intergov-
ernmental organisations (formed by various states) that focus on the imple-
mentation of sustainable fishing practices and management measures in 
the high seas. They play a key role in achieving cooperation between 
 different coastal states regarding the use of fish stocks, although their level 
of success is uncertain (The Royal Institute of International Affairs 2007).
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• International Maritime Organisation (IMO) is the global standard- 
setting authority for the safety, security and environmental performance of 
international shipping.

2.4  Mechanism for Sustainable Use

• Ecolabels (such as Marine Stewardship Council and Friend of the Sea) can 
be considered as an indirect mechanism for high seas.

3  Identification of Tools to Support MSP 
in ABNJ

3.1  Can MSP Work in ABNJ?

As discussed earlier, one of the governance challenges present in ABNJ is the 
lack of a coordinating process or body for the various sectoral management 
processes. Each sector currently working in ABNJ has its own management 
process. However, if in the future the number of activities in ABNJ will 
increase, these sectors will need to better coordinate their actions to avoid 
incompatible activities occurring in the same spatial location. For example, 
mining areas being designated across existing deep-sea cables or interacting 
with vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs). The fact that the new imple-
menting agreement for conservation and sustainable use of BBNJ includes 
area-based management tools provides a potential future mechanism to sup-
port improved cross-sectoral coordination.

3.2  Assessment

The use of MSP within national jurisdiction is reasonably common. However, 
when extending its application in ABNJ, there may be challenges associated 
with the different governance structures and environment. ABNJ and EEZs 
have very different physical and ecological characteristics. ABNJ often con-
tain very deep habitats, which are home to slow-growing, potentially fragile 
ecosystems such as the hydrothermal vent communities (Fisher et al. 2007). 
Contrastingly, EEZs are characterised by shallower, faster-growing habitats 
that are often subject to a wider range of human pressures. The contextual 
differences between EEZs and ABNJ will influence the extent to which a tool 
is transferable to the high seas. Therefore, it is important to be able to under-
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stand the specific characteristics of ABNJ and how they might differ from 
those found in EEZs, where the tools are typically applied.

Legal framework: The legal and institutional framework in ABNJ is domi-
nated by the high seas provisions of UNCLOS and regional agreements rather 
than national-level agreements.

Stakeholder engagement: There are a limited number of sectors currently 
working in ABNJ. However, the connectivity of the ocean and the fact that 
ABNJ are considered areas where the principle of the common heritage of 
mankind applies, stakeholders could include the global population.

Pelagic conditions and large size: The greater depth and physical charac-
teristics of water in ABNJ generate distinctive ‘oceanic’ conditions. 
Additionally, the habitats and species in ABNJ have evolved to reflect deep 
cold ecosystems and are generally slow growing. Additionally, the very large 
size of ABNJ is a unique challenge. In one statistic, 95% of the volume of the 
ocean is beyond national jurisdiction (Ribeiro 2013).

Data paucity: The distances and costs involved in getting to the high seas 
and exploring the deep ocean means that there are considerable data gaps in 
ABNJ.

Management: ABNJ are currently managed in a sectoral way, with indi-
vidual sectoral-specific management authorities (Gjerde et al. 2016).

Regarding the legal framework, UNCLOS does not specifically mention 
MSP although it recognises the need to address problems of the ocean space 
as a whole (Becker-Weinberg 2017). Various articles focus on the preservation 
of marine ecosystems, inter alia, Article 118 on the Cooperation of States in 
the conservation and management of living resources and Article 194 (para. 
5) on the duty of States to protect and preserve fragile ecosystems (UNCLOS 
1982). Such provisions provide a legal foundation upon which MSP could be 
undertaken to achieve the provisions of these articles. They are also particu-
larly relevant to BBNJ discussions. A key characteristic of marine spatial plan-
ning is that it is a participatory process. The MSP Guidelines place a strong 
emphasis on stakeholder engagement, listing mechanisms for enhancing the 
inclusion of stakeholders. A mechanism for public participation would there-
fore need to be considered although there would be challenges over this with 
global population potentially being ‘the public’.

The large scale of ABNJ may require that MSP is undertaken over larger 
areas than currently. This is possible and guidelines for MSP do not specify a 
limit for the size making it possible. MSP can also be applied to any  ecosystems, 
and guidelines do not limit this; therefore, it could be applied to the variety 
of ecosystems that exist in ABNJ. There will be a limit to the size of an area 
that can be planned in relation to the practicality, data and stakeholder inclu-
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sion. A specific limitation to a planning process may be the data paucity par-
ticularly clear in ABNJ and in deeper waters. Data limitations also apply to 
waters within national jurisdictions and therefore this situation is not entirely 
unique to ABNJ. The distances and depths are greater, and therefore the costs 
would be higher to access some types of data. However, using the precaution-
ary principle, a feature of MSP, it may be possible to undertake initial plan-
ning processes, and subsequently modify the measures in an adaptive way, as 
additional data becomes available.

Potentially one of the major obstacles to the achievement of cross-sectoral 
planning process in ABNJ is the lack of a clearly mandated leadership organ-
isation or a coordination mechanism. Some coordinating process is needed to 
undertake marine spatial planning, at both the planning and implementation 
stages. Currently there is no clear authority in ABNJ with a mandate to lead 
a cross-sectoral planning process, but it is hoped that the new BBNJ process 
will result in some organising framework for ABNJ planning.

3.3  Are There Any Existing Tools that Could Be Used 
in the Different Stages of the MSP Cycle in ABNJ?

The application and effectiveness of MSP are often supported by various pro-
cesses, approaches and tools, which help to ensure that the most appropriate 
measures are implemented to meet the agreed upon objectives. Decision- 
support tools, for example, tend to provide a mechanism for efficient compu-
tation or problem-solving in order to support part of an MSP process. 
Decision-support tools are often designed to perform analyses to support 
decisions by managers or non-technical people. There are several stages of 
MSP, where specific decision-supporting tools would be valuable, for exam-
ple: (1) stocktaking, vision and mapping; (2) development and evaluation of 
alternative management actions; and (3) monitoring and evaluation. 
Considering the three stages, it is useful to understand whether it would be 
feasible to effectively use certain tools for managing these steps in 
ABNJ. Examples of supporting tools and area-based planning tools that need 
them are the following:

• Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
• Systematic reserve designing (e.g. Marxan)
• Valuation mapping
• Trade-off analysis
• Cumulative impact assessment
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• Future scenario-building
• Enforcement tools

For many of these tools and scientific efforts, the issues related to their use 
are similar within and beyond national jurisdiction. For example, GIS can be 
used both in national territories and in ABNJ. The main constraint is the 
technical capacity of mapping that is needed in order to provide the informa-
tion into a GIS. The governance organisations around the world, including 
within ABNJ, all have constraints placed upon them in terms of software, user 
skills and time. These constraints are not unique in ABNJ but a general issue.

With systematic planning processes, trade-off analysis, cumulative impact 
assessment and scenario-building, the limits of data availability are a problem, 
which will likely challenge them all. The process of planning a reserve system, 
for example, requires the input of a specific set of data to minimise the cost of 
a reserve system and maximise the benefits. In general, there is no limit to the 
application of this process in geographic terms, although the data paucity in 
ABNJ may challenge the application of specific software systems such as 
Marxan. However, even in data-poor situations, some processes have been 
undertaken already in ABNJ to better understanding the biodiversity and 
ecosystem functions. For example, the CBD’s Ecologically and Biologically 
Significant Areas (EBSAs)—ran through expert workshops—can support the 
identification of important marine areas both within and beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction (CBD 2018). Key Biodiversity Areas (KBAs) consider a 
wider variety of issues and have already been identified in ABNJ, in particular 
areas of importance to birds, Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas (BirdLife 
International 2018).

With valuation, one of the common mechanisms to fill data gaps is to 
undertake benefits transfer, which is the use of values created in one location 
and extrapolated to another (Richardson et al. 2015). When studies have been 
undertaken within national jurisdiction, it may not be suitable to use the 
process of benefits transfer. In addition, how the benefits or costs of the trade- 
offs or values could be judged in relation to each other at a global scale will 
require an immense communication effort.

One of the wider challenges, yet to be fully solved, is the enforcement of 
effective management measures in ABNJ. There are systems capable to recog-
nise ships movements, for example, Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS), which 
track ships. These systems can be used but are limited by the challenge of 
knowing what activities are being undertaken on board. Also, if an infringe-
ment is identified, what jurisdiction the infraction is judged through or how 
the ship is physically intercepted is difficult, given the distances and potential 
costs involved.
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4  Can Marine Spatial Planning Be Effectively 
Implemented in ABNJ?

4.1  Coordination Process

One of the challenges present in ABNJ is the lack of a coordinating process or 
body for the various sectoral management processes. Each sector currently 
working in ABNJ has their own management process. However, as human 
activities are expected to increase in ABNJ, the involved industries should 
start coordinating their actions in order to avoid incompatible activities from 
occurring in the same location. The fact that the new implementing agree-
ment for conservation and sustainable use of BBNJ includes area-based man-
agement tools provides a potential future mechanism to support improved 
cross-sectoral coordination. For example, the following four options could be 
adopted to properly implement MSP into the agreement:

Option 1: an UNCLOS Implementing Agreement (IA) might establish 
the common objectives of ensuring the conservation and sustainable use of 
marine natural resources as well as to develop a network of MPAs in ABNJ, 
which are effectively managed and represented.

Option 2: an UNCLOS IA might establish a largely regional approach by 
requiring states and other competent bodies to submit MPAs’ proposals for 
international endorsement. The agreement could define the criteria for sub-
mitting proposals, agreeing management measures and procedures for scien-
tific review and endorsement as well as monitoring, control and enforcement 
measures. Management responsibility could remain at the regional level, 
operating through regional bodies or through specific collaborations between 
interested States (i.e. the Sargasso Sea Alliance).

Option 3: an UNCLOS IA might establish a systematic approach in which 
a global scientific body develops proposals for MPAs, complementary to 
already existing processes (i.e. at the regional level). Proposals would be based 
on the results of a scientifically driven process focused on the identification of 
areas with ecological and cultural significance. Proposals would be submitted 
to and adopted by the Contracting Parties whilst management responsibility 
could remain within the regional level and have assistance at the global level.

Option 4: an UNCLOS IA could further initiate a framework for inte-
grated spatial planning and management to facilitate discussions between 
State Parties and regional and sectoral organisations to ease the coordination 
of spatial management plans and thus improve the use of marine resources. 
The agreement could mandate a coordinated process for developing an eco-
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logically and biologically coherent system of MPAs as well as other manage-
ment measures to achieve the objectives set forth in the agreement and any 
annexes thereto.

Option 5: in the absence of an agreed UNCLOS IA, the sectors that are 
currently active in ABNJ could self-organise and mutually agree to a process 
to identify where potential incompatible activities could occur. Discussions 
(bilaterally or within a group of existing organisations with mandates) could 
take place and agreements set up regarding how the various sectors are going 
to actively engage with other sectors’ management designations.

A key characteristic of marine spatial planning is that it is a participatory 
process. The MSP Guidelines place a strong emphasis on stakeholder engage-
ment, listing a number of mechanisms for including stakeholders and a mech-
anism for public participation would therefore need to be considered. There 
would be challenges over this with global population potentially being, ‘the 
public’. Therefore, MSP could support coordination of existing bodies for 
information exchange about how to involve stakeholder groups related to spe-
cific regional and cultural needs.

4.2  Surveillance

 Aspects of Surveillance and Implementation of Measures in ABNJ: 
Is It Feasible to Control Implementation?

Clear legal aspects are needed to ease the enforceability of MSP and facilitate 
its implementation in ABNJ (UNEP 2017). So far monitoring, control and 
surveillance systems for high seas fisheries appear to be insufficient (Ardron et al. 
2008). For example, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) and RFMO face various challenges in ABNJ.  Although 
RFMOs establish regulations for the management of fisheries, member states 
are not legally obliged to follow these regulations in the high seas (Ringbom 
and Henriksen 2017). Moreover, vessels carrying flags of states non-member 
of the RFMO, cannot be enforced to follow the RFMO’s protocol, which 
may undermine the efforts made by the RFMO in conserving fishing stocks 
(Ringbom and Henriksen 2017). In 2006, RFMOs—under the call of 
UNGA—required fishing vessels to stop practising bottom fishing when 
encountering VMEs and report the encounter (UNGA Resolution 61/105, 
para 83(d)) (FAO 2015). Most RFMOs with a mandate to regulate bottom 
fisheries in the ABNJ have responded with some form of encounter protocol. 
Two distinct approaches have emerged: one primarily for longlining in the 
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Southern Ocean developed by the Commission for the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) and another for trawl fisher-
ies in the North Atlantic developed by the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
Organization (NAFO) and the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission 
(NEAFC) (FAO 2015). Nonetheless, the different VMEs encounter protocols 
that have been put in place in various fisheries negatively impacted fishers and 
have resulted in economic losses and increased costs of fishing (FAO 2015).

New Zealand has adopted a unique approach for its vessels fishing in South 
Pacific ABNJ, while Australia independently developed a protocol similar to 
the North Atlantic approach. In response to the UNGA resolutions, RFMOs 
have defined fishery footprints effectively restricting fishing to those areas, 
and instituted extensive closures, portions of which close parts of each foot-
print. Those measures are supported by an encounter protocol. As adopted in 
2008, the footprint approach was identical across the North Atlantic, but 
each RFMO has since developed it in regionally specific ways (FAO 2015).

Major difficulties for the industry include the imbalance in the VMEs 
debate and the challenge the industry faces to comply with strict conservation 
measures, while also attempting to conduct a sustainable business. From the 
start, the industry voiced that move-on rules would impact fishing operations. 
The fishing sector also noted that fishers knew where areas of sensitive habitats 
were, as well as regional differences with respect to habitats and the types of 
fisheries that operated in each region. Fishers living on the ocean see a differ-
ent ocean than policymakers, and a disconnect between fishers and managers 
was noted. Other challenges faced by RFMOs in managing fisheries in ABNJ 
are the lower level of data and knowledge (as compared to national areas), the 
distance, which could negatively affect the costs of assessments and monitor-
ing, as well as control and surveillance  (United Nations  2011; Wright 
et al. 2015).

4.3  Case Studies

 Submarine Cable Considerations for Area-Based Planning in ABNJ 
with Reference to Two Ongoing ISA Processes

Trans-oceanic cables have been deployed in the ocean seabed since 1858 
(Carter 2009). Although they are considered to have a minimal environmen-
tal impact (Friedman 2017), various uncertainties still exist in relation to the 
electro-magnetic fields, seabed disturbance and cumulative effect assessment 
(Johnson 2017). There are currently two main different types of submarine 
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cables: power cables and telecommunication cables. Power cables are larger in 
size and, compared with telecommunication cables, are less common and 
have not been placed in ABNJ yet, although the current legislation allows 
states to freely lay down both types of cables in ABNJ (Art. 87 UNCLOS) 
(Friedman 2017).

Even though submarine cables are likely to have minimal environmental 
impacts, the International Cable Protection Committee (ICPC) strongly 
opposed the idea to use MSP for submarine cables in ABNJ, arguing that it is 
an unnecessary procedure that would only introduce risks, and that histori-
cally, the involved stakeholders have always successfully managed conflicts 
(ICPC 2016). On the contrary, Johnson (2017) argues that conflict between 
stakeholders is recognised to be an issue for submarine cable developers, which 
emphasise the need to improve tools for stakeholder participation, whereas 
Friedman (2017) notes that excluding cable operations in ABNJ from MSP 
(or other instruments) would legitimate the request from other human activi-
ties to be similarly excepted, which could have negative repercussions.

The implementation of a specific environmental instrument (such as the 
environmental impact assessment) for submarine cables in ABNJ could be 
beneficial for the cable industry as it would not directly restrict cable instal-
ments, but instead it would allow the sector to be one of the first movers in 
establishing a fair instrument (Friedman 2017). This is particularly important 
considering that in the future, conflicts between the submarine cable industry 
and the seabed mining sector could exacerbate; a scenario that reinforces the 
idea that the communication between the two sectors  would be beneficial 
(Johnson 2017). In fact, the Secretary General of the ISA has recently 
announced a workshop with the ICPC to develop guidance for avoiding con-
flict between the sectors (ENB 2018).

Area-based planning is considered an effective mechanism for design of 
spatial regulation and for the sustainable use of marine resources as it reduces 
the risk of possible conflicts between different stakeholders (UNEP-WCMC 
2017). Nonetheless, spatial differences exist, and known Best Environmental 
Practices (BEPs) suitable for national waters are not necessarily appropriate 
for ABNJ (Johnson 2017). Finally, although the assessment of spatial human 
activities in ABNJ is a major challenge, the use of MSP for deep-sea environ-
ments is increasingly needed to resolve possible space and use conflicts (Johnson 
2017).
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 Area-Based Planning in the Southeast Pacific and Western Indian 
Ocean Regions

In this area, the Nairobi Convention Contracting Parties expanded the 
Convention to cover adjacent water in ABNJ to implement an ecosystem- 
based approach (UNEP-WCMC 2017). It includes the development of 
ecosystem- based management tools for implementation. The major challenge 
in implementing activities related to ABNJ in the Western Indian Ocean is 
the lack of capacity on ABNJ-related issues at the national level (UNEP- 
WCMC 2017). Here, ongoing research might highlight possible approaches 
on how to develop a collective governance mechanism, including as many 
stakeholders as possible and using the Nairobi Convention’s Secretariat as 
coordinator of activities and agreed management approaches.

5  Conclusion

Within the marine environment, a greater number of human activities are 
taking place and are expected to increase in the future which not only put at 
risk the availability of many natural resources but also jeopardise the marine 
biodiversity and thus the benefits people obtain from the services provided by 
natural ecosystems. Although various legal frameworks exist for the gover-
nance of the marine environment, their effectiveness—especially within the 
ABNJ—in achieving their objectives is questioned. The MSP approach is a 
valuable tool, which could be used as a framework to achieve better manage-
ment and spatial use of the marine environment. Although most of the inter-
national regimes do not directly deal with MSP, UNCLOS recognises that the 
activities happening in the oceans are interrelated and should be considered a 
whole (Becker-Weinberg 2017). Similarly, the UNESCO considers MSP as a 
‘public process’ capable of identifying the different human activities in the 
marine environment and allocate them in a rational and sustainable manner to 
reduce negative impacts and possible impacts (Becker-Weinberg 2017, p. 579).

In ABNJ each sector is singularly managed and there is a need for better 
coordination across the different sectors. MSP could provide a solution to this 
aspect and not only improve coordination but also deliver a more rational use 
of the marine environment. However, ABNJ have very different characteris-
tics than areas within national jurisdictions and although MSP has been used 
in national waters, its use in ABNJ is limited by the fragmented governance 
framework and by the lack of a coordinating mechanism, or leadership body 
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to facilitate a cross-sectoral planning process. Considering this weakness, it is 
hoped that the new BBNJ process will discuss MSP together with MPAs and 
produce a framework for spatial planning in ABNJ, which would facilitate the 
use of MSP in international waters. Eventually, collaborative actions among 
states are often the only way to create a legal framework for protecting the 
marine environment, especially since the oceans do not have physical borders 
and pollution as well as human pressures do not necessarily stay within 
designed borders. The MSP approach could facilitate maritime governance 
and establish new ways of managing the sea that not only takes into consider-
ation the human activities but also considers the interconnections between 
the marine ecosystems.
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Evaluation of Marine Spatial Planning: 

Valuing the Process, Knowing the Impacts

Riku Varjopuro

1  Introduction

Marine/Maritime spatial planning (MSP) is an increasingly common approach 
to manage the use and protection of the resources, the ecosystems and the 
space of seas (Douvere 2008; Jay et al. 2013). An often-cited definition states 
that ‘Marine [or maritime] Spatial Planning is a public process of analysing and 
allocating the spatial and temporal distribution of human activities in marine 
areas to achieve ecological, economic, and social objectives that usually have 
been specified through a political process’ (UNESCO-IOC 2010). A recent 
European Union directive (EC 2014) states that MSP is ‘to promote the sus-
tainable growth of maritime economies, the sustainable development of marine 
areas and the sustainable use of marine resources’ (Directive 2014/89/EU).

The earlier mentioned objectives for MSP are very ambitious. If achieved, 
the coastal states will gain thriving maritime economies, fewer conflicts at sea 
and improved environmental status of the marine ecosystems. But knowing 
whether the plan will help society to achieve all or any of the objectives 
requires specific attention. This is the evaluative question that is the focus of 
this chapter.

This chapter applies commonly used approaches in the evaluation of poli-
cies and spatial planning on land to the MSP. The emphasis of the chapter is 
on trying to know the effectiveness of MSP, which brings with it critical 
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 perspectives on MSP’s ability to deliver its objectives. The effectiveness of 
MSP is largely dependent also on the processes of preparing and implement-
ing MSP. Therefore, characteristics of the process need to be addressed as well.

A distinction from strategic environmental assessment (SEA) helps to 
explain the consequences of focusing on evaluating effectiveness. In an SEA, 
which assesses likely environmental impacts of alternative versions of a plan, 
one should assume that the described alternative is realised. Then likely envi-
ronmental impacts of each alternative are assessed and mitigation measures 
are suggested. In an evaluation of effectiveness that focuses on the chosen or 
proposed plan, one measures or assesses the extent that set targets will be met, 
any unintended impacts generated and possible obstacles to realising the plan 
and achieving the desired impacts. Whereas SEA aims to help design a plan 
that has the least negative environmental impacts, an evaluation of effective-
ness aims at improving the implementation of the plan or suggesting 
 improvements for the next versions of the plan. The following figure illus-
trates the difference (Fig. 18.1).

Fig. 18.1 Key questions in an evaluation of effectiveness and SEA.  Linkages to 
indicators
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This chapter is based on the work conducted in the Baltic SCOPE proj-
ect (www.balticscope.eu) in 2015–2017. Within the Baltic SCOPE proj-
ect the author developed an evaluation and monitoring framework for 
cross-border collaboration in MSP (Varjopuro 2017). The Baltic SCOPE 
project brought together MSP authorities from six Baltic Sea Region coun-
tries to enhance cross-border integration and coordination of MSP activi-
ties in the Baltic Sea. The countries were Sweden, Denmark, Germany, 
Poland, Latvia and Estonia. Other project partners were the intergovern-
mental organisations Helsinki Commission (HELCOM) and Vision and 
Strategies Around the Baltic Sea (VASAB) and the two research organisa-
tions NordRegio and the Finnish Environment Institute. For the purpose 
of preparing the evaluation and monitoring framework, the author and his 
colleagues followed the Baltic SCOPE process and conducted individual 
and group interviews to identify factors that influence the success of trans-
boundary collaboration. The collected material also shed light on national 
MSP processes and practices. One admittedly obvious observation was 
that MSP is practised in very different ways and with very different objec-
tives. A key conclusion for the prepared evaluation and monitoring frame-
work was that presenting a standard evaluation protocol would not be 
useful. Instead, it has to be flexible and adaptable for different contexts 
and cases. The work on developing monitoring and evaluation approaches 
is now continuing in the Pan Baltic Scope project (http://www.panbaltic-
scope.eu/). In Pan Baltic Scope the focus is on evaluation of national 
MSP. This chapter describes the methodological findings gained in these 
two projects.

The chapter starts by presenting approaches and concepts of evaluation of 
policies and spatial plans. This is followed by a presentation of the progress 
gained in evaluation of MSP. Section 5 introduces the theory-based evalua-
tion approach for evaluating MSP, while the final Sect. 6 discusses practical 
considerations of organising evaluations of MSP.

2  Purposes of Evaluation

Evaluation assesses the merit and value of public policies or, as in this case, 
spatial plans. Evaluation often asks if the set targets are met, but evaluations 
can also address the processes of policy or plan formation as well as the pro-
cesses of their implementation (Vedung 1997, 2006). Evert Vedung (2010, 
263) justifies the usefulness of evaluating public policies:
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If you carefully examine and assess the results of what you have done and the 
paths toward them, you will be better able to orient forward. Good intentions, 
increased funding and exciting visions are not enough; it is real results that 
count. The public sector must deliver. It must produce value for money.

The main objective of evaluation is thus to improve policies and plans and the 
processes of producing them. Evaluation should not be seen simply as a judge-
ment of whether or not public authorities have been successful in designing 
or implementing the policies and plans. Furthermore, it is not enough to 
determine whether the objectives were or will be met or how satisfied different 
stakeholder groups are with the process or its outcomes. This is because to 
improve the policies and plan, it is important to understand why certain ele-
ments of the policy or plan work or do not work. In relation to stakeholders, 
it would also be important to elucidate which of the affected parties have 
benefitted the most and the least (EC 2013a).

Evaluations that shed light on outcomes as well as on processes of making 
and implementing policies and plans increase our understanding of various 
aspects of policies and plans. Such broad evaluations ‘provide opportunities to 
learn about the questions to ask, the goals to set and how to frame the issues 
as well as the instrumental learning about how to design or implement the 
policy’ (Mickwitz 2006, 18).

A primary purpose of the evaluation process should be to foster learning; 
but who then learns from the evaluations? The public authorities that com-
mission the evaluation are obviously the ones that learn. This applies to indi-
viduals working in such organisations, but learning by an organisation should 
also be fostered. Evaluation can support both single-loop and double-loop 
learning (Mickwitz 2006), which are essential for adaptive management cycles 
(Armitage et al. 2008; Cundill et al. 2012; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2007). Through 
single-loop learning, one learns how to improve the effectiveness of spatial 
planning solutions, while double-loop learning helps one to develop the plan-
ning system as a whole.

The commissioning public body should not be considered the only one to 
learn. As pointed out in the quotation from Vedung (2010), public processes 
should deliver benefits to society at large. It is nowadays the norm that poli-
cies and plans are prepared in participatory processes, which considerably 
enlarge the group of those who could learn from the results of evaluations. It 
is also suggested that an evaluation itself should be participatory (Carneiro 
2013; Hansen and Vedung 2010; Mickwitz 2006). Then persons who are 
engaged in evaluations can learn from participating in the evaluation process, 
and when evaluations are conducted as part of participatory planning or 
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policy- making processes, the evaluation process and results reach the widest 
possible audience.

In addition to fostering learning, evaluation has other important functions. 
Checking for accountability of public policies is one. Accountability concerns 
the liability of those who are in charge of and conduct public tasks and spend 
public resources. Public resources should be used wisely, and it should be 
ensured that the goals regarding the quality of the process and results are 
achieved (Mickwitz 2006).

Evaluations can increase trust and the legitimacy of public authorities and 
processes, as they improve public knowledge and understanding of policies 
and plans. As evaluations may reveal flaws in processes and unachieved goals, 
it is important that evaluations contribute to the identification of corrective 
measures.

3  Alternative Evaluation Approaches

In order for evaluations to produce understandable and justifiable results, 
they should be done in systematic and rigorous ways (EC 2013a; Mickwitz 
2006). This is a generic requirement, as there are many systematic and 
rigorous methods available to be used. A key issue is to choose the right 
methods for the purpose and scope of the evaluation. Obviously, resources 
dedicated to evaluation also determine the choice of methods to some 
extent.

There are several approaches and focuses for the evaluation of spatial plan-
ning. According to Terryn et al. (2016), the evaluation of spatial planning has 
often been based on a linear (or at least cyclical) understanding of planning 
processes. Consequently the evaluation methods have been structured in sim-
ple logical steps to be followed. Terryn et al. (2016, 1085) state that ‘most 
spatial developments do not evolve in a linear, circular or causal way, but 
rather present themselves more and more in a-linear, pragmatic and adaptive 
ways’. As this adds a certain level of uncertainty in determining the target of 
evaluation, they suggest that the evaluation should ideally be conducted as an 
integrated part of the planning process, as this would allow adjusting the 
methods to better fit the context of evaluation (Terryn et al. 2016).

The nonlinear and partly unpredictable character of spatial developments is 
an important point to be taken into account in the evaluation of spatial plan-
ning. However, there is also a need to make a distinction between the spatial 
developments and spatial planning. Spatial developments are outcomes of the 
combined effects of various processes, while spatial planning is a process that 
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ideally translates the collective aspirations of society into decisions on how to 
use the area in question. In other words, spatial planning aims to influence, or 
at least contribute to, the spatial developments.

Even though spatial developments can be nonlinear and unpredictable, the 
levels of the complexity of the planning context vary—and some planning 
contexts are not at all complex. The level of complexity of the planning con-
text should be taken into account in choosing the planning methods. Terryn 
et al. (2016) have studied how different planning approaches would fit differ-
ent planning contexts. The following matrix presents how different evaluation 
approaches can fit different planning contexts (Fig. 18.2).

Circular evaluation (lower left in figure) is suitable for simple planning 
issues and situations when the main focus will be on how the intentions of 
planning meet the implementation. In such cases it is also well known who 
the key actors are, what the stakes are and what roles the institutional and 
non-institutional actors would have in the planning. In other words, the play-
ing field is stable and known. An adaptive evaluation (upper left) approach is 
applicable when the planning issue itself is undefined and possibly changing, 
but the institutional and societal setting is relatively stable. Adaptive evalua-
tions probe whether the final results meet the needs of changing contexts and 
various interests. Participative evaluation (lower right) is apt when the plan-
ning issue is simple, but there are uncertainties regarding the actors, stakes 
and possible roles of the different types of actors. In such a setting, the evalu-
ation’s role as negotiation or dialogue is more important than objective 
attempts to measure the effectiveness of implementation of the plan. 
Participatory evaluations review the ability of interest groups to cooperate in 
a situation of changing playing fields. Finally, the co-evolutionary evaluation 

Fig. 18.2 Evaluation approaches in relation to the degree and reasons of complexity 
of the planning contexts (Terryn et al. 2016, 1087)
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(upper right) approach is needed when both the planning issue and the 
 playing field are not well known or they are in the process of transformation 
during the planning process or being transformed by the planning. 
Co-evolutionary evaluation asks if the planning itself is becoming more resil-
ient and adaptive to be able to operate when both planning issues and the 
playing field are volatile. In such cases it would also be imperative that evalu-
ation is continuous over the process to encourage learning-by-doing and co-
evolution (Terryn et al. 2016, 1087–1088).

The importance of evaluations to be close to the evaluated process—or to 
co-evolve with it—has often been emphasised (Mickwitz 2006; Rae and 
Wong 2012; Terryn et al. 2016; Vedung 2010). Evaluations need to be sensi-
tive to how the evaluated process unfolds. If need be, the evaluation approach 
itself should adapt—meaning, for instance, that new evaluation criteria can 
be learnt during the evaluation (Gomart and Hajer 2003).

Evaluations can have different targets and different timing in relation to the 
stage of decision-making or planning processes. The selected methodology 
should respect the nature and complexity of the object of the evaluation. 
These distinctions are discussed in the following sections.

3.1  Evaluation Can Target Impacts and Processes

Knowing the impacts of policies and plans is essential for evaluating the effec-
tiveness of public policies. The evaluation will try to study to what extent the 
objectives of the policy or plan have been reached.

Spatial plans are typically aspirational: there are certain goals that are 
found to be valuable to reach. As pointed out earlier, spatial planning 
often operates in complex contexts where several factors have an influence 
at the same time. This happens especially in cases of strategic or general-
level planning, which MSP often is. Only some of the factors that generate 
impacts follow directly from the spatial plan itself. Carneiro (2013) has 
observed that the current literature on MSP does not pay enough atten-
tion to the issue of multi- causality and has not sufficiently discussed the 
difficulty of isolating the contribution that MSP has or can have on 
observed changes in the use of sea areas. There is also another important 
limitation for spatial planning in reaching desired objectives: depending 
on the plan’s legal status, it may have only limited power to directly guide 
decision-making in other sectors. Then the effectiveness of a spatial plan 
depends on the other sectors’ willingness to follow that spatial plan (Faludi 
2000).
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How and to what extent are the observed changes attributable to the spatial 
plan? The notion of causality and attribution then becomes central in the 
evaluation of effectiveness (EC 2013a). In the evaluation of spatial planning 
that takes place in complex contexts such as MSP, attribution may become a 
considerable challenge (Carneiro 2013). When it may be very difficult, if not 
altogether impossible, to justify causality between the intervention and desired 
outcomes, that is the attribution, one can justify the argument of contribution 
with plausible evidence or a narrative that explains why the evaluated spatial 
plan can be seen as one of the causes of the observed change (Carneiro 2013; 
EC 2013a). Even if this cannot reduce uncertainty concerning the effects of 
plans, it can produce useful findings for improving performance of planning 
(EC 2013a).

The question of effectiveness is essential for the sake of accountability, but 
focusing only on the intended goals is often too limited. Identification of 
unintended consequences is widely recognised as an essential part of the eval-
uation of spatial planning, especially because spatial planning typically 
addresses and affects broad areas and a broad spectrum of human activities 
(Carneiro 2013; Faludi 2000; Mickwitz 2006; Terryn et al. 2016). Therefore, 
the narratives of MSP’s contributions should also pay attention to possible 
unintended consequences and side effects.

In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of policies and planning, it is also 
useful to focus on the processes. Evaluation of the process of implementation 
of a policy or plan not only helps to answer whether the results are met but 
also helps to understand why it is so. It can also help in explaining the observed 
results (Carneiro 2013). Furthermore, evaluation of the process of making a 
policy or a plan gives valuable information for improving the processes in the 
future, that is, double-loop learning (Mickwitz 2006). Some aspects of policy- 
making and spatial planning processes as well as processes of implementation 
have an important intrinsic value, which justifies paying attention to pro-
cesses in the evaluation. The imperative of public participation in policy- 
making and spatial planning processes is an example of such intrinsic values. 
The requirements of transparency and accountability underline the need for 
focusing on processes (Carneiro 2013; Hansen and Vedung 2010; Mickwitz 
2006).

Carneiro (2013) identified several possible foci of evaluations in relation to 
the planning cycle (Fig. 18.3).
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3.2  Evaluation: Before, During or After the Intervention

Evaluations can be conducted while policies and plans are prepared. Such 
evaluations give valuable information when designing effective policies and 
plans. These so-called ex ante evaluations anticipate possible future impacts of 
planned policies. An ex ante evaluation should preferably produce results early 
enough in relation to the policy-making or planning process in order to have 
a valuable and timely contribution (EC 2013b). SEAs are also done while the 
policies and plans are prepared.

It is common that policies and plans are evaluated afterwards—ex post—or 
in the late stages of implementation to check whether and to what extent the 
set results are achieved. Ex post evaluations can also study unintended impacts 
of policies or plans.

Interim evaluations or mid-term reviews generate information that help to 
assess whether measures are being  implemented as planned and whether it 
seems likely that they will produce the impacts that were anticipated. A more 
thorough interim evaluation can also help to assess whether the assumptions 
about a policy or plan’s effects were correct or not.

Fig. 18.3 Different foci of evaluation in relation to steps of the spatial planning pro-
cess (Carneiro 2013, 215)
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4  Evaluation of MSP

The importance of evaluating MSP and different approaches to an evaluation 
of MSP has already been discussed in early publications on MSP (Carneiro 
2013; Day 2008; Douvere and Ehler 2011), but there have been fewer presen-
tations on actual evaluation methods.

EU-funded projects such as TPEA, MASPNOSE, BaltSeaPlan, PlanBothnia 
and PartiSeaPate have all addressed evaluation of MSP. For instance, TPEA 
and MASPNOSE produced evaluation frameworks and also tested them to a 
certain extent during the projects, while PlanBothnia developed approaches 
to monitor the implementation of MSP. Evaluation approaches of MSP have 
also been developed in several academic papers (Carneiro 2013; Day 2008; 
Douvere and Ehler 2011; Fletcher et al. 2013; Kelly et al. 2014; Soma et al. 
2014; Stelzenmüller et al. 2013; Vos et al. 2012).

There are also some publications that reviewed the evaluation of MSP 
(Carneiro 2013; TPEA 2014). The TPEA evaluation report identifies the 
diversity of evaluation approaches (e.g. the focus can be on ecological or plan-
ning aspects; the emphasis is on process or outcomes). And the report con-
cludes that because of the diverse contexts in which MSP is practised, there 
cannot be a standardised protocol for evaluating MSP. Each evaluation has to 
be tailored to the context (TPEA 2014).

Even if questioning the usefulness of standardised evaluation approaches, 
the TPEA evaluation report (TPEA 2014) presents a few general principles:

• Evaluation of MSP should cover all stages of the MSP process, from prepa-
ration of planning to implementation.

• Evaluation should be based on a clear understanding of the focus and scope 
of the evaluation, which helps in defining clear objectives for the 
evaluation.

• Evaluations should cover context, process, outputs and outcomes.
• Evaluation criteria should be matched by suitable indicators.
• Stakeholder involvement is important for a successful evaluation.

Table 18.1 presents evaluation frameworks that were suggested by the 
TPEA evaluation report (2014) and Carneiro (2013). The frameworks have 
many obvious similarities, but they also introduce some unique features. The 
TPEA approach is more detailed regarding legal, administrative and institu-
tional aspects, which are especially critical for the success of transboundary 
collaboration in planning—the focus of the TPEA evaluation framework. 
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Carneiro’s (2013) evaluation framework emphasises the content of the plan 
itself without neglecting the importance of process evaluation. This frame-
work is mainly meant for the evaluation of national MSP.

The  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO)’s International Oceanographic Commission (IOC-UNESCO) 

Table 18.1 Topics and criteria of two MSP evaluation frameworks (Carneiro 2013; TPEA 
2014)

TPEA transboundary evaluation framework (TPEA 
2014)

Carneiro’s evaluation 
framework (Carneiro 2013)

Process evaluation: Preparation phase
  • legal and administrative framework
  • institutional capacity and cooperation
  • transboundary MSP area
  • formulation of strategic objectives
Process evaluation: Diagnosis phase
  • area characteristics
  • uses & activities and cross-border relevance of 

coastal and maritime issues
  • governance framework
  • area of common interest
Process evaluation: Planning phase
  • specific objectives
  • planning alternatives (options and scenarios)
  • planning documents
Data and information
  • data availability and quality
Stakeholder engagement
Communication
Implementation
  • roles, responsibilities and decision-making
  • resources
  • implementation
Outcomes and impact evaluation
  • achievement of objectives
  • wider benefits

Evaluation of the 
organisational performance

  • planning service quality
  • organisational quality
Evaluation of the plan-making 

process
  • stakeholder participation
  • validity of data and 

analyses
  • consideration of 

alternatives
  • prospective impact 

assessment
  • adequacy of resources (for 

plan-making)
Evaluation of plan contents
  • internal coherence
  • relevance of plan for the 

region or country
  • conformance with 

planning system
  • external coherence
  • guidance for 

implementation
  • approach, data and 

methodology
  • quality of communication
  • plan format
Evaluation of plan 

implementation
  • prescribed steps and 

outputs
  • adequacy of resources (for 

implementation)
  • utilisation
Evaluation of plan outcomes 

and impacts

The TPEA framework is designed for the evaluation of transboundary processes, 
while Carneiro’s framework is focused more on national MSP
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has been promoting MSP and developing methodologies of MSP from very 
early on (see Ehler and Douvere 2009). IOC-UNESCO produced a guide to 
evaluate marine spatial plans in 2014 (Ehler 2014). The evaluation guide 
focuses mainly on outcome evaluation, but it also raises important questions 
regarding evaluation of the processes. The IOC-UNESCO guide covers the 
whole sequence of evaluation, from planning the evaluation via the actual 
evaluation to communicating the evaluation results. These are all also 
addressed in the TPEA evaluation report (TPEA 2014), but the IOC- 
UNESCO guide goes one important step further by discussing the use of 
evaluation results and taking corrective measures.

5  A Theory-Based Evaluation Framework 
for MSP

Introducing a theory-based evaluation approach to MSP is this chapter’s con-
tribution to our common understanding of possibilities and methods for 
evaluating MSP. There are two main reasons for introducing this approach.

One reason is that as evaluation is a careful assessment (EC 2013a; Mickwitz 
2006) that requires systematic and rigorous approaches to evaluation in order 
to produce understandable and justifiable results, systematic and rigorous 
evaluations are time-consuming. Therefore, those who commission evalua-
tions need to consider the available methods of evaluation in relation to the 
expected use of the evaluation findings and the available resources (EC 
2013b). Thus there is a need to adjust the evaluation approach to the context 
and knowledge requirements.

The other reason relates to the difficulty in isolating and identifying the 
actual effects and impacts of MSP from all other factors that influence mari-
time activities and marine ecosystems. Is MSP contributing to the changes 
that we can observe? (See Sect. 3.1).

A theory-based approach to evaluation is flexible in the sense that it must 
always be adjusted to the context and purposes of evaluation. Furthermore, 
constructing theories of change, which is the key for theory-based evaluation, 
is also a way to increase knowledge of the possible contributions of MSP.

Theory-based evaluations ask why an intervention—such as a spatial 
plan—produces intended and unintended effects, for whom and in what 
contexts and what mechanisms are triggered by the intervention. The goal 
is to know why an intervention works and whether it would work differ-
ently in different localities (Astbury and Leeuw 2010; Coryn et  al. 
2011; EC 2013a).
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5.1  Theories of Change

A theory-based evaluation of spatial planning is based on describing plausible 
mechanisms through which the plan or the planning process can produce its 
impacts. The actual evaluation then collects evidence to test whether the 
implementation of the plan unfolded as anticipated (and why), whether the 
anticipated results were achieved and whether the implementation of the plan 
produced any unintended impacts (Coryn et al. 2011; Hansen and Vedung 
2010; Mayne 2012; Weiss 1997). A theory-based evaluation does not usually 
produce numerical results as much as it produces narratives. Its results provide 
important insights into how spatial planning can work, and later why it 
worked as it did (EC 2013a).

The key element of theory-based evaluation is the theory of change.1 The 
term theory-based reflects the understanding that all decisions and plans are 
based explicitly or implicitly on an idea—a theory—about how that decision 
or plan will be implemented and how it will produce results, that is, a theory 
of change. Theories of change are typically described as somewhat simplified, 
often linear models (Fig. 18.4). Obviously, spatial plans and the generation of 
their outcomes are not always, or even usually, as linear as depicted in the fol-
lowing figure (see Astbury and Leeuw 2010; Coryn et al. 2011; Hansen and 
Vedung 2010; Mayne 2012).

An intervention consists of inputs, activities and outputs. Inputs are the 
required resources (e.g. human, financial, institutional). Activities are the 
actions taken to define and reach the objectives (e.g. data collection and spa-
tial analyses, production of the plans and planning documents, workshops 
with stakeholders, consultation). Outputs are the immediate results of action 
(e.g. the planning decisions).

Impacts of the intervention can be grouped into initial, intermediate and 
long-term outcomes. Initial outcomes are changes in knowledge, skills and 
ability of key actors. Intermediate outcomes are typically behavioural changes 

1 Also known as program theory or intervention theory.

Fig. 18.4 A scheme of a theory of change (Coryn et al. 2011, 201)
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(e.g. a decision to invest in sea areas designated in MSP). And long-term out-
comes (sometimes simply called impacts) are a full or partial solution to the 
perceived problem that the plan was set to address (an outcome correspond-
ing to one of the objectives for MSP) (Coryn et al. 2011, 202). Table 18.2 
gives an example of this sequencing.

5.2  Using Theories of Change in Evaluation

Construction of plausible theories of change is a key element of theory-based 
evaluation, but the actual evaluation focuses on the following if the antici-
pated steps will or can take place. It is essential to study why the plan produces 
or could produce the intended and unintended effects; for whom and in 
which contexts; what mechanisms are triggered by the plan or by the process 
of producing the plan; how various steps in the theory of change relate to each 
other and what factors influence the relations (Mayne 2012). These consider-
ations are depicted in Fig. 18.5.

In elaborating the theories of change as step-wise developments, one risk is 
‘to focus too much on input-output relationships, on linear chains of causality 
and on building tightly knit models of arrows and boxes’ (Weber 2006, 120), 
which is an important reminder to acknowledge the complexity and situated-
ness of the planning process. Astbury and Leeuw (2010, 375) suggest that ‘a 
more explicit focus on underlying generative mechanisms might help to 
counter […] toward oversimplified versions of program theory in the form of 
linear logical models’.

Theory-based evaluations often rely on participatory approaches to deal 
with different understandings and preferences. Such processes can help reach 
jointly agreed theories of change. But Hansen and Vedung (2010) have 
observed that due to substantive and multilevel complexities and political 
conflicts, this is not always possible.

Table 18.2 An example of a plausible theory of change in MSP

Output of 
transboundary 
collaboration Immediate outcome

Intermediate 
outcome

Long-term 
outcome

Area designated for 
wind energy 
production in MSP

Knowledge of 
operators and 
decision-makers 
increases

Interest to build a 
wind park

Permit 
applications 
issued

Permit accepted

Turbines are 
producing 
renewable 
electricity
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It is not always advisable to reduce different perceptions on the interven-
tion to only one theory of change. This is especially important in interven-
tions that ‘involve several groups of actors in very different working situations 
and with very different expectation to the intervention’ (Hansen and Vedung 
2010, 296). Implementation of MSP typically takes place in situations where 
success of the plan’s implementation is dependent on how the plan changes 
the behaviour of actors in various marine sectors (Faludi 2000). Approaches 
that elaborate on alternative, parallel theories of change are needed in com-
plex and conflict-prone interventions that operate nationwide, multisite and 
multilevel (Hansen and Vedung 2010).

5.3  Testing of Theories of Change

Producing alternative theories of change in collaboration with key actors helps 
to identify possible impacts and challenges of implementation of MSP in a 
systematic and transparent way. The actual evaluation tests to what extent the 
actual cause of events followed or could follow the theories of change and 
whether or not the goals were reached. Importantly, the evaluation should try 

Fig. 18.5 Theory of change, considering factors that influence a logical sequence of 
events. Modified from Coryn et al. (2011) and Mayne (2012)
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and explain why. Theory-based evaluation can be implemented in the follow-
ing five steps (modified from Coryn et al. 2011, 205; EC 2013a, 56–57):

 1. Formulate plausible theories of change to reflect different actors’ 
understandings.

 2. Formulate and prioritise evaluation questions around a theory of change:

 a. How can you know that the different steps of the theories of change 
(will) actually take place? What evidence do you need?

 b. Choose relevant evaluation criteria and indicators.

 3. Collect evidence relevant for answering the evaluation questions.
 4. Analyse the evidence to test the theories of change:

 a. Which links in the theory of change are strong? Is this conclusion based 
on strong logic or empirical evidence supporting the assumptions? Is 
this conclusion widely accepted by relevant actors? And similarly, which 
links are weak?

 b. Does the observed pattern of outcomes and factors leading to them 
validate the theory of change? Do or did things unfold as 
anticipated?

 c. Is it likely that any of the external significant factors had a noteworthy 
influence on the observed results?

 d. What are the main weaknesses in the descriptions of the theories of 
change? Would additional data or information be useful?

 5. Draw conclusions:

 a. Identify breakdowns (links that did not exist) and respective corrective 
actions.

 b. Identify side effects and unintended impacts (also identify who was 
affected).

 c. Determine the effectiveness of implementation. (Were the objectives 
reached and to what extent?).

 d. Describe and explain cause-effect associations between elements of the 
theories of change (why things unfolded as they did). Describe also why 
external factors influence (or influenced) the outcomes.
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6  Organisation of Evaluation

Section 5 introduced the theory-based evaluation method. This final sec-
tion focuses on pragmatic questions on how to organise and manage the 
evaluation process. There are certain essential steps and challenges that 
need to be solved. One of the most important issues is to define the scope 
of the evaluation. One must also decide who is in charge, who performs the 
evaluation and how many  resources will be allocated to the evaluation. 
Finally, there is a need to decide on the roles stakeholders are given in the 
evaluation (EC 2013b).

6.1  Targeting the Evaluation: Scope and Purposes

Defining the scope of the evaluation is the most important first decision 
to be made. The evaluation should be given certain boundaries in terms of 
institutional, temporal, sectoral and geographical dimensions (EC 2013b). 
In defining the scope, one asks what exactly will be evaluated and when? 
It is also essential to consider the expected and possible uses of the evalu-
ation results, which was also raised as an important factor in the IOC-
UNESCO evaluation guidance document (Ehler 2014). It is important to 
understand what future decisions are likely to be informed by the evalua-
tion results (EC 2013b).

For the success of the evaluation, the scope should be defined in a way that 
gives a clear focus and task for the evaluation. It may turn out, however, that 
a clear scope for the evaluation cannot be given. This may be the situation 
especially when a country is producing its first MSP. In such cases the scope 
of the evaluation needs to be somewhat flexible in the beginning but should 
be defined more precisely while the process unfolds. This would suggest that 
the evaluation should be conducted in close cooperation with the planners. 
However, a flexible scope for evaluation has to be considered against the avail-
ability of resources and time for conducting the evaluation. Evaluation ques-
tions and the scope should be realistic in relation to the resources, which often 
require clarity.

6.2  Financial and Institutional Resources for Evaluation

Evaluations should be conducted in systematic and rigorous ways to produce 
justifiable and relevant results, but the possibilities to live up to this standard 
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can be limited by the availability of resources. However, the most important 
question for the planning and commissioning of evaluations is to identify the 
expected use(s) of evaluation findings and fit the resources accordingly.

Resources for evaluation include the financial resources, obviously, but 
there are other resources available as well. Actors to be involved in the evalua-
tion can give valuable input and information for the evaluation. Also the end 
users of the evaluation findings are a key resource.

Who is in charge or who is the client for evaluation is critical for the useful-
ness and actual use of the evaluation findings. It is recommended that the 
person (or a function in administration) who commissions the evaluation 
should be in a high enough position to initiate corrective actions to the poli-
cies or plans that are being evaluated (EC 2013b). Regarding MSP, this could 
be the minister in charge of MSP, a representative of the ministry or a high- 
ranking officer in the spatial planning authority.

Evaluations are often commissioned by consultants who operate under a 
contract with a public organisation; they monitor or evaluate the policy or 
planning process being evaluated. If an external evaluator conducts the evalu-
ation, it is important that the evaluation is conducted in close and frequent 
contact with the client. This ensures that the evaluation results are immedi-
ately available, and this will also give an opportunity to adjust the evaluation 
if new needs emerge or in case the evaluated process is reorganised. Information 
will then flow in both directions between the evaluator and the client.

In some cases, the public bodies have their own evaluation units. Then it 
would be advisable that the evaluation is conducted as an in-house service 
(EC 2013b). It is also possible that the officers who are running or supervising 
the spatial planning process conduct the evaluation in-house. Such arrange-
ments may create challenges of partiality. In such an arrangement, it is advis-
able that some of the officers have experience in evaluation methods. If it is 
decided that the evaluation is conducted in-house and only limited expertise 
in evaluation methods is available, it is advisable to hire a consultant to facili-
tate the evaluation process.

The purpose and timing of the evaluation determines to some extent 
whether the evaluations should be conducted internally or externally. The 
European Commission’s (EC 2013b, 39) evaluation guidance advises that ‘[i]t 
may be preferable to rely more on internal resources for formative evaluation 
inputs or for ex ante exercises but depend more on external resources for the 
ex post evaluation’. Formative evaluations aim at improving the design and 
performance of policy-making or spatial planning processes usually while 
they are conducted. Ex ante evaluations have similar objectives, but they are 
conducted before the processes and also have predictive aims.
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The character of issues dealt with in the spatial planning process should be 
taken into account when deciding whether the evaluation will be conducted 
internally or externally. If the process will address issues that are known to be 
controversial, an external evaluation will probably be better received. In such 
situations, an internal evaluation might appear to be simpler to conduct, but 
it must be acknowledged that an in-house evaluation of a controversial pro-
cess will shed doubts on the reliability and impartiality of the evaluation.

An assessment of the financial resources needed for conducting or com-
missioning evaluations needs to be carefully considered against the antici-
pated purposes and expectations for the evaluation (EC 2013b). It is generally 
estimated that an evaluation of a rather routine policy or planning process 
would require a relatively small amount of money in proportion to the 
resources for the whole process—normally less than 1%. For evaluations of 
extensive and new types of policies or spatial planning processes, and if there 
are high- learning expectations and substantial investment in stakeholder par-
ticipation, the costs are likely to be relatively high in proportion to the over-
all programme costs—up to 10% (EC 2013b). The EU Commission’s (DG 
REGIO) guidance document points out that ex ante evaluations usually have 
a rather limited time and limited possibility of acquiring data for the evalua-
tion. Then the required resource is not that high in comparison to evalua-
tions that come in later stages. Especially interim evaluations, if they have 
strong formative ambitions, may require a lot of evidence and extensive 
stakeholder engagement, which increases both the costs and time needed. Ex 
post evaluations do not necessarily require substantial resources, depending 
on the scope given for the evaluation. In conclusion, the most important fac-
tor that determines the required budget is the nature and scope of the evalu-
ation (EC 2013b).

6.3  Stakeholder Engagement in Evaluations

It is common and even recommended that evaluations engage stakeholders at 
different stages (EC 2013b; Hansen and Vedung 2010). It is important to 
notice that the earlier discussion about whether to conduct the evaluation in- 
house or by external consultation is not related to the need for engaging the 
stakeholders—the evaluations conducted as an in-house service should also 
aim at engaging the stakeholders. In fact, due to the possible risk that in- 
house evaluations are perceived as not being transparent and neutral, it is even 
more important for such evaluations to be inclusive.
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Stakeholder involvement is advisable for two broad reasons. First, stake-
holders possess expertise, knowledge and information that can be an invalu-
able resource for the evaluation. For instance, in evaluations that are run 
within a limited time and with limited resources, well-organised stakeholder 
involvement can be decisive for the success of the evaluation. The second rea-
son follows from an often-cited definition of a stakeholder: ‘a stakeholder is an 
individual or group influenced by—and with an ability to significantly impact 
(either directly or indirectly)—the topical area of interest’ (Glicken 2000, 1). 
Various individuals, communities and organisations are affected, positively or 
negatively, by the spatial plan that is being evaluated. Therefore, they have an 

Steps Possible methods Outputs
1. Define the scope and purpose(s) of the 

evaluation and define evaluation 
questions (by the public body that 
commissions the evaluation)

Terms or Reference for the 
evaluation 

Ex ante
2. Get familiar with the context and 

objectives of the spatial planning 
programme

Desk study, meetings with the 
planning authority reps

Detailed evaluation plan, 
identification of key actors 
and stakeholders

3. Formulate theories of change to reach 
the objectives in collaboration with the 
planning authority reps

Desk study + a workshop Draft theories of change

4. Test the theories of change with other 
actors (e.g. stakeholders and sector 
authorities)

Workshop and/or interviews Theories of change (joint 
understanding of possible 
results and impacts of the 
evaluated intervention and 
understanding of differences 
among the actors)

5. Define evidence and indicators for 
follow-up programmes (need to match 
with evaluation criteria as defined in 
the Terms of Reference

Desk study + (possibly) a workshop or 
focus group with key actors 

Set of indicators and 
identified sources of 
information (evidence)

During the processes of planning and implementation
6. Monitor the evaluated process and its 

outputs
Desk studies to analyse documents, 
observation of the planning process, 
interviews of key actors, workshops or 
focus groups to collect evidence

Evidence for the process 
evaluation (and outcome 
evaluation for interim
outcomes)

Ex post (or during the processes, if there are interim evaluations) 
7. Monitor impacts Desk studies to analyse documents 

and evidence that was collected, 
interviews of key actors, workshops or 
focus groups to collect evidence

Evidence for the outcome 
evaluation 

8. Assess the theories of change against 
the evidence

Desk studies, workshops and focus
groups 

Updated understanding of 
how the plan produces 
impacts and what impacts, 
who are affected

9. Draw draft conclusions and 
recommendations

Desk studies, workshops and  focus
groups

Draft results of the evaluation 
and feedback on them

10. Communicate evaluation results Reporting and dissemination to 
decision-makers, planners and key 
actors

Final results are 
communicated to decision-
makers and planners 

11. Decide and implement corrective 
actions (by the public body that 
decides about spatial planning) 

Improved planning process 
and plan 

Table 18.3 Steps of an evaluation process
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interest in the evaluation results and outcomes. Stakeholders’ willingness is 
also important for successful implementation of the spatial plans, especially if 
the plans are nonbinding (Faludi 2000).

Stakeholders are a resource for evaluations in their capacity to provide 
information and insights that help design and implement the evaluation. It 
has been suggested that stakeholders should be involved at all stages of evalu-
ation processes (Carneiro 2013; EC 2013b). In the early stages, their input 
can be valuable in defining the scope of the evaluation and in outlining the 
key evaluation questions.

It has been emphasised that theories of change should ideally be constructed 
together with the stakeholders, since in complex environments it is likely that 
there are well-justified alternative understandings of possible impacts and 
how they might be generated by the planning decisions (Hansen and Vedung 
2010; Mayne 2012). Hansen and Vedung (2010) even point out that elucida-
tion of different understandings of how interventions might play out and 
different valuations of the impacts is often one of the most important results 
of theory-based evaluations.

Finally, the stakeholders should be given an opportunity to comment on 
the evaluation results (Carneiro 2013). Participation of the stakeholders at 
different stages of evaluation aims at ensuring that there is ownership of the 
evaluation findings (EC 2013b).

Table 18.3 presents a summary of Sects. 5 and 6 as practical steps of the 
evaluation.
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1  Introduction

The idea that became Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) was initially pro-
posed in 1976 by international and national interests in developing marine 
protected areas (e.g. the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park) as a response to the 
environmental degradation of marine areas caused by human activities 
(Olsson et al. 2008). The MSP concept then evolved in the North Sea, a sea 
basin under high human pressure, where attention was placed on managing 
the multiple use of marine space driven by new maritime uses, such as off-
shore wind, especially in areas with conflicts amongst users and conflicts 
between users and the environment (Olsen et al. 2014; Douvere 2008). It has 
developed and been implemented in about 20 countries over the past decade 
(Ehler et al. 2018), and a community of MSP disciplines is developing that 
calls for more specifically qualified professionals (Ansong et al. 2018). This 
development offers new opportunities for practitioners with different marine 
backgrounds, including planning officers, planning/policy consultants, and 
planning policymakers, that are emerging with the new demands of the field. 
MSP professionals and sectoral agencies therefore need a comprehensive 
understanding of the process of MSP and a range of competences and skills, 
including not just scientific, oceanographic, ecosystem functioning, and geo-
spatial analytical aspects but also planning, programme management, and 
stakeholder engagement, amongst others (McCann et al. 2014). There is the 
opportunity to define and explore theories, research, and concepts in such a 
new field but not much practical experience or real successful cases of MSP 
from which to learn and to inform training materials and courses that can 
address training needs. Specific teaching materials and practical manuals are 
therefore limited. Education and training in MSP, however, must respond to 
challenges associated with the complexity of this particular planning process, 
different competence/skill needs, limitations of resources, and the transdisci-
plinary nature of MSP by a joint effort of disciplines (Ansong et al. 2018; 
Gissi and de Vivero 2016).

This chapter explores the various training needs and the competences, 
skills, and backgrounds needed to achieve a successful professional practice. A 
brief analysis of the existing MSP training resources and a more detailed anal-
ysis of an Erasmus Mundus programme specific to MSP are presented. This 
chapter further contributes to answering the critical questions of the most 
effective approaches for MSP training by gathering information from various 
professionals in the MSP community, including agency MSP officers, aca-
demics, policymakers, consultants, and other professionals.
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2  Evolving Maritime Spatial Planning 
and Training

The multiple aims and objectives of MSP call for different competences, 
including those related to environmental, economic and social disciplines, 
sciences, and skills. MSP is currently a process to foster and encourage spatial 
efficiency, by promoting coexistence and synergies between maritime use, 
whilst other cross-border advantages may also have been considered.

Glegg (2014), in answer to the question “who needs training?”, suggested: 
the planners who will be responsible for creating the plans, those with a 
mainly statutory responsibility to participate in the planning, and those rep-
resenting a particular interest, whether commercial (e.g. marina owners or 
fishers) or interest-based (e.g. sailing or non-governmental conservation 
organisations). Individuals should be trained/educated in MSP to improve 
their skills, knowledge, and behaviour for a successful MSP process. Increasing 
MSP capacity is required at all levels and should strengthen legal, administra-
tive, financial, technical, and human resources to address various multifaceted 
issues that complicate the MSP process. MSP professionals with broad skill 
sets and knowledge beyond traditional disciplines are urgently needed to 
include understanding of the legal frameworks, programme management, 
and social skills involved in working on interdisciplinary teams.

This very broad spectrum of educational and training targets represents dif-
ferent dimensions. Each target group needs a different answer and design 
programme, but the terms “education” and “training” in this chapter are used 
regardless of the public or group to be targeted but mainly referring to those 
directly involved in the process making of the plan.

Initial approaches to MSP implementation and training were largely focused 
on the consolidation of concepts, mainly because few practical experiences were 
available from which to draw. Progress in the practical implementation of MSP, 
however, has been made, and recent approaches to education and training 
should reflect the practical aspects of MSP to ensure that the multiple objec-
tives of MSP are achieved (Ansong et al. 2018; Jones et al. 2016). Training and 
education must address these objectives to ensure that the gap between concept 
and practice is bridged and to emphasise the development of practical skills.

As Gissi and de Vivero (2016) stated that education/training offers a clear 
dominance of contents for “environmental analysis/assessment” and “mari-
time uses”, whilst “experiences in MSP” and “planning theory” are the least 
represented. MSP courses may be continuous with education in the 
 management of coastal zones, where ecological science, applied geography, 
and physical science are the most emphasised theoretical subjects, along with 
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assessment and monitoring. Another reason for the dominance is that envi-
ronmental studies and marine science have a long tradition in managing 
marine resources from the perspective of conservation. These courses appear 
to be reorientations of already established programmes towards new questions 
and demands inherent to MSP instead of being established to cover specific 
areas of MSP. A new orientation associated with the combination of “environ-
mental analysis and assessment” with “maritime sectors” has been introduced 
in Germany and Norway, which may have originated in the drivers for MSP 
involving the support of blue growth and key maritime sectors, such as renew-
able energy.

The different drivers for MSP, such as historical, cultural, and geographical 
contexts, and governance approaches based on certain marine industries or 
sectors in place inform the various planning approaches and the implementa-
tion of MSP (Kidd and Shaw 2014). The challenges for marine planners (such 
as engaging with relevant parties; assimilating marine plans into existing man-
agement; understanding the current framework; willingness to negotiate a 
role for marine plans; integrating science and policy to support appropriate 
decisions; awareness of available and important information; and identifying, 
involving, and maintaining the commitment of individuals in the planning 
process (Glegg 2014)) shape new demands on education and training with a 
stronger emphasis on the social dimensions.

In summary, Ansong et al. (2018) examined the existing educational materi-
als, such as those supported by Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission—
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (IOC- 
UNESCO), on the educational dimension of increasing MSP capacity, mostly 
through its web platform, sharing experiences from all over the world, and the 
publication of MSP manuals and guides. The European MSP Platform provides 
in-depth information on specific aspects of MSP and complementary informa-
tion on MSP processes and projects of European Union (EU) member states. 
OpenChannels is another important platform due to its role in disseminating 
MSP initiatives, tools, and literature and for promoting and supporting debate. 
IOC-UNESCO and the EU are the main international actors in increasing 
MSP educational capacity, with initiatives such as Erasmus Mundus Master 
Course in Maritime Spatial Planning (EMMCMSP), the ERASMUS+ Strategic 
Partnership for MSP, and the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action Planning in a 
liquid world with tropical stakes: solutions from an EU-Africa-Brazil perspec-
tive (PADDLE project). Some public administrations have also held MSP train-
ing projects for MSP and sectoral officers such as in the case of Poland and the 
Marine Management Organisation (MMO).
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Practical teaching approaches in MSP education are still being developed, 
but experience in terrestrial planning can be instructive for MSP training and 
education. Ritchie et al. (2015) outlined some practice-oriented approaches 
to planning education that can be used in MSP education. Mock inquiry, one 
of these approaches, can be transferred to MSP training. This model uses a 
role-play format to develop student understanding of the framework that 
enables planning decisions. Student teams study a real planning application 
that has been refused but not appealed. The module culminates in a live simu-
lated mock planning inquiry, chaired by practicing planners, for students to 
obtain a practical understanding of the issues and challenges of planning. 
Experiential approaches to learning that give prominence to soft skills, such as 
the ability to collaborate, work in groups, read social cues, and respond adap-
tively, are also needed.

3  Europe and Maritime Spatial Planning 
Education

The education offered is characterised by multiple combinations of contents 
and methods generated by different interpretations of what MSP has been 
and what is now being practised in Europe and other countries. New educa-
tional initiatives in MSP should respond to this complexity by (1) developing 
the transdisciplinary approach that began to be adopted at the beginning of 
this process and (2) including the successive environmental- (ecosystem-based 
management) and economics-based (blue growth) foci that dominate the 
present approach to marine planning (Gissi and de Vivero 2016).

Ansong et al. (2018) stressed the need for a process approach to cover the 
entire MSP cycle by referring to the paradigm shift in recent teaching experi-
ences, from MSP being used as an environmental approach and managing 
conflicts amongst uses to a more holistic approach for coordinating sectoral 
policies, facilitating transboundary cooperation, and planning advantages. 
Flannery et al. (2018) argue that MSP negotiations examined as a boundary 
object (“something which brings diverse stakeholders together, which each 
view from their own perspective, yet negotiate a common understanding of—
provides a theoretically driven analysis of the processes through which actors 
collaborate or act so as to deny the actions of others”) facilitate a greater under-
standing and explanation of the negotiation process, co-option, and domina-
tion that occur within MSP initiatives, balancing powers, invested interests, 
and conflicts. Increasing MSP capacity was therefore defined as a process by 
which the abilities of individuals, institutions, and their networks are  developed 
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and enhanced for making effective and sustainable decisions about the tempo-
ral and spatial ordering of human activities in the marine space.

EMMCMSP is a two-year advanced professional Master’s degree pro-
gramme designed within the Erasmus Mundus 2013–2019 programme, with 
the participation of three European universities: Università Iuav di Venezia, 
University of Seville, and University of the Azores. This particular Joint 
Master’s degree course intends to prepare students to become specialists in 
MSP, operating both in public institutions and as independent professionals 
or researchers. The course was designed to provide students with skills to plan, 
design, and evaluate projects and policies, which consider terrestrial, coastal, 
and marine dimensions, and to develop their ability to manage decision pro-
cesses towards an adaptive and integrated approach. The course familiarises 
students with key issues involved in policy formulation and planning strate-
gies for maritime space to improve the management of resources from envi-
ronmental, economic, social, and legal perspectives within the framework of 
maritime policies. The EMMCMSP degree course is organised into four 
terms, including practice-oriented classrooms, a period of internship in differ-
ent countries, and the development of a final thesis.

This Erasmus Mundus programme in MSP, integrated in the cooperation 
and mobility programme in the field of higher education that aimed to 
enhance the quality of European higher education and to promote dialogue 
and understanding between people and cultures through cooperation with 
third countries (Decision No 1298/2008/EC (EC 2008)), has currently com-
pleted its 5th edition cycle. Considering its EU funding support, its interna-
tional dimension, the successful employment of former students, and the 
tripartite academia as its basis (Portugal, Spain, and Italy), this Master’s degree 
course is used as an example to support a brief analysis of the present educa-
tional interests. It has also to be stressed that this course was designed during 
the discussion of the EU Directive on MSP (Directive 2014/89/EU (EC 
2014)), and great effort was dedicated to incorporating the various demands 
of the Directive published at the end of the first year of the Erasmus Mundus 
Master course on MSP.

The five editions of the EMMCMSP have already welcomed about 60 stu-
dents from several countries. More than 50% of the students come from Asia 
or Africa, and the number of students has been stable throughout the edi-
tions. Seven students in the 2nd edition were from Asia, which is the highest 
number of students from a particular region in all editions. The popularity of 
the EMMCMSP in these regions is probably due to the aim of the Erasmus 
Mundus programme to improve cooperation with Third World countries and 
to the extensive connections with these regions.
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The number of students (six) from the EU peaked in the 2nd edition but 
decreased to only two in the 5th edition, which was surprising because MSP 
has become very popular due, for example, to the MSP Directive and the 
efforts towards a blue-growth economy encouraged by the Commission. The 
programme, however, provides only two or three grants per edition for EU 
students, which is probably mainly responsible for the level of bias towards 
these countries. This gap in MSP EU training strongly needs to be addressed. 
South America has provided the largest increase in the number of students, 
from only one student in the 1st edition to four students in the last edition. Is 
it just chance or has the coordination office been more active in advertising 
the EMMCMSP in South America because MSP is not yet developed enough 
to justify the increasing interest in the EMMCMSP?

Almost one-third of all students from all editions have had a background in 
architecture or engineering (Fig. 19.1). The number of students with a back-
ground in environmental science and geography is slightly lower but is also 
close to one-third. The difference in the trend of these two categories, how-
ever, is notable; the number of students with backgrounds in architecture and 
engineering has been steadily decreasing over all editions, but the number of 
students with backgrounds in environmental science and geography has 
remained the same. Justification for the background in architecture may be 
because architecture is an extension of land-use planning, where many archi-
tects are specialists. The number of students with backgrounds in marine biol-

Fig. 19.1 Number of students in the Erasmus Mundus Master Course on Maritime 
Spatial Planning per background and edition
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ogy and oceanography, in contrast, has increased remarkably since the 1st 
edition, which is perhaps logical because MSP has a strong environmental 
component, at least in Europe. What is interesting, however, is that the num-
ber of students with this background has not been high from the beginning.

The fewest students across all editions had backgrounds in law and political 
science.

In addition to the geographical origin of the students, the kind of issues 
looked for when deciding to integrate EMMCMSP is also worth analysing. 
Most theses are about governance and ecosystem-based management. More 
than one-third of students decide to write their theses on the issue of gover-
nance, and the number of theses about this topic has been slightly increasing 
since the 1st edition (Fig. 19.2), which is not surprising because governance is 
such a broad topic. The number of theses about other topics has remained 
stable across all years.

Almost half of the students of all editions decided to focus their theses as a 
recommendation to a certain topic (Fig. 19.3). Writing recommendations has 
been the favourite output of all editions except the 2nd. This kind of output 
decreased remarkably in the 2nd edition in favour of “lessons learnt”. Writing 
about supports to decision-making has not been popular in any edition. In 
fact, the number of this kind of output topic is decreasing drastically.

Fig. 19.2 Number of theses from the Erasmus Mundus Master Course on Maritime 
Spatial Planning per theme and edition
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Almost 40% of all these deal with Step 3 in Fig. 19.4 “Organising the MSP 
Process” from the UNESCO “A Step-by-Step Approach toward Ecosystem- 
based Management” (Ehler and Douvere 2009). Steps 8 “Implementing the 
plan” and 5 “Analysing existing conditions” are the foci of one-third of the 
theses. In addition to the personal preferences of the students, the available 
time for the elaboration of the thesis may have influence on the chosen topic. 
Steps in the process involving stakeholders’ engagement will be more difficult 
to develop in a short period of time. It is also worth mentioning that steps are 
sequential and, for example, future condition cannot be addressed without a 
proper analysis of the current conditions. In what concerns the step for evalu-
ation, as not many plans are implemented, it is expected that not many theses 
are developed under this topic.

EMMCMSP has reached its initial programming, and new editions are 
dependent on the approval of a new cycle of studies by the Erasmus pro-
gramme. The educational offer, however, still exists under other 
opportunities.

The Marine Planning and Management Master Course at the University of 
Liverpool is another initiative oriented towards MSP. This course is a full-time 
(12 months) or part-time (24 months) programme open to all first-degree 
subjects. The MSc in Marine Planning and Management is also designed on 
a multidisciplinary approach and provides graduates with the knowledge and 
skills required to meet the job opportunities arising from the recent adoption 
of MSP and related developments in marine conservation and maritime 
industries. Some topics selected by students for development in their disserta-
tions include implementation of MSP in Portugal, global food security, find-

Fig. 19.3 Number of theses from the Erasmus Mundus Master Course on Maritime 
Spatial Planning per topic and edition
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ing space for aquaculture, stakeholder participation in marine planning in the 
UK, success factors for offshore wind energy, China’s system of marine func-
tional zoning, assessing the value of sand-dune systems in north-western 
England, stakeholder involvement in the Irish Sea Conservation Zone proj-
ect, reducing the impact of offshore wind farms on seabirds, and mitigating 
the impacts of tidal barrages (Marine Planning and Management MSc 2018). 
This analysis, however, focused only on a programme designed from the 
beginning to cover the needs of the MSP process based on EU trends.

Fig. 19.4 Number of theses per MSP step and edition (MSP steps from the UNESCO “A 
Step-by-Step Approach toward Ecosystem-based Management” (Ehler and Douvere 
2009))
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The new Strategic Partnership for MSP is a cooperation to address current 
issues in the emerging field of MSP, with the overall aim to reach a common 
understanding and transdisciplinary approaches on a transnational level for 
higher education. The partnership will present a common European educa-
tional agenda and is expected to have some degree of tailoring and downscal-
ing of proposals to the different MSP training and educational needs covering 
the EU. Other initiatives, including ad hoc initiatives, were also developed, 
namely SeaPlanSpace (a project aiming to strengthen the competences of 
employees of administration and the private sector, as well as students and 
university graduates, in the area of MSP and sustainable marine governance 
(University of Gdańsk 2018)), BONUS BaltSpace (a summer school for early 
career professionals and PhD students (The Baltic University 2018)), and the 
MSP Course for professionals (Maritime Spatial Planning in the Baltic Sea 
Region 2018).

4  Skill and Competence Needs

As a discipline or planning process such as MSP evolves, the skills and com-
petences necessary for its proper development and implementation also 
evolve. A bipartite approach was developed to identify the upcoming needs 
for skills and competences in MSP. Firstly, skill and competence needs were 
identified based on “Marine spatial planning—A Step-by-Step Approach 
toward Ecosystem-based Management” by Ehler and Douvere (2009) and on 
the Davies et al. (2011) study on “future working skills”. Secondly, skill and 
competence needs for MSP were discussed by consulting a pool of MSP 
professionals.

4.1  Skill and Competence Needs Based 
on the Maritime Spatial Planning Process

Davies et al. (2011) proposed ten key working skills needed by professionals 
to be active and effective for the next ten years. The study concluded that skills 
for rationality (the ability to determine the deeper meaning or importance of 
what is being expressed), social intelligence, novel and adaptive thinking, 
cross-cultural competency, computational skills, new-media literacy, transdis-
ciplinarity, design mindsets, cognitive-load management, and virtual 
 collaboration are relevant across a range of professions. These skills are sum-
marised in Table 19.1. Marine spatial planners and professionals need to be 
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Table 19.1 Competences of a marine planner/marine planning team based on the MSP 
process

Maritime planning process 
and activities Skills and knowledge

Background and 
expertise

Defining/selecting the 
planning area

Discussion on boundary of 
the planning area based 
on jurisdictional boundary, 
patterns of maritime 
activities and bio-regions. 
Collecting and 
understanding existing 
information and plans 
available in the planning 
area

Existing jurisdictional 
boundaries, bioregions, 
dialogue, intuitive 
reasoning, rationality

Legal and policy 
expertise, ecologists, 
marine geographers, 
spatial planners, social 
scientists

Stakeholder engagement/
consultations

Identification of 
stakeholders, when & how 
to engage them

Stakeholder analysis, 
stakeholder engagement 
tools, facilitation, 
negotiation, 
communication

Social scientists, 
specialists in graphics 
and geographic 
information systems 
(GISs), communication 
experts

Gathering data & evidence/
stock-taking

Collecting, storing, and 
managing scientific data 
and information for the 
planning area

Data-collection methods, 
spatial-database 
management, existing 
governance system, 
digital thinking, intuitive 
reasoning, rationality

GIS, specialists in data 
and information 
technologies, 
statisticians

Definition of visions and 
objectives

Definition of visions and 
objectives of the planning 
area are based on 
evidence and engagement

Policy analysis, logical 
framework analysis, 
scenarios, facilitation, 
negotiation

Legal and policy 
expertise, terrestrial 
planning, 
communication expert, 
social scientists

Analysis of current and 
future conditions

Issue identification, spatial 
conflicts, options/
alternatives, scenarios

Analysing current and 
future spatial/temporal 
trends and requirements

GIS, scenario analysis, 
sector assessment, 
synthesising information, 
spatial analysis, socio- 
economic analysis, 
environmental analysis, 
intuitive reasoning, 
rationality, spatial 
planning

Marine scientists and 
technical specialists, for 
example, 
oceanographers, 
ecologists, surveyors, 
statisticians, economists, 
terrestrial planners, 
environmentalists, 
heritage and cultural 
specialists, GIS 
specialists, specialists in 
data and information 
technologies, social 
scientists

Sectoral interests such as 
fisheries and marine 
industries

(continued)
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Table 19.1 (continued)

Maritime planning process 
and activities Skills and knowledge

Background and 
expertise

Development of plan 
policies/measures

Measures and alternatives 
to achieve planning 
objectives and visions

Existing sectoral policies, 
activity planning, analysis 
of existing governance 
system, communication, 
facilitation, negotiation

Sustainability appraisal, 
legal and policy 
expertise, sectoral 
interests, social 
scientists, growth 
strategies and 
regeneration

Plan approval and adoption
Review of draft plan to 

include comments and 
inputs from consultations 
with necessary 
arrangements for approval

Policies and legislation Legal and policy 
expertise, social 
scientists

Plan implementation
Ensuring coordination, 

compliance, and 
enforcement of measures 
and policies defined by the 
plan

Project/organisational 
management

Sectoral interests and 
agencies

Monitoring and evaluation
Reporting and monitoring 

the progress of the plan 
and necessary planning 
reviews

Understanding a “logic 
model” and indicators, 
existing monitoring 
programmes

Statistical and reporting 
experts, social scientists

Management of the 
planning process/other 
competences

Coordination and 
organisation of the various 
activities and processes

Programme/project 
management, systems 
thinking, and 
management processes

Terrestrial planning, 
project managers, social 
scientists

Additional skills Politics and legislation

Adapted based on Ansong et al. (2018)

trained to deal with current and future challenges and requirements. Ansong 
et al. (2018) also proposed a set of skills and backgrounds needed for MSP 
based on MSP practice and informed by inputs from MSP professionals. 
Table 19.1 lists the steps identified by Ehler and Douvere (2009) in the mari-
time planning process and is therefore a combination where the skills devel-
oped by Davies et al. (2011) were juxtaposed against the background and skill 
set for a marine spatial planner/team by Ansong et al. (2018) to demonstrate 
that rationality, social intelligence, and computational thinking skills are 
largely covered and emphasised in MSP practice according to professionals. 
Transdisciplinarity, novel and adaptive thinking, design mindsets, and 
cognitive- load management are implied in these MSP skills and backgrounds, 
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whilst cross-cultural competency, virtual collaboration, and new-media liter-
acy are not referred to or indicated.

Cross-cultural competency is not emphasised probably because statutory 
MSP processes are normally within national jurisdictions. Stakeholder engage-
ment, however, is expected to cater to different cultures and understand how 
they can be brought into the MSP process. MSP is changing, and interna-
tional cooperation will become increasingly important in the future. MSP 
education and training should therefore cater to training professionals to deal 
with different cultural settings. Virtual collaboration is an important skill for 
MSP professionals, which has been noticed in MSP projects and partnerships 
between institutions in different countries, due to upcoming technologies, 
which allow for hosting audio-visual meetings between professionals and 
stakeholders and amongst the wider MSP community. Integrating new-media 
literacy into MSP educational programmes is also closely linked to developing 
virtual collaboration skills. Using new-media platforms and presenting visu-
ally stimulating information is also a critical skill to be developed. Experience 
has demonstrated that more effort is needed in such an area to engage more 
with marine stakeholders in understanding MSP issues.

Additional emphasis on developing practical skills such as critical thinking, 
insight, and analytical capabilities in MSP education and training is needed.

4.2  Skill and Competence Needs: Expert Consultation

Professionals who have worked in MSP and active professionals currently 
developing activities in the MSP sphere have the most experience in the field 
and can probably best illustrate the skills and backgrounds needed by future 
MSP professionals. Active professionals also constitute potential employers, 
and many represent institutions in charge of or associated with MSP processes 
that have already been or will be developed. A pool of professionals, not 
intended to be representative of MSP practitioners but rather representative 
of the different dimensions in need of MSP specific skills, was invited to col-
laborate in this study, contributing their knowledge of the current needs for 
MSP skills and competences. This pool was organised to include professional 
categories: policymakers/governmental agencies, scientific representatives, 
industry/sectoral professionals, consultants, and professionals with MSP 
experience (Fig. 19.5). The pool was drawn from different countries/regions 
in the EU where MSP processes have already been implemented, plans have 
already been developed, and agencies have legitimacy in the MSP process 
(namely England, Scotland, and Germany). The majority of the respondent 
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professionals have been teachers, tutors, and/or facilitators in any type of spe-
cific training in MSP. Masters courses and other types of training (e.g. short 
courses) are the most common training format in which the respondents have 
taught, followed by seminars and summer schools. The questions were organ-
ised into three sections: the first focused mostly on the background and past 
training of the professionals; the second focused mostly on the skills and 
backgrounds currently needed in MSP; and the third focused mostly on the 
issues that MSP training should include.

 Training Attended by Respondent Professionals

More than half of the respondents had attended at least one type of training 
in the last five years. The most common type of training was games, followed 
by seminars, workshops, and other types of training, all at the same level 
(Fig. 19.6a). Master courses, summer schools, and fieldwork were the least 
attended types of training. Games and workshops seem to be suitable for pro-
fessionals to become updated on MSP evolution. Opinions about the benefits 
of the training to the professionals on a scale of 0 to 5 were divided, but the 
professionals generally considered their training to have been beneficial 
(Fig. 19.6b). None of the respondents considered that the training was not at 
all beneficial (value zero for benefit). The most selected levels of benefit, quan-
tified by the number of answers, were medium (level 3) and high (level 5). 

Fig. 19.5 Professional categories included in the pool of professionals
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Benefit levels 1, 2, and 4 were also selected, demonstrating that the profes-
sionals recognised the benefit of their training.

 Skills Needed by an Maritime Spatial Planning Practitioner

A set of skills needed by an MSP practitioner was proposed and presented to 
the professionals, who were asked to rank the skills in order of importance. 
They were also asked if other skills were needed by MSP practitioners. The 
results were compiled to represent skills of higher importance with higher 
values and skills of lower importance with lower values (Fig. 19.7).

Fig. 19.6 (a) Main types of training attended by professionals in the last five years and 
(b) level of benefit of the training to the professionals

Fig. 19.7 Ranking of the importance of skills needed by an MSP practitioner, accord-
ing to the expert respondents; highest values indicate more important skills
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The ability to analyse and engage with stakeholders was identified as the 
most important skill needed by an MSP practitioner, amongst the suggested 
set of skills. Communication and skills for facilitation and negotiation were 
identified as the next most important. Skills for synthesising information, 
transdisciplinarity, and project management were categorised as moderately 
important. Rationality, geographic information system (GIS) training, and 
spatial analysis were considered less important, and data collection and man-
agement were considered the least important.

Additional skills identified by the professionals were:

• Political skills and navigating politics, such as understanding processes of 
law, policy, and decision-making and understanding the legislative frame-
work of MSP and its constraints,

• Spatial-planning skills (itself a set of skills including some of the above),
• Understanding social and natural sciences and the ability to take a holistic 

view,
• Capacities dealing with neighbouring countries and cultures,
• Being neutral and assertive, and
• Presentation skills (which might be also included in the suggested skill of 

communication) and the ability to write clearly (particularly policies).

 Backgrounds Needed by an Maritime Spatial Planning Team

Similar to the previous question, a set of proposed backgrounds needed by an 
MSP practitioner was proposed and presented to professionals, who were 
asked to rank the backgrounds by order of importance. The professionals were 
also asked if other backgrounds were needed by MSP practitioners. The results 
were compiled to represent backgrounds of higher importance with higher 
values and backgrounds of lower importance with lower values (Fig. 19.8).

Spatial planning was considered the most important background, followed 
by marine sciences, legal framework, and social sciences. Industry and technol-
ogy, GIS, and other environmental sciences were ranked as moderately impor-
tant. In descending order, economics, political science, communication sciences, 
and transportation and statistics were considered the least important.

Additional backgrounds identified by respondent professionals included

• Administration,
• Modelling marine physical processes,
• Facilitation and moderation, and
• Conflict management.
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 Importance of Specific Training and the Most Important Areas 
of Knowledge

On a scale from 0 (level of no benefit) to 5 (level of highest benefit), none of 
the respondents considered that training in MSP was not important to prac-
titioners (value 0 for importance) or selected importance level 2. Importance 
level 4 was the most selected (Fig. 19.9), followed by levels 3, 5, and 1, dem-
onstrating that the professionals considered specific training to be important 
or very important for MSP practitioners.

Several areas of knowledge were considered by professionals as important 
to be covered by specific training in MSP. Similar answers were grouped to 
shorten the list and identify the most consensual areas of knowledge 
(Fig. 19.10). This question was an open question, and the results overlapped 
to some degree with the results for the ranking of skills and ranking of back-
grounds. Most of the professionals agreed that stakeholders’ identification and 
engagement, governance, legal and political frameworks, and spatial-planning 
theory and practices should be covered by specific MSP training. Stakeholders’ 
analysis and engagement was the highest ranked skill, whilst spatial planning 
was the highest ranked background. For governance, legal and political frame-
works, and administrative and economic frameworks, MSP training should 
focus on country- or region-specific contexts, and training, including real- 
world examples, was considered of utmost importance.

Fig. 19.8 Ranking of importance of backgrounds needed by an MSP practitioner, 
according to the expert respondents; highest values indicate more important 
backgrounds
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About half of the professionals considered that “hands-on” training (e.g. 
fieldwork and internships) was the most effective type of training and prep-
aration for developing and implementing MSP processes (Fig.  19.11). 
Masters, summer schools, and workshops were also effective but with less 
consensus amongst the professionals. The category “others” included, for 
example, the professionals’ references to short courses and continuous pro-
fessional development. Networking was also considered a good opportu-
nity to increase skills and backgrounds in MSP.  Real-world cases and 
examples, problem-solving, and practical training were again considered 
highly effective.

Additional comments of the professionals included the reiteration of some 
training needs for MSP staff, namely communication (written, oral, digital 
media, press, public speaking), moderation and negotiation skills, knowledge 
of the socio-economic and cultural aspects of MSP, provision of real-world 
cases and examples, increased knowledge about the implementation of the 
ecosystem-based approach, development of innovative resource-efficient 
methods (e.g. online) for engaging stakeholders and increasing participation, 
exploring the links between MSP and terrestrial planning (land/sea interface), 
and a Bayesian MSP (progression from Boolean thresholds (yes/no) of area 
suitability to a spectrum of values of area suitability and integration of data 
uncertainty).

Fig. 19.9 Levels of importance of specific training for MSP practitioners
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Fig. 19.10 Areas of knowledge that the respondent professionals considered should 
be covered by specific MSP training

Fig. 19.11 Most effective types of MSP training according to the respondent 
professionals
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5  Discussion and Recommendations

This chapter intended to initiate a discussion of the basic and most important 
skills and backgrounds important to achieve a successful professional MSP 
practice and how specific education and training can contribute to that end. 
As the practice of MSP matures, the educational supply must evolve to 
respond (or even anticipate) the expectations of both students and potential 
employers. These three dimensions (educational offer, students’ expectations, 
and market requirements), however, often evolve at different rates creating 
mismatches that need to be identified and corrected.

The discussion and results indicate that skills requested by MSP practitio-
ners are sometimes common to other practitioners or are at least considered 
to be general skills, because they are not specific to the MSP process and 
rationale. Some examples of such skills are rationality, digital thinking, and 
new-media literacy, including communication and writing competences 
(Table 19.2) and those considered future working skills identified by Davies 
et al. (2011). Providing future professionals with these skills will be a chal-
lenge not only for MSP but also for employers, as they are also part of a live 
learning process. The curriculum/syllabus of programmes in MSP, however, 
must reflect this challenge, and new contents in digital literacy and expression 
must be added.

Even though covering all subjects and disciplines is important, resources 
(time and funding) for MSP education and training are limited. Identifying 
the backgrounds and skills that contribute most to the working environment 
of MSP practitioners may therefore be needed to identify the issues that 
should be given the most attention. The ranking of the skills and backgrounds 
needed by marine planners and teams and by practitioners indicated that 
stakeholder engagement and analysis were the most prioritised, followed by 
communication, facilitation and negotiation, and synthesising information. 
These rankings support the earlier analysis that future training for MSP should 
focus on new-media literacy and communication and especially how these 
skills help to engage stakeholders, both in person and virtually. Additional 
skills suggested by the MSP professionals as also important, including presen-
tation skills, ability to deal with neighbouring countries, political skills, and 
ability to understand various legislative frameworks, reaffirmed the need for 
MSP education and training to focus more on communication, legislation, 
and cross-border engagement skills.

The professionals suggested that spatial planning, marine sciences, legal 
frameworks, and social sciences were the most important backgrounds for 
MSP practitioners. Most students accepted into EMMCMSP have a back-
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Table 19.2 MSP competences and knowledge and related skills

Skill/key drivers
MSP competences 
and knowledge Definition Summary

Rationality Dialogue skills, 
intuitive 
reasoning

Policy analysis, 
logical framework 
analysis, 
scenarios, 
understanding a 
“logic model” 
and indicators, 
knowledge of 
existing 
monitoring 
programmes

Ability to 
determine the 
deeper meaning 
or importance of 
what is being 
expressed

As smart machines 
take over rote 
routine 
manufacturing and 
services jobs, critical 
thinking or 
rationality will 
emerge as a skill on 
which workers will 
increasingly need to 
capitalise

Social intelligence Stakeholder 
analysis, 
stakeholder 
engagement 
tools, facilitation, 
negotiation skills, 
communication 
skills

Ability to deeply 
and directly 
connect to others 
to sense and 
stimulate 
reactions and 
desired 
interactions

As we collaborate 
with larger groups 
of people in 
different settings, 
we need socially 
intelligent 
employees able to 
quickly assess the 
emotions of those 
around them and 
adapt their words, 
tones, and gestures 
accordingly

Novel & adaptive 
thinking

Proficiency at 
thinking and 
generating 
solutions and 
responses beyond 
those that are 
rote or rule-based

As automation and 
offshoring continue, 
job opportunities 
will require the 
ability to respond to 
unique unexpected 
circumstances of the 
moment

Cross-cultural 
competency

Sectors, policy, 
environment, 
socio-economic 
integration

Ability to operate 
in different 
cultural settings

In a truly globally 
connected world, 
the ability to adapt 
to changing 
circumstances and to 
sense and respond 
to new contexts will 
be necessary for all 
workers who 
operate in diverse 
geographical 
environments

(continued)
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Table 19.2 (continued)

Skill/key drivers
MSP competences 
and knowledge Definition Summary

Digital thinking Data-collection 
methods, 
spatial-database 
management, 
existing 
governance 
system, digital 
thinking

Ability to translate 
vast amounts of 
data into abstract 
concepts and to 
understand 
data-based 
reasoning

As the amount of 
data that we have at 
our disposal 
increases 
exponentially, 
fundamentals of 
programming virtual 
and physical worlds 
will enable us to 
manipulate our 
environments and 
enhance our 
interactions. 
Workers must 
nevertheless remain 
able to act in the 
absence of data or 
algorithms to guide 
decision-making

New-media 
literacy

Communication 
skills, stakeholder 
engagement

Ability to critically 
assess and 
develop content 
that uses new 
forms of media 
and to leverage 
these media for 
persuasive 
communication

As immersive and 
visually stimulating 
presentations of 
information become 
the norm, workers 
will need more 
sophisticated skills 
to critically assess 
these kinds of media 
and to use these 
tools to engage and 
persuade their 
audiences

Transdisciplinarity Economic analysis, 
environmental 
analysis, intuitive 
reasoning, 
rationality

Literacy in and 
ability to 
understand 
concepts across 
multiple 
disciplines

The ideal worker of 
the next decade 
should be able to 
converse in the 
language of a 
broader range of 
disciplines, which 
requires a sense of 
curiosity and a 
willingness to learn 
long after their 
formal education

(continued)
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Table 19.2 (continued)

Skill/key drivers
MSP competences 
and knowledge Definition Summary

Design mindset Project/
organisational 
management

Programme/project 
management, 
systems thinking, 
and management 
processes

Ability to represent 
and develop tasks 
and work 
processes for 
desired outcomes

Workers of the future 
will need to become 
adept at 
reorganising the 
kind of thinking that 
different tasks 
require and making 
adjustments to their 
work environments 
that enhance their 
ability to accomplish 
these tasks

Cognitive-load 
management

Policy analysis, 
logical framework 
analysis, 
scenarios, 
understanding a 
“logic model” 
and indicators, 
knowledge of 
existing 
monitoring 
programmes

Ability to 
discriminate and 
filter information 
for importance 
and to 
understand how 
to maximise 
cognitive 
functioning using 
a variety of tools 
and techniques

The next generation 
of workers will have 
to develop their own 
techniques for 
solving the problem 
of cognitive 
overload, which is 
due to a world rich 
in information 
streams in multiple 
formats and from 
multiple devices

Virtual 
collaboration

Digital thinking Ability to work 
productively, 
drive 
engagement, and 
demonstrate 
presence as a 
member of a 
virtual team

Connective 
technologies allow 
us to work, share, 
and be productive 
despite physical 
separation, but 
leaders need to 
develop strategies 
for engaging and 
motivating a 
dispersed group, 
whilst team 
members need to 
find environments 
(either physical or 
virtual) that 
promote 
productivity and 
well-being

Source: Experts inputs, authors construction on Davies et al. (2011)
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ground in architecture or engineering (but which has been decreasing), envi-
ronmental science and geography, and marine biology and oceanography 
(which has been increasing). The difference between what is perceived as nec-
essary and what is actually happening is decreasing. The reorientation of back-
ground areas of knowledge, if needed, can be achieved by the demand for 
particular areas as an admission requirement. This demand would also allow 
for  shorter introduction courses, thus freeing time for some specialisation 
within the general MSP skills and competences. As one of the professionals 
said, “specific expertise is not so important, it’s possible to get specialists to 
cover this (such as environmental science, social science, economics), but 
there must be awareness of the basics of each field (e.g. the difference between 
qualitative and quantitative data, different research methods) and the impor-
tance of all these fields to MSP”.

The professionals also suggested that the most important skills for MSP 
practitioners to acquire were stakeholders’ analysis and engagement, commu-
nication, facilitation, negotiation, and synthesising information. Most 
EMMCMSP theses’ themes are about governance and ecosystem-based 
approach, with recommendations and lessons learnt as the most common 
outputs from the theses. The students are free to choose topics, but their 
judgement is noticeably disconnected from the needs of and recommenda-
tions by the professionals. Therefore, guidance must be provided. Greater 
contact between students and the reality of the labour market should also be 
promoted from an early stage to adjust the expectations of students and 
potential employers. These efforts need to monitor MSP evolution and evolve 
with it, always adapting to current needs.

On a final note, attention must be drawn to the fact that teaching and 
training for MSP has been analysed here assuming a certain degree of knowl-
edge on basic concepts and skills of spatial analysis. However, this might not 
be the reality in some particular areas, remote and isolated communities, or 
some underdeveloped countries where focus sessions using friend mapping 
tools might be the ideal first step.

As MSP is context specific evolving with science and technology but also 
with market demands, one of the identified actions for training and educa-
tion initiatives is to permanently update the scope of modern and emerg-
ing skills and competences in order to efficiently design curricula and 
syllabus.

The purpose of this chapter was not to present a detailed analysis of the 
existing education and training offer/methods but rather to provide a glimpse 
of the experience of professionals on what is needed for future MSP practice 
and start discussion on how this should shape a new stage on MSP training. 
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Training must also diversify and adapt to serve different needs and specific 
features and contexts: short courses for professional adaptation and evolution, 
postgraduate and Master courses reactive to new trends in employment, and 
training for stakeholders and representatives of organisations and agencies.

In conclusion, more training in specific skills and competences is need. The 
emphasis at all levels of training and education must be placed on skills (espe-
cially those connected to facilitation/negotiation, communication, and digital 
and media literacy) and not only on scientific backgrounds and support. This 
challenge is even more important at the level of higher education (degrees and 
masters which are naturally the first choice for specialisation of new profession-
als), traditionally designed more to provide deep knowledge on specific topics 
than to develop technical and social competences in a practical context.

However, since most students accepted into the EMMCMSP were coming 
from architecture and engineering backgrounds, it is still important that envi-
ronmental sciences and ecosystem aspects remain in the core of skills to 
develop into future professionals in this particular case. As MSP develops, it 
is important that MSP education and research takes account of how plans are 
implemented and related skills to achieve it. Finally, interdisciplinary and 
transdisciplinary training allows students to develop skills and acquire knowl-
edge in the entire range of subjects underlying MSP practice.
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